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PREFACE

It is not a simple matter to describe this book. Briefly, it

attempts to provide and apply a set of conce,ptsJ'rpm economic theory

that may prove valuable to those who_arejo_w or may become decision-

malcers~Inlhe”lilectipn, financing, and/or use of computers. Only

theoryrelevantl'or such decision-makers is presented here. This means

that the effects of computers on the economy as a whole lie outside

the scope of this book, as do a number of related issues. We deal, thus,

with microeconomic, not macroeconomic, theory: our focus is on the

small (industry, firm, computer) and not the large (gross national

product, consumer price index, unemployment).

The book is intended to appeal to three groups of readers. First,

and of the most immediate importance, are those who now manage or

set policy for computer installations. The second group consists of

students in programs leading to degrees in computer science (or in-

formation science); such programs are becoming widespread and seem

destined to remain permanent fixtures on most university campuses.

Finally, the book is aimed at economists interested in the computer

industry; only a minimal knowledge of computers per se is assumed

here, and most of the material of interest to an economist requires

no such knowledge.

Although the booh has been neither designed nor tested as a text-

book, it should prove useful for a one- or two-semester course for

computer scientists. As the profession matures, I hope that a course

dealing with economic matters would be considered an essential part

of the computer science curriculum. Perhaps this book will play a

part in gaining acceptance for this view.

The book is written for a reasonably sophisticated audience. The
reader is assumed to be familiar with mathematics through intro-

ductory calculus. More important, however, is the requirement that

the reader be sympathetic to the use of relatively simple but rigorous

models for analyzing economic problems confronting computer users

and producers. No prior knowledge of economic theory is assumed;
such knowledge is an output, not an input.
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The book is divided into two major sections. Part I is organized

around techniques: Part II, around applications. The dichotomy is

not complete, however. The techniques in Part 1 are presented with

illustrative examples concerning computers, and some new theoretical

concepts are introduced in Part 11. The division is primarily one of

convenience: applications are included in Part I whenever they can

serve to illustrate a particular theoretical construct, and theoretical

techniques are used in Part 11 as appropriate for the applications dis-

cussed.

This is not a book about economic theory or even one about micro-

economic theory. The reader interested in a broad background in

the subject is advised to read instead, or in addition, one of the many

general textbooks on the subject (e.g., Alchian and Allen’s excellent

University Economics *). The theory included here is limited to that

portion which, in my opinion, is of prime importance to the computer

scientist. No apology is intended for this statement— some economic

theory is better than none, and this book is meant to provide a means

whereby a particular group of people can efficiently obtain a core of

such theory selected with their needs and interests in mind.

Empirical results have been included, wherever possible, to illus-

trate the theory and to provide numerical estimates for key relation-

ships. To some extent it has been necessary to rely on the work of

others, since time and resources did not allow extensive independent

empirical research to be conducted specifically for this book. This

means that there is a le.ss than perfect coiTclation between the im-

portance accorded various subjects and the empirical research per-

formed to date and described here. It also means that some important

subjects must be treated briefly since little empirical material is

available. Hopefully the recognition of such imbalances will lead to

further research aimed at their correction.

The book is long. The reader with broad experience in the computer
industry may prefer to skip Chapters 6, 7, the first part of 8, and 12.

The professional economist interested primarily in applications of

economic theory to the computer industry should omit Chapters 1-6.

The pragmatic reader interested primarily in obtaining a general famil-

iarity with the industry may wish to skip Chapters 1-5, 8, and 11.

* Amien A. Alchian and William R. Allen, Univmiiy Economics, Second edition.

1967, Wadsworth Publishing Co., Belmont, Ctilifomia.
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The Appendix is included for those with little or no exposure to the

technique of regression analysis. A minimal understanding is required

to benefit fully from some of the discussion in Chapters 9 and 10.

Most books reflect the background, the interests, and, we hope, the

comparative advantage of the author. This one is no exception. I have

included material that seems to me both relevant and interesting. I

make no claim to have exhausted the subject of computer economics

or even to have remained within its bounds. I do hope that I have

provided material that will prove useful to those for whom the book is

intended.

William F. Sharpe

May, 1969

Irvine, California
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CHAPTER 1 MICROECONOMIC THEORY

D AN INTRODUCTION

g
^ A. MICROECONOMICS

Anyone who feels that he can precisely define the bound-

aries of his profession either possesses a skill of little importance or is

incredibly naive. Hence we will not attempt to define rigorously the

scope of economics. Dictionary definitions typically state that eco-

nomics is the social science dealing with the production, distribution,

and transportation of goods and services. Many feel that its domain

should be limited to activities in which money plays a role. But econ-

omists often concern themselves with social and business systems

in which monetary transactions are of little importance. A better

definition might thus include activities in which money could play a

role.

Whatever economics may be, it is typically divided into two parts.

Macroeconomics deals with the large questions. What determines the

gross national product, the percentage of unemployment, the overall

price level? Microeconomics deals with the small. What determines

the price of a particular computer, the rental terms offered by IBM, the

optimal usage of a computer in a particular firm? As these examples

suggest, the techniques of microeconomics are the more valuable for

computer scientists acting in their professional capacities. As an en-

lightened citizen, the computer scientist may well be concerned with

the broad aggregate measures of a society’s welfare and the influence

of major policy decisions on them. But we will not attempt to provide

here the requisite education for the latter role. Our concern is primarily

with microeconomic theory.

One of the goals of this chapter is to provide the reader with a feel-

ing for the approach an economist takes to problems. To accomplish

this, a number of important subjects will be treated, often in a rather

cursory manner. In subsequent chapters we will build our models
more carefully, deal with complications and special cases at greater

length, discuss more fully the manner in which the models can be put to

practical use, and, wherever possible, provide relevant empirical data.
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At this point it is more important to prepare the reader emotionally for

the rest of the book.

B. POSITIVE VERSUS NORMATIVE THEORY

One may differentiate positive theory from normative. Positive theory

attempts to predict. What types of rental terms will a computer manu-

facturer enjoying a monopoly position offer? What type of costing sys-

tem will a firm adopt for internal computer use, and how will people

react to it? Normative theory provides guides for decisions. What types

of rental terms should such a manufacturer offer? What type of costing

system should a firm adopt, and how should people react to it? Norma-

tive theory must of course be supplemented by value judgments (e.g.,

if the manufacturer wants to maximize profits, then he should . . .).

Positive theory, in principle, is free of value judgments; it deals with

what will happen, not what should happen given some set of values as

to the relative desirabilities of various outcomes.

As a social science, economics deals more with positive theory. But

economists attempting to construct models of the economy early found

it useful to utilize submodels of firms that made decisions as if they

sought to maximize profit, produce a given output at minimum cost,

etc. Such models can clearly be adapted for normative applications

with similar goals. When cast in the latter role, the models are often

given a new name— for example, managerial economics, business

economics, or even systems analysis.

The dichotomy between positive and normative theory is based

more on the use to which the theory is put than on the theory itself.

For example, we will examine in some detail the optimal types of be-

havior for a computer manufacturer attempting to maximize profit. To
the extent that computer manufacturers do attempt to maximize profit

and are successful at it, such behavior may be observed; we thus have

a good positive theory. To the extent that manufacturers want to maxi-

mize profit but do so only rarely, the theory is less useful in a positive

role. But obviously it can be utilized to help the manufacturer attain

his goal and is thus a good normative theory.

In this book we will consider a number of situations, each involving

an objective, certain decision variables, and a set of constraints (techni-

cal relationships, those imposed by market conditions, those imposed
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by competition, etc.). The optimal behavior in each case will be derived

by manipulating the resultant model. In some instances we will propose

the model as more valuable in a positive role; the appropriate test of

its value in such a role is the extent to which observed behavior is con-

sistent with the implications of the model. In other cases we will pro-

pose a model as more valuable in a normative role. Here the appro-

priate test of its value is cdnsistency between the assumptions of the

model (particularly those concerning objectives) and those relevant to

the decision-maker for whom it is proposed. From time to time we will

even confront one type of model with another. For example, we will

ask. What policy should a user adopt with regard to rental versus pur-

chase of a machine if the manufacturer does indeed arrange his terms

so as to maximize his profit?

In general our concern will be with the user; to the extent that norma-

tive models are developed they will be directed primarily to his prob-

lems. Models dealing with manufacturers are intended to be used more

often in a positive context, to shed light on the situations faced by the

typical user so that his decision rules may be formulated in a sensible

manner. However, as this section has indicated, the dichotomy be-

tween positive and normative models is never complete; the distinc-

tion is at best a matter of degree.

C. COST/EFFECTIVENESS

In the last few years economics has been employed increasingly as

one of the decision-making techniques utilized within the federal

government. The names assigned to the products of government
economists are varied, but one in particular has been the focus of

much controversy: cost/effectiveness. Like most key ideas, this one
is almost trivially simple and thus should produce little controversy

once understood.

Figure 1-1 illustrates the general procedure. Assume that many dif-

ferent techniques are available to perform computation for some or-

ganization (e'.g., an aerospace firm or a university). Each technique has
some cost and provides computation with some amount of “effective-

ness (somehow measured). In Fig. 1-1 each point represents one of
the alternative techniques. Obviously:
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(1) among techniques with equal cost, the one with the greatest

effectiveness is best; and

(2) among techniques with equal effectiveness, the one with the

least cost is best.

These criteria define a set of dominant techniques, illustrated by the

circled points in Fig. 1-1. No rational decision-maker would consider

any of the other techniques. We say that the circled points represent

efficient techniques; the others are dominated by them and are in-

efficient.

If there are many efficient techniques, they may be represented by a

continuous curve as illustrated in Fig. 1-1. Cost/effectiveness analysis

is designed to locate this curve (i.e., efficient techniques). Obviously

all the power of cost analysis, statistics, operations research, engineer-

ing, and many other fields, as well as (perhaps most important) knowl-

edge of the process being studied, must be brought to bear if this exer-

cise is to be performed correctly. Equally obviously the difficult part

Effectiveness per month

FIGURE 1-1. Cost/effectiveness combinations.
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Effectiveness per month

FIGURE 1-2. Cost/effectiveness combinations and preferences.

is the enumeration of all the interesting techniques and the estimation

of their cost and effectiveness; the rest of the exercise (up to but not

including the final decision) is completely straightforward.

Given a set of efficient techniques, which should the ultimate deci-

sion-maker select? Clearly he should not choose (or be advised to

choose) the cheapest— this technique usually involves doing nothing,

with both cost and effectiveness equal to zero. Equally clearly only the

ultimate decision-maker or someone who knows his preferences can

make the final choice. If the decision-maker himself is to choose, the

cost/effectiveness curve (or points) can be presented to him and his

decision made directly. If someone else is to choose, the relevant

preferences must be captured in advance.

Figure 1-2 shows one possible mapping of preferences. Equally

desirable combinations of cost and effectiveness are connected; thus

combinations lying along curve /j are equally desirable, those lying

along h are equally desirable and also preferable to those along /j,

etc. If sufficiently many of these indifference curves are obtained from
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a decision-maker in advance, the optimal cost/effectiveness combina-

tion can be determined without further consultation (in Fig. 1-2 this

combination is shown by point X). In practice this is rarely done; it is

more convenient to ask a decision-maker to simply choose among the

efficient techniques rather than to make choices among many hypo-

thetical techniques so that his entire range of preferences can be iden-

tified in advance. But constructs such as those shown in Fig. 1-2 are

often useful for depicting the factors at work when choices ultimately

are made, and we will employ them in the chapters that follow.

Note that the final selection from among alternative techniques may

be the most difficult part of the entire decision process. Usually the

decision-maker has been delegated the task by a group that will ulti-

mately bear the consequences of his decision. Moreover, the prefer-

ences of the members of the group are hardly likely to be identical, and

the weights to be given to the preferences of various individuals are

rarely obvious. Thus the Secretary of the Air Force may have to at-

tempt to choose the best technique for the nation as a whole, or the

president of a firm may have to attempt to choose the best technique

for the firm’s stockholders as a body. Just as reasonable men may dis-

agree about the cost and effectiveness of various techniques, so too

they may disagree about the relative values of alternative combina-

tions in the eyes of the group for whom the decision is being made. All

will agree to avoid vertical portions of the cost/effectiveness curve

(i.e., portions in which additional cost gives no additional effective-

ness). But the manager of a computer center may well believe that the

stockholders’ interests are best served by moving very close to such a

vertical portion (which may occur at a high level of cost), whereas the

firm’s president may feel that the optimal expenditure on computer

facilities is considerably smaller.

To summarize, we can say that cost/effectiveness as a method for

decision-making is clearly above criticism (i.e., it is sufficiently trivial

to be obviously correct); in practice, however, there is ample room for

disagreement, criticism, and assertions that the method implemented

incorrectly is worse than no method at all.

D. REQUIREMENTS

Cost/effectiveness analysis is very much at variance with another ap-

proach to decision-making that can best be termed the “requirements”
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approach. The latter recommends that the decision-maker (1) deter-

mine his requirements and then (2) find the cheapest way to satisfy

them. Such a procedure, if followed literally, can lead to optimal deci-

sions only by chance. Indeed the concept of a requirement or need is

completely foreign to an economist. Firms “need” the biggest and best

computer available. Researchers “require” an almost unlimited amount

of computer time with the very highest priority. Central processors

“need” a large number of peripheral devices to ensure that they will be

used to capacity. In short, needs are either unlimited or so large that

they can hardly ever be met in practice.

The harsh reality that must be faced by all decision-makers is simply

that desirable consequences are usually accompanied by undesirable

consequences. One user’s need for computer time is satisfied by reduc-

ing the time allotted to another. The purchase of a bigger and better

computer is accomplished by reducing expenditures on other items.

Greater effectiveness is accompanied by greater cost (at least if only

efficient techniques are considered). In a narrow sense the sacrifice

involved in obtaining increased effectiveness is the dollar outlay re-

quired. In a broader sense it is the loss of other desirable uses for which

the resources in question could have been employed.

The dangers associated with the requirements approach are illus-

trated in Fig. 1-3. Assume that a decision-maker somehow determines

that he requires the level of effectiveness OR, and that this determina-

tion is made in complete ignorance of the relative costs of various

levels of effectiveness. The second step of the procedure will ensure

that he adopts an efficient technique, but will it be the best of all possi-

bilities? Probably not. For example, if the true cost/effectiveness rela-

tion is that shown by curve C£,, the optimal level of effectiveness may
be greater, since increases in effectiveness are accompanied by small

increases in cost. On the other hand, if the true relation is that shown
by curve CE2 , the optimal level may be smaller, since major reductions

in cost can be obtained by reducing the required effectiveness slightly.

Clearly the appropriate level of effectiveness will depend on the alter-

natives available (consider, for example, curves such as CE3 and CE4).

This is not to say that the requirements approach should be dismissed
out of hand. Information is seldom a free good; the cost of finding the

relationship between cost and effectiveness will typically depend on
the precision with which the relationship is determined. Thus it may
prove worthwhile to:
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Effectiveness per month

FIGURE 1-3. Cost/effectiveness versus the requirements approach.

(1) obtain rough estimates of the relationship between cost and

effectiveness (assuming efficient techniques are utilized);

(2) estimate the range within which the optimal combination will

lie;

(3) obtain improved estimates of the relationship within the range

selected in step 2; and

(4) then, if the results of step 3 are sufficiently precise, formulate a

required level of effectiveness and determine the least-cost

method of obtaining it. If the results are not sufficiently precise,

return to step 2.

Needless to say, the number of iterations, the extent to which re-

sults are refined (in steps 1 and 3), and the size of the range selected in

step 2 should depend on the cost of obtaining better information rela-

tive to the cost of making a nonoptimal decision. In practice the de-

cision-maker may possess sufficient knowledge to avoid repeated

iterations; indeed he may even be justified in stating requirements
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1

without explicitly engaging in the earlier steps of the procedure. Thus

the experienced computer manager who knows (if only intuitively)

what equipment can be obtained at various costs and how it can best be

utilized may well be acting rationally when he proposes a set of speci-

fications and accepts the lowest bid consistent with his requirements.

As always, it is not the form but the substance of the approach that

matters.

E. MAXIMIZING NET VALUE

Often it is possible to simplify the cost/effectiveness approach by esti-

mating the values of various levels of effectiveness. We can define

gross value as the maximum amount (in dollars) that the decision-

maker is willing to pay to obtain any given level of effectiveness. Pre-

sumably higher levels of effectiveness will have greater gross values.

Figure 1-4 illustrates one possible relationship between gross value

Effectiveness (computation per month)

FIGURE 1-4. Maximizing net value.
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and effectiveness (here assumed to be some measure of computation

per month). Since both gross value and cost are expressed in the same

dollar metric, it is possible to compare various levels of effectiveness

directly. The goal is to select a level of effectiveness that maximizes

net value, defined as gross value minus cost. In Fig. 1-4 the optimal

level is clearly E'^, giving the cost shown by distance E*x, the gross

value shown by distance E*y, and the (maximal) net value shown by

distance .v.v.

Although the net value approach is useful in a wide variety of con-

texts, it is particularly relevant for a firm selling a product or a service

and attempting to maximize its profits. The decision variable is usually

output or volume of sales (the term effectiveness may not be the most

appropriate in this situation). The gross value of any given level of out-

put is simply the revenue it provides, and net value equals gross

revenue minus cost, a measure according with the usual (accounting)

definition of profit. Thus Fig. 1-4 might stand very well as a model of a

profit-maximizing service bureau selling compulation capability to out-

side customers.

We have chosen to present the case of the profit-maximizing firm

selling in the open market as a rather special example of a more

general approach. Historically, models were developed for this case

with little or no regard for alternative situations. Indeed, models of

profit-maximizing firms form a major part of the classical economist’s

overall model of a free-enterprise economy.

Many have raised objections that real firms do not accept such a

simple one-dimensional goal, and thus that models of profit-maximiz-

ing firms are of little use in a positive (or, for that matter, normative)

context. In reply the proponents of such models present three argu-

ments. First, these models yield predictions that appear to be more

consistent with observed behavior than do any other models of com-

parable generality and parsimony. In fact, many competitive models

are not even operational: they are consistent with any type of behavior

and thus predict nothing. Second, under the forces of market competi-

tion the maximum profit obtainable may be no profit at all; a firm that

does not maximize its profit may thus sustain a loss— maximizing profit

may be equivalent to avoiding loss. Finally, a Darwinian process may
be at work. Firms that inadvertently adopt policies consistent with

profit maximization will prosper, expand, and be emulated by others.
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Those that do not will falter, contract, and not be emulated. Thus ob-

served behavior may tend to follow that predicted by a model based

on the assumption that firms consciously and efficiently set out to

maximize profits.

Other arguments can be made against the profit-maximizing assump-

tion. Many of them rest on a misunderstanding of the assumption it-

self. Suffice it to say here that by “profit-maximizing” we do not mean

short-sighted, get-as-much-as-possible-now-with-no-regard-for-later-

consequences policies. What we do mean will be developed in later

chapters.

F. MARGINALISM

If a frequency count of words used by economists were made, marginal

would certainly appear very near the top of the list. Laymen are ad-

vised, for example, to “set marginal revenue to marginal cost,” “equal-

ize marginal productivity per dollar,” and “set marginal profit to zero.”

In casual conversation (and beginning textbooks), the marginal concept

is defined in terms of increments. For example, assume a relationship

between total cost and some level of output {q)\

Tc^m
For a given level of output, what is marginal cost? The informal de-

scription implies that it is the change in total cost brought about by a

one-unit change in output:

MC = ATC
^q

where Aq = 4-1 or —1. But of course the change in total cost may be
different when Aq is 4-1 from when it is —1. The more satisfying defini-

tion, and the one we adopt, uses the derivative

In general:

MC = dTC
dq

Marginal (something) = <?(total (something))

(/(some decision variable)
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FIGURE 1-5. Total cost versus computation.

Figures 1-5 through 1-7 illustrate a typical (and important) applica-

tion of marginalism. We assume that a number of techniques are avail-

able for producing computation; each is represented by a point in

Fig. 1-5 with the efficient techniques shown by a smooth and con-

tinuous curve (rC). We assume also that there are a number of ways

in which various amounts of computation can be employed; each is

represented by a point in Fig. 1-6. Only the points lying on the upper-

left border of the region are efficient; and they are also represented by

a smooth and continuous curve {TV).

Efficiency dictates that any given amount of computation be obtained

at the (least) total cost shown by curve TC and utilized in the manner

that will give the (greatest) total value shown by curve TV. Only one

decision remains: what is the optimal quantity of output (computa-

tion)? We wish to maximize net value {TV — TC). Obviously net value

is related to output as shown in bottom part of Fig. 1-7. Equally

obviously, it reaches its maximum value at q*. In general, a necessary
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condition for a maximum is that the curve be flat. In this case

dq

Here the condition is also sufficient. Thus we could recommend the

following decision rules:

1. If marginal net value is positive, expand output.

2. If marginal net value is negative, contract output.

3. If marginal net value is zero, output is optimal.

These rules may be reformulated. The change in net value brought

about by a small change in output equals the change in total value less

the change in total cost:

dNV= dTV - dTC
Thus:

dNV
__
dTV dTC

dq dq dq

FIGURE 1-6. Total value versus computation.
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The necessary condition for maximizing net value is that marginal net

value be zero:

dNV _dTV dTC
dq dq dq

Rearranging, we have the following equivalent condition:

dTV dTC
dq dq

that is,

Marginal value = marginal cost

The marginal value and marginal cost curves derived from Fig. l-7a

are plotted in Fig. l-7b. In this case the following decision rules are

obviously appropriate:

1. If marginal value exceeds marginal cost, expand output.

2. If marginal value is less than marginal cost, contract output.

3. If marginal value equals marginal cost, output is optimal.

A number of objections can be made about the economist’s use of

marginalism. For example, it is argued that total cost and total revenue

curves need not be smooth and continuous with first derivatives de-

fined at all points; the curves may have kinks, steps, or even discon-

tinuities. Moreover, even if the curves are well behaved, the condition

specified (marginal net value = 0, or, equivalently, marginal cost =
marginal value) may not be sufficient to determine the optimal level of

output.

We consider the latter type of objection first. In theory the maximal

net value may not lie at a local optimum at all (i.e., net value may in-

crease continually as output either increases or decreases); and the

optimal level of output is infinite. However, this could hardly be the

case in any real economic situation. Thus the maximal net value can be

assumed to lie at some local optimum; the condition specified will find

that optimum if the total cost and total value curves are well behaved.

Of course it is only a necessary condition and will be satisfied by local

minima and inflection points as well as local maxima. Thus additional

tests must be invoked when more than one output level satisfies the

condition (i.e., when the marginal value curve crosses the marginal
cost curve more than once). Moreover, in such situations the decision
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rules given above may prove untrustworthy (i.e., it may be desirable to

expand output in some cases even though marginal cost exceeds margi-

nal value). But these complications can be accommodated easily within

the general framework; the necessary modifications are described in

Chapter 2.

The decision rules may also prove inadequate if the optimal policy is

not to produce at all. Thus an additional test must be invoked to deter-

mine whether or not the maximal net value is negative; if it is, obviously

the optimal output is zero.

(°)

(b)

FIGURE 1-8. Total cost (a) and marginal cost (b) curves.

Computation

per month
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The argument that marginal values may not even exist at some levels

of output is somewhat more difficult to overcome. However, a slight

modification of the definition of a marginal value helps considerably,

making the decision rule much more robust than might be expected.

Consider the situation illustrated by the total cost curve of Fig. l-8a

(Chapter 3 shows that, users reutiug equipment during the period 1955-

1965 faced such a situation). If computation per month is below <?*,

marginal cost is well defined; it is zero, as shown in Fig. l-8b. For com-

putation in excess of <?*, marginal cost is also defined; it is positive and

constant, as shown in Fig. l-8b. But at q* the derivative (dTCIdq) is

not defined, since the curve has a “kink” at that point. We get around

such problems by a very obvious procedure; if the total curve has a

kink, the marginal curve is constructed by simply connecting the seg-

ments on either side of the quantity at which the kink occurs in the

total curve. Thus the total cost curve in Fig. ]-8a gives rise to the

marginal cost curve in Fig. l-8b. Moreover, the decision rules lead to

the optimal output (q*). We will not attempt to prove this here or to

examine the conditions under which such a procedure will allow the

marginalist approach to be used in practice. It suffices to say that many
real-world complications can be accommodated successfully within

the framework of marginal analysis.

6. MATHEMATICAL PROCRAMMINC^

A mathematical programming problem has the following character-

istics;

1. One or more decision variables: Xj, X2 , . . . , X„.

2. An objective to be either maximized or minimized, the level of

which is a function of the values of the decision variables;

Z =f{Xi, X2 , - • • , X„)

' The reader who is not mathematically inclined may wish to skip this section, although
he is encouraged to give it at least a cursory reading. Other readers are encouraged to in-
vestigate the three previous RAND books dealing with the subject:

Robert Dorfman, Paul A. Samuelson, and Robert M. Solow, Linear Programming and
Econonvc Analysis, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1958.

David Gale, The Theory of Linear Economic Models, McGraw-Hill, New York
1960.

George B. Dantzig, Linear Programming and Extensions, Princeton University Press,
Princeton, N.J., 1963.
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3. One or more constraints that must be observed, at least one of

which is expressed as a weak inequality:

'

X.,..., X„) = > b.

^'o(A |, X-2, b..

Often a set of constraints restricting the decision variables to nonnega-

tive values is assumed to be implicit in the problem statement, but this

is not an essential characteristic.

Problems of this type can be subclassified into various groups. A
linear programminti problem is one in which all the functions (i.e., all

constraints plus the objective function) arc linear. A nonlinear pro-

gramming problem contains at least one nonlinear constraint and/or a

nonlinear objective function. Additional constraints may also be placed

on such a problem. An integer problem is one in which some or all of

the decision variables arc restricted to integer values instead of being

allowed to take on any values consistent with the set of constraints;

thus we speak of an integer linear programming problem, as opposed to

a (standard) linear programming problem.

Formally, many economic problems have these characteristics or

can be put into this form without making unreasonable assumptions or

modifications. However, if the solution can be predicted to some ex-

tent, it may be possible to determine in advance which of the con-

straints will in fact be binding (i.e., hold as equalities) and which will

not (i.e., hold as strict inequalities). The former constraints can then

be stated as equalities, and the latter disregarded completely. Thus
transformed, the problem can in many cases be solved by the methods
of the classical calculus (using Lagrange multipliers as needed). Such
a transformation was utilized for solving the problem described in

Section F; in fact this type of approach underlies most of the tradi-

- That is, one that can be satisfied by equality.
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tional marginal analysis. To illustrate the use of mathematical pro-

gramming and to contrast its approach with that of marginalism we will

briefly reconsider the problem represented in Figs. 1-5 through 1-7.

Let X, represent a technique for producing computation; if used

fully {Xt= 1), the technique will produce q, units of computation per

month and cost C, dollars. Assume that there are n such techniques.

Obviously each point in Fig. 1-5 gives the coordinates (g,, C,) of one

such technique.

Now let Yj represent some method for allocating computation; if

used fully (Fj = 1), Qj units of computation will be allocated, giving a

total value of Vj. Assume that there are m such methods of allocation.

Obviously each point in Fig. 1-6 gives the coordinates {Qj, V,) of one

such method.

The original formulation required the adoption of just one technique

and one method of allocation; these constraints may be stated as fol-

lows;

(1-1) i^.=i (1-1)
1=1

(1-2) 0 ^ A', ^ 1 for each / from 1 to n (1-la)

(1-3) Each Zj integer (1-lb)

(2-1) |;F,= 1 (1-2)

J=I

(2-2) 0 ^ g 1 for each y from 1 to m (l-2a)

(2-3) Each Fj integer (l-2b)

The amount of computation produced (Q„) will be

1^-1) (1-3)

1= 1

The amount utilized (Q„) will be

(^- 1
) ( 1 -4 )

J=1

Obviously the amount utilized cannot exceed the amount produced;

(5-1) Qn ^ Qp ( 1
-5 )
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Subject to these constraints, we wish to maximize net value:

m It

(6-1) Maximize: Z =2 y,Qj — 2 (1-6)

j=i i=i

This formulation casts the decision as an integer linear programming

problem. We will defer the discussion of such problems until Chapter 2.

Here we consider the problem without constraints 1-lb and l-2b; in

this form it is a standard linear programming problem. In essence we
have allowed partial adoption of any production technique (i.e.,

0 g Z, g 1) and/or any allocation scheme (i.e., 0 S Tj g 1).

Figure 1-9 shows the q„ C, values for three techniques. If Z, = 1,

we have point </,, C,. If Z’.. = 1. we have point C.. But if some in-

termediate combination is desired, a mixture of the two techniques can

be utilized; for example, if A', = 0.5 and A'. = 0.5, we have point q' , C.
A mixture of such a combination and technique 3 will, in turn, provide

a combination along the line connecting points q\ C and <7.,, C3. Ob-
viously. by taking an appropriate mixture of techniques, any point in

FIGURE 1-9. The q, C values for three techniques.
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FIGURE 1-10. Feasible q, C values.

the region shown in Fig. 1-10 can be obtained without violating con-

straints 1-1 and 1-2.® The region is simply the convex hull of the

original points— that is, the smallest convex region containing all the

points. Of course only points lying on the lower border of the region

need be considered as candidates for the solution, since cost is an un-

desirable element in the objective function. Using our previous defini-

tions, points on the boundary are efficient, and the boundary itself is

the total cost curve. Note that it will be composed of linear segments

and that the segments increase in slope as greater quantities are

reached.

A similar argument can be made with regard to alternative methods

for allocating computation. The region of possible combinations will

“ Not all possible techniques have been included in the figure. One can always spend in-

ordinate amounts to produce a given output. With all possible techniques included, the
region would extend upward virtually without limit.
* For purposes of this discussion, a region can be said to be convex if a line-segment
connecting any two points in it lies wholly within the region.
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be convex, as shown in Fig. 1-1 1,'’ but only the upper border need be

considered. Points on this border are efficient, and the border itself

constitutes the total value curve. It too is composed of linear seg-

ments, but the segments decrease in slope as greater quantities are

reached.

The situation is summarized in Figs. 1-1 2a and b. Since the extent

to which each technique may be utilized is assumed to be variable, it

will always prove desirable to produce just the amount utilized (i.e.,

Q,>
— Qh); thus the problem can be reduced to one in a single decision

variable, q{— Qp — Qti). Figure l-12a shows the total cost and the

total value as functions of Q, while Fig. 1-1 2b gives the derived margi-

nal cost and marginal value curves. The optimal quantity (q*) is shown

in both figures.

Several comments are in order here. As this example illustrates, the

classical economics method obtains the optimal solution in three

separate stages. First, alternative production techniques are investi-

gated, inefficient ones rejected, and the efficient techniques used to

“Not all possible allocation methods have been included in the figure. One can always
throw away a portion of the quantity available or devote it to worthless uses. With all

possible methods of allocation included, the region would extend down to the horizontal
axis and rightward virtually without limit.
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form a total cost curve. Next, alternative methods of utilizing output

are investigated, inefficient ones rejected, and the efficient methods

used to form a total value curve. Finally, the two sets of efficient proc-

esses are examined concurrently and the overall optimum is deter-

mined. The mathematical programming method, by contrast, combines

the operations: all the many production techniques and allocation

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 1-12. Total cost and total value (a); marginal cost and marginal value (b).
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methods are enumerated and included as decision variables, and then

the problem is solved directly.

A second comment concerns the shape of the curves obtained. Note

that the linear programming formulation implies directly that the slope

of the total cost curve will increase® with the rate of output and that

the slope of the total value curve will decrease.^ Putting it somewhat

differently, we can say that both marginal curves will be monotonic:

marginal cost will never decrease with increases in the rate of output,

and marginal value will never increase. We will argue these charac-

teristics independently on economic grounds in subsequent chapters,

but this brief example provides an alternative way to make the point.

Finally, note that the greater the number of allocation methods and

production techniques, the smoother will be the total value, total cost,

marginal value, and marginal cost curves. Thus curves such as those

shown in Fig. 1-7 may be regarded as limiting cases for curves similar

to those of Fig. 1-12. One may take the position that the real world

provides a virtual continuum of alternatives and that the linear pro-

gramming approach represents an approximation to the true situation

(as reflected in the smooth curves of classical economics). Alter-

natively, one may feel that opportunities do in fact come in discrete

units and that it is the classical economist who is approximating reality.

Whatever the correct position, we will utilize both approaches in this

book, usually letting expository convenience govern the emphasis ac-

corded each one. Throughout, however, we will attempt to emphasize

the similarities of the two techniques rather than the differences be-

iweenthem.
X f

.
(fl ) /'vT

H. PRICE AS A RATIONING DEVICE 9 5 ^

One of the first sentences in most economics textbooks describes the

task of allocating scarce resources among competing uses. As we have

argued, rarely will there be sufficient computer time, remote consoles,

disk space, etc., to meet everyone’s “needs.” Whatever amount of

some desirable resource may exist at any point of time, some method
must be adopted to ration it.

Many schemes can be utilized to accomplish this purpose. The de-

More precisely: will not decrease.
’’ More precisely: will not increase.
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cision-maker may simply allocate the supply to people he considers

worthy of it. Thus a computer center manager may grant priority to

scientific users, relegating data-processing applications to periods in

which no scientific computation needs to be performed. Debugging

runs may be given priority over production runs. Universities may es-

tablish schemes under which faculty members take precedence over

graduate students but the latter have priority over undergraduates.

Short runs may be given priority over long ones.

All these schemes have one common attribute: they are generally

inflexible. Once the rules have been established, jobs are rigidly classi-

fied. No provision is made for the unusual case in which some job in a

lower classification is more important than one in a higher classifica-

tion. Thus the typical short job may be more important than the typical

long job (at least relative to the computer time required), but exceptions

will occur and some procedure should be available to handle them.

To solve such problems, one needs a reasonably reliable method to

evaluate the intensity of a person’s desire to obtain an item. Typically

this is accomplished by requiring the user to engage in some unpleasant

activity. Thus remote consoles may be allocated simply by adopting a

first-come, first-served philosophy. A person whose desire to use a con-

sole is sufficiently strong will endure long periods of waiting in line to

get one. The console is thus allocated on the basis of patience and en-

durance. Hopefully, such a scheme will result in its use by those with

the most important problems (although it is entirely possible that the

console may simply go to those whose time is the least valuable).

In a broad sense the term price can be used to represent all the dis-

agreeable things that one must do to obtain an item. Thus we might

include, for example, waiting, political capital expended, enemies

made, and effort devoted to currying favor with the personnel running

the computer center. Certainly we would include any required pay-

ments of money. Given a price, people will be willing to pay for some
specific amount of an item. And the higher the price, the smaller is the

amount. Thus there exists some price that will ration the existing

supply completely, without any additional restrictions.

We will generally use the term price in its narrower sense to refer to

transfers of money or resources from the user to the supplier of an
item. Conceptually the entire rationing function can be accomplished
by setting such a price at an appropriate level. A scheme of this type
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has significant advantages. Like some of the other methods, it forces a

person to engage in a disagreeable activity (paying) if he wants to use

the item. But this activity is agreeable for the supplier, since the con-

trol of some amount of resources is simply being transferred from one

party to another; on net, no unproductive activity is required. This

contrasts sharply with the first-come, first-served method of allocation.

The user finds waiting disagreeable, but his “payment” of time rarely

improves the well-being of the item’s supplier; on net, the society (or

firm) loses the value of the user’s wasted time. Monetary transactions

(or intrafirm transfers of budgeted funds) thus provide major advan-

tages over other rationing schemes: resources are transferred from the

user to the supplier, not expended or consumed.

We will focus on the use of prices throughout this book. To avoid

confusion it is important to think of price first in its role as a device to

ration an existing supply. Obviously the relationship between the price

of an item and the cost of altering its supply will prove important in

determining whether the supply will expand, contract, or remain con-

stant over time. But even if supply were totally unaffected by it, price

could fill an important role.

We will be particularly interested in cquiUbrium prices. A short-run

equilibrium price is simply the price that will serve to adequately ra-

tion an existing supply of an item. A long-run equilibrium price per-

forms the short-run function and has the further characteristic that no

one has an incentive to add to or subtract from the total supply as time

passes. In normative contexts we will propose methods for finding such

equilibrium prices. In positive contexts we will show that market

forces will often lead to the establishment of these prices.

Prices are important in microeconomic theory. In fact, the subject is

often called price theory.



CHAPTER 2 VALUE AND DEMAND

D

0

^ A. INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 1 we suggested that a decision-maker might

attempt to measure the maximum gross value associated with alterna-

tive levels of effectiveness and then choose the level that gives the

maximum net value. This chapter is concerned with methods for assign-

ing such values and with some important implications of the overall

procedure. The reactions of a decision-maker to various situations con-

cerning the cost and availability of the good or service are of particular

interest; several cases— those forming the core of the theory of de-

mand— are dealt with here.

Consider a firm attempting to decide whether or not to utilize com-

puters for its data processing. Assume that the possible applications

are well understood and stable from month to month. Moreover, as-

sume that there is sufficient flexibility in scheduling the applications

for jobs to be spread out evenly through the month with no undesirable

consequences. Restating these assumptions, we can say that any hour

per month of computation can be viewed as equivalent to any other

and service can be measured simply in total hours per month. Ad-

mittedly this is not a very realistic case. We will deal with more com-

plex situations later. But a simple cardinal measure of service (or

output or utilization, etc.) makes sense only if the items in question

are truly homogeneous; by assumption, this is such a case.

We assume that computation service will be measured in terms of the

number of hours required to provide the service with a particular com-
puter (A). If only one computer is to be considered, this causes no
complications. If another (7) is to be considered, there may or may not

be complications. If the ratio of the time required to perform a job on
machine Y to that required to perform it on machine X is the same for

all jobs, an hour on machine7 can obviously be expressed simply as an
equivalent amount of time on machine X. But if the relative effective-

ness of the two machines varies from job to job, no simple equivalence
can be established. To retain the homogeneity of our measure of
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service we thus ussumc thnt the copubility of eoch muchinc being con-

sidered can be expressed in terms of equivalent hours of time on the

base computer {X).

Finally, note that we have assumed nothing about (he manner in

which service will be provided. Time may be obtained from a service

bureau, one or more machines may be leased, one or more machines

may be purchased, or any combination of such alternatives may be

chosen. At this point only the value associated with various levels of

service is of interest. We will bring cost and availability into the

analysis later.

B. VALUE AND ALTERNATIVE COST

Let there be N jobs that might be performed on a computer. Each job

can be characterized by the required computer time (assuming elTicient

programming) and the value associated with running it. We represent

the time required (per month) to run the /th job by T,, and the value

(per month) associated with running it by V,.

The time required to run a job will obviously depend on the details

of the job (how much output is to be printed, how much precision is to

be retained during calculations, etc.) and the manner in which it is pro-

grammed. Moreover the time required may not be easily predicted in

advance and may even depend on the jobs with which the job in ques-

tion is run (e.g., in a multiprogrammcd machine). We abstract from

these problems at this point, assuming that each job can be precisely

defined and its time estimated exactly in terms of the hours required

per month if the base computer is utilized. Furthermore, we assume

that times are additive: the total time required to run any set ofjobs is

simply the sum of their individual time requirements.

How might the value associated with running a job be assessed? The
simple answer is that K( is the most that the decision-maker is willing to

pay each month to have the job run on a computer. A more complete
answer goes farther. What would be done if the job were not run? Per-

haps the operation might be dropped entirely. This could be the case

for some management reports. Alternatively, the job might be per-

formed, but in some other way. We can formalize this as follows. Let
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Vi* be the value of performing job / (somehow) and C,- the lowest

alternative cost; then

Vi = min (Vi*, Q)

Vi* is the most that the decision-maker is willing to pay to have thejob

performed at all. This value will not be infinite. Even a task essential

for the firm’s existence, such as preparing the payroll, is not worth an

infinite amount of money— at some point it becomes cheaper to go out

of business. Needless to say it may be extremely difficult to measure

the value of a job. In practice it usually suffices to determine whether

this value is more or less than some relevant cost. However, for pur-

poses of understanding the overall process it is preferable to assume

that the decision-maker actually estimates the value explicitly. The

similarity of the two approaches will become clear later in this chap-

ter. Practical aspects of the process are taken up in subsequent

chapters.

Typically there are many ways to perform any given job; the use of a

computer is just one of them. Of course the manner in which the job is

performed should depend on the method utilized (e.g., clerks should

rarely simulate a computer, simply following the same program). Each

possible method presumes that the resources in question are employed

efficiently, and major practical problems are associated with estimat-

ing the costs of alternative methods. But conceptually at least, one can

enumerate the alternatives and estimate the cost of each one. The
cheapest is the best, and its cost is used for C,-. The method associated

with this cost could represent the use of some computer other than

those being considered. For the present, however, we assume that all

eligible computers are contained in our measure of computation

through the expedient of equivalent capabilities; thus C,- is associated

with the cheapest method using some means other than a computer.

Although this figure may be very large, it will rarely be infinite, since

many very complicated operations can be performed without a com-
puter.

The value associated with running job / on a computer (Fj) depends
on the next best alternative. If F,* > Q, the best alternative is to per-

form the job by the cheapest available method. Thus, if computation is

not used, Cj will be spent. Using the computer gives a (gross) saving
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equal to C,; thus F( = C,-. On the other hand, if V,* < C,,it is not worth

the cost to perform the job by any other method; if the computer is not

used, the job will not be done. The value of ninning thejob on the com-

puter is clearly the value associated with having it done at all: V, = Vi*.

Finally, of course, if = Cj, then F, = F,* = C,.

To summarize, the value of running job / is the lesser of F,* and C,-.

We assume for now that the value of each of the N jobs can be deter-

mined with precision. Moreover, we assume that they are independent

in the following sense: the value of ninning job j is not affected by any

decisions made concerning job / (e.g., whether it is run, or how much

must be paid to run it).

C. ALLOCATING TIME

There are N jobs, each of which requires a given amount of time and

has a given value. For convenience we define the value per unit of

ser\'ice (i.e., the value per hour) as the ratio of these two charac-

teristics:

Now assume that the firm has somehow obtained T hours of compu-

tation per month; neither more nor less will be available, and cost is

thus determined and invariant. The only decision to be made concerns

the appropriate utilization of the available time.

Let /, be the amount of computer time allocated to job / each month.

Since both total time and cost are fixed, the problem is to select values

for the /,’s that maximize the value ofjobs run. In linear programming
terms.

Subject to

and subject to

Maximize: ^ /iV,

1=1

2 g T
f=l

0 g tj g Tf for each i

(2- 1 )

(2-2)

(2-3)
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Note that this statement of the problem does not require that each

job be run completely if it is run at all (i.e., tj = 0 or Ti). We allow a

job to be allocated only a portion of its required time per month;

moreover, in such a case a proportionate amount of value is attributed

to it (Viti). Fortunately the solution of the problem will treat at most

one job (and often none) in this way. Furthermore, it may even be

meaningful to operate in this manner. An allocation of 6 hours per

month to a job requiring 18 hours to complete is consistent with

running the job completely every third month. In any event, for now

we allow this sort of allocation.

The problem stated in expressions 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3 could, of

course, be solved with any general-purpose linear programming code.

However, it is trivially simple and can be solved almost by inspection.

There is but one scarce resource— computer time (T). It is to be

allocated among competing jobs so as to maximize value. Any alloca-

tion scheme subdivides the jobs into two subsets: those that get com-

puter time (i.e., are run) and those that do not (i.e., are not run). Let R
be the set of jobs that are run (not necessarily completely) and NR the

set of jobs that are not run. The following condition is necessary for

an efficient allocation of time:

(a) Vf g Vj for each i in R and each j in NR

This states that the value per hour of any job that is run must exceed

(or, as a special case, equal) that of any job that is not run. Imagine an

allocation in which this does not hold; obviously the time should be

reallocated, with some time taken away from job i and given to job j,

since this will increase total value; thus the original allocation could

not have been efficient.

Figure 2-1 shows the problem in a convenient graph. Each job is

represented by a block, with the height indicating the value of the job

per hour (vO and the width indicating the time required for its com-
pletion {Ti). The blocks are arranged in order of decreasing height

(v,); for convenience the jobs have been numbered in the same order.

Note that the arrangement of blocks in Fig. 2-1 ensures compliance

with the requirement for efficient allocation. Given scarce computer
time, we take first the best job (i.e., the one with greatest Vj). Only
when there is more than enough time to complete this job do we con-
sider the next best. Jobs are simply taken in order of decreasing value
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Job 1

Job 2

V2 Job 3

vs >

1

Job 4

''4

1
J

Tj + Tj T’ TJ + T2 + T3 T1 + T2+T3+T4

T*’

FIGURE 2-1. Marginal value as a function of available time.

per hour until the available time is used up. This obvious rule for

efficient allocation implies that diagrams such as those in Fig. 2-1 can

be used directly to show how available time should be allocated.

Assume that T** hours per month are available. Which jobs should

be run? Obviously jobs 1, 2. and 3. Moreover, each can be run com-

pletely (t, = T,). The total value obtained from the available time will

be maximal and equal to the values of jobs 1-3 (F, + V-. + K3 = i',/i +
V2U + Ysts). Graphically the total value is shown by the sum of the

areas of the blocks to the left of T** — since for each job the height of

its block represents its value per hour and the width represents hours,

the area must represent its value (»v,).

Now assume that T* hours per month are available. Jobs 1 and 2

should be run to completion with the remainder of the available time

allocated to job 3. Total value will again be maximal and equal to the

areas of the blocks to the left of the available time. This follows from

the assumption that jobs can be given partial allocations of time.

Figure 2-2 shows total value as a function of available time. As
usual, the curve is constructed on the assumption that time is utilized

efficiently (i.e., value is maximal for any given time). But Fig. 2-1 was
constructed to show how to allocate time efficiently. Obviously the

height of the total value curve for any given value of T in Fig. 2-2 is

simply the area of the blocks lying to the left of T in Fig. 2-1.

We define the upper right-hand border of the blocks in Fig. 2-1 as

the marginal value curve (MV). The reason is simple. Consider time

T*. If the available time were altered slightly (either up or down),
efficiency would dictate that only the time allocated to job 3 be
changed. The height of the MV curve at T* is, of course, the value

per hour of job 3. For small changes in the neighborhood of T* this

is precisely the change in total value per unit change in available time:
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that is, the marginal value. In linear programming terms, the marginal

value is a shadow price, the one associated with constraint 2-2 (a

shadow price shows the change in the optimal level of the objective

per unit change in the constant of a constraint, assuming that the rest

of the problem is unchanged).

Strictly speaking, the marginal value is not uniquely defined when the

curve is vertical, since the change in total value per unit change in

time will depend on whether the latter is increased or decreased. How-
ever, we follow our previous convention, utilizing vertical segments

for connections and defining the resultant curve as the marginal value

curve.

FIGURE 2-2. Total value as a function of available time.
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Figure 2-1 was constructed on the basis of the obvious rule for

efficiency —first things first. Clearly this implies that the marginal value

curve must be downward-sloping (more properly, it must not be up-

ward-sloping). Alternatively we may say that the total value curve

must decrease in slope (more properly, it must not increase) as time

available increases. This is consistent with the conclusion reached in

Chapter 1.

D. ALL-OR-NONE RESTRICTIONS

As long as the partial completion of jobs is allowed, the total value

cur\'e will be similar to that shown in Fig. 2-2: continuous and kinked.

Note, however, that it will be flat (marginal value = 0) only when the

available time is so great that all valuable jobs can be run with time to

spare.

Consider a situation in which each job must be run to completion

each month or not run at all. This takes us out of the domain of stand-

ard linear programming problems. The problem can. however, be

stated as an integer linear programming problem. A set of new decision

variables. A',, A'^ A'\ is added, along with the following set of

constraints:

Xi = ^ for each / from I to N (2-4)
' I

Now, if all decision variables are restricted to integer values, the solu-

tion to the problem will give the desired result. Constraints 2-3 re-

quire that 0 ^ g Tf for each i; thus A', must lie between 0 and 1 (by

constraint 2-4). But X, is allowed to take on only integer values; thus

it can only be 0 or 1 . This effectively restricts ?, to be either 0 or T,-;

each job must be given all the time required to complete it or none at

all.

Computer codes are available for solving integer linear programming

problems, but their performance is often unpredictable. One desirable

possibility is that the solution to the basic problem (i.e., without the

integer restriction) will turn out to involve only integer values. If so,

the total value obtained from the computer time in question will not

be affected by the all-or-none requirement. If not, the value will be

decreased, since a situation can never be improved by adding further
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restrictions. The total value curve consistent with all-or-none require-

ments must thus lie below and/or coincide with the total value curve de-

rived in the manner shown in Section C.

One solution to the all-or-none problem is simply to utilize the

standard procedure, throwing away any time that would otherwise be

utilized to partially complete a job. The result would be a step-function

total value curve, coinciding with the unrestricted curve at the corners.

However, this is not necessarily the best procedure. In fact there may

be situations in which the best allocation violates our “obvious” rule

for efficiency; it may pay to run some jobs having a smaller value per

hour than that of one or more jobs that are not run.

Figure 2-3 illustrates the point. There are four jobs:

Job (tj I'. T, 1/,

1 24 3 8

2 12 2 6

3 24 6 4

4 14 7 2

The marginal value curve is that shown in Fig. 2-1 . The corresponding

total value curve was shown in Fig. 2-2 and is repeated in Fig. 2-3

as the upper solid curve; it shows the total value that can be obtained

in the absence of all-or-none restrictions. Only some of the points on
this curve will meet the all-or-none requirement; there will be at least

N: Ti, Ti + T2 ,
etc. (i.e., the circled points in Fig. 2-3).

If the all-or-none requirement is met by simply utilizing the standard

allocation technique and throwing away time that would otherwise be
used to partially complete a job, the total value curve is that shown by
the lower (step-function) solid curve in Fig. 2-3. Obviously the effi-

cient total value curve consistent with all-or-none restrictions is

bounded by this curve and the unrestricted total value curve. But it

may be necessary to enumerate all 2*' combinations ' ofjobs to find its

precise location. Each point in Fig. 2-3 represents one of the possible

combinations in this simple case. The dashed step function is the

’ Assume that an N-hit binary number is used to represent a combination ofjobs: a 1 in
position i indicates that job i is in the combination; a 0, that it is not. Obviously there are
2' combinations. Note that we have been examining only N of them; those representedby^ma^ ^umbers with a string of K ones followed by a string ofN — K zeros (where
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desired total value curve. It includes allocation schemes that do not

meet requirement (a). For example, point y shows that a total value of

48 can be obtained if 9 hours per month are available. This is accom-

plished if (and only if) the time is used to run jobs 1 and 3; jobs with

values of $8 and $4 per hour will be run, whereas jobs with values of

$6 and $2 per hour will not. One cannot characterize such an allocation

in terms of any simple subdivision based on value per hour (e.g., all

jobs with V, greater than or equal to some amount are run, but the

others are not).

This discussion should serve to indicate that a!l-or-none restrictions,

Total value
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if strictly adhered to, can cause substantial problems in optimally

allocating time. The magnitude of the problem increases, of course,

with the number ofjobs. But so does the utility of bothering about it at

all. Figure 2-4 illustrates this. If there are many jobs, the two curves

that bound the actual total value curve are very close together, and

either could serve as a good approximation to it. We utilize the upper

curve in such cases. The reason is illustrated by the curves in Figs.

2-5a through 2-5d. In each case the marginal value is defined over the

entire range of time except at points Tj*, 72*>Tg*, and T^*. But in the

case of Fig. 2-5a we can connect the marginal value segments and

obtain a curve (Fig. 2-5c) with the desirable property indicated

earlier: the area under the curve up to any value of T will equal the

maximal total value for that time. No construction in the world can

give a sensible marginal value curve with this property for a total

value curve with vertical segments, such as that shown in Fig. 2-5b

(as Fig. 2-5d illustrates).

In some cases we will have to acknowledge the existence of all-or-

none constraints and deal (reluctantly) with total curves containing

vertical segments. Whenever possible, however, we avoid such com-
plications, using instead total curves that are kinky but never vertical.

Such curves may or may not represent reality. However, even in

cases in which all-or-none restrictions really are relevant, such curves
may still be perfectly adequate approximations of reality.
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E. SMOOTHING THE MARGINAL VALUE CURVE

As shown in Section D, if many jobs are available we may reasonably

approximate the total value curve with a continuous but kinky curve,

the derivative of which (marginal value) plots as a step function. But

why stop there? Why not go all the way, making the total value curve

smooth, thereby obtaining a correspondingly smooth marginal value

curve? In fact this is precisely what economists do whenever possible.

Such a transformation greatly facilitates exposition and avoids the

problems of derivatives that are, strictly speaking, undefined.
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(o’) (b-) (c-)

FIGURE 2-6. Possible shapes of the marginal value and total value curves.

As mentioned in Section C, the rule for efficient allocation of time

guarantees that the marginal value curve will be downward-sloping (at

least it will never be upward-sloping). But the rule implies nothing

more. For example, any of the shapes shown in Figs. 2-6a, b, and c is

perfectly plausible.^ As a corollary, the slope of the total value curve

must decrease with increases in T (at least it must not increase). But

any of the shapes shown in Figs. 2-6a', b', and c' is perfectly plausible.

Finally, the marginal value curve is the derivative of the total value

curve, while the latter is the integral of the marginal value curve.

F. THE DEMAND CURVE

Imagine a situation in which a firm can obtain any desired number of

hours of computer time each month at a specified price per hour (P).

Total cost is thus PT. The objective is to maximize net value (total

^Some feel that certain shapes are more plausible for certain applications than are
others. For example, Donald V. Etz has asserted that Fig. 2-6c represents best the
marginal value of information to be processed on a computer. However, he provides no
empirical evidence, and this is primarily an empirical issue. See letters to the Editor,
Datamation, October, 1965.
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value less total cost). As shown in Chapter 1 , the appropriate time per

month can be determined simply enough in this case: select the value

of T for which marginal value equals marginal cost. Since price is a

constant, marginal cost is equal to price.

Figures 2-7a and a' show the solution using a kinky total value curve

and the corresponding step-function marginal value curve. Figures

2-7b and b' show a comparable situation with smooth curves. In each

case T* is the optimum amount of time per month, TC is the total cost

of that time (= PT’’^), TV is its total value when utilized efficiently, and

NV is the difference or net value.

The simple rule for optimal utilization and for selecting the ap-

propriate amount of time to be purchased is best illustrated in Fig.

2-7a'. If the value per hour (v.) of a job is greater than or equal to the

T* T T* T

(o’) (b’)

FIGURE 2-7. Optimal utilization.
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FIGURE 2-8. The marginal value curve as a demand curve.

given price per hour, the job should be run; otherwise it should not.

As long as the firm follows this rule, the marginal value curve can be

used to predict its response to any given price. Given a fixed price

per hour of computer time, how much will the firm buy? Such a rela-

tionship forms part of a demand function:

where is the quantity demanded, F is the price, and the dots repre-

sent other relevant factors.

Figure 2-8 illustrates the dual role of the marginal value curve. It

can be used to find the marginal value of any given amount of time

(e.g., T*) and also to find the time that will be demanded (purchased)

at any given price (e.g., T** at price P**). We thus may refer to it as

either a marginal value curve or as a demand curve, depending on the

manner in which it is being used; but it is the same curve, regardless of

the name assigned.

G. THE LAW OF DEMAND

We have established that the marginal value curve is downward-slop-
ing. Therefore the demand curve is too. This is one of the most im-
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portant relationships, in microeconomic theory Its importance is

indicated b\ the dignified title assigned to it. the /<ni of demand. The

law states simply that the lower the price the greater is the quantity

demanded (purchased), and the highei the pnee the smaller the quantity

demanded (purchased), all other things being equal In other words.

h(hl

dP
<0 foi all P

Needless to say, this law holds stneth only in the case of a smooth

demand curve (eg . Fig 2-7b') Step functions (e.g . Fig. 2-7a’) ac-

cord w'lth the law onh in a gross sense, since quantitj demanded wall

not change as pnee changes along a vertical segment (and the curve is

not dowmward-sloping along honzontal segments) But significant

changes in pnee will elicit changes in quantity demanded, and the

changes w'lll he of the t> pe predicted A more general statement of the

law' accommodates all cases demand cunes are never upward-sloping

Economists argue that the law of demand holds for virtually all

goods and services The assertion is based on o\erv\ helming empincal

evidence, although the argument w e have given for a firm's demand for

computer time can be generalized to buttress the case.' A simpler

argument merely points to an absurd implication of denying that the

law holds at all Assume that the quantity demanded would never de-

crease as the pnee of some item is increased. What w'ould be the most

profitable pnee for the item'’ Clearh infinity. We observe no goods

pneed in this manner

H. SHORTAGES AND SURPLUSES

We return to the case of a firm attempting to allocate a fixed amount of

computer time among competing users. For convenience we assume

“Howe\er the argument depends on the assumption lint the \alue of each application

Oob in our example) is un.ifrected b\ its cost or that of an> other application OoN Re-
call that the value depends among other ihinus. on the most that the decision-maker is

willing to pa\ It has been asserted thit in Ireland in the nineteenth centurx a nse in

the pnee of potatoes led to an increase in the quantity demanded Because of the higher
pnee of potatoes, the peasants could purchase less meat, this in turn increased the \ Mue
thej assigned to potatoes leading them to buy more, even at the higher pnee In the
jargon of the economist, the "income effect” of the pnee increase more than offset the
‘substitution effect ’ Needless to saj, this was an extreme case, one hardl> likely to
prove relevant for the problems facing the computer scientist
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that each user can estimate the value associated with running each of

his jobs, and that the value as estimated by the user is consistent with

that based on the overall objectives of the firm. Finally, we assume

that, if a user is “charged” for computer time, he acts as if the charge

were a true cost, running only jobs with values greater than the “price”

he is charged for computer time. These are heroic assumptions, rarely

met in practice. We consider them at length in Chapter 1 1 , but at this

point we blithely assume that they all hold.

Figure 2-9 represents such a situation. If users are not charged for

computer time, they will collectively demand (need, require) (9 To

hours per month— many more than are available (OT*). There will be a

“shortage” of computer time (equal to T*To). However, the quantity

demanded (used) can be decreased by instituting a charge; the higher

the price per hour, the fewer the jobs submitted. Imagine that the com-

puter center, in a fit of zeal, sets a price per hour of OP^- Now only

OT2 hours are demanded and there is a “surplus” of computer time

(equal to T^T*). The appropriate price is obviously OF* — the one that

elicits the number ofjobs that just use up the available computer time.

As we have shown before, the time will be utilized in the most efficient

FIGURE 2-9. Allocating a fixed amount of computer time.
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manner possible: total value will be maximized (and equal to the area

under the demand curve to the left of T*).

This example illustrates the economist’s meanings for the terms

shortage and surplus:

Shortage: the price is too low.

Surplus: the price is too high.

A common complaint made by some firms is the following: “There

is a critical shortage of good programmers.” What does this mean?

Perhaps that the firm would like to get more programmers than it now

has. But at what salary? Taking the broad view, there is a “shortage”

of everything good: there is just not enough to go around if everyone

is to get the quantity he would like to have (at zero price). The limited

supply is typically rationed on the basis of price. Does the firm want

more programmers? All that it has to do is to raise the salary offered.

Hence the only sensible interpretation of its complaint is this: “We
would like to hire more programmers than we can get at our current

salaries, but either (1) we don’t want them badly enough to raise our

salaries significantly or (2) we are precluded from raising them by

some institutional or legal constraint.” The first situation is not a

shortage in any economic sense. The second is, but the problem is more

evident if stated directly: “We are not allowed to raise the salaries of

programmers as much as we desire.” This type of situation often pre-

vails in governmental organizations, since civil service systems fre-

quently fail to deal adequately with job classifications subject to major

and sudden increases in average industry-wide salary. Union regula-

tions often have a similar effect. These problems are real and signifi-

cant, but the issue is only confused by using the term shortage.

I. EQUiLIBRiUM PRICE

The price that equates quantity demanded with that available is often

called an eqiiilibriiim price, since under certain conditions free-market

forces will operate to return price to such a level if it temporarily

diverges. A good example is provided by the market for used com-

puters.

Assume that there is a given stock (N*) of computers of a particular

type. For concreteness assume further that this type of computer is

no longer being produced, all computers are owned by users, and
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brokers actively promote sales between users. Needless to say, every

seller tries to get the highest possible price and every buyer the

lowest possible price.

Let there be N potential users of such computers; in theory each can

estimate the value of owning a machine of this type, giving rise to

values Fi, Kg, . . . ,
Assume that the brokers send out newsletters

requesting calls from prospective buyers and sellers of such computers.

Present owners will sell if and only if they receive more than the

equipment is worth to them (F); nonowners will buy if and only if they

have to pay less than it is worth to them (F)-

Equilibrium is defined as a situation that will be maintained once it

is attained. The equilibrium situation for the case described is reached

when the computers are owned by the users for whom such ma-

chines are most valuable (i.e., those with the Ns greatest values of F)-

If this were not the case, at least one nonowner would be willing to

pay more than the minimum required to get at least one owner to sell

his machine. If a broker or buyer or seller is clever, the parties will

come together and conclude their business.

Once equilibrium is attained, brokers find themselves unable to

promote any transactions. The lowest price acceptable to any owner

exceeds the highest price any prospective buyer is willing to pay.

Brokers sometimes reveal such figures: the former is called the “ask”

price, the latter the “bid.” ® There is thus in a sense a range of equi-

librium prices. But the greater the number of prospective users, the

smaller will be this range. As a special case we may speak about “the”

equilibrium price when the demand curve is assumed to be smooth.

The two situations are illustrated in Figs. 2- 10a and b.

The key point illustrated in these figures is that the results are

precisely those obtained earlier, even though no central agent purpose-

fully manipulates price, allocates equipment, etc. This is an illustration

of the somewhat overadvertised “invisible hand” ® at work: individuals

motivated by self-interest and operating in a free market may often

* Some users might find it worthwhile to own more than one machine if the price were
sufficiently low. Such alternatives can be treated as additional “users.” Value, as used
here, has the meaning given earlier: it is the smaller of (I) the value of the applications
and (2) the cost of doing them in some other way.
* One or both may include allowances for the broker’s commission.
“The term was introduced by Adam Smith in The Wealth ofNations in 1776.
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FIGURE 2-10. The equilibrium price range (a) and the equilibrium price (b).

(unwittingly) obtain the same results that a clever central authority

would choose to impose on them. This example illustrates another oft-

quoted principle: in a free market, prices are set by the forces of de-

mand and supply.

Fortunately for computer brokers, conditions change rather fre-

quently. Yesterday’s equilibrium is today’s disequilibrium. Suppose

that a current owner decides to go out of business; the value of a com-

puter to him may be supposed to become zero. The situation is il-

lustrated in Figs. 2-1 la, b, and c. The user in question is the one



Quantity

(b)

Demand before change

Demand after change
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FIGURE 2-12. Equilibrium price before and after a shift in demand.

represented by the shaded block in Fig. 2- 11 a. When he leaves the

scene, the blocks to the right move over, as shown in Fig. 2-1 lb. As

expected, he will sell his machine to the highest bidder. The new

equilibrium situation is shown in Fig. 2-1 Ic: the new range of prices

is lower than before (in this case the new ask price is the old bid price,

since only one computer changed hands).

Figure 2-12 illustrates a comparable situation with continuous

curves. When the demand cuiwe shifts left, we say demand has de-

creased; in such cases equilibrium price also decreases. When the de-

mand curve shifts right, we say demand has increased; in such cases

equilibrium price also increases. The relevant shifts, of course, are

those in the neighborhood of the current price.

J. CHARACTERISTICS OF DEMAND CURVES

Let us modify the case of Section I; we now assume that the computer

is in production and that any number can be purchased at a given price

(F*). In equilibrium every user for whom the computer is worth at

least P* will have ordered one. The number of computers installed or

on order will thus be Q*, as shown in Fig. 2-13.

It is unlikely that every user will attempt to determine the precise
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value of such a computer in his installation. Instead he may try only

to determine whether it is “worth the cost,” i.e., whether K,- g P*.

Similarly, it is unlikely that every nonuser will attempt to determine

the precise value of such a computer in his installation; he too may try

only to determine whether it is worth more or less than P*.

Assume now that the manufacturer of the computer unexpectedly

cuts the price to P**. Some of those who decided against ordering a

machine at the higher price will undoubtedly find it worthwhile to

order one now (i.e., all those for whom P* > F,- > P**), but it may

take some time for these persons to identify themselves as falling in

this category. Before, there was no reason to spend the time and money

required to determine anything more about value than whether it was

more or less than P*. Now it is desirable to know whether it is more or

less than P**. But the evaluation will take time (most likely, the closer

Vi to P**, the longer will be the time required). Thus the initial response

to the price cut will typically fall short of the eventual response, since

only those who are virtually certain that the computer is worthwhile

at the new price will act immediately. The total quantity installed or on

order at the end of a month will increase, say to Qm- It may take a year,

however, for the full response to be felt; the quantity installed or on

order at the end of a year may thus be considerably larger, say Qy.
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Obviously one can draw a great many demand curves; the two

shown in Fig. 2-13 provide just a sample. The relevant curve depends

on the initial position and the time lapse before the response is to be

observed. The important point is that adjustment takes time. If price

falls, quantity demanded will increase; the longer the time allowed, the

greater will be the increase. If price rises, quantity demanded will

decrease; the longer the time allowed, the greater will be the decrease.

Another characteristic of demand curves concerns the effect of

alternatives. Roughly speaking, the better the substitutes for the item

in question, the lower will be the demand curve. Remember that the

curve is derived from estimates of the value of the item in various

uses. But the values are, in turn, affected by the costs of alternatives.

This is illustrated in Fig. 2-14. The upper (dashed) curve represents

the demand of a firm for computer time (this is similar to the example

used at the beginning of the chapter). The other curves illustrate two

possibilities for the firm’s demand for computer time from a nearby

service bureau. In each case the firm is assumed to be able to rent time

from another, somewhat more distant service bureau at a price of P'

per hour. If the latter were a perfect substitute for the nearer bureau,

the relevant demand curve would be perfectly flat at price P' over a

considerable range, as shown by the lower dashed curve. But use of

FIGURE 2-14. The effect of alternatives on a demand curve.
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the more distant service bureau will typically result in transportation

or communications costs. For some jobs these will be of little im-

portance; the firm will use the nearer service bureau for such jobs only

if it charges no more than P' per hour. For other jobs, however, the

difficulties associated with using the distant service bureau will be

significant, and the nearer bureau will be chosen even if its price is

somewhat greater than P'

.

Thus the demand curve is likely to have

some slope, as shown by the solid curve in Fig. 2-14. In any event, the

demand curve faced by the nearer service bureau is obviously affected

by the presence of the other (competitive) bureau. Competition is thus

manifested in the demand curve facing the seller.

K. OPTIMAL COMPUTER UTILIZATION

Demand (marginal value) curves can be usefully applied to the problem

of determining optimal computer utilization. Some simple cases are

considered here to illustrate the method; a more complete discussion

is provided in Chapter 1 1

.

One case has already been discussed: that faced by a firm purchasing

computer time from a service bureau at a fixed price per hour. Dia-

grams based on a smooth demand curve are shown in Figs. 2- 15a and

b. The optimal utilization is that at which marginal value (demand)

equals marginal cost (which equals price in this case), as shown in

Fig. 2-15a. Alternatively, it is the utilization for which the total value

curve is parallel to the total cost curve (TCi), as shown in Fig. 2-15b.

Now assume that, in addition to the hourly charge (F*), the service

bureau requires a fixed fee each month. What will be the optimal utiliza-

tion? The answer is that it will be either unchanged or zero. This is

best seen in Fig. 2- 15b. The fixed fee per month merely shifts the total

cost curve upward by a constant amount, for example, to TC2 or TC^.

Either the optimal utilization is the same as before (e.g., if TCo is the

new curve), or it is zero (e.g., if TC3 is the new curve).

An alternative way of viewing this relationship uses Fig. 2- 15a. The
imposition of the fee does not affect the marginal cost of computer
time. If any time is used, the fee must be paid. Given the decision to

use computer time, it is desirable to maximize total value less total

variable cost, where the latter refers to all costs that vary with utiliza-

tion once the fixed fee has been paid. Figure 2-15a can be used directly
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FIGURE 2-15. The determination of optimal computer utilization

to find the optimal utilization viewed in this manner, regardless of the

fee charged. But the net value (the upper shaded area) is now total

value less total variable cost. The true net value equals this amount

less the fixed fee. If the fee exceeds the upper shaded area in Fig.
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2-1 5a, no time should be utilized; if it does not, T* hours should be

used.

The practical implication of this case is quite important. When all-or-

none decisions are required (e.g., whether or not to pay a fixed fee,

whether or not to buy a computer, whether or not to add a second-

shift operator), it is often useful to analyze the problem by asking the

following questions in order:

1. If the step is taken, what is the optimal way of utilizing the added

capability?

2. Is the value that will be obtained if the step is taken and the added

capability used optimally sufficiently larger than the variable costs

to justify the expense of taking the step at all?

A useful construct formalizes the results of this decision process for

the case of a user faced with a fixed fee plus a constant hourly charge.

Let F be the maximum fee that the user is willing to pay if the hourly

charge is P. A typical relationship between P and F is shown by the

curve in Fig. 2- 16c; it is derived from the demand curve shown in Figs.

2- 16a and b. At a price per hour of P' the user will purchase no com-

puter time and F will be zero. If time is free (F = 0), the user will pay

any fee up to F', the area under his demand (marginal value) curve. At

prices Fj and Fa he will pay fees up to F, and Fa, respectively. Since

demand curves are downward-sloping, the F-F curve must be both

downward-sloping and convex to the origin. The reason for this latter

characteristic is seen in Figs. 2- 16a and b. A drop in price per hour of

AF increases F by an amount shown by the shaded area AFi in Fig.

2- 1 6a when F = Fj and by an amount shown by the shaded area AFa in

Fig. 2- 16b when F = Fa. Clearly AFa must be larger than AFf, thus the

curve in Fig. 2- 16c must be convex to the origin.

Diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 2- 1 6c are particularly interest-

ing from the seller’s viewpoint. If the service bureau wishes to retain

this user as a customer, it must choose a F, F combination represented

by some point in the shaded area under his F-F curve. This relation-

ship will prove valuable in later discussions of pricing policies for not

only service bureaus but other sellers as well.

The final case is both more complex and more realistic. The seller

requires a fixed fee (F) each month if any time is to be utilized. This
fee entitles the buyer to some number of hours per month at no addi-

tional charge; the number is called the basic monthly utilization (B).
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(c)

FIGURE 2-16. The relationship between maximum fee and hourly charge.

Additional hours may be obtained, but at some constant cost per hour
{P)J The buyer is assumed to use an internal charge of per hour to

regulate the utilization of computer time. As before, we heroically

’’

This is equivalent to a scheme in which the seller charges a constant price per unit (P)
but requires a minimum utilization for billing purposes. The (implicit) fee is simply F=
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FIGURE 2-17. Hypothetical relationship between cost and value: optimal internal

charge equals zero.

assume that only jobs with a value per hour in excess of C* will be

submitted.

The costs faced by the firm are shown by the total and marginal cost

curves in Figs. 2-17, 2-18, and 2-19. Three possibilities regarding the

relationship between total cost and total value are illustrated.® In the

case shown in Fig. 2-17 the basic monthly utilization is sufficiently

large to run all jobs worth anything at all. The optimal utilization (T*) is

thus less than B, and all valuable jobs should be run. The internal

charge (C*) should be zero.

The case shown in Fig. 2-18 is one in which the optimal utilization

per month is exactly equal to the basic monthly utilization. The internal

charge must be set so as to ration this time; it will lie somewhere be-

tween zero and P.

® Only cases in which total value exceeds total cost over some range have been included.

In all other situations the optimal policy would be to abandon the computer entirely.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 2-18. Hypothetical relationship between cost and value: optimal internal

charge lies between zero and P.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 2-19. Hypothetical relationship between cost and value: optimal internal

charge equals P.

Finally there is the type of situation shown in Fig. 2-19. Here the

optimal utilization e.\ceeds D: all jobs with values per hour exceeding

or equaling P should be nin. The correct internal charge thus is equal

to P.

In a format sense it can be said that in each case the appropriate in-

ternal charge equals marginal cost. One often sees prescriptions to en-

gage in “marginal cost pricing." But such a recommendation is of

limited value in cases of this sort; marginal cost varies with utilization,

and at B it is not even uniquely defined. The correct view is that pro-

posed earlier: the price should be set to ration the (optima!) supply.

1

C > P •

C = P DDa __

O < C < P nDa
oIIu aQD

T > B • • •

T = B • • •

T < B • • •

Lower C • • •

Raise C • •

Do not chonge C • • • DD
FIGURE 2-20. Decision table for setting an internal charge. Definitions: C = Internal

charge per hour of computer time; P = Cost per hour of computer time in excess

of basic monthly utilization; 6 = Basic monthly utilization: hours per month avail-

able with no surcharge; T = Total time required to run all jobs submitted at

charge C.
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FIGURE 2-21. An iterative process for setting an internal charge. Note: and Cj
refer to the most recent observation of the demand curve giving a value of T below
B; T„ and C„ refer to the most recent observation giving a value of T above B. The
iterative procedure recomputes the charge by assuming the demand curve is linear
through these points and finding the charge at which such a curve would give
T=8. The process terminates when 7 is within some prespecified tolerance
(f) of B.
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Note that there need be no particular relationship between the “re-

ceipts” obtained from charges and the desirability of utilizing the com-

puter at all in these cases. All three diagrams represent situations in

which total value exceeds total cost at some levels of utilization (and,

a fortiori, at the optimal level). But charges may or may not cover total

costs. In the case shown in Fig. 2-17 the charge required to induce

optimal utilization is zero, and total “receipts” will clearly not cover

costs. Later we will explore this apparent paradox more extensively: at

this point we simply remark that an excess of receipts from internal

charges over costs may be a sufficient but not necessary condition for

a valuable activity.

The analysis based on Figs. 2-17, 2-18, and 2-19 assumes that

some central agent knows the values of all the firm’s possible jobs. If

this were the case, there would be no need to utilize a system of inter-

nal charges to select appropriate jobs; the agent would know which

ones to run. A more likely situation occurs when the central agent (e.g.,

the manager of the firm’s computer center) knows only the costs of

compulation to the firm, that is, the total and marginal cost curves. He

must then experiment with internal charges until an optimal utilization

is found.

Figure 2-20 provides a decision table that shows the direction in

which the charge should be altered under various conditions. Figure

2-21 suggests one possible iterative process for coming close to the

actual optimum by changing the charge periodically (e.g., every month)

until an approximate solution is obtained. As usual we must remark

that formidable practical problems are associated with implementing

such a process; problems of this type are considered in Chapter 11.

This particular three-parameter (F. B, P) pricing policy has been

discussed at considerable length here because its use has been so wide-

spread. Service bureaus offering time-shared service often follow such

a policy, and similar schemes were commonly used by manufacturers

for contracts involving the rental of computer equipment before 1965.

To understand why sellers often select policies of this type we must

temporarily adopt their point of view; this is the task of the next chap-

ter.



CHAPTER 3 REVENUE AND PROFIT

0

n

g
^ A. REVENUE VERSUS VALUE

We have argued that many decisions can usefully be cast

as problems in which the objective is to maximize net value, the dif-

ference between total value and total cost. For such analyses to be

meaningful, of course, both total value and total cost must be measured

in a manner relevant for the decision-maker in question. The total value

must be the total value to him, as must total cost. However, in some

cases total value (or cost) may be the value (cost) to someone else as

well. For example, in Chapter 2 we dealt with cases in which a firm’s

computer center “sold” computation service to users within the firm.

The decision-maker was the manager of the computer center, and total

value from his viewpoint was assumed to be the value to the firm of the

jobs run. But since the value to each user was similarly defined, the

value to the buyer was also relevant for the seller. Thus we could dis-

cuss “total value” without specifying whether it applied to the buyer

or the seller.

In most cases there is no neat identity of the goals of the seller with

those of the buyer. The seller may wish to maximize the value received

by the buyer for a particular service, and in this regard their goals are

similar. But the seller may also want to obtain as much of that value as

possible from the buyer in fees; in this regard their interests diverge

sharply.

This chapter deals with cases in which the seller is concerned pri-

marily with the money paid by the buyer, and only indirectly with the

value of the benefits the buyer obtains. To simplify the analysis we
assume that only the revenue received is relevant and use the term
total revenue to indicate the total value to the seller. This makes it

possible to let the term total value represent total value to the buyer(s).

Note that, given this definition of total value, the marginal value curve
can still stand as a demand curve.

The objective of the seller must now be stated as follows; maximize
total revenue minus total cost; or, defining the difference as profit.
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maximize total profit. The marginal conditions are straightforward.

Marginal revenue is defined as the derivative of total revenue with

respect to the decision variable in question. To maximize profit, we

find the value of the decision variable for which marginal revenue

equals marginal cost. Needless to say, the earlier discussion concern-

ing kinks, discontinuities, steps, etc., and their effects on marginal

conditions applies here as well.

B. PERFECT PRICE DISCRIMINATION

Assume that a software firm has completed a particularly elegant

general-purpose program (e.g., a linear programming code). The de-

velopment cost has been incurred, and the marginal cost of providing

extra copies is insignificant; thus total cost is essentially unaffected by

the number of copies, as shown in Fig. 3-1. Although there may be

many potential users of the program, its value will vary considerably

among them. The situation can thus be represented with the familiar

total and marginal value curves, as shown in Figs. 3-1 and 3-2 (for

convenience we use smooth curves).

How should the software firm price the program? Obviously the

firm cannot sell it to any given customer for more than it is worth to

him; the maximum price that can be charged is thus the value of the

TV

6 S /

TC

N*
Number of copies

FIGURE 3-1. Total cost and total value versus number of copies of a program.
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FIGURE 3-2. Marginal cost and marginal value versus number of copies of a pro-

gram.

program to him. If the software firm can accurately estimate this

value, and if resale of the program can be prohibited, then each buyer

can be charged a price just slightly below the value he attributes to the

program.

Economists use the term discriminatoiy pricing to refer to policies

of this sort, in which the prices charged different users differ in a man-

ner unrelated to the seller’s costs. No connotation of necessarily anti-

social behavior should be assumed at this point; the term simply indi-

cates that the seller discriminates among buyers on the basis of the

value they receive from the item. Price discrimination is perfect if each

buyer pays an amount only slightly below the value of the product for

the use in question.

If the seller is particularly successful at price discrimination, the

amount sold may approach that obtained under circumstances in which

the seller acts in a more benevolent capacity. Perfect discrimination

allows him to capture virtually all the value of the item to the buyer.

Thus total revenue will equal total value. The seller is keenly interested

in the value of his product to the user since he plans to capture almost

all of it. In this case, perfect discrimination will lead the software firm

to sell N'^ copies of the program; it will be used in every installation in

which it is worth anything at all, clearly a sensible situation from the
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Standpoint of society as a whole since the marginal cost of an addi-

tional copy is zero. In general discriminatory pricing is efficient, since

it allows the seller to base his decisions on the value of his product.

Note, however, that all the fruits of this efficiency accrue to the seller.

If information were perfect and free, and if contracts could be en-

forced at no cost, extensive price discrimination would be used for

most goods and services since such a policy provides the greatest pos-

sible revenue from any given quantity sold. Of course information is

neither perfect nor free, and it may be very expensive (perhaps even

illegal) to enforce contracts to prohibit resale. Thus no firm finds it

profitable (or even possible) to engage in perfectly discriminatory pric-

ing. But in many situations it proves both possible and profitable to dis-

criminate to some extent. We will consider some important cases later.

First, however, the full range of possibilities must be defined. Perfect

discrimination lies at one end of the spectrum; a single-price policy

lies at the other.

C. A SINGLE-PRICE POLICY

Consider a company manufacturing a small computer so inexpensive

that the administrative cost associated with renting it is very large rela-

tive to the value of the equipment. Under these conditions the addi-

tional revenue obtained through discriminatory pricing is likely to be

less than the cost of enforcing the policy. If the equipment is to be

offered to different users at different prices, they must be prohibited

from trading with one another. If a computer were worth, say, $20,000

to user A and only $10,000 to user B, the manufacturer might attempt

to make corresponding offers. But there would be a substantial incen-

tive for B to purchase a machine for $10,000 and sell it (or time on it)

to A for some amount between $10,000 and $20,000. By renting equip-

ment the manufacturer could prevent resale and thus enforce a policy

of discriminatory pricing. When equipment is sold outright, however,

it is much more difficult to make such a policy effective. In this case

we assume that the manufacturer has decided to adopt the simplest of

all possible policies: a single price will be set, with any buyer allowed

to purchase one or more computers at that price.

This is, of course, precisely the type of situation in which the margi-

nal value curve can be interpreted as a demand curve. Thus in Fig. 3-4
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the marginal value (demand) curve shows that N' computers will be

purchased if the (single) price is P', having a total value equal to the en-

tire shaded area under the demand curve up to N' (shown also as dis-

tance N'Z in Fig. 3-3). Total revenue, however, will be less. Total

revenue is price times quantity; it will equal the cross-hatched area of

rectangle OP'AN' (Fig. 3-4), the sides of which measure price iOP')

and quantity {ON'). In Fig. 3-3 the total revenue associated with

quantity N' is shown by the distance N'Y. The full relationship be-

tween total revenue and quantity sold is indicated by curve T/? in

Fig. 3-3.

The optimal behavior for the firm is shown in Figs. 3-3 and 3-4; N'
computers should be sold at a price of P' each. This can be seen in Fig.

3-3; profit (the distance between the total revenue and total cost

curves) is maximized at N' — the amount is shown by distance XY. In

Fig. 3-4, the optimal output is found by invoking the marginal condi-

tions; marginal revenue equals marginal cost at output N'

.

The price

to be charged is, of course, the greatest that can be obtained for the

quantity, as shown by the demand curve; for N' the appropriate price

is P'.

Figure 3-4 shows marginal revenue everywhere below the demand
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FIGURE 3-4. Marginal value, marginal revenue, marginal cost and the maximum-
profit quantity.

curve. This is not accidental. The demand curve indicates the maxi-

mum price that can be charged for any given quantity if the entire

amount is to be sold:

P.,=AQ)

The maximum total revenue that can be obtained from any given

quantity is thus

TR = Q- P„

and marginal revenue is

MR
jQ

P„ +

The derivative dPJdQ (the slope of the demand curve at Q) is gener-
ally negative; this is the law of demand. Thus marginal revenue must
be less than price for any given quantity. Moreover, the steeper the
demand curve, the greater will be the disparity between price and
marginal revenue. Figures 3-5a through 3-5d illustrate this relation-

ship, including the special case in which the demand curve is virtually

horizontal and marginal revenue equals price. Note that it is entirely
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possible for the marginal revenue curve to be upward-sloping, but it

may not rise above the demand curve.

This relationship may be made even more obvious by assigning yet

another name to the demand (marginal value) curve. Average revenue

is defined as total revenue divided by quantity, but it clearly must

equal price per unit if a single-price policy is used;

AR
TR

Q
P Q
Q

FIGURE 3-5. The relationship between demand and marginal revenue.
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The demand curve can thus be considered an average revenue curve

in this case. To make an average value decrease, one must add a mar-

ginal value below the current average (the analogy with grades is ob-

vious). And the greater the desired decrease in the average, the lower

must be the marginal value relative to the current average,

This is an important case, and a number of its characteristics warrant

discussion. First note that the price of the computer is determined by

the number available (A^'). Had the manufacturer set a price above P'

it would have been unable to sell the entire output; eventually a reduc-

tion would have been required to bring price down to P'. On the other

hand, had the firm set a price below P' the entire stock would have

been sold, and very rapidly. If the buyers had not been those for whom

the computer was most valuable, some reselling would have taken

place, but sooner or later the computers would be owned by those with

the N' most valuable applications, and the bid and ask prices would

converge to P'. The computer manufacturer, by setting a price below

equilibrium, only provides a windfall to those fortunate enough to ob-

tain the underpriced equipment, at the cost of a reduction in his own

profit.

A second point concerns the relationship between value and price.

The market equilibrium price for N' computers is P'. Any customer

who chooses to purchase a computer accords it a value at least as great

as P'. But in the absence of discriminatory pricing most buyers can be

expected to receive a bargain— the value of the computer will exceed

its price, perhaps by a large amount. This is easily shown if the margi-

nal value curve is drawn as a scries of blocks, as in Fig. 3-6. The

shaded area in each block represents the difference between the value

of the computer to the customer and its price [P'). Only the marginal

buyer finds the machine just worth P'. In a market in which products

can be freely traded, price will equal the marginal value for the exist-

ing supply; if N units are available, the price will be the value of the

item in the A'th most valuable use.

We have repeatedly argued that price is determined by the available

supply and not by cost. However, the available supply is typically

affected by someone’s estimate of the relationship between price and

cost. In this case supply will be set so that marginal revenue equals

marginal cost. But the manufacturer will consciously avoid producing

enough computers to bring price down to marginal cost. This may seem
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perverse. At an output of N’ the marginal value of an additional com-

puter is P', but the marginal cost is only M' (Fig. 3-4). Why not plan

to produce N' + I computers? Because this amount cannot be sold at

a price of P', and the total revenue obtainable from an output of

N' + 1 computers does not exceed that obtainable from N' by an

amount large enough to cover the additional cost.

Profit-maximizing firms will find it desirable to produce a quantity

for which marginal cost equals marginal revenue. This implies that the

marginal cost of production will be less than the price of the item. But
how much less? The answer depends on the slope of the demand curve;

the flatter the curve, the less is the disparity between price and mar-
ginal cost, as illustrated in Figs. 3-7a through 3-7c. In Chapter 2 we
suggested that typically the greater the competition facing the seller,

the flatter will be the demand curve for his product. The implication is

obvious; the greater the competition, the smaller is the difference be-
tween price and marginal cost.

Note that disparity between price and marginal cost need not imply
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FIGURE 3-7. The disparity between price and marginal cost.
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that the manufacturer is making an exorbitant profit. In the case illus-

trated in Figs. 3-8a and b the seller makes no profit at all, even though

price differs considerably from marginal cost. In fact it may be impos-

sible for the seller to avoid loss with a single-price policy. In the situa-

tion shown in Fig. 3-8c some price discrimination is required to cover

costs. In the situation shown in Fig. 3-8d perfect price discrimination

is essential for this purpose. These cases illustrate the reason for not

labeling price discrimination as clearly antisocial. Figure 3-8c may

represent rather well the relationship between cost and value that held

for certain large scientific computers produced between 1955 and 1965.

Had the manufacturers not been able to engage in some type of price

discrimination,^ such computers might not have been developed at all.

Price discrimination increases the seller’s profit, but it may raise it

only from a negative amount (i.e., a loss) to zero.

D. A TWO-PRICE POLICY

We have covered the two extreme cases. The total value curve pro-

vides an upper bound— it indicates the maximum revenue that can be

obtained for each possible quantity (with perfectly discriminatory

pricing). The total revenue curve associated with a single-price policy

provides a lower bound. Between these two curves lie points that can

be obtained with an almost unlimited variety of pricing policies. Here

we consider a policy in which buyers can be divided into two groups

with resale between the members of different groups either prohibited

or so costly that it is not worthwhile.

Assume that a manufacturer is selling (or renting) large scientific

computers to two types of buyers. The first type is best represented by
a large aerospace firm, for which the computer may be considered very

important. The second is best represented by a university, for which

the computer is desirable but perhaps less important. Educational insti-

tutions are, of course, readily identified and categorized. Moreover, it

is relatively simple to prohibit such an institution from selling equip-

ment or time to an industrial user at bargain rates. The manufacturer
simply specifies in the sale or rental contract that “noneducational”

' Many forms were used; some of the more important are described in the remaining sec-
tions of this chapter.
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(o)

policy. (b)

use requires additional payment to the manufacturer. Since educational

institutions are typically nonprofit organizations, there is little tempta-

tion to cheat by not reporting such outside use. Thus all the conditions

for a viable policy of price discrimination are present.

The situation is shown in Figs. 3-9a and b. The demand curve for
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(c)

(d)

educational use is assumed to be flatter than that for industrial use: thus

the marginal revenue is closer to average revenue in Fig. 3-9a than in

Fig. 3-9b.

The manufacturer must decide (1) how many computers to sell {Qt),

(2) how many to sell to educational institutions (Qe), (3) how many to
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FIGURE 3-9. Demand conditions for tv/o users.

sell to industrial users (Qi), and (4) what prices to charge (Pc and P,). Of

course these decisions are interrelated.

What are the characteristics of the optimal solution? First, the mar-

ginal revenues in the two markets must be the same. Assume that some

total quantity has been allocated so that MR, > MR,; obviously total

revenue can be increased by reallocating the existing supply, increas-

ing Qc and decreasing Q,. Conversely, if MR,. < MR, it will pay to sell

more computers to industrial users and fewer to educational institu-

tions, since increased industrial sales will add more to total revenue

than the required decrease in educational sales will subtract. Thus the

rule for the optimal allocation of any given total quantity is as follows:

Select Qc and Q, so that

(1) MRc = MR,

and

(2) Qc+Q, = Qt

This rule can be used to construct a curve relating quantity and mar-

ginal revenue. In Fig. 3- 10a the two diagrams of Fig. 3-9 are drawn

back to back. Consider a situation in which MRc — MR, = M*. This

will be the case only if Qc = Qc* and Q, — Q,*. The total quantity re-

quired is the sum Qt* = Qc* + Q*- Thus the quantity Qt* ,
when prop-
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erly allocated between educational and industrial users, will give

marginal revenue equal to M*, as plotted in Fig. 3-lOb. If the desired

marginal revenue is M**, the appropriate quantity is Qt**, also shown

in Figs. 3- 10a and b. Repeating this procedure leads to the construc-

tion of curve MRt, relating marginal revenue to total quantity under the

assumptions of optimal allocation between the two markets. The best

total quantity is obviously that for which marginal revenue equals
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marginal cost: in Fig. 3- 10b it is Qt*. The appropriate allocation is

shown in Fig. 3- 10a (Q,.* to educational institutions and Q,* to indus-

trial users), as are the prices (P^* and Pi*).

Optimal allocation requires that marginal revenues in the two mar-

kets be equal (and equal to marginal cost). But it docs not require that

prices he equal. Quite the contrary, the price charged in the market

characterized by the steeper demand curve should be greater than that

charged in the other market. The desirability of a price increase de-

pends on the size of the resulting decrease in quantity demanded. The

smaller this decrease, the more desirable will be the price increase.

Thus the steeper the demand cuiA'e. the greater is the optimal price.

This example is intended primarily to illustrate a particular form of

price discrimination. However, computer manufacturers do offer edu-

cational “discounts," and they do impose restrictions on the sale of

equipment and time to outside users at low rates. Obviously, such be-

havior may be perfectly consistent with profit maximization.

E. ELASTICITY OF DEMAND

Thus far we have used the slope of the demand curve to represent the

responsiveness of quantity demanded to changes in price. In practice it

is often desirable to use a different measure, the price elasticity (or

simply elasticity) of demand. This can be defined as the ratio of (1) the

percentage change in quantity demanded brought about by a change in

price to (2) the percentage change in price. Alternatively,

dPip

One advantage of this measure is its lack of dependence on the units

in which price and quantity are measured: it is a pure number. More-

over, actual demand curves often exhibit relatively constant elasticities

over substantial ranges (and hence varying slopes).

Assume that a seller has obtained several price-quantity combina-

tions from market sun'eys. test marketing in various areas, and other

sources, and wishes to estimate the demand cur\'e for his product.

Typically regression analysis is used to find the best-fitting equation

of a particular form. One possible form is simply linear (i.e., has a con-

stant slope):

Q = a + hP
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But there is no reason to assume a priori that this is the best form. A
particularly interesting alternative plots as a linear equation on log-

log graph paper.

\n Q = a + 6(ln P)

The coefficients a and b can be found simply by using (In Q) and (In P)

as the observations and applying standard techniques of linear regres-

sion.^ The corresponding equation using Q and P can then be recon-

structed:

^In Q — ^o+Wln P)

or

Q = a'P^

where a' = e". If this type of equation fits the data reasonably well, one

can meaningfully discuss the elasticity of demand {b), since it is con-

stant over the relevant range of prices and quantities. Figures 3-1 la

and b illustrate this relationship for three sample curves. Note that in

general, however, elasticity (like slope) may vary from point to point

along the demand curve.

Elasticities are often categorized as follows:

Ed = 0 to —1 : demand is inelastic;

demand is unitary elastic; and

Ea = —1 to —oo: demand is elastic.

It is a simple matter to show that no producer will find it profitable to

operate in a region in which demand is inelastic. Recall the formula for

marginal revenue:

M« = p +£e
Rearranging, we obtain

Now, if demand is inelastic, 0 > Ed > “U and marginal revenue will

be negative. But marginal cost can never be negative; thus the optimal

Such techniques are described in the appendix.
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P (Logarithmic scale)

(b)

FIGURE 3-11. Constant-elasticity demand curves.

output can never occur at a point at which the demand for the seller’s

product is inelastic. We note in passing that this formulation indicates

clearly that the more elastic the demand curve, the closer will marginal

revenue (and hence marginal cost) be to selling price.
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There are other measures of elasticity. For example, the total num-

ber of computers sold might be related to the average price per com-

puter and the level of the national income (T) as follows:

\nQ = a + Z;(ln P) + c(ln Y)

Equivalently,

Q = a'poY'^

where a' = c". As before, b is the price elasticity of demand. The co-

efficient c measures the income elasticity, the ratio of (1) the percentage

change in quantity demanded caused by a change in income to (2) the

percentage change in income. In empirical work demand functions of

this type are used extensively.

F. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

Price discrimination can lead to increased profit for a seller but only

if it is possible to differentiate among buyers (at least roughly) on the

basis of the value they attribute to the product. In practice it is often

impossible to identify a priori those buyers willing to pay high prices.

In such cases an alternative approach may prove fruitful. The seller

offers the same terms to all buyers, but the terms are arranged so that

buyers pay amounts that vary in a manner related less to the seller’s

costs than to the value received by the individual buyer.

An obvious example of this policy is the quantity discount. Con-

sider a manufacturer of small process-control computers. Depending

on the price, any given buyer may want one or more of the computers.

The total demand (marginal value) curve for the product will thus re-

flect the addition of both new users and new uses as price is lowered.

Figure 3- 12a shows an overall marginal value curve (step function) that

includes three possible uses for computers in a particular firm (indi-

cated by the shaded blocks). Each buyer has a rudimentary demand
curve of his own; for the firm in question it is that shown in Fig. 3- 12b.

The seller can increase his profit by treating each customer as a sepa-

rate market. For example, this particular firm could be offered one com-
puter at a price of P^ and a second at a price of Eal since the value of a

third would be less than marginal cost, purchase of additional com-
puters should be discouraged (e.g., by setting their price equal to mar-
ginal cost).
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Needless to say, if the seller knew the values of various applications

in each customer’s firm, he would offer a special set of terms to each

potential buyer. In fact he must operate under conditions of con-

siderable uncertainty. In many cases he will try to find a single pattern

of prices that provides some of the advantages of discrimination and

then offer this pattern to all buyers. Since demand curves are down-

ward-sloping, the pattern will involve lower prices for additional

units— in other words, quantity discounts. The lowest price offered

should not, of course, be below marginal cost.

It is important to note that the type of pricing policy discussed here

is characterized by a decreasing marginal cost to the user as quantity

is increased. This need not reflect a comparable decrease in the seller’s

marginal cost. Indeed, even if the seller’s marginal cost increases with

output, such a pricing policy may prove profitable.

Quantity discounts are often attributed to the reduced cost per unit

of administrative tasks, transportation, and maintenance. However,

many actual cases exhibit characteristics inconsistent with any ex-

planation other than that attributable to the advantages of price dis-

crimination. Quantity discounts are used by computer manufacturers

and service bureaus, among others.

In this case, as in others, discriminatory pricing need not imply high

profits. Without quantity discounts a manufacturer may not find it

worthwhile to develop a computer, or a service bureau to provide

service.

G. RENTAL CHARGES

Even more complicated types of price discrimination can be adopted

when a computer is rented. The value of the computer can be assumed
to be related to its use, and the rental fee varied accordingly. The num-
ber of possible arrangements is almost infinite, and it is very difficult

to predict which one will prove best in any given case. However, it is

instructive to consider some policies that have actually been used in

computer rental contracts. We focus here on situations in which the

same terms are offered to all buyers. Such policies are particularly im-

portant in practice because they appear to be acceptable to those

charged with enforcing antitrust laws. Manufacturers concerned with
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potential legal action under such legislation thus have good reasons to

favor this type of price discrimination.

Consider a manufacturer renting a number ofcomputers of a particu-

lar model to various users. Assume that the computer is sufficiently

valuable to warrant rather extensive record-keeping and administrative

costs (since the potential gain from discriminatory pricing is substan-

tial). Rental is paid monthly. Although not essential to the argument,

we assume that the costs of the manufacturer are virtually unaffected

by the utilization of any given machine. Thus the marginal cost of an

hour is zero up to some practical limit per month as shown in

Figs. 3-1 3a and b.

Consider a user with the applications represented by curve AfK, in

Fig. 3-1 3a; the total monthly value of a computer if used optimally

is shown by the shaded area. This value will be obtained only if the

marginal cost to the buyer equals that to the seller (i.e., zero up to H,,

hours). For the user represented in Fig. 3- 13b the maximum total

monthly value (shown by the shaded area) will be obtained as long as

the marginal cost to him does not exceed C(,.

We wish to consider three types of policies that a manufacturer

might adopt for such users. The first involves a price for each hour the

computer is used plus a basic monthly fee: the second exempts some

number of hours per month from the hourly charge; the third adds an

upper limit to the total monthly cost. These will be termed two-part,

three-part, and four-part policies. Chapter 2 discussed the optimal be-

havior for a user faced with such pricing policies. We now consider the

optimal behavior for a seller attempting to maximize profit by using

policies of this type.

Consider first situations in which the manufacturer makes a two-part

offer to his customers: a basic monthly fee (F) plus a surcharge for

every hour utilized (P). We assume that the same terms are offered to

all buyers. Needless to say, outright sale is not possible under such a

scheme; only if the manufacturer retains ownership of the computer,

can he extract additional fees for its utilization. It has been alleged

that IBM’s pre-1956 policy of only renting its equipment and requiring

the use of its own punched cards at purportedly inflated prices was an

effective two-part policy.®

’ Armen A. Alchian and William R. Allen, University Economics, Second Edition, Wads-
worth Publishing Company, Belmont, Calif., 1967, pp. 331-332.
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FIGURE 3-13. Marginal value, marginal cost and utilization.

Figure 3-14 illustrates a situation involving three hypothetical cus-

tomers. The three feasible regions divide the figure into six subregions

(U through Z). Any combination of terms lying within a given region

results in the same set of customers accepting the offer and thus the

same number of computers being installed. To find the overall optimum
set of terms the manufacturer must determine the optimum set within

each of these subregions; the overall optimum is then simply the best

of those found in the initial stage.

We shall not describe in detail the method for finding the optimum
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FIGURE 3-14. Customers' reactions to fee-price combinations.

set of terms within a subregion. However, it is not too complex. The

cost of the computer can be disregarded since within the subregion the

number of installations is constant. Moreover, the solution must lie on

the right-hand boundary of the region. This follows from the facts that

(1) for any given P the payments for hours utilized are determined and

(2) total revenue is the sum of these payments plus N times F, where N
is the number of customers for the region. Obviously, for any given F,

total revenue is maximized by selecting the maximum value ofF within

the region. Since cost is not altered as long as the terms remain

within the selected region, only points along the right-hand boundary

are efficient.

Unfortunately the analysis cannot be generalized simply. The overall

optimum may lie within the quadrant, but it may also lie along the hori-

zontal axis (i.e., involve only a one-part pricing policy). In the general

case one would expect that the optimum terms would involve the use

of an hourly surcharge, but the conditions required for this result are

not easily specified.

The following e.\ample will illustrate that the optimum policy can in-

volve a true two-part pricing approach. Figures 3-1 5a and b show the
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marginal value curves for two customers. We are interested in finding

the two-part pricing policy that will maximize total revenue subject to

the constraint that both customers accept the offered terms. One pos-

sible two-part policy is shown in Fig. 3- 15a. The cost per hour is P'

,

leading to hourly charges from customer 1 equal to the area of rectangle

C and to charges from customer 2 equal to the area of rectangles C plus

D. In order to keep both customers, the basic monthly fee must be less

than or equal to the area of triangle B. Total receipts for the best two-

part policy based on P’ will thus be

R„ = 1B + C + {C + D)=-1B + 1C + D

Figure 3- 15b shows a three-part pricing policy in which the same

hourly charge {P') is levied, but only on hours in excess of //i*, the

maximum use for customer 1 . In this case a basic fee equal to the sum

of areas B, C, and E can be levied. No hourly charges will be collected

from customer 1 ,
but the amount shown by area A will be received

from customer 2. Total receipts for this policy will be

Rb==2{B + C + E) + A = 2B + 2C + IE + A

Note, however, that area D is equal to the sum of areas E, F, and A.

And if the MV curve for customer 1 is linear (as we assume here),

areas E and F must be equal. Thus 2E + A = D and the revenues

under the two policies must be precisely equal.

The identity of the revenues under the two pricing policies implies

that the optimum two-part policy can be found by investigating the

conditions for the optimum corresponding three-part policy. This is a

particularly simple matter since under such a policy only the hourly

charges received from customer 2 will be affected by changes in P.

The solution is obvious if customer 2’s MV curve is also linear: the

optimum price is the one which leads customer 2 to a monthly utiliza-

tion of Hi ,
midway between his maximum use {Hz*) and that of custo-

mer 1 {Hi*). This will certainly be a positive value, and thus the opti-

mum two-part pricing policy must also include a positive level ofP (the

same one).^

Of course, it is possible that the overall optimum might involve terms under which only
customer 2 accepts the offer. If so, the appropriate policy would degenerate into a one-
part offer equal to the total area under customer 2’s MV curve. The argument given here
needs some extension to cover fully some additional possibilities. Prices above P, need
not be considered, since they would lead customer 1 to refuse the offer. Also, prices
higher than the level of customer 2’s MV curve at H,* hours can be shown to lead to
smaller total revenue than prices below that level.
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This example certainly does not prove that a manufacturer contem-

plating a two-part policy will always find it advantageous to charge

the user for monthly utilization. However, it does provide presump-

tive evidence. Note that the policy will cause inefficiency. All cus-

tomers that install computers will use them inefficiently, since a

possible application with a positive marginal value will not be run if

its value per hour is less than the hourly surcharge imposed by the

manufacturer. The customer will not obtain the total value possible

from the computer (nor, for that matter, will the manufacturer). All

parties could improve their positions if separate negotiations were

held with each user to move toward a more discriminatory pricing pol-

icy. This is but another example of the efficiency of discriminatory

pricing.

We now consider pricing schemes in which the manufacturer ex-

plicitly sets three separate terms: a basic monthly fee (F), an hourly

surcharge (F), and an amount of time exempt from the surcharge {X).

The standard rental contracts used from 1955 to 1965 conformed to

this pattern. Needless to say, two-part pricing schemes can be con-

sidered special cases {X = 0), as can one-part pricing policies {X = 0

and P = 0).

We have shown that, for the case illustrated in Figs. 3- 15a and b,

identical revenues could be obtained under either the optimum two-

part policy or a corresponding three-part policy based on the same

value of P. Thus a true three-part policy can yield at least as much
revenue as the optimum two-part policy. We now show that for the ex-

ample a better three-part policy exists.

Figure 3-16 shows F', the optimum value of F for the two-part pric-

ing policy. As shown earlier, total revenue will equal that obtained

with a three-part policy in which the maximum use of customer 1 is

exempt (X = *). Total revenue for such a policy is the sum

Rh,* = 2{D + C) +A=2D + 2C + A

Now consider the effect of a small reduction in the exemption, to H".
The basic fee must be reduced to retain customer 1 ; it will equal area
D. But the extra-use charges from customer 2 now equal the sum of
areas A, B, and C. Total revenue is therefore

Rh'' = 2D + A + B + C = 2D + {B + C) + A
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Note that, for the small change in the exemption, B > C. Therefore

the revenue for H” must exceed that for The optimum solution is

clearly to set the exemption midway between customer I’s maximum-

use level (//i*) and the level he would select at P' (//i')-® Interestingly

enough, this policy involves inefficient use of both computers. Cus-

tomer 2 pays an extra-use charge and thus does not run some jobs with

positive marginal values per hour. Customer I does not pay any extra-

use charges, choosing instead to stop at the level of the exemption.

However, some of the jobs that he does not run have positive marginal

values. Thus the situation is inefficient, and all parties could gain by

renegotiation to a more discnminatory scheme. Note, however, that

the manufacturer’s profit is greater than it would be if he used a two-

part policy. Presumably this applies in more realistic situations as well.

For either two-part or three-part pricing schemes to be effective the

manufacturer must not allow resale of his equipment from low-utiliza-

tion customers to high-utilization ones.® For that reason only rental is

“ Since only at that point will the area above his MV curve up to P' equal that below the

MV curve for a small change in X In terms of the example, for small changes above or

below such a level, the area of trapezoid B will equal that of trapezoid C
' Restnctions on the sale of computer time may also be required
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appropriate. But antitrust policy requires that manufacturers offer

equipment for sale. Under these conditions what policy should the

manufacturer adopt if he wishes to maximize profits?

One alternative would involve compliance with the requirement in a

manner meeting the letter but not the spirit of the law: setting the price

at a sufficiently high level to be clearly undesirable for any customer.

However, such a policy would not be the most desirable from the

standpoint of the manufacturer even if it could be implemented. A
preferable strategy would utilize the purchase price as a fourth com-

ponent, augmenting the type of three-part rental offer described

previously.

Figure 3-17 illustrates such a four-part policy. For users with

monthly utilization below the exempt amount X, the machine is avail-

able for the basic monthly rental of F. Customers who choose to rent

must, however, pay a surcharge ofP (shown by the slope of the portion

of the curve to the right ofX) for each hour in excess of X. A user de-

termined to rent would incur total costs shown by the curve that is

horizontal up to X hours and then rises at a rate of P per hour for all
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hours over X. However, an alternative is available; he may purchase

the computer for a cost equivalent to some basic monthly charge P*.

The manner in which such an equivalent charge might be found is dis-

cussed in Chapter 4. At this point we merely assume that it can be

determined. Thus the possibility of purchase, with the accompanying

zero marginal cost of all hours used, may dominate the rental offer

over some range of utilization. In the case illustrated in Fig. 3-17 the

minimum cost for each possible level of utilization is shown by the

solid curve. For utilization below H* hours per month the optimum

policy involves rental; for utilization above this level it involves pur-

chase.

The question we now seek to answtr concerns the manner in which

the manufacturer should set the values of the four parameters if he

wishes to maximize profit. No attempt will be made to derive a general

solution; instead we will simply present an argument for the thesis

that profit-maximizing behavior involves setting a price such that pur-

chase will in fact be preferable for certain classes of users.

Recall that throughout the previous discussion we have shown that

pricing policies involving hourly surcharges are inefficient since the

users are induced to stop short of realizing the total values of their

available jobs. Moreover, we have shown that both the manufacturer

and the user could benefit by renegotiating to terms involving no mar-

ginal cost to the user. However, such benefit will accnie to the manu-

facturer only if the renegotiated policy does not apply to all users.

Consider a situation in which the manufacturer has implemented a

three-part rental policy; assume that all his customers have selected

monthly utilization rates less than or equal to H* (in Fig. 3-17). If the

alternative of purchase at a cost equivalent to P* is now announced,

the manufacturer cannot possibly be any worse off, since he receives

no more than P* from any of his rental customers at present. Nor can

any of his customers be worse off, since the previous rental terms are

still available to them. But some customers will certainly be better off.

In particular consider the user shown in Fig. 3-18, who had chosen to

utilize his equipment H' hours per month under the rental policy. Since

that policy involved a surcharge of P per hour, some portion of his

valuable jobs was not being run. By replacing the rented machine with

a purchased machine, he maintains his monthly costs unchanged (at

F*) but he now faces a zero marginal cost. This makes it worthwhile
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TV

FIGURE 3-1 8. A four-part pricing policy providing benefits for a user.

to run all valuable jobs (unless doing so would exceed capacity), thus

increasing the total value of the machine to him. In Fig. 3-18, the new
net value is shown by distance FZ; it is considerably greater than the

old value, represented by distance UV. The change will thus benefit the

user, although not the manufacturer.

There are, however, other changes that will benefit both parties.

Consider the user shown in Fig. 3-19, who had elected a monthly

utilization of H" (<//*) hours under the rental contract terms, paying a

total monthly rental of R. Faced with an offer involving a zero marginal

cost for hourly usage, he might well increase the number ofjobs run

and thus the total value of the computer in his installation. In the case

shown, purchase will prove advantageous, giving the user a net value

of YZ, greater than that associated with rental {UV). The change will

also benefit the manufacturer, since he receives an amount equivalent

to P* instead of the smaller quantity R. Clearly the manufacturer’s

best interests dictate a policy in which purchase is preferable for some
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Hours/month

FIGURE 3-19. A four-part pricing policy providing benefits for the manufacturer

and a user.

users— those planning high utilization. And since other users will be

offered preferable terms only if they choose to rent the equipment,

there is no danger that resale operations will destroy the scheme.

We have discussed but a few of the many alternative policies that

might be utilized to obtain increased revenue from any given stock of

computers. They are important because they correspond closely to

actual practice during the first decade in which computers were widely

sold commercially.

H. THE VIABILITY OF DISCRIMINATORY PRICING

Discriminatory pricing depends on information and enforcement for

success, and both cost money. Thus the smaller the potential gains

from discrimination, the less is the likelihood that it will prove profit-

able. The potential gains depend, in large part, on the elasticity of the

demand for the seller’s product. The closer the substitutes and the
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greater the competition, the less is the potential gain from discrimina-

tory pricing. In a highly competitive industry, prices will approximate

marginal cost, and discrimination on the basis of value will disappear.

Indeed the disappearance of certain discriminatory pricing schemes

can be taken as strong evidence of increasing competition; in some

cases it may even be the only obvious evidence.

In the domain of highly standardized, homogeneous products sold

by many competitive sellers one may assume that goods are sold for a

single price and that the price virtually equals marginal cost. In the

computer industry such an assumption is hazardous at best. Instead the

seller may be expected to experiment with all sorts of pricing schemes

in the hope that he will be able to increase his profit. Since informa-

tion is imperfect, some of the schemes may actually reduce profit. Also,

some manufacturers may adopt policies that seem at first clearly ineffi-

cient. However, as this chapter has illustrated, such policies may be

perfectly consistent with profit-maximizing behavior under a set of

reasonable assumptions about market demand. Manufacturers are

often accused of behavior inconsistent with profit maximization, but in

some cases the analyst may be more naive than the manufacturer.
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CHAPTER 4 TIME AND RISK

0 DO
D

g
A. PRESENT VALUE

Assume that a firm has decided it must use a particular

computer for a 24-month period until next-generation equipment can

be delivered. The only decision concerns financing: should the com-

puter be rented or purchased? Rental (including maintenance) costs

$10,000 per month. The purchase price of the machine is $450,000,

the monthly cost of a maintenance contract is $1200, and the com-

puter's estimated market value 24 months hence is $270,000. A simple

analysis might suggest that it would be cheaper to purchase than to

rent:

Rental:

$10,000 per month for 24 months = $240,000

Purchase:

Purchase cost = $450,000

Maintenance (S 1 200 per month for 24

months) = 28.800

Less sales value = 270,000

Net cost = $208,800

Unfortunately the conclusion may be incorrect. The error lies in the

addition of dissimilar amounts. A dollar spent 24 months from now is

not the same as a dollar spent now. Adding together expenditures oc-

curring at different points of time is as unreasonable as adding together

punched cards and reels of paper tape on the grounds that both are in-

put-output media.

In virtually all times and places, goods and services in the present

have been considered preferable to equivalent amounts in the future.

Two factors account for this: time preference and risk aversion. People

prefer something now to the same thing later, since the number of

alternative uses to which it can be put is thus enlarged. Moreover, the

present good is certain, as is the existence of its owner, whereas the

future good usually rests on promises, the fulfillment of which is less
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than certain; also, the needs of the recipient in the future are uncertain,

as is his presence to enjoy the good.

Returning to our example, assume for now that the firm is absolutely

certain that the figures given above are correct. Thus no element of

risk enters the problem; we need only account for differences in timing.

The concept of present value is the key to understanding problems of

this sort. The sum of X dollars received in the future is less valuable

than X dollars received now. Some larger amount, however, will be

considered equally valuable. Let Ta- represent such an amount received

N periods in the future. Obviously,

Yn > ^

In well-developed capitalist economies there are markets for trading

present dollars for future dollars and vice versa. As in other markets,

the terms of trade will adjust until quantity demanded equals quantity

supplied. The underlying determinants of demand and supply and

hence of the market terms of trade concern people’s preferences for

present goods over future goods. As collective preferences change, the

terms of trade will change. But at any given point of time there will be a

reasonably standard set of terms for trading present dollars for future

dollars (“lending”) and vice versa (“borrowing”).

Assume, for example, that $1.00 today can be traded for $1.22

available 40 months from today. A succinct description of the terms

would be as follows:

T4o= 1-22^^

or

1.22

However, an alternative description is far more common. IfX dollars

were placed in an account returning r% interest per month com-
pounded monthly, the value at the end of A periods would be

loo)
^

There is, of course, some value of r for which [1 -f (r/lOO)]^® = 1.22;
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it is, in fact, slightly less than one-half of 1% per month. Thus we may
describe the terms of trade as follows:

= V2%

If the terms are applicable to trades involving virtually certain payment

in the future, we designate this the pure rate of interest, since it reflects

only preference for present over future goods and services, and not

the preference for certainty over uncertainty.

At any point of time there will be a set of terms on which present

money can be traded for virtually certain money 40 months hence, a set

of terms on which present money can be traded for money 20 months

hence, etc. There will thus be a large set of pure interest rates:

Ti, To, ... , the values depending on people’s relative preferences for

goods and services at various times. No theoretical basis can be given

for making the assumption that all these rates will be equal. At some

times short-term interest rates have exceeded long-term rates, although

the converse is more typical. However, there is no particular reason to

assume that short-term rates will be either higher or lower than long-

term rates. For this reason, and in order to simplify the analysis, it is

usually assumed that all rates are equal. We thus omit the subscript and

refer simply to the pure rate of interest. In the United States it has

varied between 2% and 8% per annum (i.e., between approximately

Ve of 1% and % of 1% per month) since 1929.

Now assume that T.y dollars must be spent N months from now and

that the pure rate of interest is r% per month. The present value (A^

of the expenditure is defined as a present amount of equal value:

or

^ ^
{[1 + (r/100)]'}

The term in the braces is called the discount factor; it will always be

less than 1 (as long as r and N are positive). Multiplying the actual

amount {Yy) by this factor to compute present value is termed dis-

counting.

An economic interpretation of the present value in this case is

straightforward. Instead of spending i'v dollars N months in the

future, X dollars can be spent now. The X dollars would be placed in a
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bank paying the market rate of interest {;•% per month). At the end ofN
months the account would have grown (because of interest com-

pounded monthly) to Y^, the total amount could then be withdrawn

and the required payment made.

The overwhelming advantage of the concept of present value is that

it gives an analyst the ability to express diverse items (cash flows oc-

curring at different points of time) in terms of a common denominator.

This is simply an extension of the use of a money measure of value.

We cannot add reels of paper tape and punched cards, but equivalent

amounts of money can be determined through market trading ratios

(prices) and added to compute total value (or total cost). Although

seldom stated, here too the common denominator is money today— in

other words, present value.

We are now in a position to deal with the problem posed earlier.

Assume that the current market pure rate of interest is ^/la of 1%
per month (approximately 5% per annum). The policies of renting

versus purchasing can be compared by computing the sum of the

present values of the required cash flows.We represent outflows (costs)

by negative values, and inflows (receipts) by positive values;

Rental:

Month (/V) Cash Flow

Present Value

of $1

Present Value

of Cash Flow

1

2

-10,000

-10,000
0.995851

0.991718

-9,958.51

-9,917.18

24 -10,000

Total present value

0.905025 -9,050.25
= -227,938.98

Purchase:

Month [N)

Cash

Flow

Present Value

of $1

Present Value

of Cash Flow

0
1

2

-450.000
- 1,200
- 1,200

1.000000

0.995851

0.991718

-450,000.00
- 1,195.02
- 1,190.06

24 f- 1,200]

1+270,OOOJ
Total present value

0.905025
r- 1,086.03]

1+244,356.751
= -232,995.93
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Purchase no longer appears to be the cheaper policy. When the tim-

ing of the cash flows is taken into account, rental is shown to be

preferable.

The etfecl of discounting is shown in Fig. 4-1. The bars represent

the actual cost each month for the rental policy ($10,000). The undis-

counted sum of (he actual payments— $240.000 — is the total area

under the curve showing the time pattern of payments (it can also be

considered the present value of the payments when r = 0). The height

of the shaded portion of each bar represents the present value of the

corresponding actual payment, based on an interest nite of •Via of 1%

per month. The total present value is thus represented by the shaded

area.

Discounting clearly alters the relative importance of payments

occurring at different points of time. Earlier payments arc made rela-

tively more important than later ones; the greater the interest rate, the

more pronounced the effect becomes. At an interest rate of zero,

timing is irrelevant. At an c.xtremely high interest rate, only initial

FIGURE 4-1. The effect of discounting on value.
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Monthly interest rote (percent)

FIGURE 4-2. Present value versus the rate of interest for two policies.

payments matter much. Of course, the larger the applicable interest

rate, the smaller is the present value of any future payment.

Figure 4-2 illustrates the effect of the rate of interest on the present

values of the two policies. The present value of the stream of rental

payments decreases when larger interest rates are used, approaching

zero as an asymptote. However, the present value of the cost of pur-

chase increases as r is raised. Recall that the major cash flows for the

purchase policy were the initial cost ($450,000) and the final receipt

($270,000). The former is unaffected by discounting. The final receipt,

however, is definitely affected. The higher the interest rate, the less

important is the relatively distant receipt and the more costly (in pres-

ent value terms) the purchase of the machine. For this reason the pres-

ent value of cost approaches $450,000 as an asymptote.

We have approached the problem posed by comparing the present

values of the costs of the two policies, basing the present values on

the relevant rate of interest. However, Fig. 4-2 suggests an alterna-

tive approach. One might ask. At what rate of interest are the two

policies equally costly (in terms of present value)? In this case the

rate is about Vs of 1% per month. Since the relevant rate of interest
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ever, that the rate of interest at which the policies are equally costly

may not, by itself, provide sufficient information on which to base a

decision. More information of the type shown in Fig. 4-2 may be

needed. Note also that the rate in question is the root of a Nth-degree

polynomial; ' thus it may not be unique (i.e., the curves may cross

more than once) and it will typically be difficult to calculate. In many

cases it is no more difficult to compute the data required for a reason-

ably complete diagram showing present value versus rate of interest

than it is to calculate the ratc(s) of interest at which two policies are

equivalent. As a general rule policies should be evaluated on the basis

of present values computed at some relevant rate of interest. If sup-

plementary information is desired (e.g., for a sensitivity analysis to

estimate the consequences of errors in measurement), diagrams of

the type shown in Fig. 4-2 may prove useful.

B. TIME PREFERENCE

It is important to recognize that the relevance of present value is

based entirely on the availability of a market in which patterns of cash

flows over time can be converted into other patterns. For a given in-

terest rate, a virtually infinite number of patterns of cash flows (re-

ceipts and/or expenditures) can be found that have the same present

value. If it is really possible to borrow or lend money at the speci-

fied interest rate, any one of the patterns may be converted into any

of the others. The one chosen will depend on the preferences of the

person in question. But whatever his preferences, the more attractive

the present value of the original pattern, the more desirable is the

eventual pattern obtained.

Figure 4-3 illustrates the principle for a simple case. Two alterna-

tive investment policies arc available. Investment A gives $150 now
and $42 a year hence; investment B gives $100 now and $105 a year

hence. The market rate of interest is 5% per annum. The parallel

‘ Letting ,Y, be the cash tlow in period / from one alternative and Y, the cash flow from
the other, a positive value of r must be found that satisfies

T, A'-

[1 (r/100)] [I +(r/I00)r

=
>'o +

+ A's

U + (r/100))'

I'.v

[1 -t- (r/100))" It +(r/I00)P [1 -h (r/lOO))'
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FIGURE 4-3. Choosing the pattern with the higher present value.

lines show combinations of equal present value. The equation of such

an isovalue line is

where k is the present value represented by the line (it is, of course,

equal to the x intercept).

The indifference curves in Fig. 4-3 are assumed to represent the

preferences of the decision-maker. Combinations lying along any

given curve are equally desirable; those above and/or to the right are

preferable.

At an interest rate of 5%, the present value of investment B exceeds

that of A ($200 as opposed to $190); B should thus be chosen. This

appears to conflict with the preferences of the decision-maker. In the

absence of a market he would prefer investment A, since it gives pre-
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ferred cash flows (its point lies on a higher indifference curve). But

the ability to trade with the market enlarges the set of available oppor-

tunities. Investment A’s cash flows can be traded for any combination

on the isovalue line through point A. Investment B’s flows can be

traded for any combination on the isovalue line through point B.

Clearly the line through point B dominates that through point /I. No
matter what the decision-maker’s preferences, investment B is the bet-

ter choice. In the case shown the pattern of receipts finally obtained

is given by point C— $ 1 80 now and $2 1 next year. The details are:

Now:
Received from investment B; $100

Borrowed at 5%: SO

S180

One year hence:

Received from investment B: $105

Less payment on loan ($80 x 1.05) —84

S 21

C. PRESENT-VALUE FORMULAS

The present value of any pattern of cash flows can, of course, be com-

puted directly from the basic formula. Let X( represent the cash flow

in period /, and r the relevant interest rate, expressed as a ratio rather

than as a percentage (e.g., as 0.05 instead of 5%). Then the present

value of all the flows that occur during N periods will be

PC = 2
<-o

A,

(I + r)'
(4-1)

Fortunately, in many cases the pattern of cash flows is relatively sim-

ple, allowing special formulas to be used.

Consider a stream of flows of equal amounts beginning in period 1

and extending through period /V:

A', = A', = • • • = A\

Letting A' represent the cash flow each period, the total present value

will be

\V.S
A^

1

A- ,_Z_
(1+r) (1+r)- (1

+;•)'
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Note that the terms can be considered successive terms in a geo-

metric progression: „
First term (A) = —

1 -I- 7-

Common ratio (/?)
1

1 -h r

The sum of the first N terms of a geometric progression is

Substituting and simplifying, we obtain

1 -[1/(1 + /-ni
PV: (4-2)

The term in the braces is the formula for the present value of an

annuity of $1 per period received for N periods, given an interest rate

of /• per period. Tables giving values for wide ranges of r and N are

available.

An interesting corollary concerns the value of a perpetual annuity.

Obviously,
Pf^x.r,^ = limit (Sk)

N—>-co

But

limit (Sjv)
'

N—*co I -R ifR^ < 1

The required condition is met for any positive interest rate since

R= 1/(1 + r). Substituting and simplifying gives

Pyx.r,^ = f (4-3)

In other words, the present value of an annuity of $1 approaches 1/r

as the length of time over which it is to be received is increased.

Consider next a stream of payments in which the cash flow grows by
a constant proportion (g) each period:

X, = (l-h g)X

X2 = (l+ grx

X^=(l + e)^X
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The total present value of the payments received over N periods will

be

This can also be considered the sum of the first N terms of a geometric

progression. Its limit as N approaches infinity is defined if the growth

rate is less than the applicable rate of interest:

The present value of such a stream of payments extending over a long

time period will thus approach

rV = (4-4)r- f.

When g = 0. equation 4-4 reduces to equation 4-3.

Consider next a series of payments increasing by an equal absolute

amount each period and extending over an infinite number of periods;

A', =

= vl + /?

A', = A + 1B

This can be considered a perpetual annuity of A dollars per period

beginning in period 1. plus a perpetual annuity of B dollars per period

beginning in period 2, plus another perpetual annuity of B dollars

per period beginning in period 3, etc. The value in period i of a perpetual

annuity of B dollars per period beginning in period i is

B
r

The present value of such an annuity will equal its value in period i

times the present value of a dollar in period /;

PV = V,
B

(1 +r)'r
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Thus the present value of the stream of payments is

A
.

B
. B

.PV
(1 + r)r

1

(1

= + «
r /• L(1 +

rYr

1

(1 + rY

The sum indicated in the brackets is simply the present value of a

perpetual annuity of $1 (=l/r). Hence the present value of the original

stream of payments is

P^ = - + ^r r (4-5)

In practice, cash flows appear at discrete points of time, and interest

is calculated and compounded periodically. However, calculations are

often simplified by assuming that interest is calculated and com-

pounded continuously. At an annual rate of interest r, compounded

annually, a dollar will have grown after N years to

F=(l

Now, if the interest is compounded n times each year and the interest

rate adjusted accordingly, we have

V

What is the effect on this value as n becomes very large? It can be

shown ^ that

limit ( 1 -t- —) = e’'
71-^00 flj

^ The proof requires only that we show

limit (l+;^)""' = e

Letting 2 = njr, this is equivalent to proving that

limit
Z-»”i

e

But this is a definition of e. Q.E.D.
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Thus the amount after N periods, at an interest rate of r per period,

compounded continuously, will be

V = c'-' (4-6)

As a corollary, the present value of a dollar received N periods

hence will be

PV =
-ijx

= C-' ' (4-7)

Needless to say, the assumption of continuous compounding over-

states the growth of funds at compound interest and thus understates

the present value of future cash flows. However the approximation

may prove satisfactory in some cases. For example, let /^O. 12 and

A'= 1.

Interest Compounded n Amount after 1 Year

Annually 1 1.1200

Semiannually 2 1.1236

Quarterly A 1.1255

Monthly 12 1.1268

Weekly 48 1.1273

Continuously T. 1.1275

One can, of course, derive additional present-value formulas. Only

a few of the more useful ones have been presented here.

D. THE RATE OF RETURN

We have shown the appropriate method for evaluating competing

alternative flows of cash over time; calculate the present value of each,

using an appropriate rate of interest. Our example involved a choice

between two expenditure patterns, but the method can be used for a

wide variety of problems. Perhaps the most common application in-

volves acceptance or rejection of an investment. Here the two mutually

exclusive alternatives are (I) to undertake the investment or (2) to

not undertake it. The former will involve both negative and positive

cash flows; its net present value may thus be either positive or negative.

Alternative 2 involves no cash flows at all; its present value is zero. In

accordance with the rules stated earlier, the better alternative is the
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one with the higher present value. Restating the rule for this case, we
can say that an investment should be undertaken if and only if its cash

flows have a positive net present value when discounted at the ap-

propriate rate of interest.

Consider the following simple example. A service bureau is con-

sidering renting a computer for 24 months at $10,000 per month. The
first 1 1 months will be required to test software for the particular ap-

plication to be offered by the firm. During each of the remaining 13

months the service is expected to yield $20,000 in revenue. Ignoring

other items of cost and revenue, the investment involves the following

flows:

Month Flow(s) Net Flow

1 -10,000 -10,000

11

12

24

-10,000
-10,0001
+20 ,

000]

J-10,000|
1+20,0001

-10,000

+10,000

+10,000

If the appropriate rate of interest is ®/i2 of 1% per month, the invest-

ment should be undertaken, since the present value of the stream of

flows is positive:

(1) Present value of an annuity of $1 for 1 1 months at

®/i2 0fl% =$10.7299
(2) Present value of $10,000 per month from month 1

through month 11 [(1) times $10,000] = $107,299

(3) Present value of an annuity of $1 for 13 months at

s/i2 0fl% =$12.6286
(4) Present value ofan annuity of $10,000 for 13 months

[(3) times $10,000] = $126,286

(5) Present value of $ 1 received in 1 1 months at ®/i 2 of

192- = $0.9553
(6) Present value of $10,000 per month from month 12

through month 24 [(4) times (5)] = $120,641
(7) Present value of investment [(6) — (2)] =-F$13,342

The present value will, of course, depend on the appropriate rate of
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interest. Figure 4-4 shows the relationship for the example. The

present values of the alternatives are equal (i.e., the present value of

the stream is zero) if the interest rate is approximately I V3% per month.

This is called the investment’s rate of return.

Although the rate of return is an extremely useful measure for some

purposes, it is quite inappropriate for others. It is inappropriate when

choosing among mutually exclusive investments; although several

may have rates of return exceeding the relevant rate of interest, the

one giving the greatest present value may not be the one with the

greatest rale of return. It is also inappropriate when it is not unique:

an investment’s cash flows may have a zero net present value at two or

more rates of interest.

The rale of return can prove useful, however, when it is possible to

undertake an investment without affecting the firm’s ability to under-

take other investments, and when the curve relating the present value

of its cash flows to the rate of interest is monolonic downward. The

latter condition is met if the investment involves a scries of net out-

Presenf value of investment

FIGURE 4-4. The relationship between present value and the rate of interest.
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flows followed by net inflows. Letting F, be the net flow in period /, we

have

n w \j ^ {Py(P) is inversely related to r]
F, > 0 for j = /* + 1 to Nj

Fortunately this condition holds for many investments. In such cases

we have

[rr > /] <^ [FF > 0] [Invest]

\rr ^ /] [FF ^ 0] <-> [Don’t invest]

where rr— the rate of return on the investment, i = the relevant rate of

interest, and FF= the present value, using the relevant rate of interest

(0- Expressed more succinctly, the decision rule becomes: Invest if

and only if the rate of return on the investment exceeds the relevant

rate of interest.

The concept of an investment’s rate of return provides a useful and

familiar rule for decision-making. The user must, of course, recognize

its limitations, applying it only to situations in which these limitations

are unimportant. Fortunately such cases appear to be in the majority.

E. SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITIES

Thus far we have focused on the element of time, assuming that future

events could be predicted with certainty. Of course this is rarely the

case. We must now account for the element of risk.

Assume that a programming staff has been assigned a particularly

complicated problem. If the project leader were asked whether the

program would be completed within 12 months, he might respond,

“Almost certainly” or “Probably” or “Perhaps” or “Not likely” or

something equally unquantifiable. However, it may be possible to ob-

tain a much more precise idea of his beliefs. Ask him to consider a bet,

with given odds, that the program will be completed within the specified

period. He must indicate how he would bet (we assume that his bet

would not affect the outcome). His choice of sides will, of course, de-

pend on the odds. For example, if the odds were even— 1 to 1— he
might bet on completion, as shown in Fig. 4-5. But if the odds were
4 to 1 , he might bet against completion. There will be some set of odds
that he considers “fair”; that is, he will not care which side he bets
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Odds

for

completion

00 to - 1

3 - to - 1

1 - to - 1

'/s-to- 1

0 - to - 1

Probability

of

completion

FIGURE 4-5. Odds and betting choices.

Bet against completion

Indifferent

Bet for completion

on (or whether he bets nt all). Wc define his subjective probability

estimate in terms of this set of odds:

P — odds

odds + I

In Fig. 4-5 the “fair" odds^ arc 3 to 1; the person's subjective prob-

ability estimate for completion in 12 months is thus 3/(3 + 1) = 0.75.

It is important to note that a person’s subjective probability esti-

mate may be based on vague feelings, limited knowledge, or, at the

other c,\trcmc. c,\tcnsivc analyses of past data. My subjective proba-

bility that a coin will come up heads is in a sense quite objective. My
subjective probability that a computer will malfunction at a particu-

lar time may not be very objective at all. But from the standpoint of

decision-making the difTcrcnce is unimportant: the probability is rcle-

’ There may be a range of odds over which the individual will refuse to bet. If the range

is small, it may be reasonable to use it.s midpoint ns a subjective probability estimate and

proceed in the manner described in the text. If the range is large, some other procedure

may be required.
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vant, not the basis on which it is determined. Having argued the point,

we now drop the adjective “subjective,” referring in the subsequent

discussion simply to probabilities.

The discussion can easily be extended to include probability dis-

tributions. Assume that the project leader is asked to consider a set

of bets based on completion within 1 month, another set based on com-

pletion within 2 months, etc. Let P, be the probability of completion

within / months, obtained in the manner described previously. Given

a sufficient number of choices of hypothetical bets, we can derive the

project leader’s cumulative probability distribution, relating P, to i.

An example is shown in Fig. 4-6a. Needless to say, P, cannot decrease

as i increases.

For some purposes a cumulative probability distribution best pre-

sents feelings about the likelihood of various outcomes. But for other

purposes a different presentation proves useful. Figure 4-6a indicates

that Pi 2 = 0.75, while Pn = 0.60. This implies that the probability of

completion during month 12, represented as Pi 2 , is 0.15. Figure 4-6b

shows the relationship between p, and /. It is simply a probability

distribution. Note that the cumulative distribution can be considered

the integral of (area under) the (plain) probability distribution.^

Figures such as 4-6a and b provide explicit statements of a per-

son’s beliefs about alternative future events. However, it is seldom

convenient to deal with such detailed assessments. Summary meas-

ures are used to characterize an entire probability distribution. The
two most important indicate its location (central tendency) and the

extent to which it is dispersed (spread).

Measures of central tendency include the arithmetic mean, the me-

dian, and the mode. The mode is the most likely outcome (in Fig. 4-6b
it is month 12). The median has the characteristic that an outcome be-

low it as likely as one above it— in other words, P, = 0.50. The me-
dian can best be seen in Fig. 4-6a; it is not unique— any number be-

tween 10 and 11 can be used. The arithmetic mean is simply the

weighted average of the possible outcomes, using the probabilities

of the outcomes as weights. For the example it is 9.65.

‘That is, P,. =
I p, di. In more formal terminology. Fig. 4-6a can be said to illus-
J t~0

trate a cumulative distribution function, and Fig. 4-6b a probability distribution func-
tion.
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Probability of completion

within i months (
Pj )

Probability of completion

during month I {p;

)

Month ( i

)

(b)

FIGURE 4-G. Cumulative probability distribution (a) and the associated probability

distribution (b).

Although (he three measures of central tendency differ in the exam-
ple shown here, they may coincide. In particular, if the probability

distribution is symmetric and unimodal (i.c., has a unique mode), the

three measures will be identical. Whatever the distribution, we will

adopt the arithmetic mean as the preferred measure of central tend-

ency, since it is always uniquely defined and has desirable properties.
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We use terms such as expected value and expected outcome to refer

to the mean. Formally

F - i: PiXi
i=l

where Xi, . . . , are alternative outcomes, and p,- = the probability

of outcome /(Sp,- =1).

Several measures of spread are also available. We will use the stand-

ard deviation since it also has desirable properties and is consistent

with the choice of the arithmetic mean as a measure of central tend-

ency.® The standard deviation (5) is the square root of the variance (F);

the variance is the average squared deviation from the mean (ex-

pected value), using the probabilities as weights:

5 = VF

V = 2p,iX,~Ef
t*=l

For the example the variance is approximately 15.5, and the standard

deviation approximately 3.95.

If the shape of a probability distribution is known, its expected value

and standard deviation may suffice to indicate precisely the proba-

bility that the actual outcome will fall within any specified range. For

example, this will be the case if the probability distribution is normal,

that is, follows the familiar bell-shaped curve. However, even if noth-

ing is known about the shape of the distribution, some limits may be

given, as shown here: ®

Probability That the Actual

Range of Outcomes Outcome Will Fall within the Range

From To If Distribution Is Normal Whatever the Shape

E-S £ + S 0.6826 s 0

E-2S E + 2S 0.9546 a 0.7500

E-3S E + 3S 0.9974 a 0.8889

® The standard deviation measured from the arithmetic mean is less than that measured
from any other value.

®The figures in the right-hand column are based on Chebyshev’s inequality, which
states that the probability that a value lies outside the range E ± NS does not exceed
l/W^for A/ a 1.
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The discussion that follows docs not depend on any particular as-

sumption about the shapes of probability distributions. It docs assume

that the expected value and standard deviation adequately character-

ize a probability distribution for purposes of decision-making. The

role of expected value will depend on the case in question. For ex-

ample. the lower the expected value of a project’s completion date

the more desrrabic rs the project, the higher the expected value of fu-

ture receipts from an investment, the moie desirable is the investment.

However . the role of risk is generally the same — the greater the stand-

ard deviation (risk), the less desirable is the activity. All other things

being equal, people typically prefer certainty (.S = 0) to iisk (5 > 0):

they exhibit risk aveision. In other words, they demand (and receive)

compensation to bear risk. Risky ventures will be undertaken only if

they carry promises of gi cater rewards (more desirable expected val-

ues) than less risky vcruuics. In addition to the pure interest rate (the

"price of time"), there is a price of risk.

F. CERTAINTY EQUIVALENTS

Consider the general problem of evaluating an investment: the cash

(low in each period of time is uncertain -instead of a single estimate

there is a probability distribution. In terms of the previous discussion,

we have;

Ej — the expected value of the cash flow in period r. and

Ri = the risk associated with the cash (low in period i (measured by

the standard deviation of the distribution)

How can the set of piobabihty distributions (or E. R values) be sum-

marized in a single measure of merit (present value)? An obvious pos-

sibility IS to estimate a certainty-equivalent cash flow for each period.

Let F* be a cash flow in period / such that the decision-makcr is

indifferent between (1) rcceising 7’,^ with certainty in period / and (2)

the prospects he actually faces in period / (i.c.. the probability dis-

tribution characterized by E, and /?,). For a given set of certainty-

equivalent flows E,*. .... E\'’, the present value of the investment

can presumably be found by discounting with the pure rate of interest.

A certainty equivalent can be estimated directly, without actually

formulating a probability distribution; the decision-maker simply uses

a “pessimistic" estimate in his calculations; in practice this is a very
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common method for accounting for risk. Alternatively, the certainty

equivalent may be based on an “unbiased” estimate (£,) and a separate

measure of risk (7?,). Although the exact relationship will depend on

the preferences of the decision-maker, it will have this form:

F,- =f(E„ /?,)

dF*
dE,

>0;
BF,^

BR,
< 0

The idea of a certainty-equivalent cash flow is appealing; however,

it provides relatively little information about the true prospects of an

investment. Assume, for example, that the actual outcome from an

investment in year / is related to the outcome in year / — 1 : if the cash

flow is larger than expected in one year, it will also be larger in other

years; if it is smaller than expected in one year, it will also be smaller

in other years. Such an investment is clearly more risky than it would

be if the outcomes in various years were unrelated. The certainty-

equivalent approach makes it ditficult to take such differences into

account. For this reason (and others) it provides an imperfect method

for measuring value.

G. DISCOUNTING FOR RISK

As suggested in Section F, one approach to investment evaluation

involves the choice of pessimistic forecasts discounted at the pure

interest rate. An alternative approach uses unbiased (expected) values,

accounting for risk by discounting with an appropriate rate of interest.

More specifically.

PV =
N r p T

§[01%]
where r = /p + r^,

F, = the expected cash flow in period i,

Cp = the pure interest rate, and

Vp = an appropriate discount for the risk associated with the

investment.

No precise rule is provided for the choice of the discount rate. Since
the overall risk of the investment is to be considered, the relationships
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among cash flows as well as their individual risks can be taken into

account. Certain general relationships can be given. Let /?, represent

the risk associated with the cash flow in period i. Then:

[/•r
= 0] <-> [/?( = 0 for all /]

> 0 for each /

and r,. will be greater, the greater is the (positive) correlation among

cash flows.

An alternative statement of the procedure holds that the rate of

discount used (r) should equal the e.xpccied rate of return on invest-

ments of equivalent risk. Although this captures the essence of the

problem, the statement begs the question instead of answering it. The

key questions remain: (1) what is the relevant measure of risk, and (2)

what is the relationship between an investment’s risk and its expected

rate of return?

H. RELATIONSHIPS AMONG INVESTMENTS

We have suggested some of the problems associated with investment

evaluation but cannot yet provide final solutions. Instead wc introduce

a further complication: any given investment will typically account for

only a portion of the total wealth of an individual: thus the risk as-

sociated with a proposed investment must be evaluated in the light of

the owner's other sources of wealth.

In order to focus on the problem of the relationships among invest-

ments we assume that each investment can be described in terms of a

probability distribution of rate of return. An obvious case involves

two-period investments (buy now, sell later), although more general

cases can be accommodated. In any event, the probability distribution

for investment i can be characterized by its mean or expected rate of

return (E,) and its standard deviation of rate of return (5|).

The relationship between any two investments can be described by

a correlation coefficient (p). Two special cases are of interest. If

Pij = +l, investments i and J are perfectly correlated; the actual return

from one will be related to the actual return from the other by a precise

linear equation:
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Aj'^ = a + bA/ (b > 0)

On the other hand, if py = 0, investments i and j are uncorrelated. A
prediction of the actual return on one will not aid the decision-maker

in predicting the actual return on the other. Most cases lie between

these extremes. In unusual situations there may be negative correla-

tions: the outcome from one investment is actually inversely related to

the outcome from the other. Thus correlation coefficients can, in

theory, range from -t-1 to —1.

Assume that two investments are available, with the expected rates

of return and standard deviations of rate of return shown in Fig. 4-7.

Now, if both investments are undertaken, the owner will be in a new

position, characterized by some overall expected rate of return (E*)

and some overall standard deviation of rate of return (5*). The new

combination depends on (I) the correlation between the two invest-

ments and (2) the proportion of total funds invested in each. For ex-

ample, if Pij = +1, the overall combination (E*, S*) will lie along the

straight line connecting points (E„ S,) and {Ej, Sj); if py = 0, it will lie

along the curve indicated in Fig. 4-7. In general, the larger (algebra-

ically) the correlation coefficient, the closer will be the relevant curve

to the straight line connecting the two points (as shown in Fig. 4-7).

Whatever the curve, the greater the proportion of funds allocated to

investment j, the closer point (£*, S*) will be to point (£j, ^j).

Now assume that investment y represents a firm’s overall prospects,

given its present commitments, and that / represents a new invest-

ment under consideration. Will the new investment prove desirable?

The answer may depend on the extent to which its prospects are re-

lated to those of the firm’s other commitments. If the new investment

is closely related to the others (i.e., py ~ 1), it may prove undesirable.

But if it is unrelated (i.e., py ~ 0), it may prove very desirable. In

short, not only the expected return and standard deviation of return

are relevant; the investment’s relationship to other commitments is

’ This is not precisely true unless qualified by adding “assuming that a linear relation-

ship between the two rates of return is to be used for the prediction.” In general, let the
best linear estimate of the relationship be

/I « = fl -h bA,"

Assume that the probability distribution assigned to a has a zero standard deviation. If
* > 0, p„ = -f 1. If 6 < 0, pu = — I. But if the distribution assigned to a has a positive
standard deviation, then, if h > 0, 0 < p,, < -f1 ; if h < 0, 0 < py < -1

; and if h = 0, p,,
= 0.
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S

FIGURE 4-7. Combinations of £ and S attainable by undertaking two investments.

also imponant. In fact, the latter may be a more crucial component of

risk than the standard deviation.

The rele%'ance of this relationship depends upon the viewpoint of

the decision-maker. The manager of a small project will be interested

primarily in the total risk (measured by the standard deviation) of

anything he undertakes, since it will represent virtually the whole

activity of his project. Rightly or wrongly, he e.xpects to be judged on

the actu.al outcome of the project. Although it may prove desirable

from the standpoint of the firm to have him undertake a high-return,

high-risk project, he may be most reluctant to do so. preferring in-

stead a low-return, low-risk project that will minimize the probability

of a disastrous (to him) outcome.

From the standpoint of the manager of a firm, the correlation of a

proposed investment’s outcome with the other commitments of the

company becomes an important component of risk. He may thus seem

less consenmtive than his subordinates, since he will expect disap-

pointing outcomes on some projects to be offset by better-than-ex-

pected outcomes on others. However, the manager may still seem

more conservative than his stockholders, for they are primarily in-

terested in the extent to which an investment is correlated with all
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investments taken as a whole. For them, the extent to which an invest-

ment’s outcome is affected by (moves with) the overall business cycle

is the most relevant measure of risk. If the firm’s manager is solely

concerned with the interests of the owners, and if the owners’ wealth

is spread over diverse commitments, the “responsiveness” of the
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rate of return on an investment to changes in the overall level of the

economy should be the major item considered when evaluating risk.

Needless to say, these conditions may rarely be met.

A final complication concerns the decision-maker’s attitude regard-

ing overall risk. Presumably this can be represented by a family of

indifference curves, with each curve indicating combinations of E and

S among which he is indifferent. Figure 4-8a shows a family of such

curves. They arc upward-sloping, indicating that the investor is risk

averse — to remain indifferent as risk is increased he must receive a

greater e.xpeclcd return. Combinations on curves lying to the right are

preferred, since they provide a higher expected return for a given

risk. The curvature suggests that the additional expected return re-

quired to compensate for additional risk increases as the total risk

rises.

Figure 4-8b shows a set of indifference curves for a different de-

cision-maker. In a rough sense, he is more risk averse, requiring

greater increases in expected return to compensate for added risk.

Now assume that the firm's present position is indicated by point

{Ej. S,) and that a new investment having prospects represented by

point {/i,. S() is proposed. If the investment is undertaken, the firm's

overall prospects will be those shown by point .9*), reflecting the

proposed investment's conclation with the firm’s present commit-

ments and its importance as a determinant of the company's value.

Should the new investment be undertaken? No. given the values of

the individual pictured in Fig. 4-8a. Yes, from the point of view of

the more risk-averse individual shown in Fig. 4-8b. Thus the de-

cision-maker's attitude toward risk may also play a role in the final

decision.

I. CAPITAL VALUE

We have discussed at length the problem of investment evaluation.

Underlying the discussion was the assumption that the present cost

(or price) of the assct(s) was given. We now wish to alter the ap-

proach to determine the highest price that the individual is willing to

pay for the assct(s). This is. by definition, his estimate of its (their)

capital value.

Consider an investment to be evaluated without concern for other
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holdings. Let Fq be the cash outflow representing the cost of acquiring

the assets required for the investment Then, given Fq, we have

N

f’o + X
F,

1 ( 1 + ry

where r = the appropriate discount rate for investments of equal

risk. The investment should be undertaken as long as its present value

is nonnegative:

PF = Fo + 2
P,

,tl (1 + '•)'
§ 0

Obviously the highest price (negative Fo) that should be paid for the

asset is the present value of all other flows:

N p^
(I + '•)'

Consider next an investment being evaluated in the context of other

sources of wealth. It will have an expected rate of return, standard

deviation of rate of return, and correlation with other sources of

wealth. But these are to some extent dependent upon its initial cost. In

particular, the lower the cost, the greater is the expected rate of re-

turn.® At some sufficiently low price, the asset(s) will typically become

attractive enough to purchase. By definition, this is the capital value in

the environment being considered.

In general, an individual’s estimate of the capital value of an asset or

group of assets will depend on the following:

1. His expectations (best single estimates) concerning future pros-

pects.

2. His assessment of the risk associated with the asset (i.e., the ex-

tent to which actual outcomes may diverge from those predicted).

3. The context within which the asset is evaluated— that is, other

sources of wealth and the extent to which the proposed invest-

ment’s prospects are affected by the factors that influence these

other sources.

® The standard deviation of rate of return may or may not be affected by current price,
depending on the relationship between the individual’s estimate of the future and the
current price. The correlation coefficient will probably not be affected by current price.
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FIGURE 4-9. Anticipated cash inflows and outflows for a rented computer.

4. The attitude toward risk of the decision maker or the individuals

for whom he acts.

A clear e.\ample of the importance of capital value is provided by

the relationship between a computer’s projected rental income and the

price at whicit the manufacturer will sell it outright rather than retain

ownership and rent it. Figure 4-9 shows the streams of gross inflows

(rental income), gross outflows (maintenance, modifications, etc.), and

net inflows (gross inflows less gross outflows) anticipated if the com-

puter is retained and rented. The estimated rental payments decline

over time, reflecting an assumption that innovations will lead to new

computers with improved price-performance ratios, requiring this

computer to be offered at a lower rental rate to remain competitive.

Gross outflows are expected to increase over time, primarily because

of heavier maintenance requirements. Of course the inflow and out-

flow streams can be varied as a matter of policy. For example, the

manufacturer may keep the computer competitive by constant im-

provements. If so, the rental income may not decline over time,” but

costs will increase substantially. Figure 4-9 should be interpreted as

showing the most desirable set of inflow and outflow streams of all

those possible. Given these streams, after some point the net inflows

" Rental charges have, in fact, tcndcti to remain constant over time; additional cxpl.an.a-

lions and a detailed examination of the issue can be found in Chapter 8.
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become negative: the cost of maintaining the computer’s eifectiveness

will exceed its value to users. At this point (month N in Fig. 4-9), the

value of the computer will become zero. This is, by definition, the end

of its economic life.

What is the computer’s capital value at the present time? Formally

it will equal the present value of the stream of net inflows, discounted

at the appropriate interest rate. Probably the manufacturer will be

willing to sell the equipment at a price equal to his estimate of its capital

value. Under such conditions what attitude should the user take

toward rental versus purchase? The answer depends on whether or not

his assessment of the computer’s capital value exceeds that of the

manufacturer (reflected in the purchase price). The user’s attitude

toward risk may differ from that of the manufacturer, as may his assess-

ment of this risk and the context within which it is evaluated. The

problems associated with the issue of rent versus purchase are clearly

complex. For this reason we defer further discussion; the subject is

covered in Chapter 8.

Figure 4-9 can be used to illustrate another important relationship.

At time zero (the present), the estimated capital value of the computer

will be

N p.

After one period has elapsed, assuming that no change is made in the

estimates of the remaining cash flows or the degree of risk, the value

will be

y—6 (1 + /r*

V - '

I

^

1 -1- r ^ 1 -f- r

In other words, the present value of an asset may be estimated either

directly, by discounting the entire stream of the cash flows during its

economic life, or, indirectly, by considering only its cash flow in the

next period and its estimated value at the end of the period. In fact, any
cutoff point can be used, with the asset’s residual value at this point

V,

Thus the present value is
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considered a final cash inflow. If the residual value is assumed to

represent the capital value (at that time) of all remaining flows, the

estimated present capital value will be the same, regardless of the

choice of horizon. The methods are thus logically equivalent.

J. DEPRECIATION AND OBSOLESCENCE

Given a set of estimates of cash flows (Fi,

,

F^) of the type de-

scribed in Section I, one can estimate the capital value of an asset at

any given time. In general,

N
r F 1

^
?+, [(1 +

Figures 4-10a(l) and a(2) illustrate the relationships between pre-

dicted net inflows [4-10a(l)] and predicted capital value [4-10a(2)]

for one simple pattern of flows. The value declines over time because

fewer inflows remain as time goes on. However, there is a counteract-

ing factor: although fewer inflows remain, they are closer at hand. In

the case shown in Figs. 4-10a(l) and a(2), the latter factor is not as

strong as the former. This is also the case for the pattern illustrated in

Fig. 4-10b(l); the net effect is to cause the capital value to decrease

over time, as shown in Fig. 4-10b(2).

Figures 4-10c(l) and c(2) illustrate a case in which capital value

does rise over time (through month /')• The reason is obvious; until

month each month brings the expected inflows closer without re-

ducing the set of those that remain. This explains why common stocks

not currently paying dividends (but expected to do so in the future)

often increase in market value over time.

Figures 4-10d(l) and d(2) provide another example of the relation-

ship between cash flows and predicted capital value.

Anticipated declines in capital value [e.g., those shown in Fig. 4-

10a(2)] are termed depreciation. Anticipated increases in capital value

[e.g., those shown through month /' in Fig. 4-10c(2)] are termed ap-

preciation. But the actual capital value may not equal that originally

anticipated. At any given time there will be a predicted set of cash

flows and a corresponding set of predicted capital values. For example,

the solid curve in Fig. 4-1 1 shows V”, the predicted capital value for

month i based on flows F,+i, . . . , F^- estimated in period 0. When
month i actually arrives, there will be a new set of predictions con-
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Capital value

Month ( i

)

FIGURE 4-n. Predicted and actual capital values.

ccrning flows F,,, l\. The capital value based on these flows

(I'V) "ill be the actual capital value at the time. Thus the pattern of

actual capital values may depart considerably from that predicted (e.g..

it may follow the dotted cun c instead of the solid cun e in Fig. 4-11).

If the actual value falls below the predicted value, we term the differ-

ence obsolescence. Thus in month i* we have depreciation of (IV —

K,'.'’) and obsolescence of (r,.” — K,.'*). There is no comparable term

in common use for the difference between actual v.alue and predicted

value when the former c.xcccds the latter, although such cases will be

as likely as those involving obsolescence if predicted values arc truly

unbiased estimates.

K. DEPRECIATION FORMULAS

In view of the complexity of the problem of predicting capital values

over time, it is not surprising that, in practice, simplified models are

adopted. Three arc of particular importance, since they are used

regularly by accountants and are accepted by the U.S. government for

purposes of corporate income tax calculations. All three methods as-

sume that the initial value of an asset equ.als its cost and base the

depreciation calculations on an estimated “useful" life (/V).
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The straight-line method assumes a constant absolute decrease in

value, with value reaching zero in N periods:

V, = V,-i N

The double-declining-balance method assumes a constant percent-

age decline in value:

The sum-of-the-years'-digits method is more complicated:

F. =
' N+l-i '

(N^ + N)/2_
K

The first and third method give a value of zero in period N; the

double-declining-balance method yields a small positive value in

period N. If desired, the formulas may be modified so that value will

reach a specified salvage value in a given year.

Tax regulations suggest an economic life of 10 years for computers.

However, corporations are allowed to use other estimates if a reason-

able precedent can be cited; 5 years is quite common. Figure 4-12a

shows the estimated value of a computer costing $100,000 as a func-

tion of age for each of the three depreciation methods, based on an

assumed life of 5 years. Figure 4- 12b shows estimated values based

on an assumed life of 10 years.

As the figures illustrate, both the double-declining-balance method

and the sum-of-the-years’-digits method provide greater depreciation

in the earlier years and less in the later years than the straight-line

method. For this reason they are termed accelerated depreciation

methods. Since the amount by which an asset is estimated to have de-

preciated during a year is considered an expense, taxable income is

reduced by an equivalent amount. Thus, although total depreciation

will be virtually the same regardless of the method chosen, accelerated

methods imply lower incomes (and hence taxes) in the early years and

higher incomes (and hence taxes) in the later years. For this reason

The name refers to an alternative method for calculating the denominator in the de-

preciation formula:

N^-i-N
2



Year

(b)

FIGURE 4-12. Estimated value as a function of age for each of three depreciation

methods, based on an assumed life of (a) 5 and (b) 10 years.

accelerated metliods (and the shortest allowable economic life) are al-

most always used for tax purposes, since the present value of a tax

payment is less, the farther in the future it is made." However, finan-

" This is hut one case in which cash flows for lav payments must he indudeci in the

analysis. In practice such considcnilions ma> he overridini:. No change is required in

the procedures descrihed in this chapter; the pioblems arise primarily in understanding

the full implications of all the applicable tav regulations.
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cial reports furnished to stockholders may (and often do) use different

procedures. The first three columns of Table 4-1 indicate those used

in 1966 by the eight major computer manufacturers for estimating the

depreciation of owned computers.

It is important to note that only by chance will capital values esti-

mated in accordance with simple depreciation formulas provide correct

estimates of the total value of a firm. Financial services report a figure

described as book value per share of common stock (shown in column

4 of Table 4-1). This is obtained by summing the values of the assets

of the firm (calculated with standard depreciation formulas in the case

of fixed assets), subtracting total liabilities (debts), and then dividing

the remainder by the number of shares of stock outstanding. In theory

this should provide a reasonably accurate estimate of the value of a

share of ownership of the firm. In fact, the owners rarely believe that it

does. The final column in Table 4-1 shows the market price per share

for each of the eight manufacturers on the last market trading day in

1966. Stockholders evidently attached considerably greater values to

these firms than did their accountants.

Why do standard depreciation techniques fail to provide reasonable

estimates of the value of a firm? In a real sense a firm is a unique capital

asset. It is a composite of physical facilities and equipment, technical

TABLE 4-1. Depreciation Data, 1966 *

Estimated

Company
Depreciation

Method t

Life

(years) t

Book Value

per Share t

Market Price

per Share §

Burroughs Straight-line 4-5 $26.44 $ 87.75

CDC Straight-line 7 7.44 32.38

GE Accelerated 10" 23.72 88.50

Honeywell Straight-line 8 22.19 66.38

IBM S um-of-the-yea rs’-digits 3-17 60.88 371.50
NCR Sum-of-the-years’-digits 4-6 33.09 67.50

RCA Accelerated 3-10 11.26 42.75

Sperry Rand Accelerated 2-16 13.16 29.75

* Sources: Moody's Industrial Manual, June, 1967; Investment Services Listing, October-
November-December, 1966.

t Depreciation methods and estimated lives are those used for financial reports. Methods
and lives used for tax purposes may differ. Data refer to computer equipment on lease.

t Net tangible asset value per share as of Dec. 31, 1966, or the company’s regular reporting
date in 1966.

§As of Dec. 30, 1966.
"Company states that it follows the Internal Revenue Service guidelines.
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skills, good will, innovations, debts, and general know-how. The com-

posite IS capable of pioducing a gicat many altci native streams of

cash flows of varying i isk over time. The value of the firm is the capital

value of the best stream fiom the set of possible sticams There is no

reason to believe that this overall value is related in a simple way to

fl/n values assigned to its individual components. Imagine a completely

new firm. Traditional accounting techniques would assign values to

the assets equal to their costs. The book value of the firm would thus

equal the total cost of its assets But the whole should be gi eater than

the sum of its parts; otherwise why begin the fiim at alP

The value of a firm must, in the final analysis, be based on people’s

estimates of its (uncertain) future prospects Opinions will differ on

this score However, one set of opinions, backed by financial commit-

ments, can be observed Undoubtedly the best available estimate of

the value of the ownership of a firm can be obtained by simply multi-

plying the maikct price of a share of the firm’s common stock by the

number of shares outstanding

If the accountants’ estimates of book value have relatively little

economic meaning, what about their estimates of income, earnings,

and profit'’ Without entering into the details, we merely assert that

these arc also subicet to serious problems A useful alternative pro-

cedure builds on the mai ket measure of value

Let the value of the ownership of a firm in period / be K, and the

value in period i f 1 be Ki,,. Assume that at the end of period i the

film provides its ovsners with an amount Dt in cash Then the actual

wealth of the owners at the beginning of period i + 1 is

Ip'
1
= P.M +

Let rf be the rate of return expected by the owners at the beginning

of period (, we assume that rf is equal to the expected rate of return

on investments of cqu.al risk. The wealth expected at the beginning of

period i
-1-

1 is

If the actual wealth exceeds the expected wealth, the difference is

profit. If the actual wealth is less than expected, the difference is a

las',. The expected increase in wealth is income.
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L THE COST OF CAPITAL

It is often asserted that large computer manufacturers enjoy an unfair

competitive advantage because of their low “cost of capital”; for ex-

ample, it is said that IBM can afford to retain ownership of the com-

puters it produces, renting them to users, whereas smaller manufac-

turers must attempt to sell their products outright. Although there

may be an important element of truth in this assertion, it is concealed,

rather than revealed, by the oversimplified concept of the cost of

capital.

Firms can obtain capital from a wide variety of sources subject to

a wide variety of conditions. To simplify, we aggregate all sources

into two major classes: creditors and owners. Creditors are promised

specific payments and given prior claims on the firm’s earnings and/or

assets. Owners are residual claimants— they get whatever is left after

the creditors have been paid. Debt instruments (bonds, notes, etc.)

are evidence of the claims of creditors, and common stock certificates

represent ownership claims.'*

A firm may obtain capital from creditors or owners or both. When
the firm is first established, a financing mix is chosen. And by default,

at least, the choice concerning capital is made continuously during the

life of the firm.'* Earnings may be paid to stockholders or retained for

reinvestment. Additional funds may or may not be borrowed. Capital

thus comes from all sources and is used for all the firm’s undertakings.

The idea that the nominal interest cost of debt can be considered

representative of a firm’s cost of capital is clearly in error. Although

the actual cash for a new project may come from a new bank loan, it

would be foolish to link the two events together by asserting that the

rate of interest required by the bank is the cost of capital for the new

There are, of course, many mixed types (debt convertible into stock, preferred stock,

etc.). However, the key concepts can best be illustrated by considering only the two
pure types of capital.

Certain sources of capital, such as bonds and new stock issues, require rather large

fixed costs (underwriting, advertising, registration, etc.). The firm may thus wait until its

capital structure diverges considerably from the optimal mix before resorting to these
sources, and may anticipate future needs when the sources are used. The divergence
allowed before such sources are utilized may be larger, the smaller is the total value of
the firm. The problem is similar to that of selecting an economic order quantity for inven-
tory items and can be analyzed with models similar to those developed for inventory
problems.
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project. This might be the case if all funds for payment of the principal

and interest were required to come from the proceeds of the project.

But this is rarely so. Typically, creditors arc given a prior claim on all

the earnings and/or assets of the firm; and the smaller the extent to

which the firm is financed by debt, the less risky rs the creditors’ posi-

tion. Whatever the r'clevant cost of capital may be, it is typically higher

than the nominal interest rate required by creditors.

Consrder the situation faced by a group of entrepreneurs planning to

start a new firm. For convenience we assume that the only available

alternative would rnvolve a present outlay of $100 and that total pro-

ceeds would be realr^ed a year hence. The entrepreneurs’ probability

distribution is shown in Fig. 4- 13a; the expected value of the dollar

payofl'is $1 10, giving an ovcnill expected nite of return of 109f. If the

firm were financed cntrrely by its owner's. Frg. 4-1 3a would, of course,

show the probabrlity distributron of rate of return on eqrrrty as well as

the firm’s overall rate of rctirrn.

Assume that the entrepreneurs choose rnstead to finance the firm

partly with debt. In partrcttlat assume that $70 is obtained from

creditors and only $30 from ouners. Let the nominal rate of interest

on the debt be 5^/r. This means that the firm promises to pay no more

than 59r over and above the mitral amount borrowed: creditors will

receive $73.50 (1.05 times $70) or the total amount that the firm ob-

tains. whichever is smaller.

Figure 4- 13b shows the probability distribution of the amount paid

to creditors and the implied rate of return. The expected rate of return

is approximately Z.bCr, considerably less than the nominal rate of 5%.

Moreover, there is considerable risk. The actual prospects faced by

creditors arc clearly less desirable than the nominal rate of interest

suggests. If the creditors require an c.xpcctcd rate of return of 59f, the

nominal rate must be set at approximately 7.8Cr. Even if this were

done, there would be substantial risk. If the curi'ent pure rale of

interest is 5%, an even greater nominal rale might be required (e.g.,

10?r) to bring the expected rale of return far enough above 5% to com-

pensate for the risk involved.

This is, admittedly, an extreme case. Consider the situation if only

$30 had been raised by debt financing at a nominal rate of 5%. There is

no chance that the firm cannot repay both capital and interest; thus the

nominal rate equals the expected rate and there is no risk. But note

that this is so only because the debt provides a relatively small amount



50 60 70 73.5 $
-29 -14 0 +5 %

(b)

Probability

-100 -62 +22 +88 +155 +222 %
6.50 26.5 46.5 66.5 86.5 $
-78 -12 -55 -122 -188 %

(c)

FIGURE 4-13. Probability distributions for earnings (a) payments to creditors (b)

and payments to owners (c).
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of the total capital. The cost of debt is low only because it is accom-

panied by equity financing.

The example could be extended, but the point should be clear enough:

neither the nominal rate of interest nor the expected rate of return on

debt can be considered the relevant cost of capital for a firm. By and

large, the eost depends on the prospects and risk of the proposed uses

to which the capital is pul, not the source(s) from which it is obtained.

If IBM enjoys a low cost of capital, this is so because investors feel

that its activities involve relatively small risks. If small manufacturers

must pay more for capital, the reason is that investors consider their

activities more risky. Needless to say, the investors may be wrong,

overrating IBM’s prospects and underestimating those of small manu-

facturers. However, errors of this sort may be corrected over time as

additional evidence is obtained.

M. LEVERAGE AND RISK

The overall risk associated with a firm's future prospects depends on

the activities of the firm. But the risk borne by the firm's owners de-

pends on both the overall risk and the extent to which the firm is

financed by debt. The point can be illustrated with the example of Sec-

tion L. Consider the case in which 709f of the initial capital was pro-

vided by creditors at a nominal rate of 5Cc. Figure 4-1 3c shows the

probability distribution of returns to the owners. The expected amount

is 538.19, giving an expected rate of return of 27.3%. But note the large

element of risk. A small variation in the overall rate of return will

cause a large variation in the rate of return on equity. The firm is said

to be highly levered, since it has such high fixed charges for servicing

and repaying debt.

The risk borne by owners can be shown to be related to both the

percentage of the firm that is financed by owners and to its overall

risk. Let To be the overall rate of return on total assets (T); and let F be

the total fixed charges for debt. Then the owners’ actual rate of return

on equity (£) will be

r„T-F
E

^_ro F
EIT E
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It follows that

S{re} = -^Siro) (4-8)

where 5(re) = the standard deviation of the rate of return on equity

(i.e., its risk),

S(ro) — the standard deviation of the firm’s overall rate of return

on assets (i.e., its risk), and

EIT — the proportion of the firm’s total value represented by

equity (ownership claims).

In the example, EjT = ™/ioo. Thus the stockholders’ risk is 3.33 times

as great as the firm’s overall risk.

There is nothing inherently bad about a company heavily financed by

debt. Although ownership claims will be risky, they will generally

provide a high expected return (otherwise no one would hold them).

To be sure, when expectations of the firm’s overall prospects are re-

vised downward, the effect on the value of the ownership claims may

be extreme. For example, during June, 1 965, the market price of Con-

trol Data Corporation’s common stock fell over 30% (from $56.75 on

June 1 to $38.63 on July 1), in response to news of unexpected difficul-

ties encountered in the production and sale of some of the firm’s large

computers. At the time Control Data had large amounts of debt out-

standing.

In theory the risk provided by a firm to its owners may not be par-

ticularly important as long as high risk is accompanied by high ex-

pected returns. In practice, however, a firm may attempt to maintain

roughly the same overall position in terms of stockholders’ risk over

time.’^ This need not imply that the firm invests only in projects of

roughly equal risk. A particularly risky venture can be undertaken

along with an unusually safe one. Moreover, the firm’s financing can be

adjusted to compensate for its activities. An increase in the firm’s

overall risk can be accompanied by a decrease in the importance of

'’The derivation of equation 4-8 shown here is based on a continuing situation—

F

represents only the annual charges for servicing the firm’s debt. However, the relation-

ship holds even in the extreme case in which the firm is liquidated at the end of one
period.

Otherwise the present owners would either have to (1) sell their stock every time the
firm’s risk position diverged to any major extent from their preferred position, incurring
transactions costs, or (2) retain the stock, even though it had become more or less risky
than they considered optimal.
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Debt
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FIGURE 4-1 4. Total values and ratios o1 debt to total value tor eiRht manufacturers,

1966

debt financing; for c.xample. new projects can be financed entirely

through retained earnings or even a new issue of stock

There is no reason to suppose a prion that all firms in a given

industry will attempt to provide roughly equal degrees of risk to their

stockholders. In fact the evidence suggests quite the contrary for the

computer industry. Figure 4-14 shows the ratios of debt to total value

and the total values"' of the eight major manufacturers in 1966. In

general, the larger the firm, the less it iclicd on debt financing. Large

firms may be less risky than small, other things being equal: the sheer

number of IBM’s customers and products reduces the impact of a dis-

appointing reaction by an individual customer and/or an unprofitable

product. Thus, in a rough sense. Fig. 4-14 suggests that the more

risky firms chose to add even more risk to be borne by their stock-

holders, through reliance on relatively heavy debt financing.

Total \ allies arc based on the m.irkct \.iluc ofcommon stock as of Dec 30, 1966, and

the book saliic of all other components of c.ipit.al as of Dec. 30. 1966. except that (1)

the balance sheet for Control D.ila Corporation was dated June 30, 1966, and (2) the

balance sheet for Sperry Rand was dated Mar 31, 1966 All capital items other than

common stock were classified as debt and evaluated at book value
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CHAPTER 5 COSTS, INPUTS, AND OUTPUTS

0

^
^ A. INTRODUCTION

Thus far we have dealt with value, revenue, methods for

comparing streams of cash flows, and optimal behavior under various

assumptions concerning costs and market situations. This chapter

builds on the earlier discussion. We consider how inputs should be

combined to efficiently produce outputs, suggest typical relationships

between costs and outputs, and extend the previous discussion to in-

clude cases of joint products and pricing under conditions of un-

certainty.

B. OUTPUT PATTERNS

Assume that a firm is planning to produce a particular computer. Let

period zero be the present. The manager of the firm wishes to select

the best possible output pattern Oy, 02,

,

o„, where o, represents

the number of units available for sale in period /. How should he pro-

ceed?

In the most general possible terms, the answer is as follows. Con-

sider a particular output pattern; it can undoubtedly be produced in

many ways, each involving a certain pattern of input requirements and

hence cash outflows (and possibly some inflows) over time. Each of

the possible methods for producing the given output pattern has an

associated total cost, measured in present value (using the techniques

described in Chapter 4). The best method for producing the specified

output pattern is the cheapest, that is, the one with the lowest total

present value of cost. And its cost is the total cost of the pattern. Re-

peating the procedure for different output patterns provides for each an

associated minimum present-value total cost.

Consider now the revenue situation. There will typically be many
ways of marketing any given pattern of output. Each will give rise to a

pattern of cash inflows (and possibly some outflows). The optimal mar-

keting method is the one giving the greatest total revenue measured in

present value. By repeating the procedure, an associated maximum
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present-value total revenue can be obtained for each output pattern.

The optimal pattern is simply the one for which the difference between

total revenue and total cost is the greatest.

Needless to say, it may be extremely difficult to consider the full

range of alternatives open to a firm, be it a producer of computers, com-

puter time, or computer programs; add the possibility of multiple out-

puts (e.g., some firms produce all three of these) and the problem be-

comes almost totally intractable at a formal level. For purposes of

exposition we thus consider only a few possible forms of output pat-

terns. We have already treated some simple cases. We now consider

both these and a few others in detail.

All patterns discussed here can be characterized by a starthif; point

(5). a constant rote of output per period (R), a total vnhinie (10, and a

time or length of production (7'). More precisely,

(},
= 0 for 0 ^ i < S

= R for 5 g »• g 5 + 7'

= 0 for 5 + r < 1

Note that an output pattern is completely described by three param-

eters (5 and two of the others) since

V = RT

Patterns involving a constant rate of output arc not often encoun-

tered in practice. Output usually builds up to some peak rate and even-

tually tapers ofl' toward the end of the production period. However, we

wish to concentrate on the key relationships between cost, rate, and

volume; thus it is useful to deal with somewhat artificial patterns of

output.

C. COST AND OUTPUT

Consider a pattern of output 4> ~ Oi, Oj- • • • . o„. Let ,

fi, be a set of cash flows that will purchase resources capable of pro-

ducing <j). Let PViF"^) be the present value of F'^'. Then the total cost of

output pattern is simply

TC((/)) = min PV{F<^)
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Note that the total cost of the output is stated in terms of present value.

The actual pattern of cash flows that will produce a pattern of output

at minimum cost may be quite different from the pattern of the out-

put itself. However, it is possible to construct an equivalent set of

flows that will be similar to the pattern of output. Simply select a con-

stant (A) that satisfies the following relationship:

n

X
1=0

Ao,

(1 + ry
= TC(c/>)

The value A is defined as the average cost (cost per unit) for the out-

put pattern. The actual set of cash flows is equivalent to (has the same

present value as) a pattern involving an outlay ofA dollars every time

a unit of output becomes available for sale.

It is a simple matter to compute the average cost. Rewriting the

formula above, we obtain

TC(<I>)

o,

(1 -b ry

Thus the average cost per unit of output can be obtained by “discount-

ing” the output pattern and then dividing the result into the present-

value total cost.

How is average cost related to the characteristics of the output pat-

tern? Consider first the effect of variations in the starting date. Among
alternative patterns of output, each involving the same rate, volume,

and length of production, average cost is typically smaller the later the

point at which production is to begin, approaching some lower bound

as an asymptote, as illustrated in Fig. 5-1.^ The reason is simply that

the longer the time available for preparation, the more efficient produc-

tion can be. The firm can “shop around” for lower prices for its in-

puts, study alternative technologies in detail, etc. The relationship is

stated rather well in the proverb “Haste makes waste.”

Consider next the effect of varying volume, holding constant the

rate of output and the starting date. Among alternative patterns, each

starting at the same point of time and involving the same rate of output

X
>=n

' Total (discounted) cost will, of course, continue to decrease as S increases, approach-
ing zero as an asymptote.
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but difTering in length of production and hence volume, average cost is

typically smaller the greater the volume (and production time), ap-

proaching some lower bound as an asymptote, as illustrated in Fig.

5-2. Two factors account for the lelationship: the learning effect and

economics of scale.

For a given technique of production, learning occurs over time;

fewer man-hours will be required per unit of output during the second

year of production than during the first. The average cost per unit will

thus be smallei if production continues for two years (at a given rate

of output) than if it stops aftci one year. The learning effect may also

reduce the material required per unit and perhaps effect other econo-

mies. But there is a limit to the extent to which learning can lower

costs; foi a sufliciently huge volume (long period of production),

average costs will be affected little by furthci increases in volume.

The leaining effect is extremely difficult to isolate. For example,

learning may be at least partially tiansfciable: production of additional

units of computer model A may lower the costs of producing model B.

The importance of the volume of a particular model produced in lower-

ing average cost as a result of learning is typically gi eater, the smaller is

the similarity among models and the less automated the production

technique utilized.

FIGURE 5-1. Relationship between average cost and starting date
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{ R, S constant

)

FIGURE 5-2. Relationship between average cost and volume, given rate.

The second factor accounting for decreasing average cost as volume

and production length increase is summed up in the term the economies

of large-scale production. Figure 5-3 illustrates the general principle.^

Three techniques of production are available. Each involves some

learning; thus total cost rises less than proportionately with volume.

However, the techniques differ with respect to initial outlay and

variable costs. Technique A requires no initial outlay, has rather high

variable costs, and exhibits a rather large learning effect; it is repre-

sented by curve OA’. Technique B requires an initial outlay {OB), has

lower variable costs, and benefits less from learning, as shown by

curve BB'

.

Technique C is the most suitable for large-volume produc-

tion; its total cost is shown by curve CC.
If the firm knows with certainty the desired volume of output, the

cheapest technique should be utilized (A if 0 < F ^ Fi, B if Fj < F g

^ The total cost in Fig. 5-3 is measured in present value. The volume indicated should
thus be the discounted value of actual outputs

2
1=0

Oi

(1 + /-y

rather than the total (undiscounted) volume. With this interpretation, average cost is

simply the total cost 0’ axis) divided by the volume {X axis).
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Pioduction length ( T )

( R, 5 conitonl

)

FIGURE 5-3. Economies of larce-scale production.

K, and C if < K). The total cost is thus represented by the lower

envelope OXYC. As volume increases, total cost increases less than

proportionately because of both the learning effect and the economies

of large-scale production (i.c.. the ability to obtain a lower average

cost by using a technique involving large fixed but low variable costs).

Average cost thus decreases witli volume, approaching some lower

bound (as shown previously in Fig. 5-2).

It is important to interpret Fig. 5-3 conectly. The envelope OXYC
shows total cost as a function of the volume of production under the

assumption that planned and actual volumes arc equal. If this is not the

case, total cost will be greater. For example, assume that planned
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volume was F*, involving a rate of R* for T* periods (F* = R*T*).

Obviously technique A was optimal and would have been selected.

Now assume that after production began a decision was made to pro-

duce for a longer time (Tz), giving a total volume of F2 (= R*T2)- At the

time the new decision was made it might not have been profitable to

switch to technique B, Since its lower variable costs would apply only

to the remaining volume. The lowest total cost possible at the time of

the decision to extend production might thus have been as high as F2Q;

in any event it undoubtedly exceeded FgT. Whenever possible, it pays

to plan ahead.

In practical situations it is difficult to predict the optimal production

pattern. Thus it may be profitable to invest little, choosing a technique

involving rather high variable but low initial costs. After the fact, the

choice may prove to have been suboptimal (e.g., if technique A was

selected and actual production exceeds Fj), but this in no way implies

that the decision was incorrect given the situation at the time it was

made.

The relationship between total cost and volume of production ap-

plies in a wide variety of situations. Consider the problem of writing

programs. The larger the number of programs to be written, the more

reasonable it becomes to prepare efficient compilers, train programmers

in more complex languages, etc.; the higher initial costs are more than

compensated for by the corresponding reductions in variable cost per

program. Note also that economies of scale can arise in marketing,

maintenance, software support, and other areas as well as in the actual

production of hardware. In fact, these other areas may provide greater

economies of scale than hardware production for manufacturers of full

lines of general-purpose computers.

Average cost is often related to volume (given a rate of production) in

a manner approximated well by a log-linear function: ^

\nA = a — b\nV

or

A = aV-»

^ This form does not explicitly allow fixed costs. It thus may only approximate the true
relationship over a limited range of values.
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The coenicient h is easily interpreted; for example, if /; = 0.I5, a

100% increase in volume will reduce average cost by 15%.'

Consider now the relationship between average cost and rate of pro-

duction, holding constant the volume of production and the starting

date. Among output patterns having the same starting date and total

volume of production but differing in rate of output and production

period, average cost typically is higher the greater the rate of output

(and the shorter the period of production). This follows from the

existence of variations in efficiency among resources and the obvious

decision rule that the most efficient resources should be used for any

given rate of production. For example, assume that several program-

mers are available for employment by a software firm. Programmer i is

capable of producing C, lines of code per year and requires a salary

(cost) of C, dollars per year. His cost per line of code is thus CJL,. For

a given rate of output, programmers should be hired in order of effi-

ciency, that is. in order of increasing values of CJL,. Assume that the

programmers have been numbered accordingly, so that CJL, <

CJL, • • < CJl.„. Assume further that it is possible to hire any pro-

grammer for a fractional part of a year. Then efficient (least cost)

production implies the costs illustrated in Fig. 5-4. Marginal cost rises

with rate of output as less and less efficient resources must be utilized,

and of course average cost rises as well.

The argument given for the relationship shown in Fig. 5-4 is

analogous to that presented earlier to justify the law of demand. If

several alternatives arc available, the rational decision-maker will take

the best one first. The best uses are the most valuable: thus the mar-

ginal value (demand) curve falls with increases in quantity. The best

resources arc the cheapest per unit of output; thus marginal cost rises

with increases in the rate of output if volume is held constant. Again

the familiar proverb may be invoked; “Haste makes waste” (but it may

be profitable).

No particular form is typical for the curve relating average cost to

rate of output (for a given volume); a priori, one can argue only that it

is upward-sloping. However, the curve may be presumed to become

quite steep as rate of output becomes very large. There will be some

^This figure li.is been used for planning purposes by at least one manufacturer of mag-
netic core memories.
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Rate of output ( R

)

( V, S constant

)

FIGURE 5-4. Average and marginal cost versus rate of output, given volume.

practical upper limit to the possible rate of production for any given

product, with the average cost curve becoming vertical at this rate of

output.

We turn finally to the most important case from a practical stand-

point. Consider output patterns involving identical starting dates and

production periods, but differing in both rate and volume. Two counter-

acting forces apply here. Greater volumes imply lower average costs,

ceteris paribus. But greater rates of output imply higher average

costs, ceteris paribus. The net effect of varying rate and volume con-

currently can be deduced from the shape of the curve relating average

cost to volume when rate of output is held constant (Fig. 5-2). When
volume is small, increases in volume lead to substantial absolute de-

clines in average cost. Thus the volume effect can be expected to

dominate the rate effect, leading to a net decrease in average cost. But

when volume is large, economies of scale and learning account for

relatively small decreases in average cost; the rate effect can be ex-

pected to dominate, leading to a net increase in average cost. Thus
average cost will be related to the rate and volume of output in the

manner shown in Fig. 5-5: the curve will be U-shaped,
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Average

cost

Role of output ( R )

Voloine of output (V)

( S, T cortslonl )

FIGURE 5-5. Average cost versus rate and volume, given the production period.

The greater part of tlie discti.ssion thu.s far, and most of that which

follows, should be interpreted in the manner suggested by Fig. 5-5. We
refer simply to ’‘output" or "quantity" without specifying precisely

whctlicr rale or volume or botlt arc assumed to vary. The answer is

both: implicitly, a specified length of production is iissumed. Strictly

speaking, demand curves must be interpreted in a similar manner for

complete consistenej'. Moreover, total cost and total revenue must be

redefined slightly. However, these subtleties are of secondary im-

portance; the interested reader is refened to the footnote.-’

Although average cost will, in theory, fall and then rise with in-

creases in output (rate ami volume), it is an empirical question whether

the range of interest in any particular c:isc is that in which cost per

unit is falling, constant, or increasing. Moreover, it is perfectly possible

^ Averape cost is ilelcnnined by dividing the present value of toI.nl cost by the discounted

.sum of outputs. Average rcs'cnuc is calcitiutcd in a siniil.ir manner: the optimal market-

ing scheme for each pattern of output is found, and the resulting present value of total

revenue divided by the discounted sum of outputs. To obtain total cost and total revenue

ciirs'es consistent with the average revenue curves, simply multiply avenige cost

(revenue) by total volume. The resultant figures can be regarded as the present value of

total cost (revenue) calculated as of some lime K during the production period. If produc-

tion begins in period S + I and c.Mcnds through period i' + T. given an inlcrc.st rale r,

fln[(I + r)*" — 1] - In T — In r|
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that the minimum average cost can be obtained with a wide range of

outputs. Whether or not this is the case, there is no reason, a priori,

for a firm to produce at a level giving the lowest cost per unit. Figures

5-6a through 5-6c illustrate three possible situations. In each case a

TR, TC

Q

FIGURE 5-6. Three possible relationships between optimal output and average
cost; a, a'; b, b'; c, c'.
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FIGURE 5-6 (continued)

total cost curve has been derived from the average cost curve (total

cost = average cost times output) and a marginal cost curve derived

from the total cost curve. In the situation shown in Figs. 5-6a and a',

the maximum profit output occurs in the range of decreasing average
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TR, TC

Q* Q

(c)

(C)

FIGURE 5-6 (concluded)

costs. Figures 5-6b and b' show a situation in which the optimal output

occurs in the range of minimum average cost. Figures 5-6c and c' illus-

trate a case in which the optimal output is in the range of increasing

average costs.
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Relationships such as those shown in Figs. 5-6a through 5-6c can be

used to illustrate the so-called nattnal monopoly situation. Assume

that several firms can make a paiticiilar type of computer and that their

costs will be loughly the same f-igure .5-7 shows the relationship be-

tween aveiagc cost and output for any firm choosing to manufacture

the computer. The demand (average icvenuc) curve represents the

entile demand for such computers. Obviously one firm can manufac-

ture the machine profitably. Any output between A', and X< will gi%'e a

cost per unit below the price for which the total output can be sold.

But note that two or more films cannot manufacture the computer

without at least one of them sustaining a loss. For example, if each of

two firms produces A', units, total output will equal A'A= 2A',), re-

quiring sale at a price of OP But average cost will be OC,, leading to a

loss foi both firms. In such a situation the first firm entering production

enjoys a major advantage over competitors. By virtue of its large out-

put. It can undercut the competitors' prices and still cover its average

costs. Demand is sufilcicntly small relative to the minimum average

cost output to provide a monopol> position for the first firm in the

market. Since no artificial (legal) bariiers account foi the firm's abil-

ity to preclude new entrants, we say that such a firm has a natural

monopoly

FIGURE 5-7. Natural monopoly.
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In the computer industry, the factors leading to economies of scale

often apply over large ranges of alternative outputs. Basic software

can be used on many models of computers. Sales and maintenance

stalfs can be responsible for a wide range of equipment. Production

lines can be adapted to produce different models without the expendi-

ture of too much time or effort for the changeover. Also, learning is at

least partially transferable from model to model. For all these reasons,

economies of scale may dominate the difficulties caused by increased

rates of output over a rather large range of outputs. This may or may not

lead to a condition of natural monopoly, depending on the position of

the demand curve relative to that of the average cost curve of a single

firm. The question is, of course, an empirical one. We return to it in

later chapters.

D. COST AND INPUTS

Assume that a software firm has contracted to produce a large compiler

within a one-year period. The major inputs are programmers and com-

puter time. Each must be purchased: programmers cost Pp dollars per

hour; computer time costs Pc dollars per hour. The production of the

specified compiler within one year can be considered one ofmany pos-

sible levels of output {Qo*)- The firm’s problem is to produce <2o* at

the lowest possible cost. Let Qp be the number of programmer-hours

utilized during the year and <2c the number of computer-hours. Then

the firm must

Minimize: PpQp + PcQc

Subject to

Qo § Qo*

Figure 5-8 shows some of the alternatives available. Each point

represents a combination of inputs {Qp, Qc) that will provide the speci-

fied output {Qo*y, such points indicate technologically feasible pro-

duction methods. The firm can, of course, use any linear combination

of such methods; thus any point within the shaded area is technologi-

cally feasible (i.e., capable of producing Qp* units of output). Although
only a few basic technologies have been enumerated, all feasible alter-
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FIGURE 5-8. Producino n p.ivcn output (or the lenst possible cost.

natives may readily be obtained by assuming combinations of tech-

nologies.

Within the set of technologically feasible combinations of inputs

there is a icrhnohi^h dUy efficient subset: in Fig. 5-8 such combina-

tions lie on the left-hand border of the shaded area. A combination of

inputs is technologically /nciricicnt if another combination exists

that ( 1 ) can produce as much output, (2) uses less of at least one input,

and (3) uses no more of any other input(s). A combination is tech-

nologically cflkicnt if it is not technologically incflicient.

The locus of technologically cllicient combinations giving a speci-

fied level of output is called an i.soqunnt (equal quiintiiy of output)

curs'c. As illustrated in Fig. 5-8. such a curve is typically downward-

sloping and convex to the origin. Both chanictcristics concern the sub-

stitutability of inputs. With few e.xceptions. inputs can be substituted

for one another (to a greater or lesser extent). At universities, where

computer time is often free to the user and turnaround time small,

prognimmers rely heavily on diagnostic messages and iiigh-Icvel lan-

guages. substituting computer time for their own. But companies pur-

chasing computer time from outside sources encourage their program-

mers to desk-check extensively and to use relatively low-lcvel Ian-
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guages, hoping thus to substitute relatively cheap programmer time

for relatively expensive computer time.

Although substitution among inputs is usually possible, the extent

to which one input can be used in place of another depends typically

on the initial proportions utilized. In general, the more an input is

utilized, the less its ability to substitute for others. This is reflected

in the convexity of the isoquant in Fig. 5-8. Points near the top of the

curve represent combinations using relatively little programmer time

and relatively large amounts of computer time. For such a position,

an increase in programmer time allows a substantial reduction in com-

puter time; the curve is quite steep. On the other hand, if the initial

position is relatively labor-intensive (i.e., the point lies toward the

bottom of the curve), additional increases in programmer time allow

only small reductions in computer time: the curve is relatively flat.

It is a simple matter to show the solution to the software firm’s prob-

lem graphically. In order to meet the requirement § Qo*? a combi-

nation of inputs lying on the Q„* isoquant must be selected. But which

one? Obviously the cheapest. In fact, we define a combination of in-

puts as economically efficient if it is the cheapest (has the least cost)

among the technologically efficient combinations. To find such a com-

bination we construct a series of isocost lines. Each has the form

PpQp + PcQc = K-

where X is a parameter representing total cost. The optimum combina-

tion obviously lies at the point at which an isocost line is tangent to the

Qo* isoquant.® In Fig. 5-8, the appropriate input quantities are Qp*

and (2c*, and the total cost is /<C3(= PpQp* + PcQc*)-

Note the division of decision-making labor implicit in this view. The
person or persons familiar with the firm’s technology can be expected

to isolate a relatively few interesting (technologically efficient) pro-

duction processes. But only a decision-maker who knows the costs

(prices) of various inputs can make the final choice among these possi-

bilities. As long as inputs are substitutable, and as long as they are

scarce (i.e., command a price), it will be impossible to choose the

“best” programming language, the “most efficient” compiler, or the

“ In the sense that the isocost line touches but does not intersect the isoquant. If the
latter is smooth at the point of tangency, the two curves will have equal slopes; but if

tangency occurs at a kink, the isoquant’s slope is not even defined.
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“optimal” computer configuration witliout explicitly considering the

relative costs of various inputs. This may seem obvious, but the prin-

ciple is often overlooked in practice.

Figures 5-9a and b show the relationship between inputs and out-

puts in the more general case in which output can be varied. For each

possible output there is a set of technologically cfiicicnt input combina-

tions. In Fig. 5-9a cacli such set is represented by an isoquant (drawn

as a smooth curve to show a situation in which there are a great many

technological possibilities). Given the current prices of the inputs,

there will be an economically cfiicicnt combination for each output

(e.g., the points shown in Fig. .5-9a). The minimum cost for each out-

put is that associated with the economically efficient combination of

inputs for the output, as shown in Fig. 5-9b.

The relationship between output and inputs, assuming that only

technologically cfiicicnt combinations arc employed, is called the firm’s

prodifctio/i fnnciion. The isoquants in Fig. 5-9a show it graphically.

For a firm producing one type of output with N types of inputs we have

Q«=/(CV.<?f LV)

For a firm producing several types of outputs the function can be given

implicitly:

f(Q.\ (?., Q, Q,') = 0

Stated in the most general form, the firm’s problem is to maximize

profit — the difTercncc between revenue (related to outputs) and cost

(related to inputs) -given its production function:

Maximize: Profit — R — C

subject to

R = r\Q„\Q,- Q„'>) (5-1)

C = ciQ,\ Qr Qn (5-2)

AQo\ Q:- Q,\ Q;\ .... (?,') = 0 (5-3)

Restriction 5-1 reflects the conditions (demand, competition) in the

markets for the firm’s outputs; restriction 5-2 reflects the conditions

(supply, competition) in the markets for the firm’s inputs: and restric-

tion 5-3 represents the technology available to the firm.
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FIGURE 5-10. The effect of a change in relative input puces holdingoutput constant

Wo have sliown how a firm shotikl choose inputs for a given set of

prices; it is a relatively simple matter now to tnicc the effect of a change

in the price of one input. Recall the situation of tlie software firm com-

mitted to produce a specified output. The original prices for its two in-

puts arc reflected in the family of solid isocost lines in Fig. 5-10. Given

these prices, the firm would have planned to use input combination

((?r’. Qr')- Now assume that either ( 1 ) the price of computer time has

risen or (2) the price of programmers has fallen. The cost of pro-

grammer time rriniivv to that of computer time is now less, and the

firm should substitute more of the now cheaper prognimmers for the

now more e.xpcnsive computer time. Figure 5-10 shows that this will

indeed be the case. The new family of isocost lines will be (latter, since

the slope of such lines depends solely on the relative input prices; • and

•The cqii.ilion of .111 imicoM line is

Thus

l\Qr l\Q, - K

<?r
= K

{?.

The slope equals —/V^V-
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the optimum combination will therefore include more programmer time

and less computer time, because isoquants are assumed to be convex

to the origin.

The conclusion to be drawn from this example is clear. If output is

held constant, a change in input prices will cause firms to substitute

the inputs whose relative prices have declined for those whose relative

prices have increased. Thus, for the case in question, an increase in

programmers’ wages will cause a decrease in the use of programmers

and an increase in computer time. A decrease in the cost of computer

time will elicit the same response. The extent of this substitution effect

depends, of course, on the substitutability of the inputs. Figure 5-1 la

illustrates a situation in which the inputs are very good substitutes: a

change in relative prices leads to a major revision of inputs used.

Figure 5-1 lb shows a situation involving less substitution, and Fig.

5-1 Ic represents the extreme case in which no substitution is possible

— input proportions are fixed and hence are unaffected by changes in

relative prices.

Typically a change in the price of one or more of a firm’s inputs will

lead to other changes. In particular, the firm’s optimal output will

change, giving rise to a scale effect. Consider the more general case

for a software firm. Assume that the firm has selected the optimal

(maximum profit) levels for output and inputs. Now the cost of com-

puter time falls. The firm’s total cost curve will certainly fall; in all

likelihood so will its marginal cost curve.® The optimal output will

increase, for example, from Qoi to Q„^ in Fig. 5- 12b. The initial situa-

tion is shown by point 1 in Fig. 5- 12a: units of programmer time

are used, along with units of computer time. If the firm had con-

tinued to produce Qoi units of output, computer time would have been

substituted for programmer time, giving combination {Qp*, Qc*)- But

the firm chose instead to increase output, using more of both inputs

(relative to Qff and Qp*). We thus have

Fei:

substitution effect: Qpl
scale effect: QA OA
net effect: Get Qpi

Although this need not necessarily be the case.
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(c)

FIGURE 5-1 1. The substitution effect; (a) major, (b) moderate, (c) nonexistent.

In general a fail in the price of an input will lead a firm to buy more of

the input, because of both substitution and scale effects. The effect on

the demand for other inputs depends on the relative strengths of the

two countcnicting effects. The greater the e.xtent to which two inputs

arc substitutes, the more likely it is that the price of one will be directly
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related to the demand for tlic other (i.c., the substitution effect will be

greater than the scale effect).

The key result of this analysis is the conclusion that the demand

curve for any input is downward-sloping; we have thus provided a

more elegant argument for the basic assertion of the law of demand.

Two related points hear restatement. First, the demand curve can also

be interpreted as a marginal value curve. Second, the longer the period

available for adjustment to a new input price, the greater is the adjust-

ment (i.e., the flatter the demand curve for the input).

Substitution may take time; hence it may be difllcult to assess its

impoilancc empirically. An increase in the rates charged by a service

bureau may not affect sales for months. Moreover, the demand for the

firm's services may have increased in the interim, so that the quantity

demanded at the new price actually exceeds that at the former price.

It is even possible that the price increase may have been anticipated

long before it took place: the adjustments may thus have occurred

before the price change. For all these reasons it may appear that in-

puts ate not substitutable and tiuit the quantity of an input demanded

is not affected by its price. But evidence ofi'ered to support such an

assertion is not likely to stand up under careful analysis.

Tlie discussion thus far has assumed that inputs arc purchased in

competitive markets; the firm is assumed to be able to buy as many

units of each input as desired at a given price per unit. Of course this

may not be the case; instead the firm may have to pay higher prices to

attract larger quantities (i.e., the supply curve for the input will be

upward-sloping).

Assume that several programmers are available to a firm, but that

they diffei in cost per unit of output. If possible, the firm will pay each

programmer just the amount required to keep him. For simplicity, we

consider a ease in which programmers are equally productive but re-

quire different minimum salaries. Thus in Fig. 5-13. programmer 1

must be paid C, or more; programmer 2, C\ or more; etc. Under these

circumstances, the firm will hire four programmers {Q,,*). The step

function represents the nuiriiinnl cost of programmers; the firm selects

a quantity for which marginal cost equals marginal value. Of course

fivmigc cost will be less; in Fig. 5-13 it is /I*.

An equally important ease arises when all units of an input must be

paid an equal amount. Assume that the programmers form a union and
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FIGURE 5-13. Marginal value, marginal cost and average cost for inputs.

require the firm to adopt an equal-pay policy. Now the step function

in Fig. 5-13 shows the average cost of programmers. The marginal

cost is higher. For example, to hire a fourth programmer adds C4 -h

3 (C4 — C3) to total costs, since all programmers must be paid C4 if the

new man is to be attracted to the firm. Total employment will thus be

less than Qp*.

These brief examples only hint at the complications inherent in

understanding the behavior of collective bargaining groups (unions).

With rare exceptions, such groups can raise wages only at the expense

of decreases in employment (because of the law of demand). How-
ever, the decrease may fall only partly (or not at all) on union members.

If the wage increase comes during a period of enlarging demand, total

employment may actually rise; if not, employees lost through normal

attrition may simply not be replaced. Moreover, if a union represents

the employees of many firms, total wages paid may increase even

though union members become unemployed. In this case the members
who are still employed can support those who become unemployed,

through union dues or special assessments. Alternatively, the union

can require that employment be spread among all members (e.g., so-

called railroad “featherbedding” rules and dockworkers’ hiring halls).

Of course a union with substantial monopoly power can be expected
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to engage in activities similar to those discussed in earlier chapters:

it may olTer all-or-none arrangements (e.g., guaranteed annual wages),

“quantity discounts," etc. The major problem facing the officers of

such a union concerns the division of the gains — some method must

be found that will keep the union intact.

The extent to which a union can exploit its monopoly power de-

pends, at base, on the extent of its monopoly and the slope of the

demand curve for its members’ services; and the latter depends greatly,

of course, on the substitutability of other inputs for those services.

Unionization docs not appear to be a particularly important phe-

nomenon in the computer industry. The reasons may rest as much on

sociological :is on economic grounds. In any event, we will merely

note here in passing that, in the future, attempts may be made to

unionize computer programmers (among others) and that it is difficult

to predict the outcome of such efforts.

E. MULTIPRODUCT FIRMS

The following artificial problem is typical of a class found in introduc-

tory explanations of linear programming. A firm produces two types of

computers; A and B. Three hundred man-hours of labor will be required

to produce one model A machine; 600 man-hours, to produce one

model B. Twenty hours on the automated assembly line will be required

for each model A; 80 hours for each model B. During the next year

30.000 man-hours and 3200 hours on the automated assembly line

will be available for production. Model B computers can be sold for

$3000 each; model A machines for only $1000. Since costs are given,

the firm wishes to maximize revenue.

A graphical solution to the problem is shown in Fig. 5-14. The

feasible combinations of the two outputs lie within or on the borders

of the shaded area. The efficient combinations of outputs lie on the

right-hand border of the region. The optimal combination lies at the

point at which an isorevenue line is tangent to the border of the feasi-

ble region ((?,v = 40; Qn = 30).

The example is contrived, but it illustrates a general relationship

that holds for all mulliproduct firms. In very short-run situations,

such as this, all inputs may be fixed; in more realistic cases some or

all are variable; in any event, given a speeified total eost. the firm can
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produce any one of a number of efficient combinations of outputs. As

might be expected, a combination is inefficient if another exists that

(1) costs no more, (2) provides more of at least one output, and (3)

provides no less of any other output(s). A combination is efficient if

it is not inefficient.

For expository purposes we consider only cases in which the firm

can produce two types of output. For a given total cost, there will be

a set of efficient combinations, for example, those shown by curve

Cl in Fig. 5-15 (drawn as a smooth curve to represent a situation in

which there are many inputs, several of them capable of being used to

produce either output). Without laboring the point, we merely assert

that such curves are typically downward-sloping and concave to the

origin; each is called a production possibility curve. The second curve

in Fig. 5-15 shows efficient combinations available for C2(= Ci -I- 1)

dollars.

Now assume that the firm is producing Qa' and Q^' and spending Ci

dollars. What is the marginal cost of A? Approximately (where

^Qa = Qa"~Qa'), as shown in Fig. 5-15. Similarly, the marginal cost

of B is approximately 1/AQb, where AQb = 2b" ~ 2b'- This follows

from the fact that the curves are downward-sloping: given some quan-

tity of output A, additional units of output B can be obtained only by
either (1) adding to total cost or (2) giving up some units of output A.

If the production possibility curve is smooth, marginal cost is well de-

fined and measurable. Multiple products need not lead to major modi-
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FIGURE 5-15. Production possibility curves

fications in the analysis presented earlier: Ilie tiitir.i;inal cost of each

output is relevant when questions concerning price, level of output,

etc., must be answered; given optimal policy (i.c.. answers to all such

questions), the firm must obtain enough revenue to cover its total

costs — otherwise it should not be in business.

However, this rule may not apply if the production possibility curve

has significant "kinks"; an c.xlremc ease arises when the output of

one product must alw;iys be proportionate to the output of another.

Cases involving such Joint products require ti difTerent approach.

The situation is illustrated in Fig. .‘>-16. At a cost of C,, Q units of

A and (?,i' units of I) can be produced. The only other available com-

binations arc obtained by simply throwing tiway some ofQ d or some of

QxJ

.

Similarly, at a cost of C-., Q\"(~ kQ,d) and C>i/(= ^Qn') pro-

duced, with some of either one thrown tiway if desired. Obviously it

is senseless in this situation to speak of the marginal cost of cither

product separately. All that can reasonably be said is that, by spending

one dollar more, the firm can obtain A(2^(= — QjJ) and AQn
(= Q\" ~ (?»’)• Any attempt to "allocate" such a joint cost to specific

products is likely to be either useless or perverse. This does not
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imply that rational decision-making is impossible under such circum-

stances. To show that rational decisions can be made, we consider an

important example.

Assume that a corporation is considering the establishment of a ser-

vice bureau. Since plans call for a rather large-scale operation, it is

reasonable to measure computing power installed as if it were a con-

tinuous variable. The analysis is complicated, however, by the fact

that computation during normal working hours is considered more val-

uable by customers than computation at night. Installation ofX units

of computing power thus yields a joint product; X units of daytime

computing power and X units of nighttime computing power. To keep

the problem simple we assume that total cost is unaffected by the use

made of installed capability and that the demand for nighttime compu-

tation is independent of that for daytime computation (and vice versa).

We also assume that the firm must set a single daytime price and a

single (but possibly different) nighttime price.

The solution to the problem is indicated in Figs. 5- 17a, b, and c.

Figure 5- 17a shows the demand for daytime computing power and

the associated marginal revenue curve. The latter differs slightly from

that previously defined; at Q^*, total revenue is maximal; marginal

AQn

FIGURE 5-16. Production possibility curves: joint products.
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power ( Qj

)

(a)

(c)

FIGURE 5-17. Marginal revenue for (a) daytime, (b) night-time, and (c) installed

computing pov/er.
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revenue for larger quantities would thus be negative if such quantities

had to be sold (and the price reduced accordingly). But a clever man-

ager, given any quantity in excess of Qd*, would simply set the price

at Pd*, thereby maximizing total revenue; the excess (Q — Qd*) would

go unused. Assuming such rational behavior, we indicate that marginal

revenue is zero for quantities exceeding the maximal revenue quan-

tity. This procedure is also employed to obtain the marginal revenue

curve in Fig. 5- 17b for nighttime computing power; it becomes hori-

zontal at Q,*-

The problem is easily solved. A unit of installed computing power

yields one unit of daytime and one unit of nighttime computing power.

Thus the marginal revenue associated with installed computing power

(Fig. 5- 17c) is the sum of the marginal revenues associated with the

two joint products (Figs. 5-17a and b). The optimal amount of in-

stalled computing power is, of course, that for which marginal revenue

equals marginal cost {Q* in Fig. 5-17c). The appropriate use of this

capability is indicated in Figs. 5- 17a and b. During the day the equip-

ment should be used to capacity (Qd= Q*; Pd = P*)- At night it should

not (Q„ = Q,* < Q*\Pn = Pn*).

Figures 5-17a through 5-17c indicate the optimal policy for the

corporation if it does set up a service bureau. The final stage in the

analysis involves the go/no-go decision. If total revenue (Pd*Qd* +
Pn*Qn*) exceeds total cost for Q* units of computing power, the ven-

ture is desirable. Otherwise it is not.

A word of caution is in order concerning this example. There is no

reason, a priori, to assume that optimal policy will lead to excess ca-

pacity in some periods. It is entirely possible that it will pay the firm

to lower price enough during less attractive periods to make eveiy

period a “peak-load” period.

The key point illustrated here is simply that, in cases involving

joint products, it is neither necessary nor possible to base decisions

on the “cost” of the separate products.® Cost is associated with the

joint products and is best treated as such.

" Except in special cases: such a procedure may prove sensible if demands are not cer-

tain but the shape of the distribution is known. Under these conditions, and given a
number of other limiting assumptions, meaningful marginal (expected) costs can be at-

tributed to the individual products.
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In general, demands for joint products ate interrelated. For example,

computing power demanded during the day might depend on both the

rate charged during the day and the rate charged at night. So might the

amount demanded at night. Moreover, costs may be associated with

the use of capacity, as well as witli its creation. A more general formu-

lation of this problen^ would be as follows:

Ma.ximi7c: P,iQ,i + /’„(?„ — C

where F„)1

(?„ /’„)]
demand conditions.

C — r(Q. Q,i, On) cost conditions,

Q,I S Q\
Q.. ^ Q\

capacity conditions.

Other problems arise. Should the output be considered two, three, or

even more (joint) products; for cxanvplc, should computation be per-

formed in the evening for a diircrcnt rate than that required for work

done at night? The answer depends on the relative magnitudes of (1)

the cost of administering a detailed and complicated pricing scheme,

and (2) the advantages it might offer. Trial and error will usually be re-

quired to find the best policy.

Perhaps the most diflicult problem of all is that of properly classify-

ing costs. Many apparently joint costs disappear on closer examination,

proving to be related to the outputs of specific products after all.

F. OVERHEAD COSTS

We have repeatedly argued the importance of marginal costs for mak-

ing decisions concerning output, prices, etc. For most products mar-

ginal cost is simply the derivative of total cost with respect to the

quantity produced. For joint products the relevant output is a “pack-

age” of the jointly produced products, and the marginal cost is defined

as the derivative of the total cost with respect to the quantity of such

packages produced. In either event, given smooth and continuous

functions, a necessary condition for optimal policy is the equality of

marginal revenue and iitaif’inal cost.’”

Except that if the decision-maker wishes to maximi7e net miIiic (tot.al value less total

cost), the eondition is that m.argin.tl value equals margin.al cost
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This approach in no way implies that total costs must not be covered

by total revenue. After determining optimal policy (outputs, prices)

based primarily on marginal considerations, the firm must determine

whether this policy is better or worse than stopping production of some

or all of its products. Decisions of this sort must be made by enumerat-

ing the alternative combinations of products, finding the optimal policy

for each combination, and comparing the results case by case.^*

These remarks serve as a preface to the assertion that little can be

gained (and much may be lost) from attempts to allocate so-called over-

head costs to specific products.

Assume that a firm produces N products. Let Q, be the quantity of

the /th product and MC, its marginal cost (i.e., dTCldQ^, given

Qi, • > Qn)- Let TC(Qi, . . . , Qn) represent the total cost associated

with a set of outputs; we define overhead cost as follows:

OC(Q^, ...,Qn) = TCiQr,

[MCiQi -t- MC2Q2 + • •
• + MCfiQN]

Roughly speaking, overhead cost is the difference between total cost

and the costs “attributable” to the individual products. The process of

“allocating” overhead cost is simply a method for finding some set of

“full costs” — Fi, . . . , Fiv— that will account for the total cost:

FiQi + F2Q2 + • • • + FjvQw = FC(Qi, . . . , Q^)

Often the full cost for each product is calculated by adding a pro-

portionate “burden” to each “direct” (marginal) cost:

" That is, if there are N possible products, consider each of the 2" possible combina-
tions; for each combination determine the optimal set of outputs and find the associated

difference between total revenue and total cost. The best combination is the one for

which the difference is the greatest.

Overhead cost as defined here may be positive, zero, or negative. For a one-product
firm these possibilities have simple and obvious interpretations. If overhead cost is

positive, marginal cost is less than average cost; the firm is operating in the range of de-

creasing (average) costs. If overhead cost is zero, the firm is operating in the range of
constant average cost; since average cost curves are typically U-shaped, this implies

that a least-cost output is being produced. Finally, if overhead cost is negative, the firm
is producing in the range of increasing average cost. This definition of overhead cost is

by no means universally accepted. Often “direct cost” is used instead of marginal cost,
in order to attribute fixed costs associated with a particular product to that product.
Such procedures are, at best, vaguely understood. The definition given here comes
reasonably close to the popular notion behind the term without unduly sacrificing

precision.
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F, = (l +a)MC,

What value can be attached to such calculations? In theory, none.

If the full-cost figures arc to be utili7cd for decision-making, they will

generally lead to erroneous conclusions; the marginal cost of product/

is A/Cf. not F,. If the figures arc not to be used for decision-making,

why compute them at all?

As always, it is important to make the distinction between form and

substance. Crude, short-sighted analysis may lead to serious underesti-

mates of maiginal costs. The correct figures may thus be closer to the

calculated full costs (/•',) than to the erroneously estimated marginal

costs. So-called fi\cd costs arc often fixed only in the very short nin.

As a practical matter, the addition of an overhead burden to those vari-

able costs that arc easily identified may provide fairly reasonable esti-

mates of true long-run maiginal costs. But this sort of approach is

clcarl> second-best; it is obviously preferable to attempt to identify

actual marginal costs explicitly and to make decisions accordingly.

G. BREAKEVEN ANALYSIS

By and large, the price-output models presented in the earlier chapters

ignored the possibility that demand or cost conditions might be uncer-

tain. The firm was assumed to know the demand curx’e for its product(s)

and the costs of various levels of output(s). With this information, the

optimal pricc-ejuantits combination could be readily determined. Un-

der conditions of certainty this is equivalent to either (1) selecting a

quantity and then selling it at the maximum obtainable price, or (2)

selecting a price and then selling the quantity demanded at that price.

Once uncertainty is introduced into the analysis, the equivalence of

these approaches disappears. The firm may select a quantity and then

sell it at the maximum price obtainable, but the exact level of this price

cannot be predicted exactly. Or the firm may set a price and then sell

w’hatcver quantity may be demanded at that price; in this case the

quantity is uncertain. Finally, the firm can select both a price and a

quantity; if the quantity demanded exceeds that produced, only the

latter is actually sold; otherwise the quantity demanded is sold and

the excess held as inventory or disposed of. All three of these possi-

bilities arc of interest; however, we concentrate on the second, since

it forms the basis for the w'idely used “breakeven analysis.”
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Assume that a firm is considering the introduction of a new com-

puter model. If the computer is introduced, the firm will take any and

all orders placed at the announced price (although delivery dates may

differ). For simplicity we assume that, within the relevant range, total

cost is linearly related to quantity sold:

TC = a + bQ

Total revenue will, of course, be proportional to quantity sold, de-

pending solely on the price (P):

TR = PQ

The relationships are indicated on the breakeven chart in Fig. 5- 18a.

If quantity demanded equals Q*, revenue will just cover costs, and the

firm will “break even”; quantities larger than Q* will give profits,

and smaller quantities will lead to losses.

It is important to recognize that the quantity on the horizontal axis

in Fig. 5- 18a is no/ a decision variable; it is a random variable subject

to some probability distribution such as that shown in Fig. 5-1 8b.

Since both total revenue and total cost are linear functions of quantity,

so is total profit. Thus the axis of Fig. 5-1 8b can be rescaled to repre-

sent profit, as shown.

The firm’s decision problem is now clear. First, it must select a

price. This will determine the slope of the total revenue curve in Fig.

5- 18a as well as the location (and perhaps the shape) of the probability

distribution in Fig. 5- 18b. The higher the price, the steeper is the total

revenue curve but the farther to the left the probability distribution

(because of the law of demand). Second, the firm must select a produc-

tion policy— in other words, a total cost curve. Each possible set of

decisions will give a corresponding probability distribution of profits.

The managers or owners must choose among them on the basis of their

The exact relationship between total cost and quantity will depend, of course, on the

manner in which orders are accepted and filled. The firm may hold the rate of output

constant, filling new orders by lengthening the production period. If so, some learning

effects may be obtained with larger quantities (but economies of scale may not appear
since increased volume may not have been anticipated). On the other hand, the firm

may meet orders by increasing the rate of output as well as (or instead of) the production
period, giving rise to counteracting increases in cost. Needless to say, the method
chosen will affect the orders received— more may be obtained if early delivery is avail-

able than if delivery is far in the future. Although these aspects are of crucial importance
to the computer manufacturer, we abstract from them here.
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(o)

FIGURE 5-18. Breakeven chart (a) and associated probability distribution (b).

attitudes toward risk, the relationship between this decision and others,

and other relevant factors.

In practice probability distributions arc rarely stated e.\plicitly.

Breakeven charts arc drawn, and the desirability of the decision is

evaluated subjectively. Our characterization should thus be regarded

as a fornud description of the process.

Before leaving this example, it is instructive to consider a special

ease in which uncertainty, though present, may be ignored. Assume
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that the expected quantity demanded {Q^) is inversely related to price,

as represented by the “usual” demand curve. Actual quantity de-

manded (Qa) is related to the expected quantity as follows:

Qa = kQe

where

the expected value of k= 1 , and

the standard deviation of /: = 5^ > 0.

Cost is assumed to be a linear function of the quantity actually de-

manded (and subject to no additional uncertainty):

TC = a + bQa

The only decision to be made concerns the price (P). The measures of

interest are assumed to be the expected profit (£,,) and the standard

deviation of profit (5„).

It is a simple matter to show that

E„ = iP- b)Qe - a

S„ = (P-b)QeS,

where Qe=^fiP).

Substituting, we obtain

= S^a + SkE-^

This relationship is illustrated graphically in Fig. 5-19. The axes show

expected profit (E^) and standard deviation of profit (S„), both meas-

ured in dollars. However, if the cost of the firm is given, the equivalent

expected rates of return (Er) and standard deviation of rates of return

(Sr) can be determined and the axes relabeled as shown in Fig. 5-19.'^

Each point along the line VfV can be obtained by an appropriate

selection of price. It might appear that the optimal point (and hence

Let C be the cost of the firm. Then

Er ^
’ nnci Sr ^

As shown in the text, the optimal policy for the firm is to select the price that maximizes
E„, giving the combination represented by point W in Fig. 5-19. The firm can thus be
viewed as an asset providing a distribution of dollar values with this expected value and
standard deviation. The value of such an asset depends on the factors described in Chap-
ter 4; given an efficient market, the cost of the firm (C) will equal this value.
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FIGURE 5-19. Rolationsliip botv/ccn expected profit (or rate of return) and standard

deviation of profit (or rate of return).

price) depends on tlie decision-maker’s attitude toward risk. But this

is not the case. The firm and/or its owners can invest in risk-free

assets (e.g., buy bonds at the "pure" interest rate). Point X(Er = r,,.

the pure rate) represents such an alternative. By investing in this firm

and in a risk-free asset, an investor can obtain any (£r. Sr) combina-

tion along the line A'M' if (and only if) the firm operates so as to maxi-

mize its expected profit (i.c., at point M'). This policy is clearly domi-

nant— for any level of risk (Sr), line A'B' provides a greater expected

return {Er) than line I'lK. The firm should thus maximize c.xpectcd

profit: in other words, ignore the risk entirely.

Needless to say, this is a very special case; in general, uncertainty,

when present, must be dealt with explicitly. On the other hand, there

are .situations in which uncertainty may be safely ignored or handled

by very simple methods. One cannot argue a priori that the analysis

of classical economics is inapplicable whenever there is uncertainty.

H. COMPETITORS’ REACTIONS

Thus far we have said relatively little about the competitive conditions

facing a seller, simply assuming that they have been incorporated in
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the demand curve. In two extreme cases this assumption is obviously

reasonable. If there are many independent competitive firms in an

industry, the actions of one may be expected to induce no reactions

from the others; the policies of the firm’s competitors may be assumed

to be unaffected by any of the firm’s decisions. At the other extreme,

if the firm enjoys a virtually complete monopoly over a product, there

are (by definition) no competitors; here too, the firm need not concern

itself with reactions to its decisions.

As usual, most cases lie between the extremes. The typical firm

must at least consider the possibility that its actions may evoke re-

actions from competitors. Under certain circumstances it may prove

reasonable to act as if competitors’ reactions can be predicted with

certainty. We will briefly discuss a simple model incorporating such

an assumption and then comment on approaches to the problem that

deal explicitly with uncertainty about reactions.

Assume that a firm is producing a computer, selling Q* units per

year at a price of P*, as shown in Fig. 5-20a. Only single-price poli-

cies are to be considered (i.e., customers will be allowed to buy one or

more units at a stated price). The firm believes that, if it raises its

price, competitors will not react; the demand curve is thus relatively

flat for prices above P*, since many customers will switch to the prod-

ucts of competitors if the firm raises its price. On the other hand, the

firm believes that, if it lowers price, competitors will react, at least

to some extent, perhaps by lowering their prices, increasing service,

providing better software, or offering more attractive financing. Thus

the demand curve is relatively steep for prices below P*.

The asymmetry in the firm’s assumptions concerning competitive

reactions introduces a kink in both the demand (average revenue) and

total revenue curves at Q*. And because of the kink in the total reve-

nue curve (shown in Fig. 5-20b), the marginal revenue curve ex-

hibits a step at Q*, as shown in Fig. 5-20a. At the optimal output,

marginal revenue equals marginal cost, as usual; in Fig. 5-20a the

optimal output is Q*, given the marginal cost curve MC.
Now consider the effect of a change in the firm’s marginal cost

curve from MC to either MC or MC". The optimal price and output

are unchanged. This implication is often asserted to be consistent

with observed behavior in many industries characterized by few sell-

ers (so-called oligopolies). Casual empiricism would suggest that it

applies rather well to the computer industry: list prices set by manu-
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FIGURE 5-20. The kinked demand curve model.

factiircns change seldom if at all. But the relevant measure is not the

list price but the cost (relative to cITecliveness) of the item actually

received. A decrease in cycle time, with no change in price, is equiva-

lent to a price cut. Indeed a change in any of the many dimensions of

the relationship between user and manufacturer can be regarded as
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equivalent to a change in price. Viewed more broadly then, computer

prices do change, and rather often.

A key deficiency of the kinked-demand-curve model concerns the

initial price-quantity combination {P*, Q*): the model does not specify

the manner in which it is established. Interestingly enough, at least one

view of IBM’s pricing policy appears to be consistent with the model

and also suggests a manner in which the initial position might be

reached.'^

The argument is as follows. IBM is said to attempt to offer equip-

ment similar to any sold by its competitors, at prices equivalent to

those set by the other firms. Sales and marketing efforts are directed

toward selling as many units as possible at these prices. Cost is vir-

tually ignored. Because of its reputation and efficient service organi-

zation, IBM expects to receive the bulk of the orders placed, given

equal prices. On the assumption that, within the range of interest,

the volume effect will dominate any rate effect, IBM’s unit costs will

clearly be the lowest in the industry; if another firm thinks that it can

make a profit at the given price, then surely IBM will too. On the other

hand, there is no point in charging a different price: a higher price

would cause an undesirable loss of orders, and a lower price would

elicit retaliatory actions by competitors and lead to only a small in-

crease in the total quantity demanded (and hence sold by IBM).

Is this model consistent with observed behavior? Not entirely;

but it may contain some elements of the true situation.

The kinked-demand-curve model discussed here is but one of many
that can be constructed under the assumption that competitors’ re-

actions can be predicted with certainty; each reaction model gives

rise to a corresponding model for optimal behavior. In practice, how-

ever, reactions that cannot be ignored are likely to prove very difficult

to predict. In such situations the decision-maker may well abandon

formal models; the positive economist, attempting to predict industry

behavior, may or may not find it useful to do so. An alternative ap-

proach involves an attempt to incorporate uncertainty, complicated

reaction patterns, and a host of other features in a large but nonethe-

less completely specified model. Analytic models of the type presented

This view may or may not represent informed opinion; it is attributed to a knowledge-
able person with no training in economics.
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thus far are not well suited for such an approach: computer programs

and Monte Carlo methods arc better for this purpose.

At a level of great generality, a model of the computer industry

might have the following form. Assume that time is divided into dis-

cictc periods. Let there be I types of computers. J manufacturers,

and K potential and actual customers. Then let:

P’n
— the price charged for a computer of type i by manufacturer

j at time t: a value of infinity indicates that the manufacturer

docs not produce this type of computer at this time,

/" = the set of values for time /.

Q'lji, = the number of computers of type / ordered from manufac-

turer j by customer A at time /, and

Q’ - the set of Q’,), values for lime i.

Consider a customer A. Given this customer’s applications, financial

situation, prejudices, experience, location, etc., his behavior can be

represented by some sort of submodel (program) relating his orders

to existing prices and historical information, as shown in Fig. 5-21a.

The submodel need not be deterministic. Actions may be predicted

probabilistically, with the action taken made to depend on the value of

a random number. 1-or c.xtimple. the submodel might specify that for

a particular set of prices /'*' there is a probability of 0.3 that the cus-

tomer will order a computer of type 5 and that, if he docs order a

computer, it is as likely that he will choose manufacturer I as manu-

facturer 2. Let /i represent a random number drawm from a uniform

distribution ranging between 0 and ). Then this part of the submodel

could be implemented as shown in Fig. 5-2 1 b.

More complicated relationships can also be modeled. Samples may

be drawn from prespccificd probability distributions, and the distribu-

tion utilized can be made to depend on other results, actions taken,

etc. The possibilities arc almost limitless. Use of probabilistic rela-

tionships and random numbers identifies a model as a member of the

class of Monte Carlo models (for obvious reasons).

The general model of the industry is completed by a set of manufac-

turer submodels. Given a firm’s cost situation, production techniques,

goals, guesses tibout competitors’ strategies, concern about possible

antitrust actions, and general policy, one can specify the relationship
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(c)

FIGURE 5-21. Submodels (a) representing a customer’s behavior, (b) predicting a

customer’s actions, and (c) representing a firm’s behavior.
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between the firm's ofierings in the next period and current prices,

orders, and historical data, as shown in f'ig. 5-2 Ic. Again the sub-

model may include probabilistic relationships of varying complexity.

No really general model of this type could ever be fully implemented,

but it is entertaining to speculate on the use that could be made of one

if it were available. Given complete specifications and a set of initial

conditions, one could predict actions over time with one run of the

model. If the model includes probabilistic relationships, a second run

would typically produce difi'erent results. A great many runs would

produce a great many results. !-or the specified world view, such a set

of results captures the (probabilistic) implications for future outcomes.

Now assume that the model for firm is changed in some way; that

is. the firm’s overall policy (strategy) is altered. A new set of runs will

provide the (probabilistic) implications of the new policy, assuming

that all other parts of the world (model) remain unchanged. In the most

general sense, the problem facing firm i* is to select the set of niles

(policy, strategy) that will provide the best set of (probabilistic) out-

comes. given the goals of the relevant individuals.

This brief discussion suggests the complexity of the problem faced

by anyone wishing to understand, predict, profit from, or merely exist

in the computer industry (or any other, for that matter). It also provides

a poweiful argument for abstraction. Abstraction is. tiftcr all, the key

characteristic of any formtil theory, including that presented in Part

1 (Chapters 1-5). The utility of the theory can only be gauged by con-

fronting it with reality (and vice versa). This is the task of Part II.
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CHAPTER 6 THE COMPUTER INDUSTRY

D 0

0

g
A. MAJOR SECTORS

When speaking ofthe computer industry people sometimes

mean only the relatively few firms that sell medium-to-large general-

purpose computers. We use the term in a more general context, to

include sellers of many types of equipment and/or services. Part II of

the book will be concerned with several sectors of the industry.

1. Computer manufacturers. More aptly called computer assem-

blers, these firms offer general-purpose computers for sale to the gen-

eral public. For convenience we restrict our attention to producers of

digital computers.

2. Component manufacturers. These firms manufacture computer

components (e.g., logic modules, core memories, and disk drives) for

internal use and/or sale to others. The large number of such firms

makes it possible for a computer “manufacturer” to manufacture very

little, choosing to simply select and assemble components manu-

factured by others.

3. Service bureaus. These firms purchase or lease computer equip-

ment and hire staffs of programmers, analysts, and operators. They
offer computer services to others, providing an alternative or sup-

plementary source of computation for users who prefer not to obtain

equivalent equipment directly.

4. Timesharing vendors. We differentiate firms offering time-shared

services from more traditional service bureaus. In essence the differ-

ence concerns the use of remote input/output stations — time-sharing

services give the illusion of concurrent use by several (sometimes

many) customers, causing complex problems concerning fees, priori-

ties, etc. Such time-shared services (often called “computer utilities”)

are of increasing importance, offering substantial competition to tra-

ditional service bureau operations (among others).

5. Used-computer brokers. There is a growing market in used com-
puters. Some firms simply act as marriage brokers, attempting to bring
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together a buyer and a seller. Others hold inventories of used equip-

ment, bearing the associated risk.

6. Compiitcr-lccisinf; companies. Many computer users prefer to

lease equipment rather than purchase it. while some manufacturers

would rather sell their computers than lease them. Although the situa-

tion is much more complex than these statements suggest, they do

indicate the general basis for the rapid growth of ;m independent com-

puter-leasing industry. Such firms purchase equipment either from

present users or directly from the manufacturer and then lease it to

users. Terms vary widely, from month-to-month rentals to full-cost

contracts. Needless to say, the risk borne by the leasing company

varies accordingly.

7. Software firm.s. The cost of computer hardware has fallen dra-

matically over the hast l.*i years, but the decline in the cost of .soft-

ware production has been smaller.' Thus software (the production of

programs, compilers, opciating systems, etc.) looms ever larger as a

component of total costs. Recent years have witnessed considerable

growth in the number and si/c of independent suppliers of .software.

Such firms sell and lease their services and products to users as well

as to computer manufacturers.

U is important that the complexity of the computer industry be un-

derstood. Many firms compete in several of the sectors described

above. Burroughs, for example, sells its oun line of computers as well

as memory modules for use by other computer manufacturers. C-E-I-R

provides both a conventional and a time-shared service bureau. Data

I’roducts manufactures disk files and. through a subsidiary, ofiers soft-

ware and consulting services. IBM. together with its wholly owned

sub.sidiary. The Service Bureau Coijioration, covers almost the entire

spectrum. IBM manufactures virtually all its components, writes much

(but not all) of its own software, and leases equipment to any user who

prefers not to purchase it. The Service Bureau Corporation provides

computer services of a conventional variety and offers time-shared

serx'ices. In practice, then, boundaries among sectors are seldom clear,

and the activities of individual firms may range over several bound-

aries.

’ Some would ussert that the cost of rroducinj: software has actually increased, primarily

because of the complexity of current computers and their opertiting systems.
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B. THE COMPUTER MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

It is traditional to trace the origins of the digital computer to the British

mathematician Charles Babbage (1792-1871). Babbage completed

one working calculator (the “difference engine”) and began construc-

tion of another with support from the British government (about

£.17,000 over 19 years). Neither of these calculators was a computer

in the modern sense, but the “analytical engine,” conceived in 1833,

was comparable to present-day devices. It was to have an internally

stored program and to be capable of executing conditional transfers

and modifying both data and program steps. Available technology

made it impractical to construct a complete working model, however,

since mechanical techniques were unreliable, slow, and expensive.

The first working computer of substantial size was the Mark I (or

Automatic Sequence Controlled Calculator), developed from 1939 to

1944 by Howard Aiken at Harvard University. It was built by IBM
engineers from standard business-machine parts at a cost of approxi-

mately $500,000.^ The Mark I and an improved machine, the Selective

Sequence Electronic Calculator, completed in 1947, were considered

showcases for IBM engineering talent and gifts to science and engi-

neering. Neither was offered commercially. Indeed, Thomas J. Watson

Sr., the president of IBM at the time, is purported to have believed

that computers had no commercial possibilities.^

The world’s first all-electronic computer was put into operation

early in 1946. Developed and built for the U.S. Army at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, the ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator

and Computer) was designed to speed up the computation of firing

tables. The machine was used for this purpose at the Aberdeen Proving

Ground from 1947 through 1955. ENIAC lacked a stored program,

not because the idea had not occurred to its designers, John W.
Mauchly and J. Prosper Eckert, but because available types of storage

were considered too expensive. The idea of using a mercury delay line

resolved this problem, however, and a number of stored-program

machines were soon constructed.

Many of the key ideas for these (and later) machines were developed

"T. G. Belden and M. R. Belden, The Lengthening Shadow, the Life of Thomas J.

Watson, Little, Brown, Boston, p. 259.
^George Schussel, “IBM vs. Remrand,” Datamation, May and June, 1965.
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in a course held at the University of Pennsylvania during the summer

of 1946. The FEDVAC ([Electronic Discrete Variable Automatic Com-

puter). designed by Bckert and Mauchly in 1945 but not completed

until 1952, provided the basis for the lEDSAC (Electronic Discrete

Sequential Automatic Computer), completed in 1949 at the University

of Cambridge in England, and the SEAC (Standards Eastern Auto-

matic Computer), built by the National Bureau of Standards from

1948 to 1950.

Important mtichines were constructed at other universities during

this period, often under government sponsorship. A computer com-

pleted at the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton in 1952

followed the design specified by Von Neumann and others in a elassic

paper.' The University of Manchester (England) built the first machine

using a cathode-ray tube memory. Some of the most important con-

tributions were made by Project Whirlwind, supported jointly by the

OfTice of Naval Fiesearch and the U.S. Air F-orce and conducted at

the Massachusetts Institute of 'fechnology. The Whirlwind 1 com-

puter was the first (in 1952) to successfully incorporate a coincident-

cun'cnt magnetic core memory, replacing its original cathode-ray tube

memory.

Until 1951 the computer indiistn' was essentially noncommercial:

each machine was one of a kind, and support came primarily from uni-

versities and government. In fact, it can plausibly be argued that with-

out government (and particularly military) backing, there might be no

computer industry today.

In 1946 Fickert and Mauchly. tlic developers of the ENIAC, left

the University of F’ennsylvania and set up a company to produce a new

machine based on the lEDVAC design. This computer, the UNIVAC
1. was to be the first commercial electronic computer. However, it too

received considerable governmental support. The FEckert-Mauchly

Corporation began with a contract from the National Bureau of Stand-

ards. and the first UNIVAC was to be delivered to the Bureau of the

Census. In 1950 the [Remington Fiand Corporation bought out Eckert-

Mauchly. but the original group continued to operate as a separate

division of the Corporation until 1955, when Sperry Instrument merged

with [Remington Rand. In 1952 Remington Rand purchased Enginecr-

* A. \V. Burks. H. H. GolJsiinc. and J. von Neumann. "Prcliminaty Discussions of the

Logical Design of an LIccIronic Computing Instnimcnl." reprinted in Dmamution.
September, 1962.
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ing Research Associates, a small Minnesota firm, and with it the rights

to the ERA 1 101, the first computer to use a magnetic drum memory.

The ERA group also operated as a separate division until 1955, when

it was merged with the Eckert-Mauchly group.

Deliveries of UNIVAC I began in 1951. The first sale to a com-

mercial customer, however, did not take place until 1954; the first six

machines were all sold to government agencies (two to the Atomic

Energy Commission, one each to the Bureau of the Census, the Air

Force, the Army, and the Navy’s Bureau of Ships).

In 1952 the CRC-102 computer was introduced by the Computer

Research Corporation, a firm purchased shortly thereafter by the

National Cash Register Company. In 1953 IBM olfered its first ma-

chine, the IBM 701, for general sale. In late 1954 the IBM 650, a small

drum-memory system, became available. The 650 was the first ma-

chine to be produced in quantity (well over a thousand were sold). By

the end of 1955 computer manufacturing was a recognized commercial

industry.

Figure 6-1 illustrates the changing nature of the industry during the

period 1944-1962. Over these years the percentage of new models

manufactured by users (i.e., one-of-a-kind machines built by univer-

sities, government agencies, laboratories, etc.) declined dramatically.

During the period 1960-1962, 95% of all new models were built for

commercial sales. The percentage of machines (as opposed to models)

was, of course, much higher— about 99.9%.

One qualification is in order concerning these figures. The data refer

only to general-purpose digital computers. The production of special-

purpose and analogue computers constitutes a lucrative source of

business for firms offering general-purpose machines and for other

firms as welt. Many of these machines, such as airborne computers

and radar system computers are produced to order. However, accurate

information on this segment of the industry is not available, partly be-

cause of security regulations. For this reason our attention, both here

and throughout the book, is focused on general-purpose digital com-
puters. And, as Fig. 6-1 shows, such computers are now manufactured

primarily as commercial ventures.

Figure 6-2 is an attempt to illustrate the rate at which new models
have been developed over time. Three series are shown. The first,

covering the period from 1944 through 1962, includes all general-

purpose machines. The other two series, covering the period 1960-
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Percentage of new models

manufactured by users

FIGURE 6-1. The percentnco of new computer models manulaclured, 1944-1962.

Source: Kenneth E. Knicht. A Study of Technolopjcal Innovation -The Evolution of

Digital Computers, doctoral dissertation, CarncRie Institute of Technology, Novem-

ber 1963, p. VII-13,

1965. incliitlc only pcncrai-piirpo.se computers ofTcred for sale com-

mercially. Needless to say. the classilkation of a computer system as

a “new” model is often arbitniry. .so these data should be viewed with

considerable suspicion. Nonetheless it is clear that new models have

been introduced in substantial numbers since the early 1950’s and that

there is no indication that innovative activity is abating.

The March. 1967. Computer Census published by Conipiitcrx and

Aiitoination lists twenty U.S. manufacturers of general-purpose digital

computers, including small independent companies (e.g.. Systems

Engineering Laboratories), large, highly diversified corporations (e.g..

General Electric), and of course the giant of the field, H3M. Tw'o of

these firms, the Philco division of Ford Motor Company and the

Autonctics Division of North American Aviation Company, no longer

olTer computers for general sale. Also, some firms now maintain equip-

ment originally developed by another company. There have been

several notable acquisitions in the industry. As indicated earlier.

Remington Rand (now Sperry Rand) entered the industry by acquiring

the Eckert-Mauchly Corporation and Engineering Research Asso-

ciates. The National Cash Register Company followed suit with the
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acquisition (in 1953) of the Computer Research Corporation. Bur-

roughs purchased the ElectroData Corporation in 1956, and with it

the popular ElOl and E103 small-scale machines. Control Data

bought the computer division of the Bendix Corporation in 1963 for

$ 1 0 million, obtaining rights (and responsibility for maintenance) for

the G-15 and G-20 computers. In 1964 Raytheon purchased the com-

Number of new models

installed

FIGURE 6-2. The introduction of new computer models, 1944-1965. Sources:
Knight, op. cit, p. VI-30. General-purpose computers (Sec. 1), Adams Com-
puter Characteristics Quarterly, October 1966. Computers and Automation,
March 1967, Census.
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piiter division of PncKard-Bcl! for about $6 million, thus obtaining the

model 250 :ind model 440 computers. In 1966, Honeywell acquired

the Compiitci Control Company and its DDP series of machines.

Abioad, General HIcctiic acqtiiicd controlling inicicsts in the Com-

pagnic des Machines Bull of Fi-ance (1964) and the computer division

of Olivetti in Italy (1965).

Many other mcigcrs. joint vcntuics, and outiighl sales have taken

place in the mdustij. Foi example, in 1955 Raytheon and Honeywell

set up a firm to manufactuie the Datamatic 1000. a laigc-scalc machine.

Honeywell owned contiolling intcicst (60f?) and subsequently (in

1957) bought out Rastheon's minoiity shaic, incoiporating the firm

as an opeialmg division As another example, in 1965 Raytheon

purchased the BlAX mcmoiy business of Philco's Acronutronics

Division. Cleailj. change is common within the industry.

One oseruding chai.icteristic of the industry docs not. however,

appear to be subieci to major change- IBM's commanding position.

Despite Remington Rand's early lead. IBM was the leading manu-

facturer In mid- 1956, having delivered 76 huge machines with firm

orders for 19.T more (the figures foi the UNIVAC division were 46 and

65, rcspectisel) ).'' .Since th.it time, IBM has retained fiom 7097 to 8097

of the market.' Table 6-1 shows cstim.Ucs of maikct share (by value)

for the eight Ic.iding manufacturers at various points of time, with one

set of predictions concerning their shares in 1970. While precise figures

are open to some question, IBM's position is not. In 1965 the corpora-

tion received S2.75 billion from the rental and sale of electronic and

punchcd-card data-proccssing machines and systems, constituting

about 77''7 of its total gross income; this is particularly impicssivc

since only 2097 of all IBM equipment in use at the time had been

purchased outright.' According to one estimate, in March. 1966, IBM
had a backlog of oiders foi equipment with a gross sales value of $10.5

’ Schiissel,
<)r> i If . Mii> . lyfiS, p SS

' 1 Ins represented .i reliim to tlic comp.mj ’s tonp-st.mding position m the d-st.^processing

industry According to one source, in tlic thirties, " the coinp.nn controlled oscr 80

percent of the t.ihul.itinp mnchine m.irkct." .ind in 19.S2. IBM “. . ossned more than

90 percent of the t.ibul.iting ni.ichincs tn the United St.ites "
I he eomp.in> 's success

in selling to the federal goscrnmenl ss.is esen gre.itcr— in the c.irls I9S0's, Thomas J

W.itson .Sr. could claim th.d
"
95 '’! of (the poscrnmenl'sl punched card machines arc

IBM's "Souicc Belden ,ind Bclden. i>/) ri/.. pp 294-297
’ Source. IBM prospectus acconip.injinp an offer of .iddition.il common stock shares to

stockholders, M.t). 1966
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TABLE 6-1

Predicted

Percent of Installed Value Percent Percent of——— of Value Installed

Firm

Aug
’62

Jan
’64

Sept
’64

Nov
’65

Dec
’65

Feb
’67

on Order

Feb ’67

Value for

1970

IBM 71 1 76 3 74 2 714 73 7 69 9 75 3 60-70

GE 2 1 23 2 5 30 22 33 34 5-9

Sperry Rand 12 1 62 72 74 66 77 65 5-8

Honeywell 1 5 1 8 1 9 47 3 1 50 30 5-8

RCA 41 36 39 35 29 2 7 2 8 4-7

Control Data 3 1 3 1 3 5 44 45 50 40 3-6

Burroughs 2 1 22 2 1 28 3 1 22 1 8 2-3

NCR 1 5 23 2 5 1 6 23 22 1 9 1-2

Other 24 22 22 1 2 1 6 20 1.3 1-2

Source *
(1) (11 (1) (1) (2) (3) (3) (1)

‘Sources (1) Frederic G WAYwngion, The Computer Industry -The Next Five Years, MburD
Little, December, 1965, p 27 (2) Based on the Computer Installation File of International Data
Corporation, Newton, Mass , reported in "The Computer Field and the IBM 360,” by Patrick J

McGovern, Computers and Automation, January, 1967, p 20 (3) Based on data given in Com
puters and Automation, March, 1967 (computer census)

billion.® Possible reasons for IBM’s success will be discussed in sub-

sequent chapters. Here we merely record the undisputed fact.

Questions often arise about the profitability of computer manu-

facturing for the other firms in the industry. Packard-Bell and Bendix

might be presumed to have considered the area unprofitable, since they

sold their computer divisions. Philco has essentially withdrawn from

the general market, concentrating its attention on special-purpose

systems, as have others. A number of firms, however, have remained

in the industry for a considerable period. Are their computer sales

profitable?

As indicated in Part I of this book, the economist’s use of the word

profit differs considerably from that of the accountant. The fact that

income has not yet exceeded outflow (or outflow plus depreciation cal-

culated with some rigid formula) does not necessarily make an activity

unprofitable. Thus accounting profits or losses should be regarded with

considerable skepticism. Unfortunately (or, perhaps, fortunately),

^EDP Industry and Market Report, Vol 2, No 4 (May 31, 1966), International Data
Publishing Co , Newtonville, Mass
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even these figures are generally unavailable for computer sales per se,

since most manufacturers report profits on a company-widc basis.

Little is available other than general statements by various spokesmen

concerning the profitability of some of the companies’ computer

divisions. By and large these statements suggest either (1) that com-

puter operations have not yet “shown a profit." or (2) that only recently

have such operations become "profitable " For example. James H
Binger, chairman of the board of Honeywell, staled that the firm

"passed a major milestone in 1966 when its domestic computer busi-

ness became profitable."" On the other hand. RCA reported a loss in

1966 on Its EDP operations, attnbutable “largely to inci eased develop-

ment costs and a A5'}c increase in the sales force " In its 1966 annual

report. General Electric warned its stockholders that the information

systems business was “. still some lime a\\a\ from emerging from

Its loss position"'' (according to one report, the company sustained

"EDP losses in 1966 of 45c per s.ilcs dollar").'- And Sperr> Rand’s

UNIVAC Division, despite its continued hold on second position, is

reported to have only recently "been able to enjo\ e\cn a small profit

picture." '

'

Such statements clearly do not refer to profitability in the economic

sense. More relevant questions are these (1) if the firm had known in

advance the success or failure of its systems, would it have produced

them, and (2) taking its past actisitics as given, does the firm consider

the future sufficiently hopeful to remain in the industry’’ Answers to

the first question arc probably impossible to obtain It can be pre-

sumed. however, that the major firms have consistently answered

the second question in the affirmative, since they have chosen to re-

main in the industry. Whether their current expectations wall prove

correct or not is difficult to predict, us is their continued participation

in the computer field.

How large is the market foi general-purpose digital computers?

And how large can it be expected to become’’ Both questions arc dif-

ficult to answer. Fig 6-3 represents one attempt. These projections

’>EDr li'cikh.lm 16. 1967, p IS

p 13
" Ctiural Eltcinc, 1966 Aniutal Ripon, p 7

Drt/flmoiKvi. J.inu.ir>, 1967. p 17

'‘•'The Big Pnze Is Second PKncc.” Arnold F Keller, Biisirusi iiiionnilioii Febru-
.vr>. 1967. p dO
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$ Billions

Range of estimates

FIGURE 6-3. Cumulative value of business and government digital computers ir

use, 1960-1965 (actual) and 1966-1970 (estimated). Does not include process

control or special military computers. Source: Business Week, Feb. 19, 1966, p
113.

suggest that by 1970 the cumulative value of digital computers in us(

by business and government will equal $18 billion. Even under th(

most pessimistic assumptions the market for new machines can be ex

pected to remain large. Assume, for example, that the total value o

computers in use was to remain at $18 billion after 1970, with onl)

10% of all machines replaced annually. This would still require ai

annual output of $1.8 billion, a substantial figure by any standards

Who uses computers? It is generally agreed that the U.S. govern

ment is the largest single user. Among industrial firms (excludini

computer manufacturers themselves) those in the aerospace indus

try represent the most important group, according to one study.^

Thus the influence of government, and especially of the Defense De
partment, is considerable. However, it appears to be declining in rela

tive importance, as shown in Fig. 6-4.

What are computers used for? A classical dichotomy is made be

tween commercial and scientific applications. The distinction has al

ways been highly arbitrary, and data are difficult to obtain. However
in the early years of the mass market for computers it was possible
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Percent

(Predicted)

FIGURE 6-4. Percentages of total value of general-purpose digital computers in-

stalled in government agencies from 1950 to 1970 (predicted) Source An AFIPS

Report The Stale of the Information Processing Industry. CEIR, 1966, p 66

to at least attempt rough answers, since computers were often classi-

fied as cither commercial (business) or scientific. As shown in Chapter

9 the cost of logic circuitry rchitivc to other components of computer

systems has declined over time. This has led to a breakdown in the

traditional dichotomy— computers now typically come with a set of

operation codes capable of efficiently performing basic applications

in both business and science, and additional sets of codes are avail-

able as special options.

Table 6-2 is an attempt to estimate the relative importance of com-

mercial and scientific applications. Three qualifications arc in order.

First, few machines are used solely for commeicial or scientific opera-

tions (as indicated by the quotations included in the table footnotes).

Second, one or more machines may have been assigned to the wrong

group. Finally, the equipment studied (IBM computers introduced

between 1960 and 1964) and the time period covered (through Feb-

ruary, 1967) may not be the most relevant for current applications.
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Even when these limitations are recognized, the qualitative results

are still of interest. Commercial computers accounted for 86% of ma-

chines sold. However, since the average monthly rental for a scien-

tific machine was greater than that for a commercial machine (slightly

TABLE 6-2. IBM Computers Introduced Between 1960 and 1964 *

Monthly Rental t Number § Total Value Produced

"

Computer ($/month) Produced ($/month rental)

Commercial t

1401-G 2,300 1,620 3,726,000

1440 4,800 3,440 16,512,000

1401 6,600 7,650 50,490,000

1460 11,500 1,780 20,470,000

1410 14,200 808 11,473,600

7010 22,600 216 4,881,600

7080 55,000 75 4,125,000

15,589 111,678,200

Scientific t

1620 4,000 1,670 6,680,000

7040 22,000 120 2,640,000

7070/2/4 27,000 336 9,072,000

7044 32,000 130 4,160,000

7094 72,500 114 8,265,000

7094 i( 78,500 132 10,362,000

7030 160,000 7 1,120,000

18,098 153,977,200

* Date of introduction is defined as the date of first delivery shown in Computers and
Automation, monthly censuses (various dates)

t Computers classified as "commercial” are character oriented machines (i e , word size =
1 alphanumeric character) Those classified as “scientific" use either decimal (1620, 7070/
2/4) or binary storage (7040, 7044, 7094, 7094 II, 7030) These classifications are less than
perfect, however, as the following descriptions from various IBM manuals indicate

1401 "specifically designed and planned to make the transition from unit record equip
ment to intermediate and large scale data processing "

1410 designed for the “intermediate data processing area
”

1440 a “low cost data processing system ”

1460 a “1401 compatible data processing system ”

7010 "adaptable to both commercial and scientific applications”, “handles problems and
data volumes that characterize the large scale data processing area

"

7080 “adaptable to both commercial and scientific applications
”

1620 “designed for scientific and technological applications
"

7040/44 “designed to handle business and scientific data
"

7070/2/4 “for commercial and scientific applications
”

4 As shown in the February, 1967, census. Computers and Automation, March, 1967
§ For computers in production as of February, 1967, the number installed at that time, for

computers out of production in February, 1967, the number installed as of the first month
in which the computer was listed as out of production All data from Comouters and Autnma
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Number on order

2 7.5 15 76 50 78 Monthly rental

(SI 000/month)

FIGURE G-5. The number of computers ordered: six IBM machines. Source: Com-
puters and Automation, Census as of March 1967 (in April 1967 issue).

under $17,000 a.s opposed to slightly over $7000), the proportion of

total value represented by commercial computers was lower— about

72.5%. If these figures have any relevance at all. they suggest that

commercial applications ore more important thtin scientific, in terms

of value of computers sold. Needless to say, this does not necessarily

imply that they are more profitable to the seller.

Although currently offered computer systems cannot usefully be

designated as commercial or scientific, they can be classified on the

basis of e,\pense. Figure 6-5 provides information concerning the

orders for si,K machines in the IBM 360 line, as of March. 1967.''’ As

might be expected, the number on order declines with cost. However,

the total value on order docs not. as Fig. 6-6 shows. Clearly medium-

scale machines provide the greatest receipts to IBM, although this

does not necessarily imply that they produce the largest profit.

” Models 25. 44, 67, 85. and 91 arc omitted. Model 44 was introduced at a somewhat
later date than the others, and it difTers in several respects from the regular line. Model
67 is a time-sharing machine with unique properties; it too was introduced at a later date.

Model 91 is no longer avail.able for purchase. Models 25 and 85 were introduced in

1968.
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Before concluding this survey of the computer-manufacturing in-

dustry, something must be said about the notion of computer genera-

tions. The concept is summarized well in the following quotation:

According to the cycle theory of the computer industry, significant economic

and technological transitions occur in the industry approximately every five

years, resulting in the appearance of a “new generation” of computer systems

and the beginning of a new cycle. . . . The computers of the first generation

were built with vacuum tubes operating at slow speeds and had limited mem-

ory capacity (2-4 thousand words) consisting of magnetic drums and slow

cores. The computer lines of different manufacturers were isolated, unrelated

machines and were applied primarily to scientific applications. The second

generation of systems (1959-1964) saw the introduction of solid-state com-

ponents on a large scale, increasing the speed of the computers to the micro-

second range, and extending memory capacities to 32 thousand words. The

computers of various manufacturers tended to be separated between business

and scientific machines. . . . [Third-generation machines] incorporate some

of the most recent advances in technology, including (1) micro-electronic cir-

Percent of value

on order

2 7.5 15 26 50 78 Monthly rental

($1000/month)

FIGURE 6-6. The percentage of value on order: six IBM machines. Source: Com-
puters and Automation, Census as of March 1967 (in April 1967 issue).
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cuits, (2) faster main-memory speeds, (3) expanded main-memory sizes, (4)

more flexible mass random-access memories, (5) extensive equipment to

handle data communications, (6) various remote terminal devices, and (7)

improved programming languages."''

Not all authorities agree on the lengths of the cycles. It has been

suggested that each cycle is twice as long as the previous one, because

of the rather mysterious “principle of binary powers.” '' Thus there is

some question about the date of introduction of “fourth-generation”

machines. But whether they arc expected to arrive in 1970 or 1973,

many people find it useful to talk in terms of such machines. Indeed,

one of the leading publications in the computer field devoted an entire

issue to the subject.'"

Not only is the pattern of the cycle subject to dispute: also, the gen-

erations arc often defined differently by different authorities. One

classificatory scheme relics primarily on the internal hardware of the

processing unit. Thus first-generation machines used vacuum tubes;

second-generation equipment, transistors; third-generation machines,

intcgnitcd circuits; and fourth-generation machines will be charac-

terized by batch fabrication — in particular, large-scale integration

(LSI)."' Such definitions make it possible to argue, for example, that

some models of the IBM 360 scries arc not “true” third-generation

systems, while the SDS Sigma scries machines arc.

Whatever may be the merits of such notions, they arc widely held.

Of more concern here is the question of improvements in the rela-

tionship of cost to overall effectiveness. Consider a graph relating cost

per unit of performance (somehow defined) to time. The cycle theory

could be interpreted to imply that new computers follow a pattern such

as that shown in Fig. 6-7. If so, the periods during which major drops

in cost/performancc occurred could be used to delineate generations.

As shown in Chapter 9, however, dramatic and isolated declines of this

sort havt not been experienced in the past. Instead the pattern is one

of rapid but relatively continuous decreases over time. Thus, from an

Patrick J. McGovern, "Tlie Computer Field and the IBM 360," Computers amiAuto-
mm/on, January, 1967. pp. 16, 17.
' G. M. Amdahl and I,. D, Amd.ahl, “Fourth-generation Hardware," Datamation,
January, 1967, pp. 25, 26.

Datamation, january, 1967.

Amdahl and Amdahl, op. cit., pp. 25, 26.
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Cosi/performance

hf 2nd 3rd 4fh

generation generation generation generation

FIGURE 6-7. Hypothetical pattern of cost/performance over time.

economic point of view, the concept of computer generations is of lim-

ited value. This is not to deny the utility of the concept in other con-

texts. But its importance lies more in the realm of technology and,

perhaps, market strategy.

Much more remains to be said about the computer manufacturing

industry. Additional material will be presented throughout the book,

in the context of specific issues and problems.

C. DATA SOURCES

Information is not a free good— its collection and dissemination cost

money; in a free-enterprise economy information is typically provided

only if its value exceeds its cost. The value of information about com-

puters can be substantial, however, since these devices are both com-

plex and expensive. Thus it is not surprising that a great many sources

of information about the computer industry are available, ranging from

monthly magazines distributed free of charge to people likely to buy
the advertisers’ products to a service providing detailed analyses of

alternative systems for over $1000 per year.
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The empirical information in this book comes from a number of

sources, both original and secondary. To provide some indication of

the type of data available, we will briefly describe some of the more

important sources.

/. Conipiitci Pi ires

For a mimbei of yeais the General Serv'iccs Administiation, the

agcnc> chaigcd with centrahred procurement foi the federal govern-

ment, lias negotiated annual contracts with each of the major computer

manufactuicrs. Such contracts include detailed specifications of the

terms ofleicd by the manufacturers to U S. government agencies for

rental, purchase, and maintenance of computei equipment. Each manu-

facturer publishes the final version of the contract foi his equipment.

Officially such a document is an Authorized Federal Supply Schedule

Price List, FSC Class 7440. Elcctionic Data Processing Machine

Service We adopt the common usage, lefcrnng, for example, to the

IBM GSA Pnee List for July I. 1967, through June 30. 1968.

A GSA price list includes detailed schedules of rental lates and pur-

chase prices for virtualh the entire line of the manufacturer's equip-

ment. specified separatclj for each component, special featuic, etc.

The contractual airangcmcnts tend to be similai among manufactur-

cis. since they are. to some extent, negotiated b> the GSA (although

notable diffci cnees arise, as indicated in Chapter 7). The actual dollar

figures, liowcser. aic specified by the manufacturer; the GSA has

had little success to date with attempts to negotiate lower puces than

those initiallj ofleicd.

In signing a GSA contiact. a manufacturer assumes an obligation to

provide any federal government agency with equipment on the stated

terms diinng the fiscal ycai coscred (although revisions may be is-

sued during the year, if desired). However, the manufacturer is not

precluded from making a more atlnictivc offer to win a contract w’ith

a particular agency. Thus GSA pnccs ate not necessarily those paid

even by fedenil government agencies. In practice, however, devia-

tions arc rather nire. IBM makes it a policy not to depart from the

GSA contnict terms, and other manufacturers deviate only under

cMcnuating ciicumstances. Moreover, some government agencies fol-

low the policy of strict adherence to the GSA tcims. Deviations,

w'hen they do occur, tend to take the form of better service, low'cr
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surcharges for extra use, etc. Thus the GSA price lists provide a

good, if not perfect, indication of terms offered to federal agencies.

Moreover, they are publicly available and highly detailed.

Terms offered nongovernmental customers are very difficult to ob-

tain. By and large they are similar to those specified in the GSA con-

tracts, except that educational institutions are often given discounts.

Typically there is more negotiation with nongovernmental customers,

and all the terms are considered candidates for concessions. For ob-

vious reasons the results are seldom made public. Thus the GSA
price lists constitute the only consistent and available source of in-

formation on prices and contract terms; they are used for almost all

the studies reported here— unless otherwise indicated, “price” should

be interpreted henceforth as that shown in the relevant GSA price list.

The first GSA price lists for IBM equipment covered the fiscal

year from July 1, 1957, through June 30, 1958. It is thus possible to

trace IBM’s terms over a full decade. Other manufacturers began is-

suing contracts at somewhat later dates, so that studies of changes

over time are more difficult. However, the availability of such de-

tailed information regarding prices and terms on an annual basis is a

great aid to those studying the industry. Were it not for the General

Services Administration, such data would be virtually impossible to

obtain. For example, computer manufacturers outside the United

States will not release detailed price information to the general public,

and no other country requires the publication of price lists similar to

the GSA schedules.

2. Computer Censuses

The popularity of particular computer systems and the overall ac-

ceptance of the products of a manufacturer are subjects of widespread

interest. Computer manufacturers are obviously eager to obtain in-

formation about their competitors’ sales. Investors in the securities

of manufacturers have similar interests. But a much larger group also

finds such data helpful— computer users.

Other things being equal, most users prefer popular computer sys-

tems and manufacturers, and want reliable information about the ac-

ceptance of alternative models. The preference for a widely accepted
system is based partly on a suspicion that to depart from the crowd
involves risk. If a popular system turns out badly, management may
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not blame the person who selected it. whereas a disaster associated

with an unusual choice (i.c.. an unpopulai machine) may cause heads

to toll. But there are other, bettei reasons for preferring widely used

equipment. Fiist, the system may well have superior capabilities rela-

tive to its cost. Second, c.vpcricncc with both the hardware and the

softwaic will accumulate at a faster rate, leading to early detection

and, hopefully, removal of “bugs." And, finally, much more software

will be wiitten foi such a system (by users, software companies, and

perhaps the manufactuici). and such software will probably be avail-

able to other uscis at a lower pnee— some of it. through users’ groups,

for nothing.

Unquestionably, infoimation on computei installations and orders

IS valuable. Unfortunately it is extremely difficult to obtain. Manu-

facturers almost uniformly refuse to iclcase such data. IBM appar-

ently piefers not to confirm the Justice Department's suspicion that

it has a vcr\ huge share of the market. Similarly, other manufactuiers

appaicntly prefer not to confirm customers’ suspicions that they have

a very small share. Thus any attempt to assess the market involves a

painstaking collection of information obtained from users, and the re-

sults will at best be appioximate.

Despite these formidable obstacles a monthly computer census is

prepared by the International Data Corporation. Newtonvillc, Mass.,

for publication m its newsletter entitled EDP liidii.Mrv and Market

Report. The data are

descloped tliiuugh a continuing m.irkct sursev This m.irkct research

piogram compiles and m.untains a worldwide computer installation locator

file which identifies, b> customer, the install.ition sites of electronic compu-

ters The resulting census counts are submitted to the indisidual computer

manufactuiers for their resiew and \oliini.iry confirmation""

The census covers most of the computers in general use (w’ith an

indication if the machine is no longer being produced). Four key

items are given; average monthly rental, date of first installation, num-

ber of installations, and number of unfilled orders. No explicit defini-

tion is given for the average monthly rental. At least one manufac-

° Coinpiiler'i amt Automaium, Arin\, I9(>7. p 5-1
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turer provides the figures directly, based on current customer con-

tracts.^^

From 1962 until late 1967 Computers and Automation published

the International Data Corporation census figures monthly. Since

then the magazine’s staff has prepared its own census data. Machines

manufactured outside the United States have been added. Most not-

ably, however, many of the figures have been deleted or combined

with others on the grounds of inadequate data. As the publisher re-

gretfully noted.

From the start of our magazine in 1951, our policy has been to publish “factual,

useful and understandable” information— with emphasis on “factual.” It has

become increasingly difficult to substantiate the research performed by Com-

puters and Automation to confirm figures we desire to publish in our Monthly

Computer Census. As soon as we have the necessary cooperation from cer-

tain manufacturers, we hope to return to publishing additional data on com-

puter installations by type of computer.^'^

In compiling its census data. Computers and Automation divides

manufacturers into two groups. As of October, 1967, they were as

follows;

1. Manufacturers for whom “figures [are] derived in part from in-

formation released directly or indirectly by the manufacturer or

from reports by other sources likely to be informed”: Autonetics,

Bunker-Ramo Corp., Burroughs, Control Data Corp., Digital

Equipment Corp., Electronie Associates, EMR Computer Divi-

sion, Honeywell, National Cash Register Co., Philco, RCA,
Raytheon, Remington-Rand UNIVAC, Scientific Control Corp.,

Systems Engineering Laboratories, and Varian Data Machines.

2. “Manufacturer refuses to give any figures, and refused to com-

ment in any way on the figures stated here beyond saying that

they are not correct”: General Electric, IBM, and Scientific Data
Systems.

The Computers and Automation census figures on installations

and unfilled orders are widely used (occasionally with no explicit

“The updated average monthly rental figures are based on present customer con-
tracts.” From a letter written by J. F. Sand, RCA Electronic Data Processing, quoted
in Computers and Automation, November, 1966, p, 8.

--Computers and Automation, October, 1967, p. 64.
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acknowledgment). Several of the comparisons m this chapter are

based on them. Throughout the book, unless indicated otherwise, data

on installations and orders are derived from this source.

Business Automation publishes a semiannual census of U.S.-built

computers. No data are given on unfilled orders, but the number of

machines installed in foreign countries is indicated, as well as the total

number installed. Aveiagc system costs (purchase price) are given,

along with approximate monthly rentals. Both the first shipment date

and the current delivery time in months arc included. The magazine’s

editors indicate a healthy degree of realism concerning the accuracy of

the data-

Installation figures arc always subject to question Few companies ofiicially

divulge order and shipment dan. Much of the information is of the "leaked”

vanety and tends to reflect an optimistic vicss point Another factor is the lack

of reliable figures on replacement shipments as opposed to new installations.

Despite the "guesstimates" involved, the stirs cy totals reflect a reasonably

accurate picture of the mdustrj

Perhaps the most-analyzed group of computer manufacturers is that

in the United Kingdom. The magazine Computer Survey publishes

detailed information on installations on a bimonthly basis. The ob-

jective is commendable:

Computer Siirscs aims to include details of user, location, type of machine,

delivery date and application for all British and foreign-btiilt machines in the

U K [and] Bntish-buill machines inst.iUcd and on order for overseas The

Suivey IS neccssanly incomplete, especially with regard to machines on order,

for reasons of national or commercial security.'*

The data are likely to be quite reliable, however, since installations are

identified explicitly and publicly, with users enjoined to offer cor-

rections or additions: “Users’ letters continue to be the most valuable

means of maintaining the accuracy of the Survey. If all details con-

cerning your organization’s machine ate not correct, please inform the

Editor.’’

3. Technical Characteristics

The primary source for information about the technical characteristics

of a computer system or component is, of course, its manufacturer’s

Business Atnomouon, Februarj'. 1967. p 41.

Computer Surics, No\ ember, 1966, p 1

1

” Ihid
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reference manual. However, users often prefer summary information

in a simple form that allows comparison of the products of several

manufacturers. A number of secondary sources of this type are avail-

able, varying in both cost and sophistication. The two most widely

used are the annual directory issue of Computers and Automation

(published in June) and Computer Characteristics Quarterly,

parts of which are reprinted from time to time in Datamation.

The Computers and Automation directory gives key characteristics

for every general-purpose digital computer manufactured in the United

States. The following characteristics have been included in the past:

Number system

Base

Bits per digit

Bits per alphabetic character

Word length

Memory
Number of words

Type (core, drum, etc.)

Access time

Machine programming

Number of instructions

Addresses per instruction

Number of index registers

Indirect addressing? (yes or no)

Floating-point arithmetic?

(yes or no)

Magnetic tape

Maximum number of units

Tape density

Tape speed

Capacity (in words per reel)

Punched cards

Reading speed

Punching speed

Paper tape

Reading speed

Punching speed

Line printer

Speed

Average monthly rental

Rental range

One-sum price range

Before 1961 , Adams’ Computer Characteristics Quarterly was also

organized by computer system. Now the focus is on components. Ex-

tensive technical data have been provided in the past for the following

components:

Central processors Line printers

Auxiliary storage units Paper tape equipment

Magnetic tape drives Display units

Card readers and punches

In 1968, the subscription price for the Quarterly was $25 per year.
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4. Pcrsaimcl S(il<iric\

Tlic most widely publici7ed source of data on the salaries of person-

nel in data pioccssing is the annual “Report on EDP Salaries,” pub-

lished every June by liii.siiifss Aiilonicuion. The survey has been

conducted annually since 1959 by Philip H. Weber and Associates,

with assistance fiom the Administrative Management Society. The

data on which it is based aie c.xtensivc; for example:

The 1966 sarsey w.is conducted among 232-1 data processing users represent-

ing areas oflnisincss, gosernmenl and education in tlic United States Salaries

of over 92,000 employees, working on o\cr 25.000 jobs in 427 cities are re-

flected in the results, which cover 81 job titles-'

Summaries of the data, published m /Jnvim’ss Atitonialiou, give

.salary ranges by position for various areas of the country and size of

instiilhition as well as distributions of other data collected.

Another survey (“Ntitional Salary Survey, Digital Computing Per-

sonnel”) was conducted annually through 1966 by the Systems De-

velopment Corponition. Since 1967, the survey has been conducted

by an independent firm, Industnal Relations Counselors Service, Inc.,

New York. Although btiscd on information from fewer respondents,

this survey provides considerably gicaler detail than the “Report on

EDP Salaries.” In 1965. for example, data were included for over

16.000 personnel from 267 organi/ations (489f of which classified

their applications as primanly business, 299r as primarily scientific,

and 239f as both). Since SDC conducted such surveys from 1958

through 1966, time trends constitute an important component of the

analysis. Other factors influencing programmers' salaries on which

data have been collected and analyzed include position, type of applica-

tion, years since degree, and years of programming experience.

Since much detail is included, the reports are not made generally

available. For example, the 1965 suivcy warned:

The salary data reported herein were provided by participating companies on

a confidential basis. Accordingly, the contents may not be reproduced or

further distributed without the express written permission of the System

Development Corporation.

This policy was undoubtedly meant to cncoutagc participation, since

all pariicipants received copies. As of 1968, participants were required

Automation, iunc, 1966, p 36
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to pay a minimum fee of $250 per year (plus $100 to exchange “ma-

turity curve” data).^’’

5. Historical Surveys

A number of historical studies of various aspects of the computer in-

dustry have been made; many of them will be described in later chap-

ters. However, two merit special mention here— the first because it

represents a major source of data on computers installed between 1 944

and 1967, the second because its title and sponsorship alone render

it worthy of special attention.

“A Study of Technological Innovation— the Evolution of Digital

Computers” was Kenneth E. Knight’s doctoral dissertation, submitted

at Carnegie Institute of Technology in November, 1963. It covered

systems delivered before 1963. An abbreviated version, “Changes in

Computer Performance,” was published in 1966. The study was up-

dated in 1968, and the new results were reported in a short paper,

“Evolving Computer Performance, 1963-1967.”^*’ The methods of

analysis used and the substantive findings will be discussed at length

in later chapters. Here we simply describe the basic data.

Knight was able to obtain technological and cost information on 3 10

general-purpose computers introduced between 1944 and 1967. In

addition to cost, measured in terms of monthly rental for one-shift

operation, 17 basic technological measures were used (e.g., memory
capacity, word size, times for several arithmetic operations, and pri-

mary and secondary input-output times). For each computer system,

two summary measures of performance were computed from the basic

technological measures; one for “commercial operations per second”

and one for “scientific operations per second.” Only these summary
measures were reported by Knight, along with cost (expressed as sec-

onds per dollar) and date of introduction. The appendices to the dis-

sertation contain additional information on functional improvements,

structural changes, and innovations, expressed both qualitatively and

quantitatively, for systems introduced before 1963. The implications

of Knight’s data concerning technological change in the industry, econ-

omies of scale in computing, and the nature of the learning process in

” Letter from Industrial Relations Counselors Service, Inc., Dec. 5, 1967.
‘‘^Datamation, September, 1966.

Datamation, January, 1968.
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computer production arc of major importance; we will discuss them

in later chapters.

In 1965 the American Federation of Information Processing So-

cieties (AFIPS) contracted with C-E-l-R. an independent consulting

firm, to “compile data about the present status of the Information

Processing Field and [make] authoritative projections of its growth

five and ten years [hence].” The study. An AIIPS Report: The

Slate of the Information Piovessing I/uhistry, was completed in late

1965 and updated early in 1966. In a sense it is a survey of surveys:

The slud\ . . . involved an exhaustive sc.irch of existing literature, including

books. maga7incs. abstracting services, professional journals and other

published sources. In addition, inanj experts in the field were contacted and

interviewed pei'sonally. The resulting full report represents, in AFIPS' opin-

ion. the best tivailable d.ita on the subjects covered.'"

The repot t covers a great many areas of interest. Trends in both

employment and salaries are given for selected occupations; changes

in performance relative to cost arc indicated for both computer systems

and certain components: the overall growth of the industry is con-

sidered: and past, picsent. and future application areas arc also treated.

Unfortunately, sources for the data given in the AFIPS report are

sometimes omitted; more often, several sources are given, with little or

no indication of the manner in which they were combined (an omission

due, in many cases, to restrictions on divulging company-confidential

data). Thus it is difiicult to assess the accuracy of much of the informa-

tion concerning past and present values of key variables. The accuracy

of predictions can. of course, be judged only after the fact. But this

inherent uncertainty is increased, in the case of the AFIPS report, by

possible errors in past and present data and a lack of information about

the methods used to derive predictions from these data. However, the

study was an ambitious undertaking; thus it is not surprising that it

lacks some of the niceties of more scholarly research.

6. Financial Data

The size of the computer industry and its apparent glamor make it

particularly appealing to investors: securities of computer manu-

“ Preface. An AI'll’S Report The Slole of the Information Proees'om; lndastr\.
" //)!</
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facturers, component manufacturers, leasing companies, and software

firms command considerable attention. Information about past per-

formance and predictions about the future of such firms are considered

valuable by many investors. Hence it is not surprising to find a service

devoted especially to meeting this demand.

Moody’s Computer Industry Survey has been published quarterly

since 1965 by Moody’s Investors Service and Brandon Applied Sys-

tems; in 1966 the subscription rate was $95 per year. The service is

intended to provide “an evaluation of developments in Electronic Data

Processing” and to be “an informational and interpretive service cover-

ing the data processing field.”

Much of the material is taken from other sources. Installation and

order data are based on the International Data Corporation census

figures. Financial data and security price trends are based, to some ex-

tent, on information published annually in Moody’s manuals of security

data. But much is unique, especially the extensive discussions of future

prospects and the evaluations of the desirability of holding various

securities. Moody’s Survey thus provides a good source of data for

industry observers of all types.

7. Government Publications

Computer systems constitute a major item in the budget of the federal

government. Estimates for 1967 included: 2600 general-purpose com-

puters in 1243 different organizations, with computer operations re-

quiring 77,400 man-years — total annual cost: $1,136 billion.®^ The
management of such a resource deserves, and has received, careful

attention. The annual Index of Federal Publications typically lists a

great many references under the heading “Electronic Data Processing

Systems” (the term used to refer to computer systems in the federal

government).

One of the most useful documents is the Inventoi-y of Automatic
Data Processing Equipment in the Federal Government, published

annually by the Bureau of the Budget. Since 1966 this document has

included detailed information on all unclassified computers used by
government agencies and certain contractor-operated equipment. Each
line in the report includes the following data:

Bureau of the Budget, Inventory of Automatic Data Processing Equipment in the
Federal Government, July, 1966, pp. 7, 9, 10, 13.
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1. Department.

2. Buieaii. office, command.

3. Unit number.

4. Location.

5. Contractor operated?

6. Cuiient-year data (actual)

a. Computer.

b. Model.

c. Cost ranjie.

d. Purchased or leased'’

e. Monthly average hours in service.

7. Next-year estimates (same categories as 6)-

8. Follossing-jeai estimates (same categories as (i).

Three listings of the data for general-purpose computeis arc given; by

department, by location, and by make and model. A separate listing

shows special-purpose computers (by department) Summary cliaits

provide histoncal data and projections for:

1. Number of computers.

2. Numbei of agencies using computers.

3. Number of oigani/ational units.

4. Total costs.

5. Distribution of costs b\ agenev.

6. Major elements of costs

7. Man-years utili/cd.

8. Computers purchased versus leased.

9. Avciage hours per month in scivice.

The U.S. Congress has maintained a continuing interest in the

management of computer systems. Two committees of the House of

Representatives hold periodic hearings that provide particulaily im-

portant infoimation: they arc (1) the Government Activities Subcom-

mittee of the Committee on Government Operations and (2) the Sub-

committee on Census and Statistics of the Committee on Post Office

and Civil Service.

There aie, of course, many other sources of data, both public and

private, and new ones are constantly appearing. The discussion in this

chapter is intended primarily to indicate the type of information readily

available.



CHAPTER 7 THE SALE AND RENTAL OF COMPUTERS

Q 0 TERMS AND CONDITIONS

0

Q
^ A. INTRODUCTION

An understanding of the economics of computers pre-

sumes a knowledge of the terms and conditions under which they may

be obtained from manufacturers. Unfortunately such knowledge is

not easily obtained. The alternatives offered by a single manufac-

turer in a given year are many and complex. Moreover, the range is

greatly expanded if several manufacturers are to be considered. Also,

the variations that have been offered over the years are little short of

bewildering.

The mere facts concerning terms and conditions offered at various

times by individual manufacturers are, of course, of little importance

per se. More interesting questions concern the terms that will be of-

fered in the future and the reasons that certain terms have been of-

fered in the past. Thus we must confront the factual data with economic

theory (and vice versa).

To accomplish this purpose it is useful to present the material in

two chapters. This chapter provides a reasonably detailed descrip-

tion of the terms and conditions offered by manufacturers in the

period 1966-1967. Little historical information is included, and an

attempt to analyze or “explain” the alternatives is made only for se-

lected provisions. Legal constraints, historical trends, and the eco-

nomics of some of the more complex terms will be covered in Chap-

ter 8.

This chapter provides a summary of the terms and conditions of-

fered by the major computer manufacturers to agencies of the federal

government during the fiscal year from July 1 , 1966, through June 30,

1967. With few exceptions, all information was taken directly from
the applicable Federal Supply Schedules. Although terms offered to

commercial customers do not always coincide with those offered the

federal government, most differences are relatively minor.

In many important respects the terms offered by various manufac-
turers are quite similar. To some extent this is due to a conscious ef-
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fort by the Genet al Serviees Administiation to impose uniformity

(negotiations begin with a pio fornut contract picparcd by the GSA;
thus even the wording of the final contracts may be very similar).

On tlic other hand, the natunil forces of competition can be expected

to lead manufacturers to counter one another’s ofl'ers. In view of the

manner in wliich the G.SA contracts arc obtained, the diversity that

remains is quite remarkable. It should be noted, however, that dur-

ing the period covered here (before 1967), the General Services Ad-

ministration viewed its role in the negotiating process as related more

to qualitative than to quantitative aspects. Thus an attempt might be

made to have each manufacturer offer a quantity discount, but the

magnitude and even the form of the allowance would probably be

left to the manufacturer and not considered a subject for negotiation.

Of particular importance, the prices and rental charges for individual

items of equipment were specified directly by the manufacturer in

each instance.

The discussion that follows is organized by major items, w'ith em-

phasis on the economic aspects of the overall contract. It follows

closely the organization of an earlier study made by Paul 1£. Gicsc.'

Gicsc's study piovides a det.ailcd comparison of the contracts covering

the period 1965-1966; this chapter draw's on his work more foroigani-

zation and method of presentation than for actual data. How'cver,

some of Gicse'.s results arc directly applicable to the discussion of

changes over time included in Chapter S.

B. RENTAL TERMS -THE CONTRACTUAL PERIOD

As indicated earlier, more computers arc rented than purchased out-

right. Within the computer industry the terms rent and Iviisc arc used

almost interchangeably, since the most w'idcly used lease contracts

cover sufficiently short periods of time to be termed rental contracts.

The standard government rental contract is that offered by IBM;

Period of Rental— IBM shall honoi orders for penods of one year or less.

After IBM receives written notice fiom the Government, the Government may

discontinue use and rental for:

' Paul E. Gicsc, GSA Computer ContransforPtuiil IVnr / 966. June, 1966 (A research

report submiltcil in partial riilfillment of ihc rcquircmcnls for llie degree of Master of

Business Adminislralion, Univcrsit> of Washington)
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(1) A System 90 days thereafter.

(2) A Machine 30 days thereafter.*

All major manufacturers offer identical terms to federal government

agencies.^

This standard contract follows, almost verbatim, the requirements

imposed on IBM during the period 1956-1966 by a consent decree

with the Justice Department:

IBM is hereby enjoined and restrained for a period of ten years after entry of

this Final Judgment, from entering into any lease for a standard tabulating or

electronic data processing machine for a period longer than one year, unless

such lease is terminable after one year by the lessee upon not more than three

months’ notice to IBM.^

Although this restriction did not apply to other manufacturers, each has

chosen to offer terms of the same kind for rental.

Government agencies cannot, in general, enter into contracts for

periods covering more than one fiscal year. For this reason most com-

puter manufacturers do not offer longer-term leases to the government.

There is, however, one exception: Burroughs offers optional “ex-

tended rental period” contracts on some older machines. Examples of

the reductions offered under this plan in 1966-1967 are shown in

Table 7-1. In order to meet restrictions on government obligations.

Burroughs requires simply that selection of one of these options indi-

cates the government’s “intent” to install or retain the system for the

minimum period specified. The agency is permitted to cancel the con-

tract at the end of any fiscal year during the period or upon 90 days’

notice after the first year if “required by extreme operational or

economic necessity.” Moreover, no retroactive adjustment of rental

charges is made if the equipment is discontinued prematurely.®

Although IBM did not offer leases for periods in excess of 1 year to

commercial customers during the period 1956-1966 because of re-

strictions contained in the consent decree, other companies did.

Whereas terms offered government agencies were essentially 90-day

* IBM GSA Contract, July 1, 1966, through June 30, 1967, p. A-1.
*With one important exception -Digital Equipment Corporation did not rent equip-
ment at all in 1967.

^
IBM Consent Decree, paragraph Vll(a). For a full account of the circumstances lead-

ing to the consent decree see Chapter 8.

= Burroughs GSA Contract, July 1, 1966, through June 30, 1967, pp. A-6, A-7.
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TABLE 7-1. Burrough's Extended Rental Period Terms, 1966-1967 *

Computer
System

Minimum Period

(months)

Reduction in Basic

Monthly Rental (So)

B-5500 36 25

B-5500 60 30

B 100/200/300 36 40 on central processor

and core memory
25 on peripheral devices

B 100/200/300 60 50 on central processor

and core memory
25 on peripheral devices

• Source Burrough’s 6SA Contr.ict for July 1. 1966, through June 30.

1967, pp A-6, A-7

leases (since they might be for I year or less), commercial customers

had to agree to retain equipment at least 1 year, and Burroughs once re-

quired a minimum term of 2 years.'’ Moreover, most companies (other

than IBM) offer longer-term leases with appropriate discounts for the

lower risk borne by the manufacturer.

Although no authoritative source is available for commercial terms,

periodic announcements by manufacturers suggest the alternatives

available. The following examples indicate the range of possibilities.

In November. 196.'', Honeywell oflered .*>-ycar leases on its scries

200 machines with considerable discounts from the terms applicable

under the standard (1-ycar) lease. Within 64 days, approximately S50

million worth of equipment was converted to the new terms.’ Honey-

well subsequently sold some of these leases to finance companies in

order to obtain needed cash." Honeywell has also ofiTcred 3- and 4-year

leases."

In 1966 .Scientific Data Systems offered a standard contract that

was nominally a 4-ycar agreement but could be canceled after 1 year.

Three possible long-term (guaranteed) contracts were also oflered:

^ "Aucrb.icti Srcci.il Report; How Computer Terms Look in 1965," .Aiicrb.icli Infor-

m.ition, Inc , 1965.

HVeL/t, Jan. 24. 1966

“CO/’ H'ccUy, Mar. 7. t966; the polics was ihscontmueil m September. 1967 (/JOR
Sept. 18, 1967. p. 4).

” cor WccU\. Nov. 22, 1965.

li'cckh, Apr. 25. 1966.
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4-year; 90% of standard terms, 5-year: 85% of standard terms, and

6-year; 80% of standard terms.

In 1966 Control Data Corporation offered standard 1- and 3-year

contracts. In addition, the company would arrange for a user to lease

equipment from a separate company (LEASCO) for either 4 or 6

years.”

In 1965 Burroughs offered discounts on long-term leases for its

B 100/200 and 300 series equipment. The terms were as follows: 2

years: 7.5% discount, 3 years: 15% discount, 4 years: 20% discount,

and 5 years; 25% discount.

Needless to say, these provisions are not likely to be directly applica-

ble at the present time. However, they illustrate the general availability

of procedures for risk sharing. The longer the contractual period, the

greater is the risk borne by the user and the less that assumed by the

manufacturer. Since risk is generally an undesirable attribute, manu-

facturers are willing to pay users to assume it; conversely, users will

typically not accept risk without some compensation. This relation-

ship is obvious when rental contracts of differing durations are com-

pared, since the payment appears explicitly as a discount. It is not as

obvious when rental is contrasted with outright purchase (in which the

user relieves the manufacturer of almost all risk), but it is present

nonetheless.

C. RENTAL TERMS -OPERATIONAL USE TIME

Many computer rental contracts base actual monthly charges on the

extent to which the equipment is used. The manner in which so-called

billable time is measured varies considerably among manufacturers.

For example, IBM equips all rented machines with meters at no cost

to the user. Other companies allow the user to keep his own records

in lieu of installing meters. In some cases the time logged on a central

component is considered applicable to many (or all) of the other com-
ponents in a system. In other cases the use of each peripheral device

is measured separately. Several manufacturers allow the user to choose
from among a number of options regarding the location and applicabil-

ity of usage-measuring meters.

” EDP Weekly, June 27, 1966.

EDP Weekly, Jan. 14, 1965.
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The procedure followed by IBM illustrates the complexity of meas-

uring operational use (billable) time. Time required for preventive and

remedial maintenance is not billable. A separate meter is used during

maintenance periods, and hence this time is not recorded on the pri-

mary mcter(s). The user may manually record information concerning

the time required to rerun programs when "the necessity for rerun is

due to Equipment Failure." Such rerun time “between reasonable

check points" can then be deducicd from the billable time shown on the

meter{s). During the first few months after installation, limited amounts

of nonbillable time arc also made available for program testing and

compiling, debugging manufacturer-supplied software, and simihar

.activities.

The primary meter is located on the ccntr.d processing unit. It

records

. . . time during which the processor is executing or completing program in-

structions. excluding;

(a) programmed halts

(b) manual halts

(c) machine halts

(d) time when maintenance meter is recording.'^

Scp.anite meters arc located on assigntible units such as control units,

files, and drums. Such devices must be switched on to operate. Once

the device is switched on manually, the meter begins to record .as

soon as the ccntnil processing unit performs an opcnition. It continues

to record until the first central processor halt aficr the device is man-

ually turned off (rendering it inoperative).

Peripheral units have separate meters to record the time during

which the unit is either operating or available for operation. Typical

spccific.ations arc .as follows:

Card mill: From the first Read and/or Write Instruction until cards arc run

out of all feeds.

Primer: From the first Write Instruction until carriage “Space Key" or “Re-

store Key" is depressed.

Tape drive: From the first Read or Write Instiiiction until rewind or unload,

as applicable.'''

'"IBM GSA Schedule. July 1. 1966. through June 30. 1967. p. G-43.
" Ibid.
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It is important to note that several manufacturers olfer selected com-

ponents and even entire systems under terms in which rental charges

are not related to utilization. Obviously operational use time is not

measured for such equipment. UNIVAC and SDS apply this policy to

their entire lines of equipment; hence operational use time is not even

defined, let alone measured, for their systems.

D. RENTAL TERMS -EXTRA-USE CHARGES

The traditional terms for rental in the computer industry include the

following:

1. A basic monthly rental (BMR)— the minimum charge for renting

the equipment.

2. A basic utilization— the number of hours per month that the

equipment can be used without incurring extra-use charges.

3. An extra-use charge— the additional cost per hour for utilization

in excess of the specified basic utilization.

Some manufacturers have now dropped extra-use charges entirely.

Others are applying them to fewer items of equipment and/or lowering

these rates. Thus change is very much in evidence in this area. We
will trace this change and discuss the important economic issues con-

nected with it in the next chapter. Here we briefly summarize the terms

offered during 1966-1967.

At this time IBM specified a basic utilization of 1 76 hours per month

(the amount used if a system is run 8 hours per day for the 22 working

days in a typical month). However, any 176 hours during the month
qualified. Extra-use charges were expressed as a percentage of the

average hourly rental that would be obtained if the equipment were run

176 hours per month (=BMR/176). For most System/360 equip-

ment, the extra-use charge was 10% of this amount. Thus every hour

in excess of 176 hours per month was charged at a rate equal to

0.1 X (1/176) X BMR. Second-generation systems (e.g., the 1400 and
the 7000 series) were charged at a higher rate; 30%. Certain real-time

systems and components, such as the 1800 series and various remote

consoles, were offered for no extra-use charge.

Figure 7-1 illustrates the relationship between actual monthly rental

and utilization for IBM equipment during 1966-1967. For conven-
ience, utilization is shown in terms of both hours and “shifts,” a shift
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Actuol monthly tentol

Basic monthly rental

FIGURE 7-1. Monthly rental versus utilization: IBM equipment. 1966-1967.

being defined ns 176 hours. The Iheorcticnl maximum utilization is

720 hours (.30 x 24) per month — slightly over four ‘•shifts." However,

preventive and remedial maintenance requirements make the practical

limit somewhat lower. The Bureau of the Budget considers 576 hours

per month (shown in the figure) a representative amount, since it

allows a 20% reserve for "workload contingencies” and preventive

and remedial maintenance.'’’

For billing purposes, identical components may be pooled. For ex-

ample, if an installation has 10 tape drives of the same model, extra-

use charges apply only for the cxcc.ss of total utilization over 1760

hours. However, averaging over a period of months is not allowed— if

equipment is utilized for fewer than 176 hours in one month, the defi-

cit may not be applied against an e.xcess in some other month.

During the period IBM offered no options to the user. Each item of

equipment and/or component carried a mandatory extra-use cliarge-

either 30%. 10%. or 0%. as stated in the GSA Schedule.

Terms offered by other manufacturers differed significantly; more-

’’ Invcniory ofADP Ec/iiipnicnl in ilu’ Frilcriil Gnvcrnincnl, July. 1966, p. 15.
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over, several offered a wide range of options for certain machines.

Basic utilization was typically either 176 hours or 200 hours per

month. Table 7-2 indicates the availability of these two alternatives

plus unlimited use during 1966-1967.

The options offered by Control Data Corporation were typical of

those of several manufacturers. The standard terms for central proc-

essing units specified a basic utilization of 176 hours with extra-use

charges approximately equal to 20% of Vi76 of the basic monthly rental.

However, the user might elect instead to pay 120% of the BMR and

thereby be entitled to unlimited use. These options are illustrated in

Fig. 7-2. Obviously the standard terms (shown by curve ABCD) are

less expensive for utilization of less than 2 shifts, whereas the unlim-

ited-use option (shown by curve XCY) is preferable for utilization in

excess of this amount. The effective relationship between monthly cost

and utilization would thus appear to be the lower envelope— curve

TABLE 7-2. Utilization Provisions, 1966-1967 *

Equipment for Which:

Manufacturer

Basic

Utilization

= 176 hr/month

Basic

Utilization

= 200 hr/month

Use is

Unlimited

Burroughs Most third-

generation

equipment

Most second-

generation

equipment

CDC Central processors,

etc.

Peripheral

equipment

GE Available for most
equipment

Available for most

equipment

Honeywell

IBM Most equipment

Most equipment

Some real-time

systems

NCR NCR 304 systems Most equipment

RCA Most second-

generation

equipment

Most third-

generation

equipment

SDS All equipment

UNIVAC All equipment

Source: applicable 6SA Schedules.
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Aclual montlily lenlol

Basic monihly rental

FIGURE 7-2. Monihly rental versus utilization: Control Data Corp. central proces-

sors. 1966-1967.

ABCY. However, this was not necessarily the case, since the user had

to specify 60 days in advance which of the two options he would select.

If he were uncertain about the actual level of utilization, and if the

aclual level fell on the “wrong” side of 2 shifts, his actual cost would

be greater than that shown by cun'c ABCY. It is conceivable that the

selection of the appropriate option could require a rather subtle analy-

sis of the demand for computer services and the e.xtent of uncertainty

about its level.

Figures 7-3a through 7-3d show the terms od'ered for selected types

of Burroughs equipment during 1966-1967. Note that the so-called

measured-time option offered for the B200 and B300 systems com-

pletely dominated the standard terms; however, it was available only

to those committing themselves to at least a 3-year contract.

During 1966-1967. Honeywell oflered options giving unlimited

use for 5. 6. or 7 days a week. If the 5-day option were selected, extra-

use charges were incurred only for utilization on weekends: under the

6-day option charges were incurred only on Sundays. Figure 7-4 shows

the total costs of some of these options, under the assumption that 90%
of the total time covered by each option would be utilized.
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TABLE 7-3. General Electric Rental Charges: Option B- Extended

Use, 1966-1967 * t

Hours per Day
Utilized

Number of Days per Week Utilized

5 6 7

Principal period of

operation = 9 hr/dny

Principal period of

operation plus 4 hr

100% 102% 103'

- 13 hr/day

Principal period of

operation plus 9 hr

103 104 105

= 18 hr/day

Unlimited use

105 107 109

- 24 hr/day 108 110 112

' Source General Electric GSA Schedule, July 1. 1966, through June 30.

1967, p A-6
* Figures in table show maintenance charge as a percentage of the basic

monthly rental charge

Actuol monthly tcnlol

Basic monthly rentol

FIGURE 7-4. Monthly rental versus utilization: Honeywell equipment, 1966-1967.

400, 1400, 800, and 1800.
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native manufacturers. However, Figs. 7-1 through 7-4, in conjunc-

tion with Tables 7-2 and 7-3, suggest that extra-use charges are far

more likely to prove significant for second-generation equipment than

for third-generation systems. The latter typically may be rented for un-

limited use for either the basic monthly rental or a relatively small sur-

charge. Even in cases in which extra-use charges are required for third-

generation equipment, the sums are likely to be relatively small. These

observations are consistent with historical trends — extra-use charges

have been falling (and even disappearing) over time. The reasons for

such changes and their significance for the industry will be discussed

in Chapter 8.

E. RENTAL TERMS -MAINTENANCE COSTS

To some extent the costs of maintaining a computer system are uncer-

tain; risk must be borne by either the manufacturer or the user or

shared between them. Moreover, the cost of maintenance depends to

some extent on the time when it is performed, since maintenance per-

sonnel must be paid premiums to work at night or on weekends. Several

manufacturers choose to provide users with an incentive to request

maintenance during normal working hours whenever possible by in-

creasing the monthly cost when maintenance is required outside nor-

mal hours. And several manufacturers allow the user the option of

bearing more or less of the risk inherent in equipment maintenance.

Users are typically not given a choice with regard to three key com-

ponents of maintenance: parts, preventive maintenance, and remedial

maintenance performed during normal working hours. The costs of

these services are typically included in the basic monthly rental and

thus are provided without extra charge. There is one notable exception:

Sperry Rand requires the UNIVAC user to contract for a separate

maintenance coverage with these three basic components included in

the coverage provided for the “basic monthly maintenance charge.”

Thus UNIVAC’s BMR charge is purely a rental charge, whereas other

manufacturers include both rental and basic maintenance costs in this

item.

The manner in which the user pays for remedial (unscheduled)

maintenance performed outside normal working hours varies from
manufacturer to manufacturer. In some cases the cost is included in
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the extra-use cliarges required as part of the rental contract. Thus an

IBM user incurs no additional charge for maintenance unless it is due

to his own “fault or negligence” or unless he has made alterations or

installed attachments that “substantially increase the cost of main-

tenance." Honeywell’s policy is similar.

An alternative policy involves the selection by the user of a so-called

“principal period of maintenance.” The standard period covers 8 hours

per day, Monday through Friday, and is usually restricted to fall be-

tween 7:00 A.M. and 6:00 p.m. Remedial maintenance performed out-

side the principal period incurs an extra charge, calculated in terms of

man-hours required. The rate usually depends on the day of the week;

typical values in 1966-1967 were SI 5 per man-hour for weekdays, $18

per man-hour for Saturdays, and $2O-$.T0 per man-hour for Sundays

and holidays. Such costs need not be incurred if the user is willing to

wait until the next principal period of maintenance to repair equipment

failing outside the principal period. Thus the user is given an incentive

to economize on expensive maintenance time.

Some manufacturers allow the user to subtract the number of hours

for which extra-use charges were paid from the maintenance man-

hours used outside the principal period; the hourly maintenance cost

then applies only to the difference (if any). Of course for systems for

which no extra-use charge is levied, this method is not available.

Some manufacturers restrict the “covered” period of maintenance

to the standard principal period of 8 houi'S per day on weekdays, re-

quiring the user to pay for remedial maintenance man-hours outside

the covered period. This imposes some of the risk associated with

maintenance on the user, but it also provides him with appropriate

incentives to reduce the overall cost. As an alternative, other manu-

facturers allow the user to contract for an extended “covered” period

by paying an additional monthly charge. Some or all of the risk may
thus be shifted to the manufacturer. UNIVAC offers a number of

such alternatives, basing the additional monthly charge on the basic

monthly maintenance charge. Similar options arc available from SDS
€and NCR, the additional charge being based on the basic monthly

rental. The additional cost for each of the twelve options offered by

SDS in 1966-1967 is shown in Table 7-4.

Remedial maintenance is usually provided “on-call,” with person-

nel dispatched as soon as possible. The wording of the IBM contract
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TABLE 7-4. SDS Charges for Extended Maintenance
Coverage, 1966-1967 *-f

Consecutive

Hours

Per Day

Coverage (days/week)

5 6 7

8 100% 105% 110%
12 105 no 115

16 110 115 120

Around the clock 115 120 125

* Source: SDS GSA Contract, July 1, 1966, through June 30, 1967,

p. A-3,

t Figures in table are percentage of basic monthly rental charge.

is typical: it guarantees that all remedial maintenance shall be per-

formed “upon notification of Equipment becoming inoperative and

IBM shall always be responsive to the maintenance requirements of

the government.” In some cases “on-site” maintenance personnel

are provided free of charge to the user during the normal working

day. Generally on-site personnel are furnished “upon mutual agree-

ment” between the manufacturer and the user, although some manu-
facturers specify that on-site personnel will be furnished if the value

of equipment installed exceeds a specified amount (e.g., $35,000 per

month basic monthly rental for CDC, $50,000 per month for General

Electric 600 series equipment).

Two trends concerning maintenance charges appear to be associated

with computer rental: (1) an increasing tendency to identify main-
tenance costs separately from rental charges, and (2) an increasing

tendency to offer the user options concerning the amount of risk borne.

Since terms are both diverse and complex, and since they are related

to some extent to rental terms, the user must be careful to make a

detailed comparison when considering alternative systems. Compari-
sons based solely on basic monthly rental values are fraught with
hazard. For example, UNIVAC equipment is unduly favored by such
a comparison, since an important required monthly cost (the basic
monthly maintenance charge) is not included. The solution in this case
is obvious— include both charges when evaluating UNIVAC equip-

“'IBM GSA Contract, July 1, 1966, through June 30, 1967, p. A-9,
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merit. Other instances involving discrepancies may be more complex.

However, both absolute and relative costs (rental plus maintenanee)

of alternative systems ate likely to depend on planned utilization;

any comparison should somehow take this factor into account.

F. RENTAL TERMS -PURCHASE OPTIONS

Suppose that a usei who has rented a computer system for a pciiod

of time decides that he piefers to purchase the equipment. Since the

system IS no longei new. he may feel that he should not have to pay

the price chaigcd by the manufacturer for compaiable new equipment.

On the other hand, since the cost of changing systems is undoubtedly

considerable, the user may be willing to pay moic for his sy.stcm than

othei customers will pay for comparably used equipment. To protect

himself against having a manuf.icturci subsequently take advantage

of him. a rental custornei tisuallr piefers to be giiaiantccd specified

prices at which he ma\ latci choose to buy his equipment. This pref-

erence provides one explanation for the purchase options olTcred by

all manufactureis to rental customers.

Although the presumption “the older the machine the smaller its

value" IS not universally held at picsent. it clearly accounts for some

ptii chase options For example, in the pciiod 1966-1967. NCR offered

two options for its 31.*' senes One provided that a rental customer

could purchase equipment foi the current list price less V12 of 10%

times Its age in months (except that he had to pay at least half the cur-

rent list price). For equipment announced before October, 1963. IBM
offered a simihir arrangement; pinchase puces were related to age,

falling to a minimum of 25% of the list price after 60 months for sys-

tems such as the 650 and after only 36 months for some other systems

(e.g.. the 7080. 7090. and 7094).

This c.xplanation for the existence of purchase options suggests

that the purchase price should depend solely on the total age of the

machine. It clearly should not depend on the period of time during

w'hich the equipment was installed in the last customer’s facility or on

the amount of rent he paid (unless the equipment was new' when in-

stalled). Moreover, the presumption that the relevant price is smaller

than that shown in the manufacturer’s cuiTcnl price list assumes that

the latter applies to new' equipment.
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Unfortunately current practice is generally inconsistent with this

simple explanation. The basic assumption that used equipment is

worth less than new equipment is violated in a number of cases. For

example, during 1966-1967 neither IBM nor UNIVAC guaranteed

to deliver new equipment when a purchase order was placed by a gov-

ernment agency. Thus the purchase prices listed in the IBM and

UNIVAC price lists applied equally to new and used equipment.

More relevant in this context is the fact that almost all purchase op-

tions are based on the length of time that a system has been rented by

the current customer and/or the amount he has paid in rental charges.

Obviously some purpose in addition to that previously suggested is

being served by purchase options.

When a user chooses to rent a computer system, he avoids certain

types of risk. Should the machine perform poorly, he may cancel his

rental contract on reasonably short notice. If new equipment with a

significantly smaller cost per unit of effectiveness becomes available,

he can switch machines if the manufacturer does not lower the rental

rate of his current equipment sufficiently.

On the other hand, a rental customer takes on certain risks. Rental

charges may be increased. Moreover, if the user finds that the machine

performs welt, he may choose to invest heavily in software and sys-

tems specific to the machine and thus wish to retain it for a relatively

tong period of time; in this case rental payments may greatly exceed

the original purchase price. A long-term lease allows the user to as-

sume more of the risks of the first type with a consequent reduction

of risks of the second type; outright purchase represents a more ex-

treme strategy. Manufacturers offer all three alternatives (at appro-

priate costs) to satisfy the desires of customers with diverse attitudes

and/or needs.

The purchase option represents a fourth alternative. In a sense it

allows the user to “have his cake and eat it too,” although this advan-

tage is not obtained from the manufacturer at zero cost. In some in-

stances the user may be required to pay this cost explicitly if he wishes

to receive the purchase option. For example, before 1966, IBM re-

quired a deposit of 1% of the purchase price if a user wished to have a

purchase option included in his rental contract. The deposit could be
applied toward the purchase price but was not refunded if the equip-

ment was not eventually purchased. This procedure, however, has
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fallen into disuse. Most manufacturers now include a purchase option

as part of their standard rental conti-acts; the cost is presumably also

included.

The usual purchase option is stated in terms of the list price of the

equipment and the rental charge paid by the customer. Typically the

equipment must have been under continuous rental by the customer

throughout the applicable period (the federal government is usually

considered a single customer, even though more than one agency may

have rented the equipment). The list price is (1) that prevailing when

the equipment was first rented, (2) that prevailing when the purchase

option is exercised, or (3) the smaller of the two. The third alternative

allows the renter both a hedge against price increases (c.g., those due

to infiation) and an opportunity to benefit from price decreases, such

as those required to keep older designs competitive with newer ones;

obviously it is the best of the three options. The merit of the first option

relative to the second depends primarily on expectations regarding the

price at the time of purchase relative to that in force at the time the

equipment is rented. Some alternatives offered during 1966-1967

were as follows:

1. Price when equipment first rented:

SDS Sigma series.

2. Price when purchase option exercised:

IBM 360 series, Honeywell 200 series (option 2). NCR 31.5

series (option 2). Burroughs 2500/3500.

3. Smaller of (1) and (2):

CDC systems, UNIVAC systems. SDS 9 series. RCA Spectra

70. NCR 315 series (option 1). Burroughs 5500, Honeywell 200

series (option 1). GE systems.

The percentage of rental payments deductible from the list price

may depend on the length of time during which the equipment has

been rented by the customer. In some cases the applicable percentage

decreases over time, in others it increases, and in still others it is con-

stant. In every instance some lower bound is placed on the percentage

of list price that must be paid. The credit may be based on total rental

payments or only on the basic monthly rental.

Figures 7-5a through 7-5k illustrate some of the options offered

during 1966-1967. Each shows the effective price as a percentage

of the relevant list price under the assumption that the applicable

monthly rental is Va^ of the list price (a typical proportion).
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Purchase price

List price

Purchase price

List price

Purchase price

List price

figure 7-5. Purchase options, 1966-1967. (a) NCR 315 Series. [Notes. Percentage
of rental applicable for option 1 depends on exact configuration; values range from
50% to 70%. Option 1 available only if equipment has been rented less than 24
months. Option 2 is based on total age; figure assumes that equipment was new
when installed.) (b) Burroughs B2500 and B3500. (c) Burroughs B5500.
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Purchase price

List price

Purchase price

List price

Purchase price

List price

(g) CDC Equipment, (h) UNIVAC Equipment, (i) IBM 7080, 7090, and 7094. [Note.

Years rented assumed to equal total age of equipment.)
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Purcligso price

List price

List price

FIGURE 7-5 (concluded) ()| IBM 360 Scries (k) GE Systems

In a sense the curves in ihcsc figuies may be viewed as represent-

ing upper bounds on the prices of used ecjuipmcnt. Obviously a cus-

tomer icntmg equipment w'ill never pay mote to a third party than the

price for which he could puichasc his equipment from the manufac-

turer. Also, a new customer desiring to purchase used equipment may
very probably be able to find another user about to turn back a rented

system. The current renter can clearly exercise his purchase option

and then immediately sell the equipment to someone else who wants

a used system. If the initial user rented the equipment from the time

that it was new', the price to the final owmer as a function of the equip-

ment’s age might be c.xpected to be slightly higher than that shown in

the appropriate diagram. There is, however, one possible qualification.

If the purchase option price happens to fall considerably below the

market value of the equipment, a renter choosing to change systems
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will actually profit from exercising the option and selling his old equip-

ment. Thus the figures do not necessarily show upper bounds on used-

equipment prices. However, as a practical matter, prices are not likely

to exceed those shown.

Note that a manufacturer may have to sell equipment to new and/or

old customers at considerably lower values than those indicated in

the figures. Thus one can conclude, for example, not that the value of

a Burroughs 2500 is expected to decrease less rapidly than that of an

RCA Spectra 70, but only that the purchase option offered on the

former is less attractive than that available on the latter.

G. PURCHASE TERMS

One would expect terms for purchase to be considerably simpler than

those associated with rental, since the seller and buyer need not be

associated as intimately with one another once the equipment is in-

stalled. This lack of necessary seller involvement (with the accom-

panying possibility of a lack of interest) is the great drawback asso-

ciated with the purchase of equipment. The argument is often made

that a manufacturer will provide inadequate hardware and software

support for a purchased system, since he receives full payment at the

outset; on the other hand, it is asserted that he will have major incen-

tives to both maintain and improve the overall performance of a rented

system, which may be returned on short notice at almost any time. The

counterargument holds that most manufacturers hope to remain in the

computer business, and that poor support of an installation will damage

prospects for later sales not only to those in charge of the system in

question but to others as well.

Whatever the merits of such arguments, attempts have been made to

assure the purchaser of computer equipment that he will receive the

same type of support offered those renting similar systems. The most

important procedure is the offer by the manufacturer to provide main-

tenance service under a separate contract (described in Section H).

The manufacturer also promises to provide generally available soft-

ware developed after the equipment is purchased and to supply ade-

quate training and technical services both before and after the equip-

ment is installed. In spite of these provisions, however, the user’s

primary opportunity to hold the manufacturer to his promises comes
during the first few months after the equipment is installed.
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A relatively lecent innovation is the inclusion of software specifica-

tions in pill chase contiacts with government agencies. The maniifac-

tiiici typically pio\idcs a list of “progiamming aids." including “pro-

grams. loiitmes. subroutines, translation compilers, etc.," to the

prospective purchaser. Some oi all may be included in the purchase

ordei with specified delneiy dates; howcvci. the precise list must be

agreed upon b\ both the manufacturer and the prospective puichascr.

Ifanj of the promised software is not delivcied on the date specified, a

penalty will be paid by the manufactuier The penalty may be based

solely on the number of da\s (up to 180) of the delay (c.g.. $100 per

da\ ). or on the number of soltwarc items del.ijcd (c.g.. $100 per day

pel Item) In some cases the d.ul\ amount is stated in dollars, in others

as a proportion of the b.isic inonthK lent.il. and in still others as the

smallei of the two The contracts are understandabh sague about the

meaning of “deli\ei>" of software — no performance standards arc

specified

Penalties are also piovided foi dcla>s in installing equipment. If the

dela\ exceeds .30 da\s, the customer is usually allowed to cancel the

puichase ordei If he does not cancel, the manufacturer pays an amount

equal to. for example. $100 or Vm of the basic monthly rental (which-

ever IS huger) foi each da\ of dela\ up to 180 days.

Final acceptance (and paunent) is not required until the equipment

perfoims satisfactorih for a period of 30 consecutive days. Such a

period IS termed a perfonuam c pirnxl. The provisions in Sperry

Rand's UNIV,'\C contiact for 1966-1907 arc typical:

If the ssstem operates in confornianee with UNIVAC's technical specifi-

cations or as quoted in propos.ils at an avci.ige elTectneness le\el of 90 per-

cent or more dunng the perform.ince period of 30 conseciitoe da>s. it shall be

deemed to have met the Government's Stand.ird of Performance and pavment

in full shall be m.ide

The average eflcclivencss level is a percentage figure determined by divid-

ing the total productive opcratton.il use time by the total productive opera-

tional use time plus downtime . .

. . downtime shall be measured by those intervals during the performance

penod between the time that UNIVAC is notified of equipment failure and

the time that the equipment is returned to the Government in proper operating

condition exclusive of actu.il travel time required by UNM VAC's maintenance

personnel. . .

’UNIVAC GSA Contract. July I. 1966, through June 30. 1967, pp C-3. C-4
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The successful performance period is defined as the first period of 30

consecutive days after installation during which the specified effective-

ness level is either met or exceeded. All the maintenance service and

all the parts that are required up to the first day of the successful per-

formance period are usually provided without charge by the manu-

facturer.

As indicated earlier, equipment provided for purchase need not be

entirely new. During 1966-1967 UNIVAC, IBM, and GE did not

guarantee to provide new equipment. Typical wording for other manu-

facturers’ contracts was as follows: “ shall install new equipment,

ready for use, before an Installation Date agreed to by and the

Government.” The adjective new was conspiciously absent, however,

from the comparable sentence in the GE, IBM, and UNIVAC con-

tracts. For example, IBM stated that “newly manufactured” equip-

ment would be supplied if available, but that machines would “con-

tain some used parts which are warranted equivalent to new in per-

formance.”

All manufacturers provide guarantees; however, the form of the

guarantee is usually a commitment to provide maintenance service and

parts for a specified number of days following the beginning of the

successful performance period. The coverage usually extends for 90

days, although the period may be shorter (in 1966-1967, Honeywell

specified 45 days and SDS 60 days). IBM provides free maintenance

and parts for 90 days; in addition, parts are supplied during the first

year if required to repair “defects in material and workmanship.” The

latter coverage, however, is typically not offered by other manu-

facturers.

Despite attempts to provide safeguards, the purchaser of computer

equipment still bears considerable risk. Once the successful per-

formance period is completed and the specified software “delivered,”

the purchaser is on his own. The manufacturer still has incentives to

maintain and improve the performance of the system, but these incen-

tives are based on long-term objectives, not the short-run and im-

mediate goal of keeping a rented machine installed. Many users appear

to feel that the level of manufacturer involvement required to keep a

system operating efficiently is substantial, and that considerably more
support (of both hardware and, more importantly, software) will be
provided if equipment is rented. This opinion is reflected in the con-

tinuing preference for rental over purchase. It is far from clear, how-
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ever, that the past pciformance of manufacturers is consistent with this

view. Their future behavior is, of course, unknown.

H. MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS

All manufacturers ofi'er maintenance contracts providing owners of

computer systems with coverage similar to that available to luscrs who

rent equipment. The system must be “in good mechanical and operat-

ing condition" at the time that the maintenance contract goes into

cflect. The manufacturer will inspect the system (for no charge) to

determine whether or not it qualifies. If defects arc found, necessary

repairs and alterations will be made at no charge if the equipment has

been maintained previously by the manufacturer; otherwise the user

must bear these costs. The terms of the IBM contract for 1966-

1967 arc typical:

If the Bquiptnent was not under an IBM rental or maintenance contract, or

was moved, immediately prior to the clTcctive date of the maintenance order,

all costs neccsstiry to place the Equipment in pood operating and mechanical

condition and to make engineering changes necessary to bring the Equipment

to the acceptable engineering level shall be borne by the Government.'"

Maintenance contracts cover a period of up to 1 year; the user may
cancel coverage upon 30-90 days’ notice. The basic monthly main-

tenance charge entitles the user to all parts, scheduled preventive

maintenance, and remedial maintenance during a principal period of

8 or 9 hours during the daytime, Mondtiy through Friday, but the cov-

ered period may be extended by paying an amount expressed as a

percentage of the basic monthly charge. Although IBM bases its

charges not only on the period covered but also on the particular equip-

ment installed, other manufacturers do not generally differentiate

among types of equipment. A number of periods of coverage are nor-

mally offered. Table 7-5 gives some typical costs for around-the-clock

coverage 7 days per week during 1966-1967.

Remedial maintenance performed outside the covered period is

charged for on the basis of the man-hours required. If the user’s in-

stallation is more than a stated distance from the manufacturer’s nearest

service center, there is an extra charge for travel time.

'"IBM GSA Contract, July 1, 1966, through June 30, 1967.
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TABLE 7-5. Maintenance Costs for Full Coverage

(24 hours per day, 7 days per week), 1966-1967 *

Total Maintenance Cost,

Expressed as a Percent-

age of the Basic

Manufacturer Monthly Maintenance Charge

Burroughs 235%
GE 220
Honeywell 175
IBM 151-193
RCA 130
SDS 215
UNIVAC 180

* Source; GSA Contract, July 1, 1966, through June

30, 1967.

Most manufacturers offer credit for equipment malfunction. Typical

terms entitle the user to a reduction of V2 of 1% of the basic monthly

maintenance charge for each hour in excess of 12 consecutive hours;

the credit applies to the machine that has malfunctioned and to all

other components rendered useless as a result.'®

Since maintenance contracts include the cost of all parts in the basic

monthly charge for this service, it is difficult to assess the relative cost

of parts vis-a-vis labor. However, some evidence is available. Under
exceptional circumstances Burroughs will allow an overseas govern-

ment user to perform maintenance on rented equipment; when this is

done, the government’s rental costs are reduced by an amount equal

to 25% of the basic monthly maintenance charge. This suggests that

75% of the basic charge (and thus less than 75% of the total main-

tenance cost) is attributable to the cost of replacement parts, at least

for Burroughs equipment.

Maintenance contracts formally cover at most one year. It has al-

most always been possible, however, to renew coverage at the end of

every year. The user is thus virtually certain that he will be able to

obtain the required maintenance services, although no guarantee is

made concerning costs (which have usually increased over time) or,

more importantly , the overall effectiveness of the installation.

A similar provision is usually included in rental contracts.
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I. EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS

Ovcit price discrimination is relatively rare in the computer-manufac-

turing industry — by and large, the same terms are ortered to all cus-

tomers. There is. however, one major exception. Most manufacturers

ofTcr equipment to certain educational institutions at lower prices than

those charged other users. This procedure is often Justified on charita-

ble grounds. A somewhat more cynical interpretation holds that a

manufacturer's interests arc served if students associate computing

with his equipment, since they may later have some influence on choices

among competing manufacturers. Even if students do not pay particular

attention to the brand of machine they use. they arc likely to con-

tribute later to the overall demand for computers, and the manufacturer

may expect to share in the overall result. Other advantages are asso-

ciated with having equipment in an educational institution, particularly

one with an active progi am in computer science. Some of the best soft-

ware has been developed by students, faculty, and staff at such institu-

tions and is usually distributed without charge. To the extent that such

software is specific to the machine for which it was developed, it bene-

fits the manufacturer by adding to prospective sales.

An alternative interpretation of educational discounts rests on the

simple model of price discrimin.ation presented in Part 1. It is entirely

possible that educational institutions have more clastic demand curves

than most other users. If this is the case, and if the manufacturer sets

prices so that marginal revenue in each sector equals marginal cost,

the price chaigcd educational institutions will be lower than that

charged other users.

Some manufacturers offer educational discounts to users renting

equipment, others to those purchasing systems, and still others to

both. Discounts on maintenance contracts arc rare (during 1966-1967,

only IBM oflcred such a discount). And some manufacturers (c.g..

Burroughs in 1966-1967) offer no discounts at all. In some cases a

standard discount applies to the manufactuicr’s entire line of equip-

ment; in others different items aic given different discounts.

Each manufacturer reserves the right to select the particular insti-

tutions to which discounts arc to be oflcred. Contracts usually state

that a “limited number” of such “grants" will be given to “selected

institutions.” However, certain qualifications that must be met by
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such institutions are usually specified. In some cases the statement is

simple:

SDS, 1966-1967: “To qualify for this grant the educational institu-

tion must have an exempt standing with the Internal Revenue Serv-

ice. . .
.”

Honeywell, 1966-1967: “Criteria to qualify will be governed

by Honeywell’s educational allowance program in effect at that

time. . .
.”

In others it is more complex. The following phrase appeared in

several contracts (NCR, UNIVAC, CDC) for 1966-1967:

The institution must have one accredited course per semester in computers

or conduct seminars, lectures, etc., for educational purposes, or provide lab-

oratory and library facilities for candidates for Master’s and Doctorate de-

grees to perform scientific experiments and investigations and prepare their

theses.^^

In addition, NCR specified that the institution must be accredited and

“must maintain a regular faculty and curriculum and have a regular

enrolled body of students or pupils in attendance at the place where

the educational activities are conducted. . .
.’’ IBM merely specified

the types of institutions that might meet its qualifications:

(1) Universities and colleges

(2) Hospitals and clinics that are a corporate part of an accredited univer-

sity . . .

(3) Junior colleges

(4) Secondary schools

(5) Post-high school technical-vocational training institutions

The company also provided a statement of the purpose of the discount:

“The educational allowance granted is to assist the educational insti-

tution in instruction, academic research and the administration of its

internal affairs.’’

Table 7-6 indicates the discounts offered during 1966-1967 by
several manufacturers. Peripheral equipment was normally given the

“SDS GSA Contract, July I, 1966, through June 30, 1967, p. C-4.
Honeywell GSA Contract, July 1, 1966, through June 30, 1967, p. 12.

“ NCR GSA Contract, July 1 , 1966, through June 30, 1967, p. 7.

IBM GSA Contract, July 1, 1966, through June 30, 1967, p. A-7
“JiW.
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TABLE 7-6. Educational Discounts. 1966-1967 *

Educational Discounts for

Manufacturer Rental Purchase Maintenance

Burroughs None None None

CDC 20% O
0OCM None

50°o on GE 215 com
puters installed bo

fore Juno 30. 1965

None None

Honeywell lO-50'’o, depending on

system

lO-OO^o, depending on

system

None

IBM 20-45°o, depending on

system

20-45‘’o. depending on

system

20%

NCR 20°o on 315 senes 20°i> on 315 series None

RCA 20-40°o, depending on

system

20-50°o. depending on

system

None

SDS None 10-25°o, depending on

system

None

UNIVAC 20% None None

' Source GSA Contracts Jul> I 1966 throiifh June 30 1967

smallest discotint. huger discounts were typically resersed foi more

expensive components, such as central processors, and/or certain

obsolete systems

In any ctise of price discnmination it is important that members of

the group receiving lower prices be clearly identified and precluded

from reselling cither the equipment or scrx’iccs to others at their

(lower) costs. The first condition is clearly met in the case of educa-

tional institutions, but the second is more difficult to enforce.

No manufactuicr attempts complctcl) to prevent educational insti-

tutions from reselling equipment or (more impoitant) from selling time

on installed equipment to users unable to qualify foi educational dis-

counts. However, for a numbci of icasons such practices do not repre-

sent a major threat. First, contractual arrangements may be used to

impose explicit penalties for activities of this type. Second, educa-

tional institutions are generally nonpiolit institutions; thcrefoie incen-

tives to gain from such operations are somewhat i educed. Third, the

disparity in costs is typically lathcr small (usually about 209?) so that

the gains to be made aic not substantial. And, finally, since no manu-

facturer agrees to grant discounts automatically to any educational
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institution, a recipient must beware of actions that may diminish his

prospects for receiving additional discounts in the future.

Even when equipment obtained under discount is rented rather than

purchased, few manufacturers impose explicit constraints on its use.

However, both IBM and Honeywell require the user to make extra

payments if a rented system is used for “external purposes.”

IBM allows an educational institution to rent equipment for the basic

monthly rental less the applicable discount; this entitles the institu-

tion to unlimited use (i.e., there is no extra-use charge) for “internal

purposes.” Such purposes include “use by the faculty, staff, students

or employees of the educational institution in instruction, academic re-

search and the administration of its internal affairs.”^® “Academic

research” is further defined at length to preclude consulting work and

classified research. “External use” is defined as all other activity, for

example, “commercial research, service bureau business, sale of block

time or any work by other than faculty, staff, students or employees of

the educational institution.”^^

The educational institution renting equipment from IBM must pay

a surcharge equal to Vive of the basic monthly rental for each hour of

external use up to 176 hours per month. Additional hours are charged

at the normal extra-use rate. Obviously an institution operating under

these restrictions will not provide serious competition for nearby serv-

ice bureaus or other users with simitar equipment.

Honeywell’s provisions for external use are similar, except that a

base of 200 hours is used for the computations instead of 176 hours.

“Internal use” is not defined explicitly, but presumably the interpreta-

tion of the term is similar to that given by IBM.
IBM also imposes penalties if equipment purchased by an educa-

tional institution and covered by an IBM maintenance contract is used

for external purposes. The 20% discount on maintenance charges must
be forfeited on any day during which the computer is put to such use.

An interesting question concerns the reductions that have occurred

in educational discounts over time. For years IBM’s policy was to

grant a 60% discount subject to the requirement that equipment be
utilized at least 88 hours per month for instruction and academic re-

search (administrative use could not be counted toward the total). The

Ibid.
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policy was changed in 1964; the discount was lowered to 20%, but no

restrictions were placed on the internal use of the equipment (as before,

payments to IBM were required for external use). Although in certain

instances the change proved beneficial to the customer, in most cases

the result was to double the eflective cost of newly acquired equip-

ment to educational institutions. Since 1964. discounts on selected

types of equipment have been further reduced (e.g., to 10%) or re-

moved entirely.

One explanation attributes such changes to the maturation of the

industry. In the early years IBM may have felt it worthwhile to pro-

mote the use of computers by oflering substantial educational dis-

counts. but now that the campaign has been successful, at least part of

the advertising budget can peihaps better be spent elsewhere. An

alternative explanation begins with the assertion that IBM is willing

to provide equipment to educational institutions as long as the marginal

cost of producing it is covered. Most fust- and second-generation ma-

chines were produced in relatively small quantities; thus marginal cost

was probably substantially lower than avciage cost and. a fortiori, con-

siderably below list price. But most models in IBM's current line are

being produced in rather large quantities; marginal cost may now be

closer to average cost and thus to list price.-" This argument provides at

least a plausible explanation for the reduction in educational dis-

counts.

J. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

In recent years considerable pressure has been exerted on computer

manufacturers to provide quantity discounts to the federal government.

The argument is usually made on the grounds of equity; the federal

government is the largest single user of computer equipment; thus it

should not have to pay prices equal to those paid by the user of only

one or two systems.

Whether equitable or not, under certain conditions manufacturers

may find it profitable to offer quantity discounts. Certain types of

quantity purchases will reduce a manufacturer’s overall costs below

*“Thc g.ip between marginal and average cosi may slill be siibslantial; the former in-

cludes primanly hardware costs, while the latter includes the costs of hardware, soft-

ware and development
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those associated with a comparable series of separate sales. Usually a

rather substantial fixed cost is associated with administering a rental

or even a purchase order; the larger the number of machines covered

by an order, the lower will be the administrative cost per machine.

Moreover, an order for many machines reduces uncertainty and allows

the manufacturer to arrange a low-cost production schedule. This is

the reason given by SDS for its discounts: “SDS offers a quantity dis-

count plan which recognizes the economies that can be realized by

dealing with well-scheduled quantity orders.”

If many machines are ordered to perform the same function at a

number of locations, the required software and systems support per

machine will be reduced. To the extent that the manufacturer is ex-

pected to provide some of this support, such an order carries lower

costs per machine. Several manufacturers offer quantity discounts

for orders involving a single type of machine if (and only if) “the

project or program for which systems are acquired [is] comprised of

a common, standard application.”®*

Another type of quantity discount is, of course, possible — one com-

pletely unrelated to costs. As shown in Part I, any given customer’s

demand curve for a particular type of equipment will generally be

downward-sloping. If the manufacturer has a reasonably good idea of

the location of such a curve, and if he can tailor his terms appropri-

ately, it will pay him to engage in multipart pricing. Quantity discounts

are one form that such a strategy may take. A manufacturer engaging in

this type of activity would presumably relate his discount to the total

quantity and/or dollar volume purchased rather than to the number of

systems of a particular type. Moreover, no constraints would be placed

on the applications. Some discounts offered by CDC and SDS during

1966-1967 conform to this pattern, and the Digital Equipment Corpo-
ration has offered discounts based on the dollar volume of purchases

by a single customer (broadly construed) over an extended period of

time.

Table 7-7 summarizes some of the quantity discounts available

during 1966-1967. Several reflect commitments made in earlier years
to obtain particular multi-installation contracts. Others represent

SDS GSA Contract, July 1 , 1966, through June 30, 1967, p. C-4.
“UNIVAC GSA Contract, July 1, 1966, through June 30, 1967, p. ix.
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attempts to lower the prices of obsolete equipment. Some manufactur-

ers (most notably. IBM) offered no quantity discounts at the time. The

discounts shown in Table 7-7 should simply be considered illustrative

of alternative policies, since this is an area in which there is neither

standardization nor consistency over time.

Our survey of cun’cnt terms and conditions has of necessity been

long and detailed. Some cannot be fully understood without an addi-

tional excursion into legal constraints and historical trends. The

next chapter attempts to provide the relevant additional information

and then to cope with some of the more vexing issues concerning the

purchase and rental of computer equipment.

TABLE 7-7. Quantity Discounts, 1966-1967

UNIVAC 1004 systems (applies for purcliaso or rental contracts)

Number of Proc-

essors Used for a

Common Application Total Discount

20-29
30-39

Over 40

5%
10

15

ems (applies only to rental contracts)

Number of Proc-

essors Used for a

Common Application Total Discount

20-29 2%
30-39 5

Over 40 10

RCA 301

If 12 or more systems are used for a common application and more than 2 are

installed at each location, rental charges vrill be reduced by 7%.

Burroughs B475 disk file storage modules

If more than 25 are installed on a single B-5500 system, the net monthly rental

rate for each will be $500, instead of the regular rate of $990.

Burroughs B200/300 systems

If 10 or more systems of the same type are ordered by the same government

headquarters agency for a common application, the purchase price and/or basic

monthly rental rate will be reduced 5%.
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TABLE 7-7. (continued)

CDC central processors, core storage, controllers, printers, card readers and

punches, drums, etc. (applies to purchase orders only)

Quantity Ordered Total Discount

0-4 0 %
4-9 7V2

10-19 15

Over 20 20

CDC data channels and magnetic tape transports (applies to purchase orders only)

Quantity Ordered Total Discount

0-16 0 %
16-25 7V2

26-49 15

Over 50 20

CDC disk storage (applies to purchase orders only)

Quantity Ordered Total Discount

0-9 0 %
10-19 7V2

20-39 15

Over 40 20

SDS Sigma series quantity discount plan

Total Sales Price

(millions of

dollars) Total Discount

Less than 1 0%
1-3 5

3-5 7

5-10 9

Over 10 10
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CHAPTER 8 THE SALE AND RENTAL OF COMPUTERS

LEGAL CONSTRAINTS AND ECONOMIC ISSUES

0

[]
A. ANTITRUST LEGISLATION

Laws of all kinds impinge on the eomputer industry. Re-

strictions arc placed on the exports of U.S. computers to certain

countries; communications, a vital factor for computer utilities, arc

heavily regulated; most countries restrict or penalize imports of com-

puter equipment; and a host of laws constrains the activities of sellers

of all types of systems and services. We will deal with some of these

constraints in subsequent chapters. Mere we concentrate on antitrust

legislation in general and. in particular, the legal constraints placed

upon IB.M, the leading computer manufacturer.

Two major acts constitute the basic antitrust legislation of the United

States. The Sherman Act of 1890 prohibits ‘‘contracts, combinations

or conspiracies in restraint of trade" and makes it "unlawful to mo-

nopolize trade, attempt to monopolize trade or combine or conspire to

monopolize trade.” The Clayton Act of 1914 makes it unlawful fora

seller to discriminate in price between different customers when the

effect might be to "substantially lessen competition or tend to create

a monopoly"; such discrimination now includes quantity discounts

not based on actual cost savings to the seller. The Clayton Act also

prohibits tie-in sales or contracts under which commodities are made

available only upon the condition that other, difl'crcnt commodities

arc taken.'

As with other legislation of such broad intent, the effective antitrust

law has depended heavily on court decisions, the actions of the Justice

Department (charged with bringing suit against presumed offenders),

and subsequent legislation. Over the course of the years the courts

have increasingly held that continuing dominance of an important

market is. in itself, grounds for antitrust action. The term restraint of

trade has been interpreted to mean "unreasonable" restraint of trade

' Connncrcc Clfiirini; House Tnute Ueisiilution Hepons, \'ol. I, pp. 1017-1020.
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(but the latter expression remains undefined). Monopoly power has

been defined as “the power or ability to fix or control prices in a market

or the power or ability to exclude competition from a market,” ^ but

the relevant definition of market has not been specified and no simple

tests for monopoly power (e.g., percentage of a market held) have been

prescribed.

The action taken against a firm found guilty of violating the antitrust

laws may take many forms, but the intent is usually to force the crea-

tion and/or strengthening of competing firms, even though this may be

inefficient in terms of production and/or distribution costs. Unfortu-

nately there are no standard procedures; therefore a firm seldom can

predict the penalties that may be incurred if certain (possibly illegal)

activities are pursued.

B. THE 1936 IBM DECISION

As indicated earlier, IBM has been the dominant firm in the tabulat-

ing machine industry for decades. It also became the giant in the com-

puter manufacturing field shortly after the industry became truly com-

mercial and has retained this position to the present time. Not sur-

prisingly, the Justice Department has shown a continuing interest in

the firm’s activities.

The first confrontation came in the 1930’s, when IBM operated

under two policies which together were held to violate the Clayton

Act’s provisions against tie-in sales. First, customers were allowed

not to buy machines but only to rent them; and second, only cards

manufactured by IBM could be used in the machines.® The Justice

Department charged that the net effect was to tie the purchase of IBM
cards to the use of IBM equipment, and brought suit. The company
fought the case to the U.S. Supreme Court, where it lost (in 1936), the

court holding that the practice “substantially lessened competition in

the sale of tabulating cards and tended to create a monopoly.”'*

Actually, however, the Justice Department’s victory proved hol-

' Ibid., p. 1087.
^ If a customer used a card made by another firm,.the rental contract was terminated
and all rent payments became immediately due and payable (Commerce Clearing House
Trade Regulation Reports, Vol. 1, p. 4058).
*Ibid., p. 4058.
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low. IBM was allowed to continue its policy of not selling equipment;

and although customers were allowed to use cards manufactured by

othci firms, IBM was given the right to require that the cards meet

ccitain minimum specifications (so as not to damage the equipment, ac-

cording to IBM spokesmen). Since the company held the patents on a

supeiioi automatic lotars card pi ess (producing S ICr of the cards sold

at the time'’), no olhei firm could, in fact, produce cards meeting the

specifications subsequently laid down by IBM. Thus in practical terms

the Supreme Court decision had no clfcct whatever. According to one

estimate, as much as 25C; of IBM's profits between I9.T0 and 19.50 was

attributable to card sales.*'

C. THE IBM CONSENT DECREE

In 1947 the .lustice Department began a new investigation of IBM.'

Thiee years latei the Department was appaiently willing to accept an

agreement that IBM would license its patents for leasonable charges,

but the compans refused to comph with the request." Hence the Justice

Dcpaitment continued its irnestigation and in January. 19.S2. filed

charges against IBM under the antitnist laws.

Since the processing of an antitnist case through the courts is both

time-consuming and costh , there are ical incentives for the parties to

settle out of couit The formal proceduie used in antitnist cases for

this purpose is the consent decree, in which the accused firm consents

to certain provisions without an\ admission of guilt with regard to the

onginal charges. No testimony is taken, and no judgment (other than

the decree itself) is rendeied. 'I he plaintilT (the Justice Department)

withdraws its original suit on the grounds that the decree issued and

enforced b\ the court constitutes a satisfactory settlement. Obviously

considerable negotiation must take place before terms for .such a de-

cree can be agreed upon b> both parties, and in some instances only a

full court case can resolve the issues.

Even after the Justice Dep.irtment filed suit in 19.52, negotiations

continued in the efl'ort to settle the issues out of court. During the next

’ Ihul

*T G Beldcn .mil M R tteldcn, riw I mvlluninv Shmlon. The life of Thomm J
U aistin. I illle. Rro«n. Bo\ton. p. 109

'/All/ p 298 ’•/All/
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few years IBM is said to have spent as much as $3 million annually in

the preparation of its case.®

At approximately the same time a markedly similar case was being

argued in the courts. The United Shoe Company, like IBM, refused to

sell its equipment and required users to pay a rental based on utiliza-

tion (a stated amount per shoe manufactured). This company also

controlled a major share of the market. The Justice Department won

its case against United Shoe in 1953 in the Massachusetts courts,

and the decision was upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1954.

United Shoe was required to sell its equipment, to offer only short-

term rentals, to avoid the purchase of second-hand equipment, and to

license all its patents at reasonable royalties.

In 1956 IBM entered into a consent decree with the Justice Depart-

ment. Many of the terms were virtually identical to those specified

in the United Shoe case. The consent decree covered a number of sub-

jects; the more important will be summarized briefly.

/. The Sale of Equipment

IBM was ordered to offer new equipment for sale “at prices and upon

terms and conditions . . . not substantially more advantageous to IBM
than the lease charges, terms and conditions for such machines.”

The sales prices must “have a commercially reasonable relationship

to the lease charges.” “

The decree also specified that each user leasing equipment at the

time be given an option to purchase his system at specified terms— the

current sales price less 10% for each year of age, down to a minimum
of 25% of the current price.

The purchase option terms were mandatory only for a period of 18

months, but the requirement that new equipment be sold was not lim-

ited in any way. However, the decree stated that from 1956 to 1966

(only) the burden of proof that sales prices were not “substantially

more advantageous to IBM” would be on the company. In this respect

IBM presumably has more freedom now than it did from 1956 through

1966, but the extent of the difference is uncertain.

^ Ibid., p. 304.

IBM Consent Decree, Section IVa.
" Ibid., Section IVc-2.
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2. Used Equipment

The company was ordered to avoid purchasing used IBM machines

except as trade-ins for other systems. Moreover, such equipment,

when acquired, must be offered to second-hand dealers at 859c of the

price computed by applying the purchase option formula described

above.

3. Sen-ice and Parts

The company was ordered to “offer to render, without scpaiate charge,

to purchasers . . . the same types of services other than maintenance

and repair services, which it renders without sepanitc charges to

lessees of the same types of machines." As for maintenance services,

the company was required to “maintain and repair at reasonable and

non-discriminatory prices and terms . . . [IBM] machines for the own-

ers of such machines." " Finally, parts must be sold to all “at reason-

able and non-discnminatory prices and terms."

4. Lca'ie Term’;

From 1956 to 1966. IBM was "enioined and restrained . . . from enter-

ing into any lease ... for a period longer than one year, unless . .

.

terminable after one year by the lessee upon not more than three

months’ notice." A lessee or purchaser may not be required to dis-

close the use to be made of the machine.'' No user may be required to

purchase IBM cards, but IBM may include in leases “provisions rea-

sonably designed to prevent such interference w'ith the normal and

satisfactory operation and maintenance of such machines as wall sub-

stanti.ally increase the cost of maintenance thereof.” This latter

piovision is similar to that of the 1936 decision, but its value to IBM
is considerably smaller, since the company’s monopoly on high-quality

card production has been broken (sec item 6 below).

5. Service Bureau Business

By the terms of the consent decree IBM w-as required to maintain a

separate (though wholly owned) company for service bureau business.

This company (the Scn'ice Bureau Corponition) must keep separate

books and set prices and rates based on its full costs. Moreover. IBM
may not favor SBC over any other customer— in particular, another

' Ihul

.

Section V. tliut . Section Via '• Ihiil , Section Vlb
Itnd , Section Vic Ihut . Section Vila ' Ihid . Section Vllb
Ibid., Section VI Id
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service bureau— with regard to prices, conditions, or delivery sched-

ules.*®

6. Tabulating Cards

One of the goals of the Justice Department was to break IBM’s

monopoly power in the tabulating card business. According to one

authority, the provisions designed to achieve this end were the most

difficult for the company to accept.^* There were three requirements.

The company had to prove that any differentials in the price of cards

were based only on “differences in the cost of manufacture, sale or de-

livery” or were “made to meet an equally low price of a competitor.”

From 1956 through 1961 the company was required to sell up to thirty

of its rotary presses each year on reasonable terms,^^ as well as any ex-

cess paper suitable for card manufacture.^* Finally, a test was set. If

IBM could not convince the court that “substantial competitive condi-

tions existed in the manufacture, sale and distribution of tabulating

cards,” the company was to divest itself of any manufacturing capacity

in excess of 50% of the total U.S. capacity before 1962.*“*

The provisions were effective. By the mid-1960’s IBM was by no

means a monopolist in the manufacture of tabulating cards. Moreover,

the company has shown few signs of attempting to regain its former

dominant status in this market.

7. Patents

IBM was required to offer patents under unrestricted, nonexclusive

license to any applicant, subject only to the payment of a “reasonable”

royalty. If an applicant and IBM disagree on the latter point, the court

may be asked to determine the appropriate royalty, but the “burden of

proof shall be on IBM to establish the reasonableness of the royalty

requested by it.”*®

8. Duration

With the exceptions noted, the terms of the consent decree presumably

apply permanently. However, a careful reading suggests that the first

10 years were considered the most crucial: some provisions reflect this

directly, others by implication (e.g., the company was required to fur-

nish detailed reports on sales, leases, and trade-ins for only 10 years).

'''Ibid., Section VIII. Belden and Belden, op. cit., p. 309.
' IBM Consent Decree, Section Xa-2. -'Ibid., Section Xb.

Ibid., Section Xc. Ibid., Section Xd. Ibid., Section XIc.
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Appaicntly the Justice Dcpaitmcnt felt that aftci a decade the situation

should be ie-c\amincd Whether oi not this was oiiginally intended.

a

new iiuestigation w.is, in fact, begun in 1967 If the previous case is at

all relevant. an> linal action (or a decision to take no action) is likely to

come only after sevcial >ears Meanwhile. man\ of the provisions of

the 1956 decicc still appl). .trul IBM continues to show signs of an

acute avv.ircncss of the Justice Dcpaitmcnt and the ever-present threat

of new constr.unts

D. THE ECONOMICS OF TIE-IN SALES

One of the inaior issues in the pioceedings .igamsi IBM was the use of

tic-in sales Such procedures aie illegal undei the Clayton Act if thc>

SCI VC to siibst.intiallv lessen competition The general thesis holds that

a seller with nionopoh power over good A will attempt to obtain

monopolv power over good B bv requiiing its pin chase as a pre-

requisite foi the purchase of A The tie-m s.ile is thus viewed as an

attempt to extend monopolv powei to moie goods Such an interpreta-

tion was given exphcitlv in the 19T6 IBM case the companv was held

to be taking advantage of its monopolv m the tabulating machine

maikct to lessen competition in the market foi tabulating cards.

Like manv simple theses, this one contains some elements oflnith

It IS true that a seller with monopolv power ovei one good may find it

highh .idvantagcoiis to use lie-in s.iles The actii.il advantage, however,

lies in the abilitv to use the puichases of the secondaiv product as a

device for metering the benefits th.it the user deiives from the primal

>

(monopoli7ed) pioduct

A sellci enioymg a substanti.il monopoly position will find it quite

profitable to disciiminatc among buvers. charging each as much as he is

willing to pav. if possible But the antitrust laws make explicit price

discnmination an excccdinglv ha/aidous practice, and the dangei in-

crc.ises with the seller’s monopoly power Hence monopolists often

attempt to obtain the same cfl'cct in moie subtle wavs. In paiticul.ar.

they may engage in multipait pricing, offeiing the same tcini\ to .all,

even though the actual (tnioimis paid by customers will vaiy in ways

not entiiely i elated to costs. Such practices arc also illegal, but their

use is far more diflicult to prove than outright discrimination.
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As indicated earlier, before 1956 IBM in effect employed multipart

pricing. Equipment was not sold— obviously an essential condition if

users must pay amounts differing significantly from the relevant costs.

Also, users were required to buy cards from IBM at (admittedly) highly

profitable prices. Requirements for cards are presumably well corre-

lated with the value received from equipment; thus IBM appears to

have been using cards as a rough metering device in order to charge

users partly on the basis of value received instead of purely on the

basis of costs incurred.

This view suggests that, even if cards accounted for 25% of the com-

pany’s profits, and even if IBM sold the majority of cards produced,

equipment was still the important part of the company’s business,

since it was responsible indirectly for these results. Therefore the

damage that would result from the Justice Department’s victory in

1956 would depend essentially on subsequent answers to two ques-

tions: (1) how “commercially reasonable’’ must purchase prices be,

and (2) could some other form of multipart pricing be as effective as the

tie-in sales of cards?

It is interesting to note, in passing, that United Shoe’s policy was

similar in intent to that of IBM, although tie-in sales were not an essen-

tial component. Both firms used two-part pricing policies, with the user

required to pay a fixed monthly fee plus a surcharge based on utiliza-

tion. United Shoe charged for utilization explicitly by means of a fixed

royalty per shoe, whereas IBM did so indirectly, in the form of a sur-

charge (high price) per card utilized.

Economic theory suggests that a seller’s use of tie-in sales is a

symptom of monopoly power over the primary product, not an at-

tempt to extend this power to another product. The prohibition of

such practices is thus consistent with the intent of antitrust legislation,

although the rationale is at least partly faulty. However, the pro-

hibition may not serve to reduce the seller’s monopoly power at all,

even though the supposed extension of this power to a second good is

precluded. Thus the IBM consent decree apparently had little effect

on the company’s position in the computer industry. More important,

it did not seem to hamper the company seriously in the exercise of the

monopoly power that it already had. As shown in the next section,

extra-use charges proved a convenient alternative to tie-in sales.
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E. EXTRA-USE CHARGES AS A FORM OF MULTIPART PRICING

Shoilly .'ificr ihc consent decree became final, IBM began to offer

equipment for oiiliight sale. Rental customers wcic allowed to use

equipment during a designated “piimc shift" for the basic monthly

rental chaigc, with all maintenance performed when and as needed

without extra charge. However, for each hour of use outside the

piimc shift a payment of 40'7r of Vi7n of the basic monthly rental was

icquired (this surcharge included the cost of any additional remedial

maintenance needed).

Initially the prime shift was restricted to 8 hours out of no more

than 9 consecutive hours on each of 5 designated days each week.

In 1958 the terms were broadened slightly to allow 40 hours over 6

days pel week, and beginning in 1959 equipment could be used during

any 176 houis per month without incurring extra-use charges.

The surcharge remained at 40C? of '/no of the basic monthly rental

charge until 1964. l£arly in that year General Klcctric announced that

Its new family of computeis (the 600 series) would be made avail-

able under a "one-class” rental plan— for a basic monthly charge the

user would be entitled to unlimited use. extra charges being incurred

only for maintenance.

Shortly after the GE announcement. IBM dropped its extra-use

rate from 40% to 30%. The new policy was supposed to apply to all

equipment, including models not yet being delivered However, in

October, 1964, the company announced that the surcharge for third-

generation equipment (the 360 senes) would be even lower than pre-

viously indicated — only 10% of the average cost at 176 hours. The

reasons given were somewhat vague;

When the 3fi0 w.is announced on April 7 there was little infoimation on the

expected customer usage p.illerns and applications Analysis of the growing

System/360 backlog on pl.inncd customer use now makes it possible to set

additional use rates which redcct the impiosed price performance achieved

by advances in system design and technolog>

Clearly IBM's extra-use charges have fallen. But why w'ere they

imposed in the first place? And W’hat accounts foi theii decline?

One explanation attributes e\tia-use chaiges to the increased main-

COP li'tckh. Dec. 7. 1964, p 1

1
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tenance costs associated with high utilization. Since maintenance has

traditionally been included in IBM rental contracts, rental costs in-

clude two components: maintenance and “pure rent.” It is not sur-

prising that total rental costs are greater for high-utilization installa-

tions than for others. The more important question concerns the rela-

tionship between “pure rent” and utilization.

Table 8-1 provides evidence on this point. It shows the ratio of

“pure rent” for three-shift operation to that for one-shift operation

for each of several types of equipment over the period 1958-1967

(the details of the calculations are given in the footnotes).^’’ The con-

clusion is obvious: during the period from 1957 through 1965, high-

utilization customers were required to pay considerably greater rents

than low-utilization customers, and these differences were substan-

tially greater than any differences attributable directly to maintenance

costs.

Of course the discrepancies might have reflected a higher rate of

depreciation for equipment subjected to heavy use. Note, however,

that the rate at which equipment depreciates can be decreased, at least

within bounds, by greater maintenance effort. For example, periodic

replacement of assemblies with new components, either as part of a

preventive maintenance plan or upon failure, can serve to keep a sys-

tem almost as good as new (a great many DC-3 aircraft are still flying

after 30 years in service). Beginning in October, 1965, IBM explicitly

stated that its maintenance procedures would be designed to keep

equipment equivalent to new, and charges were simultaneously in-

creased. This suggests that previously machines had been allowed to

depreciate relative to equivalent ones newly manufactured. Even so.

was the depreciation a function of usage or age? IBM’s own mainte-

nance rates at the time for customer-owned equipment were based on

the age, not the past use of machines. However, this may have been

due simply to the fact that accurate and unbiased data on past usage

cannot always be obtained for customer-owned equipment. The situa-

The ratios shown for peripheral units tend to be smaller than those for other units.

This is easily explained. The ratio of total rental for three-shift relative to one-shift
operation is the same for all types of equipment (it is apparently not worthwhile to adopt
a more selective policy). But the ratio of three-shift to one-shift maintenance coverage
is typically higher for peripherals than for other units, since maintenance is more labor-
intensive and is affected more by usage. Thus the ratio of pure rental for three-shift
versus one-shift operation is smaller for such devices.
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TABLE 8-1. ‘Pure Rental”; Three-Shift versus One-Shift Operation Selected IBM
Systems, 1958-1967 '

Period and System Ratio ' Period and System Ratio t-'

1958-1959 1962-1963

709 System 7074 System--^ '

Central processor (709/11 1.80 Ccntrat processor

Core storage (738) 1.80 (7104/1) 1.80

Power supply (741/2) 1 80 Core storage (7301/4) 1.80

Data synchronizer (766/1) 1,80 Tape drive (729/6) 1.60

Tape controller (755/1)

Drum (733/1)

1.80

1 80
1963-1964

Tape drive (729/1) 1,31 7010 System

Card reader (711/2) 1.57 Processing unit (7114/1) 1.80

Card punch (721/2) 1.49 Console (14)5/1) 1.80

Printer (716/1) 1.49 Disl'. (1405/1) 1.82

1959-1960 1964-1965

7070 System KO; System’-'"

Central processor Complete system

(7601/1) 1.79 (actual configuration) 1.60

Coro storage (7301/1)

D)s)( (730011)

Tape drive (729/2)

Card reader (7500/1)

Card punch (7550/1)

1.81

1 51

1.31

1,65

1,73

70.;0/70-;4 Systems "

Complete system (actual

configuration;

1-7040 plus 1-7044) 1.62

Printer (7400/1) 1.74 1965-1966

1960-1961 1130 System

1620 System
1620 computer

1 130 computer

(1131/2B) 1.18

(1620/1) 1,73 1966-1967

1961-1962

1410 System
Central processor

(1411/3) 1.79

Disk (1301/2) 1.72

Tape drive (729/4) 1.60
Card read-punch

(1402/2) 1,65

Printer (1403/1) 1.43

360/50 System •

Central processor and

core (2050H) 1.12

Disk drive (2311) 1.16

Tape drive (2403/1) 1.04

Card read-punch (2540) 1.12

• Source: IBM GSA Schedules, 1957-1967,
t Notes:
' Ratio shown is PRJPR,, where PR-, - pure rent. 3-shilt operation = At,: PR, - pure rent,

I-shift operation ^R,~ M,\ R, - total rental charges at 528 hours,'month (-3 x 176); R, ^ total
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tion would naturally be different for IBM-owned machines. The com-

pany would know the previous history of utilization, and additional

(future) maintenance costs attributable to high (past) utilization would

be borne by IBM, as long as the equipment continued on rental. For

pre-1965 maintenance policies this relationship may have been of

some importance, and differences in “pure rent” based on utilization

may have been justified as a reflection of future maintenance costs for

equipment that IBM intended to continue to rent out. This situation

would not prevail, however, for equipment that the company intended

to sell in the near future.

We are left with an ambiguous situation. Some differences in “pure

rent” during the period 1956-1965 could have been cost-based. It

seems most unlikely, however, that differences of 80% could be at-

tributed entirely to accelerated depreciation resulting from high utili-

zation. Moreover, the dramatic decreases in apparent response to a

competitive threat are difficult to explain on this basis. But IBM’s

policies are highly consistent with a relatively simple economic ex-

planation: extra-use charges were employed as a form of multipart

pricing, replacing the previous strategy in which card use provided a

surrogate for value received.

There is no need to repeat here the discussion in Chapter 3 of this

type of three-part pricing policy. It is interesting to note, however,

that the leading producer of copier machines uses a similar policy, al-

though it is stated in different terms. A customer renting a copier pays

a given amount per copy made, subject to a minimum monthly pay-

ment. This policy is shown in Fig. 8- la; note that it is a three-part

policy of the same type as that used by IBM, shown in Fig. 8-lb.

Notes to Table 8-1. (continued)

rental charges at 176 hours/month (= basic monthly rental), M3 = total maintenance charges
for 3-shift operation, and M, = maintenance cost for 1-shift operation (= basic monthly main-
tenance)

"R3=1.8R, »R3=16R. ^R3 = 12R,.
^ Maintenance charges are for equipment 0-36 months old
‘Mj = basic monthly charge plus twice the charge for an additional 40-hour work week
' Ms = charge for first 176 hours of use plus twice the charge for each additional 176 hours of

use
* = 1 8M, for central processor and core storage and = 3M, for tape drive

= '«Ms= 16M,
" Configurations used were those installed at the RAND Corporation

45M,
” = 1 3M, for central processor and core and = 1.6M, for other components shown.
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(b)

FIGURE 8-1. Three part pricing policy used by (a) manufacturer of copiers and (b)

IBM,

The extra'iise chargc.s impo.scd by IBM in the period 1956-1965

provide strong evidence that the company enjoyed considerable mo-

nopoly power in the computer industry and look advantage of it in spite

of the consent decree. But the decrease in surcharges since 1965 con-

stitutes equally strong evidence of increased competition in the in-
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dustry (in fact, this may be the only clear evidence of such change).

Despite IBM’s major share of the market, the computer-manufactur-

ing industry appears to be far more competitive than it was in 1956.

This development may be attributable to some of the provisions of the

consent decree, in particular, those concerning the licensing of patents.

It must be emphasized, however, that the effort directed against tie-in

sales was primarily misdirected; extra-use charges appear to have ac-

complished the same purpose adequately.

F. PURCHASE PRICES AND EXTRA-USE CHARGES

As indicated earlier, IBM’s reluctance to sell equipment before 1956

can be considered a reflection of its monopoly position at the time—

a

position best exploited by renting equipment and engaging in multi-

part pricing. In the consent decree the company was required to sell

its equipment at prices “commercially reasonable’’ in relation to rental

charges. But which rental charges, those paid by low-utilization cus-

tomers or high-utilization customers? And what relationship is, in

fact, commercially reasonable? The complexity of the issue suggests

that IBM may have enjoyed considerable latitude in meeting the terms

imposed. It is thus interesting to consider the most profitable strategy

for the company in the absence of any constraint at all.

As shown in Chapter 3, the most desirable arrangement would use

the purchase price as a fourth component of the multipart pricing

policy. This is illustrated in Figs. 8-2a and b, in which the purchase

price is stated as an equivalent monthly cost (we defer for now a dis-

cussion of such an equivalence). As shown earlier, the optimal policy

would involve a purchase price equivalent to the rental paid by high-

utilization customers; and only they would find it clearly advantageous

to buy equipment. Rental would thus be preferable for the majority of

customers. Note that in this situation there is an intimate relationship

between extra-use charges and the relative desirability of rent over pur-

chase for low-utilization customers. In the case shown in Fig. 8-2b
extra-use charges are lower, and purchase is relatively more attractive

for the low-utilization (e.g., one-shift) user than in the situation il-

lustrated in Fig. 8-2a.

The evidence appears to be consistent with this explanation. Dur-
ing the period 1956-1965 the majority of usdrs continued to rent equip-
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FIGURE 8-2. Multipart pricinp, policy, including purchase price as a component.

mcnt. Also, there is some indication that those purchasing equipment

were in fact high-utiliyation customers. Utilization and system cost

arc usually positively correlated (in the fiscal year 1966, use by fed-

eral government agencies averaged 49.‘i hours per month for systems

costing over $3 million but only 248 hours per month for those cost-

ing less than $250.000). And at least one set of data indicates that a

relatively high proportion of large-scale systems arc eventually pur-

'' Inventory of Automatic D.itu Processing nquipinenl in the Federal Govemment.
July, 1966, p. 15.
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chased. Estimates for six IBM systems first delivered between 1960

and 1961 are as follows;

System

Percentage

Purchased by 1965

Small-scale

1401 16%
1410 17

1620 22

Medium-scale

7070 45

Large-scale

7080 55

7090 58

There is relatively little evidence to support a corollary of this

analysis. As indicated, a diminution of extra-use charges should be

accompanied by a higher proportion of purchased systems relative

to those rented, ceteris paribus. However, except for federal govern-

ment agencies, there was no clear evidence of such a change from

1965 to 1967. To some extent this may be attributed to a counter-

acting influence. One of the advantages of rental is the accompanying

pressure on the manufacturer to maintain and improve both hardware

and software. This pressure is more important for newly developed

systems than for older, well-tested ones. The decline in extra-use

charges was concurrent with the introduction of new, third-genera-

tion equipment, and many users (quite correctly) believed that much
of the new hardware and software might require a great deal of atten-

tion before performance levels promised by manufacturers would be

reached. Thus a force leading to increased purchase (the decline in

extra-use charges) was accompanied by a counterforce leading to

decreased purchase (the problems associated with third-generation

hardware and software).

Figure 8-3 shows the percentage purchased by 1965 for sixteen

IBM systems delivered between 1955 and 1965. The hypothesized

relationship is clearly present.^® If the analysis given here is correct,

EDP Industry and Market Report, Oct. 8, 1965, p. 3.

““ There is, however, an alternative (and perhaps more persuasive) explanation for the
results; it is discussed in Section G.
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FIGURE 8-3. Relationship between number of yenrs since first delivery and per-

centaRe of machines purchased, for sixteen IBM systems Source EDP tndustr)

and Market Report. Oct 8, 1965. p 3

there should be a similai icl.Uionship for tltird-gcncration equipment,

htit (he percentape purch.ised for any given niimbei of years since

fust dchseiy should be greater th.in that implied by tlie rougli rcla-

lionship in I-ig. 8-.3.

G. CHANGES IN PRICES AND RENTAL CHARGES

.As dcsciibcd in detail in Chaplci 9. the computer industry has been

maikcd by rapid technological ch.inge; the cost of pioducing a com-

puter with given hardware capability has fallen between 209^ and

259r pel year. This suggests that the rental chaiged for older equip-

ment should decrease over time in order to keep such equipment com-

petitive with newer systems. If no costs were associated with the sub-

stitution of one computer for another, systems of comparable eflec-

tiveness w’ould command equal monthly rentals (unless a manufac-
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turer chose to have no rental customers at all for some of his sys-

tems).

The facts are greatly at odds with this simple view. By and large

the monthly rental charged for a given piece of equipment remains

the same throughout the period over which it is offered for lease. The

relationship has been most dramatic for IBM equipment. A compari-

son of the basic monthly rental charge for a specified piece of equip-

ment shown in one GSA schedule with that in the following year’s

schedule provides one observation of a price change or lack thereof.

A total of 360 observations of this type was collected for IBM equip-

ment rented during the period 1957-1967;®’ 207 of these observa-

tions pertained to equipment no longer being produced. In only 12

cases were there changes (9 increases and 3 decreases) in the basic

monthly rental charged, and all of these occurred early in the period

during which the equipment was being produced.

Although other manufacturers have altered rental charges, most

changes have been one-time adjustments to competitive conditions,

not gradual reductions over time. Some particularly striking examples

occurred in 1965 and 1966, when rental charges for General Electric’s

400 series, 600 series, and Datanet-30 systems were reduced. Some
of the major changes were the following:

Percentage

Item Reduction

415 central processor with 4K memory 17%
425 central processor with 8K memory 17

435 central processor with 16K memory 10

600 series single processor 37

600 series dual processor 28
600 series 2-microsecond memory module 10

600 series 1-microsecond memory module 32
Datanet-30 with 4K memory 47

The reductions in 600-series charges were admittedly designed to

meet a competitive threat. According to a company source, the rates

were lowered “.
. . to meet the substantial price reductions represented

The items included model 729 tape drives, model 1405 disk drives, and components
of the 650, 705, 1401, 1620, and 7090 computer systems.
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in IBM's new System/360 Model 65.” '-This statement also illustrates

the diiriculty of identifying effective price changes. Any maniifac-

tiiicr can avoid explicit changes by simply introducing “new” models

that diffei fiom old ones primarily in price (and model number).

More subtle changes involve, for example, improved performance for

given models or bettei software support.

All that can be said categorically is that IBM appears to avoid

expliiii price and icntal changes w'hencvcr possible. Several explana-

tions for this phenomenon appear to be plausible. First, increased

reliability and softwaie support may make oldci equipment as effec-

tive oveiall as new'ly designed models of comparable cost. Second,

IBM ma> be paiticularly wai\ of Justice Department disapproval

of puce cuts, piefeiiing to eventually scr.ip its used systems rather

than to reduce prices to keep the equipment competitive. Alternatively,

the maximum-profit position may involve prices at w'hich some of the

used systems are not rented Finally, the actual policy may reflect

attempts to engage m discriminatory pricing.

In this connection IBM did not significantly leduce the rental

chatges on second-genenilion equipment after third-generation ma-

chines had been widely installed. A new customer had little reason to

pay moie for a second-generation computer than for a third-genera-

tion machine of comparable power (taking into account hardware,

software, leliabilitj. etc.). But customers already renting second-

generation machines were often willing to pay moie in order to avoid

(at least for :i while) the substantial costs associated with the conver-

sion of their piograms to a ladically difl’erent system. The demand for

second-gcneiation equipment was thus probably nither inelastic oxer

a range of prices above that of comparable thiid-generation equip-

ment.

There are also diflcrences between the domestic and foreign markets

for computers. The U.S. government imposes restrictions on the sales

of thiid-generation computers to countries in the Soviet bloc (and,

from time to time, to other countries). Within this particular part of

the foreign market there is no competition from newly designed U.S.

systems, leading to a demand for used equipment differing fiom that

in this country. The optimal policy for a manufacturer may thus be

to keep up the price of used equipment, eventually selling much of it

/:D/’ IIVcAA. June 21, 1965. p 14
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to customers precluded from purchasing third-generation U.S. sys-

tems. Another factor may be relevant— some argue that many foreign

users do not have the experience and sophistication to benefit fully

from third-generation systems, so that the value of an older system

relative to that of a newer one is greater for these customers than for

their more experienced counterparts here. It is thus widely believed

that IBM will concentrate its marketing effort for returned second-

generation machines on foreign customers.

For the computer industry in general, the first set of across-the-

board changes in terms came in late 1966 and early 1967. Most manu-

facturers increased rental charges from 2% to 5%, but there was no

consistent pattern with regard to purchase prices. Some of the changes

made were as follows;

Percentage

Equipment

Percentage

Change in

Purchase Price

Change in

Basic Monthly

Rental

IBM third-generation equipment -3% -1-3%

IBM second-generation equipment None None
GE 400/600 series None -f4

Honeywell series 200 -f2to4 -f2 to 4
SDS 9 series +5 -1-5

SDS Sigma-7 series -f3 to 5 -1-3 to 5

SDS Sigma-2 series None -f5

UNIVAC central processors and memories None -1-5

UNIVAC peripheral devices -2 -f3

The reasons given by company spokesmen for changes in prices

and/or rental charges vary considerably, as the following quota-

tions indicate:

The reductions were made possible by improvements in the design of

modular solid-state elements and circuitry and by advances in automated

inspection and test techniques. . .

The changes resulted as part of a periodic review of the company’s pricing

structure. . .

Increased software expenditures . . . combined with the increasing costs

“Source: EDP Weekly, various dates.
“ Bunker-Ramo Corp., explaining major reductions in purchase and rental ,terms for
series 200 input/output equipment, EDP Weekly, June 21, 1965.

“UNIVAC, explaining its changes in rental and purchase terms, EDP Weekly, Apr
17, 1967, p. 6.
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of obtaining money to finance the rapid giowth of our deferred-income busi-

ness, has necessitated tlie selected pnee increases

T'he deciease lesulted from substantial reduction in calibration and testing

times and the introduction of automated manufactiinng processes. . .

.>’

The deciease is a result of lower manufacturing costs, and the company’s

desire to broaden the product's m.irket

The dccre.ise w,is made possible bj continuing economics in production”

Can any sense be made of these changes and tlie justifications

given’.’ To some extent the rise in rental charges reflected increased

maintenance costs due to both higher wages per man-hour and the

higher level of maintenance support required to keep equipment “as

good as new." Variations in purchase prices are harder to explain,

and the statements made by company spokesmen piovide little help.

Again It IS clear that IBM does not like to change terms explicitly,

cither individually or colicctiveli Apparently many of the other com-

panies follow IBM’s lead The October, 1966, changes made by IBM
may thus have opened the dooi foi adiustments b\ other companics-

adjustments based on a \anct\ of causes, some of them unique to a

given manufacturer oi system.

It IS dillictilt to tell wlietheroi not the events of 1966 rcpiesent a

change in the industry's behavior 1 he answer depends to some ex-

tent on IBM’s pciception of the attitude of the Justice Department.

The company appe.ars to believe that explicit price changes (espe-

cially reductions) ma> be interpreted as unfairly competitive behavior;

thus such changes are avoided. Since other companies tend to adopt

IBM’s policies m these matteis. a pattern of lelativc stability in re-

gard to explicit puces has become predominant in the industry. In

any event, as suggested cailici. variations in the actual cost of equip-

ment relative to its effectiveness are many and frequent. The perform-

ance of a system is typically increased during Us life, often by expand-

ing the number and types of devices that can be attached to it. Model

Honc> well, cvpi.iining incre.iscs in bolh prices ami rental ch.irpcs for senes 200
equipment, LDP lIVcAb. Oct 10, I9()6. p It
^ Ad.ige, Inc . cxpl.uning a onc-thiril reiluclion in the prices of .inalog-lo cligil.il con-

verters. LDP Wcikh, Ocl 10, 1906. p 6
Honejwell, evpl.iininp a 30't decrease in price for some of its speci.il-purpose com-

puters, Diilii Proccxxuii; Mai;tiziiic
” Scientific Data S) stems, expl.uning a 35'.' dccre.ise in the pnee of ils model 92, LDP
It'ccLb. Feb 7. 1966, p 8
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number changes, extra types of support, and “special arrangements”

with regard to, for example, extra-use charges, provide other methods

for adjusting prices indirectly.

The behavior of purchase prices over time differs somewhat from

that typical of rental values. Nominal prices of equipment typically

remain constant from year to year, but purchase options provide a

method for buying machines at prices that fall over time. This was es-

pecially true for second-generation systems, since the purchase op-

tion discount often depended on the age of the machine, not the number

of months that it had been rented by the current user. Thus the effec-

tive purchase prices of such systems decreased with age while rental

charges remained roughly constant; as a result, users tended to pur-

chase an increasing number of systems over time. This provides an

additional explanation for the data shown in Fig. 8-3.

The general pricing pattern in the computer industry before 1965

thus involved relatively constant rental charges accompanied by de-

creasing effective purchase prices via options to buy. This strategy

induced users to buy older equipment, leaving mostly newer ma-

chines in the manufacturer’s inventory of rental equipment. As de-

scribed in Section E, however, IBM announced in October, 1965,

a major policy change designed to substantially alter the traditional

pattern. Henceforth all equipment was to be maintained in such a way
that it would be “as good as new.” Maintenance charges for customer-

owned equipment were increased substantially (having doubled since

1963, according to one source ‘'®), although rental charges were unaf-

fected. Moreover, the purchase option was revised to allow the cus-

tomer to apply only 40-60% of first-year rental payments toward the

purchase price.

The change was generally interpreted as a move on IBM’s part to

encourage rental. One authority felt that, as a result, 80-85% of Sys-

tem/360 users would rent equipment “for the long haul.”*** An al-

ternative explanation attributes the change to a prediction of reduced

technological change. Before 1965 it seldom paid to maintain equip-

ment for a really long life, since technological obsolescence could be
expected to reduce its value rapidly. If the pace of such change seems

Computers and Automation, December, 1965, p. 8.

^'Ibid.
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likch to dccicasc. it makes moic sense to minimize physical depiccia-

tion.'- Moreover, the net value of the equipment may remain lelatively

constant, with softuaie improvements ofTsettinp almost all the advan-

tages associated with competitive hardware of improved design."

The levised puich.ise option policy adopted by IBM seems to reflect

such an expectation, although it is important to note that the company

has not assumed an\ long-term obligations in this connection; the

actual purchase price foi mst.illed equipment can be set at any level

the compans chooses upon no more than .TO days’ notice.

H. PURCHASE PRICES, RENTAL CHARGES,

AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

As indicated eat her. according to economic theor\ a manufacturer will

ofl'er a component oi s\ stem for purchase at a price equal to the present

\alue of expected future net rental ch.irges. calculated b\ using a dis-

count rate appropriate for the nsk itnohed. This is illustnited in Figs.

8-4a and b (foi eoiuenience we ignore lemporariK the effect of utili-

zation on rent and/or maintenance costs) 1 he maximum total rent that

can be charged at an\ point of time will depend on the cost of competi-

ti\e equipment. This amount, shown b\ curve I R, will probabh de-

cline ON er time as indicated in big S-4a. unless softw arc unique to such

s\ stems IS mcre.ised substantially to ofl'sct the technological advances

reflected in the price and cap.ibihtics of new equipment. Maintenance

costs may oi may not incre.isc over time. In .my event, at some point

the pure rent (total lent less maintenance and other costs), shown by

curve PR. will equal zero (at i - D. this is the end of the economic

life of the sy stem, although its phy sica! life may be much longer. Figure

8-4b illustrates a situation in which the manufacturer maintains the

total rental value of the system by incie.ising expenditures on mainte-

nance and other types of support. Here too the economic life of the

system terminates at time f

.

*- .XsMime. for c\,implc. lli.il .1 riven dotl.ir cost is required to keep .1 ni.ichine ef-

fective inste.ul of Icuinp ii deprcsmtc 10 the point .vi which it is 90 ''^ clfs'ctive If Icch-

nologic.il obsolescence is i.ipid. the v.ihic of the equipment will decline, and the fixed

maintcn.iiicc cost m.iv exceed the v.itiie of the improvement If. on the oilier h.ind. the

v.ihie of the equipment remains high, the ni.iinten.incc cost m.i> be luslified

"An .illcm.itivc assertion involves .in cxpect.ition of technologic.al improvements pav
cecding at ,1 constant rate but holds th.it proven softvv.ire is morc important (and hence
more valuable) for the more complex third-generation equipment
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 8-4. Relationships between purchase price, rental charges, and main-

tenance costs

According to this view, the purchase price should equal the present

value of the pure rental figures. If a zero discount rate is utilized, price

will equal the shaded area under the pure rent curve; if a positive rate

is used, the present value will be smaller— in general, the higher the

relevant discount rate (i.e., the greater the risk), the smaller will be the

present value and hence the appropriate price.

At any point of time it is possible to observe directly only the cur-

rent values of TR, M, and PR (e.g., TR"^, and PR^ for / = 0 in

Figs. 8-4a and b), plus the current purchase price. Needless to say,

this is not enough information to impute the shape of the PR curve, let

alone that of the TR curve. The area under the PR curve will be related

not only to the purchase price, which is known, but also to the degree
of risk assumed by the manufacturer, which is unknown. Even if the

risk (discount rate) were known, the economic life (t*) could not be
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determined, since many curves with different horizontal intercepts

can enclose equal areas.

Despite these objections, it is common practice to divide current

purchase price by monthly rental. The result is sometimes termed the

equipment’s “economic life." “breakeven point." or “payout period,’’

but we will use the more satisfactory designation piircliasclrcni ratio.

The almost unisersal practice is to use the basic monthly rental charge

(i.c.. I'R. not PR) when computing the latio.

To investigate the relationships among purchase price, rental

charges, and maintenance costs, a sample of 483 devices in production

diinng 1967 was analyzed." For each device the following information

was obtained:

TRi —
total rental chaigc per month, including full maintenance

coverage, for one-shift (176-hour) operation;

7/?T = totaI rental charge per month, including full maintenance

coserage, for thrcc-shift (528-hour) operation;

3/, = charge for full maintenance coverage for 1 month at one-shift

(176-hour) operation;

A/, = charge for full maintenance coverage for 1 month at three-

shift (528-hour) operation.

PR, = pure rental cost for onc-shift operation.

= TR, - A/,;

PR3 = pure rental cost for three-shift operation,

= TR-, — A/i. and

P = purchase pnee.

AH data were based on figures given in GSA price schedules for the

period July 1, 1966, through June 30. 1967. For all equipment but that

produced by Sperry Rand (UN IVAC), pure rental costs were com-

puted from quoted (tot.al) rental and maintenance costs. For UNIVAC
equipment, total rental costs were computed by adding maintenance

charges to the quoted (pure) rental costs.^’’

Table 8-2 show.s the composition of the sample. Note that in many

"The .inaljsis w.ss performed h> Nanc\ J.icob of Ihe UniNcrvil) of Catifomi.i, Inine

An\ errop, in Ihe inicrprel.ition of ihc results .ire, of course, ihc responsibitilj of the

pieseni author.

Needless to sa\. some umisu.d figures were obt.iined For example. CDC does not

require extra-use charges foi peripheral devices. presum.ibly on the grounds that their

use IS correlated with that of tlie central processor, for which there is a substantud extra-

use charge But m.iintenancc costs for such dexices are related to utilization This im-
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TABLE 8-2. Number of Devices, by Manufacturer

Manufacturer

Device * Bur. CDC GE Hon. IBM NCR RCA SDS UNV turers

CPU/wc 0 7 13 25 43 1 17 0 10 116

CPU/nc 3 5 7 0 9 4 0 14 5 47

Core 7 8 13 0 5 5 0 6 12 56

Ctrir 2 7 8 3 14 4 13 3 17 71

Tape 5 4 8 7 27 6 8 2 9 76

Card 5 1 7 4 11 3 7 3 6 47

Print 4 2 3 3 2 5 6 2 2 29

Drum 0 1 4 2 2 0 2 0 5 16

Disk 5 4 2 0 5 0 0 2 0 18

Mass St 0 0 2 0 1 3 1 0 0 7

All devices 31 39 67 44 119 31 54 32 66 483

* Key:

CPU/wc: central processor with core storage.

CPU/nc: central processor with no core storage.

Core: core storage unit.

Ctrir: controller unit.

Tape: tape drive.

Card: card reader, punch, or reader-punch.

Print: line printer.

Drum; magnetic drum unit.

Disk: Magnetic disk drive.

Mass St: mass storage unit (e.g., data cell or CRAM).

categories the number of devices was extremely small or even zero.

Note also the disparities in the distributions (1) of devices among

manufacturers and (2) of manufacturers by device. These disparities

suggest that some of the apparent differences among manufacturers

may be attributable to differences among devices, and vice versa.

Table 8-3 shows the average ratio of price to total one-shift rental

(i.e., PITRi) for each category studied (an asterisk signifies that no

device was included). Table 8-4 indicates the average ratio of price

to pure one-shift rental (i.e., PjPRi) for each category. In each table

plies that the pure rental cost for three-shift operation is lower than that for one-shift
operation. The result is correct, but it suggests that, for some purposes, to consider
components rather than overall systems may be dangerous. Similar complications arise
with other measures. Thus the results in this section should be considered as primarily

presumptive evidence for or against the hypotheses tested.
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TABLE 8-3. Average values of PITR,

Manufacturer
/\ll

Manufac-

Device Bur. CDC GE Hon. IBM NCR RCA SDS UNV turers

CPU/wc • 37.87 50.39 44.88 42.99 45.00 50.00 • 38.19 44,55

CPU/nc 48.00 35.96 44.05 41.97 62.06 * 31.57 38.95 40.32

Coro 48.00 38.37 43.15 * 46.18 46.73 • 33.98 42.66 42.57

Ctrlr 48.00 43.06 42.40 44.30 49.20 45.53 50.03 35.86 39.33 44.61

Tape 48.00 45.86 40.90 44.70 48.67 41.35 47.01 37.50 37.05 44.87

Card 49.73 32.84 42 27 44.00 53.46 55.55 50.03 36.00 33.42 46.10

Print 56.29 44.60 45.33 44.20 45.05 47.60 50.00 36.06 31.18 46.40

Drum • 50.91 44.45 43.98 43.33 • 50.00 • 42.00 44.59

Disk 50.35 38.96 47.56 * 41.21 • • 36.30 •
43.41

Mass St
• • 46.53 « 48.75 42.25 50.43 * *

45.57

All

devices 49 73 40.14 44.61 44.64 46.05 48.02 49.57 33.79 38.84 44.20

• No device included in IMis c.itci’ory

overall avcraizcs by manufacturer and by device arc indicated, as is

the average value for the sample as a whole."’

The tivenige nitio of price to total rental for the sample was 44.20;

this is somewhat higher than the value of 40.82 obtained by Knight '''

‘’'Tlic Minim;ir> culiiiiins vtuiw woichlcil averages. I.el A',, be the r.ilio in row i. column

j. of cither Table K-.t or 1 able S—1. anil .V„ the number in row i. column J, ofTablc 8-2.

Then the row sums arc.

.v. - V / 5:
.Y„

f ’ i

the coli/mn sums arc

•V, - V A'»K„ / 2
I

^
I

ami the overall average is

w = 2S''Viu/2 2.Vii

*• Kenneth 12. Knight. "A .Study ofTcchnological Innovation — The I-voUition of Digital

Computers," doctoral dissertation, Carnegie Insliime of Technology, November,
1963, p. IV-17. The slight discrepancy between the results is hardly surprising, since

Knight’s data weighted components dilTcrcntly.
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TABLE 8-4. Average Values of P/P/?,

Manufacturer All

Manufac-

Device Bur. CDC GE Hon. IBM NCR RCA SDS UNV turers

CPU/wc * 42.24 56.85 48.16 45.00 46.71 52.08 * 46.17 47.99

CPU/nc 58.17 39.06 46.22 * 43.29 70.86 * 37.72 46.00 45.20

Core 49.40 42.03 45.50 * 49.06 47.39 * 41.08 46.00 45.61

Ctrlr 52.90 49.51 44.87 49.08 51.06 49.46 52.11 41.96 45.97 48.68

Tape 59.89 58.90 46.60 55.47 55.78 52.31 54.67 50.47 46.08 53.54

Card 67.28 39.29 52.88 57.95 64.14 65.40 58.17 46.68 46.08 57.51

Print 71.40 62.56 58.79 58.34 51.12 56.15 58.14 47.04 46.09 57.94

Drum * 59.57 50.01 51.45 52.64 * 58.14 * 45.98 50.88

Disk 60.19 43.69 61.47 * 45.46 * * 44.50 * 50.83

Mass St
if; y 55.24 * 58.71 51.11 54.82 * * 53.91

All

devices 59.63 46.36 50.24 51.12 50.33 55.13 54.21 41.39 46.04 50.23

* No device included in this category.

for a group of 51 computer systems introduced between 1950 and

1963, although it is consistent with his finding that the ratio appeared

to be increasing over time.”*® The average ratio of price to pure rental

for this sample was, of course, considerably higher than that of price

to total rental— 50.23 compared with 44.20.

Tables 8-3 and 8-4 show that there are considerable differences

among manufacturers. UNIVAC separates maintenance from rental

charges and prices virtually all equipment at 46 times the pure rental

charge. Honeywell and RCA generally price their equipment at a

constant multiple of the total rental charge. Other manufacturers

seem to use more complex rules.

The range of values is considerable. The average purchase/rent
ratio for Burroughs equipment, at one end of the spectrum, is approxi-

mately 45% greater than that for SDS equipment, at the other end.

The firms can be classified roughly into three groups;

1. Low purchase/rent ratios: SDS, UNIVAC, and CDC.
2. Average purchase/rent ratios: GE, Honeywell, and IBM.
3. High purchase/rent ratios: NCR, RCA, and Burroughs.
The differences among manufacturers may be an artifact of this

particular sample. On the other hand, they may be due to real dilfer-

However, the increase was not statistically significant.
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cnees in attitudes regarding equipment depreciation. The relationship

between financial position and purchasc/rent ratios is not clear: the

two largest companies in the industry (GE and IBM) fall in the middle

group, whereas the two smallest (SDS and CDC) accept lowcr-than-

average purchasc/rent ratios. There is a widely held belief that IBM

has consciously encouraged users to lease equipment rather than pur-

chase it outright in order to take advantage of this company’s low cost

of capital. This strategy is supposed to work to the detriment of small

firms tsuch as SDS. whose president is a strong believer in the hypothe-

sis). which often must pay a high cost for capital.''' The argument has

some merit, but it confuses cause with effect. If market mechanisms

arc working reasonably well, a firm's cost of capital will depend on the

prospects of the investment for which the capital is to be used. The

riskier these prospects, the greater will be the capital’s (nominal) cost.

If .SDS must pay more for capital than IBM. the reason is that invest-

ors consider it more risky to put their money in SDS equipment than

in IBM equipment. And if the investors are right, then SDS should be

willing to sell equipment at a price that is lower relative to current

rental charges than that set by IBM.-'"

Officers of both SDS and CDC have complained periodically that

outright sales are too rare in relation to leases. As these data show,

both companies appear to have attempted to correct the situation in

part by ofTcring low purchase prices relative to rental charges. On the

other hand, Sperry Rand (UNIVAC) has apparently not been beset

with critical cash-flow problems; and, at the other end of the spectrum,

few complaints of e.xccssive outright sales have been made by oflicers

of NCR, RCA, and Burroughs.

Difl’erenccs in purchase/rent r.Uios among devices appear to be

much smaller than those among manufacturers. In general, the ratio

of price to pure rent is higher for mechanical devices than for elec-

*'In a speech given in 1965. Mas t’.ilc\sL>. Ilic president of SDS, asserted, “IBM’s
main strength is their cash flow, which is approximately S600 million a year. With this

financial edge, IBM has stmctiired the business so that leasing is the preferred method

of acquiring computers, and they have made the leasing business one in which the terms

arc more didicull for the leaser of equipment than an\ where in American enterprise"

(F.DP Weekly, June 14, 1965, p. 8).

Of course investors may be wrong: prospects for a particular company may be better

than they suppose. This misapprehension may reflect a lack of communication between
investors and the company’s officers. In any event, such a situation (if it really exists)

poses difficult problems for the c.xeciitivcs of a firm.
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tronic components. This is consistent with the historical pattern of

technological development in the industry: advances have come more

slowly in the areas upon which peripheral devices are primarily de-

pendent than in the area of electronic circuitry. However, another

explanation must be considered. Differences in the ratios of price to

total rent, though present, are relatively small. But the proportion of

total rent attributable to maintenance differs widely— the more me-

chanical (relative to electronic) components in the device, the larger is

the ratio. The values for the components in this sample were as follows:

Maintenance Cost as a

Category Percentage of Total Rental

Core storage 6.7%
Central processors with

core storage 7.2

Controllers 8.4

Central processors with

no core storage 10.8

Drums 12.4

Disks 14.6

Mass storage devices 15.5

Tape drives 16.2

Card readers and punches 19.8

Printers 20.0

In general, prices appear to be related more closely to total rental

charges than to pure rent. Table 8-5 shows the means and standard

deviations of the two ratios. Even more relevant for this comparison

are the values of the coefficient of variation,®^ a measure that indicates

the relative dispersion around the mean. As the table shows, there is

less relative variation in the ratio of price to TR^ than in the ratio of

Based on the average ratios shown in Tables 8-3 and 8-4, using the following ratio:

PIPR, - PITR,

PIPR,

The equivalence is easily shown:

P/PR, - PITR, _ PR^_ TR, - Pi?, M,
P/PPi TR, TR, ~ TR,

That is, the standard deviation divided by the mean.
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price to PR,: for the siimple as a whole, the coefficient of variation for

the former was .147, compared to .162 for the latter. Similar results

are obtained in most cases when a mamifactiirer’s equipment is con-

sidered separately. UNIVAC is a clear cxccption-its purchase/rent

policy differs from that of other mamifactiircrs in more than form; not

only is pure rental quoted explicitly, but also it apparently constitutes

the major determinant of purchase price.

Table 8-5 illustrates another diflercnce among manufacturers. Note

that the coefficients of variation for Honeywell and RCA equipment

are quite small. This suggests that these two companies have relatively

simple policies concerning the relationship between purchase price and

rental charges, whereas some others follow complex rules that result in

substantial dilTerences in purchasc/rent ratios for different devices.

This difference is shown in i-'ig. 8-5. which relates the ratio (/V7'/?,)to

purchase price (/’) for scs'cral IBM central processors. Each set of

connected points consists of processors differing only in the amount of

core storage included. Note that within a family of processors the ratios

differ, and that neither the magnitude nor the direction of the dilfcrence

is the same for various families. This contrasts sharply with Honey-

well's practice. Eor example, for the processors in the 120. 1200. and

2200 series the PITR, ratios arc virtually the same (slightly less than

TABLE 8-5. Means, Standard Deviations, and Coefficients of Variation for PITR,

and PiPR,

PITR, PIPR,

Manufacturer Mean

Stand-

ard

Devia-

tion

Coeffi-

cient of

Varia-

tion Mean

Stand-

ard

Devia-

tion

Coeffi-

cient of

Varia-

tion

Burroughs 49.73 2.88 .058 59.63 7.96 .134

CDC 40.14 4.79 .119 46.36 8.31 .179

GE 44.61 6.10 .137 50.24 9.23 .184

Honeywell 44.64 1.26 .028 51.12 4.26 .083

IBM 46.05 5.72 .124 50.33 8.11 .161

NCR 48.02 7.81 .163 55.13 9.89 .179

RCA 49.57 1.07 .022 54.21 2.62 .048

SDS 33.79 4.10 .121 41.39 5.72 .138

UNIVAC 38.84 3.67 .095 46,04 0.74 .016

All manufacturers 44.20 6.50 8.16 .162
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P/TRt

Purchase price ($ 100,000's)

FIGURE 8-5. Relationship between P/TR ratio and purchase price for several IBM

central processors.

44.0); for the processors in the 4200 series all the ratios are slightly

over 46.5; and for those in the 8200 series all the ratios are approxi-

mately 47.3.

As shown by the example in Fig. 8-5, purchase/rent ratios are not re-

lated to price in any simple way. One might hypothesize that large sys-

tems are particularly risky and thus that their prices would be low

relative to rental charges. However, the data are not consistent with

this hypothesis: for the sample as a whole, price is virtually uncorre-

lated with the ratio of P to TRu and only slightly (negatively) corre-

lated with the ratio of P to PRi.^^

I. PURCHASE VERSUS RENT

We have discussed the relationship between purchase price and rental

charges at length, often from the seller’s point of view. For the sake of

emphasis, we conclude this chapter by posing once again the problem

faced by most computer center managers at one time or another: should

equipment be purchased or rented? Much has been written on the sub-

^^The correlation coefficient between P and PITR, was —.02; that between P and
PIPR, was —.15.
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jcci; the managci is usually advised to consider all costs, contingen-

cies, and risks and then to choose the cheaper alternative (sometimes

expicssed in picscnt-valuc tei ms, sometimes not). It goes without say-

ing that this is a scnsihic pioccdure. But what conclusion is the manager

likely to reach when the exercise is completed? We have attempted to

go beyond the usual discussion of the pioblcm by considering the

mannei in which the scllei may set price relative to lental charges. This

view suggests, for example, that a high purchasc/rent ratio does not

necessarily indicate that a component is oveipiiccd and clearly should

be icnted; it is moie likely to indicate that the manufacturer expects the

component to ha\e a lel.itivciy long economic life.

Needless to say, none of this implies that managers should avoid cal-

culating the total (piescnt-value) cost of each alternative appioach

(c.g.. purchase, lent, oi lease fiom a third paity). The discussion does

imply, howevci, that if one altci native appeals, after such caieful con-

sideration, to be considerably moic dcsiiablc than another, the result

(if correct) is probably due to significant difl'ercnces between the situa-

tion of the installation in question and that of the typical user. Hence it

behooves the managei to attempt to explicitly identify such difTcrcnccs

in oulcr to cnsuic that they exist and are. in fact, significant.
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^ A. COMPUTER SELECTION

1 . The Problem

The correct approach to computer selection is as simple in theory as it

is difficult to implement in practice. Assume that a selection must be

made among M alternative computer configurations. Let there be N
possible uses. For configuration i, devoted to use j, let

NV,,^TV,-TC„

where TVj — the total value of use j,

TC„ = the total cost of configuration / devoted to use j, and

NV,j = the net value obtained when computer i is devoted to

use;.

For completeness, assume that these values are defined for all M X A
combinations (in any case in which it is completely infeasible to per-

form some or all of the tasks included in usej with configuration /, TCj,

can be considered infinite, giving a net value, NV,„ of minus infinity).

Configurations may be defined either narrowly (e.g., “IBM 360/50

with 6 tape drives”) or broadly (e.g., “an RCA Spectra/70 System”),

as may uses. A narrowly defined use would indicate precisely the jobs

to be performed, the time each is to be submitted and completed, etc.

Examples of very broad definitions would be “batch processing only”

and “batch processing plus conversational computing.” Obviously the

broader the definition of configuration / and/or use j, the greater will be

the analysis required to find the largest possible value of NV,j. In any

event, we assume that the required analyses have been performed and

that each NV,j represents such a value.

The computer selection problem is completely trivial once the set of

net values has been obtained. The optimal configuration will be i*, and
its optimal use will be where

s NV,j for all i and j
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In theory llic optimal configuration and use cannot be obtained without

explicit consideration of all possible alternatives (i.c.. /VF,j’s). How-
ever, the choice can be made by using cither of two stepwise proce-

dures. One involves a selection among configurations on the basis of

the maximal net value obtainable from each. Let

AMT'" = niax (A'H,,)

Then select configuration where

AM'jV"' s A'l'r'-’' for all i

An alternative approach selects the best use on the basis of the maxi-

mal net value (or. equivalently, gross value less minimal cost) for each

use. Tel

A'l"f " max (AM '„)

= TI'j — min (7'C„)

Then select use./*, where

A'T';2
'' ^ A'T7'-'' for all j

Once the optimal computer configuration is known, the appropriate

use is clearly the one giving the maximum net value. And once the opti-

mal use is known, the appropriate configuration is clearly the one that

will do the job(s) at lowest cost. But neither the optimal use nor the

optimal configuration can. in thcorx’, be determined without explicit

consideration of :dl possible combinations.’

Users attempting to make explicit and quantitative analyses on

which to base computer selection often evaluate alternative systems on

the basis of the cost of performing a specified set of tasks. In our terms,

given use /. select configuration where

AMV,. g A'lv for all/

or. equivalently.

71 > - 7C,v g TV,. - TCty for all /

TCfj. S 7'Cy- for all /

' In other words, one must pimril npainsl procedures that may lead only to a local opti-

mum instead of the global optimum.
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If (by chance) the selected use is indeed optimal, this procedure will

clearly give the optimal configuration. But if it is not, the result may be

worse (i.e., give a lower value of NV,j) than random selection of both a

configuration and a use. In practice the selected tasks are often those

performed by a currently installed system. Even if the tasks are optimal

for that system, it is unlikely that they constitute the best use, given

new types of configurations. Obviously the greater the differences be-

tween currently available equipment and the equipment available when

the present system was selected, the less satisfactory will be selection

based on current use.

This discussion suggests that the objectivity of selection based on

competitive bids in response to a set of “requirements” may be expen-

sive, in the sense that it may result in a clearly suboptimal computer

configuration. A less objective approach, in which each of several

alternative configurations is rated on the basis of its overall value and

cost if used in the best manner (i.e., best for the configuration in ques-

tion), may give far better results. Of course the latter approach provides

greater opportunity for malfeasance. If the interests of the person

selecting a system diverge from those of the people to whom he is

responsible, the problem becomes considerably more complex. An ex-

treme example would include actual bribery by a manufacturer. How-
ever, more subtle but nonetheless damaging biases may affect the deci-

sion. If the maximum net value obtainable with computer A is 10% less

than that obtainable with computer B, but computer A is more pres-

tigious (e.g., costs more, has more impressive peripheral devices, or is

made by a better-known manufacturer), the person charged with the

task may be strongly tempted to select computer A. Although he may
be able to accomplish this even under competitive bidding (by the

appropriate definition of the required tasks), it may be more difficult

than in the freer environment of a selection among alternative (and, in

a sense, “incomparable”) systems.

2. Competitive Bidding

Competitive bidding is widely used for procurement by federal gov-

ernment agencies. Since the prices of individual components are

essentially fixed by the Federal Supply Schedule Price List, com-
petitors bid against one another by offering configurations that meet a
particular agency’s requirements at the lowest possible cost (i.e.. Fed-
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era! Supply Sclicduic price). The Dcparlment of the Air Force, one of

the largest users of computer equipment, has set up an agency charged

solely with technical assistance in the selection procedure. The Elec-

tronic Data Processing Equipment Oflicc, Electronic Systems Divi-

sion, located at L. G. Hanscom Field, is

ihe Air l-orce\ ccntrali/cd agency for the competitive evaluation and selec-

tion of commercially available computer systems for Air Force users world-

wide. . . . [Its] job is to solicit proposals and to evaluate vendors’ proposals,

and to recommend a source from which the selected computer is to be ac-

quired •

The .Air Force proccdtirc involves a number of subjective evalua-

tions and is in no sense based simply on minimizing cost for a speci-

fied level of performance. However, selection typically involves a

request for proposal (RFP) stating a set of mandatory requirements;

only vendors of configurations meeting these requirements arc judged

to be “responsive" and thus are considered further. Some of the im-

plications of stich a policy commanded considerable attention during

1967. The issue concerned an initial tiward to IBM of a contract for

1 3.8 computers for the Air Force Phase 11 Base Level Data Automa-

tion Standardization Program. The contract, involving a purchase cost

of appro.\imatcl> $146 million, was reported to be the largest single

order for compuicrs ever placed."' It also turned out to be the most

controversial.

The controversy centered on the fact that only the three alternative

configurations submitted by IBM were judged “responsive” to the

RFP; moreover, none of the other bidders (Honeywell, RCA. and Bur-

roughs) was allowed to revise its proposal for re-evaluation. The prob-

lem involved the time required to proce.ss each of the two sets of bench-

mark problems. The RFP stated that each set must be completed

within 200 hours of operational use time. Actual tests showed that

only IBM’s configurations met the requirement; Honeywell's equip-

ment, for c.xamplc, required 266.7 and 260.8 hours for the two pre-

scribed workload levels.' But Honeywell’s proposed equipment in-

Mnlcrvicw with Col. Svivester P. Stelfcs. reported in lUmncss Aiitomtilion, August,

1967. p. 31.
^ Busincs'i Automdtion, August. 1967. p. 58.
^ Uml.
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volved an initial cost approximately $65 to $70 million lower than that

of IBM. Moreover, company spokesmen claimed that, had a revised

proposal been allowed, Honeywell could have provided a configura-

tion that would have met the mandatory requirement at a cost only

slightly above that originally proposed.®

The Air Force maintained that, considering maintenance costs,

projected growth in workload levels, and similar factors, the overall

cost of the Honeywell proposal would not have differed from that of

IBM by more than a “very few” million dollars.® Moreover, a process

of iteration to obtain a responsive system was regarded by Air Force

spokesmen as undesirable in such circumstances:

We are talking about equipment that is available off-the-shelf. . . . We believe

that it would be patently unfair to allow vendors to repair a proposal after

live test demonstrations since the very purpose of these demonstrations is to

prove that the system proposed meets the conditions of the request for pro-

posal.^

Whatever the merits of the Air Force position as a general policy,

the decision in this case was revoked. Honeywell filed an official pro-

test with the Comptroller General (the head of the General Accounting

Office). The resulting decision ® was that “further written or oral dis-

cussions should be held with Honeywell as well as with other offerors.

. .
.” Although the overall source selection procedure used by the Air

Force was held to be “reasonable,” the selection of IBM in this case

was considered unreasonable because of the failure to conduct further

discussions with Honeywell well after the benchmark tests. The Air

Force thus canceled the original award and reopened negotiations with

the four bidders. The final contract was awarded to Burroughs, at a

saving of $36 million compared to the original award, according to one

source.®

This case provided a dramatic illustration of the conflict between effi-

ciency and other goals such as equity, and objectivity. The imposition

of any sort of rigid measure of performance and/or requirement for

®The increase was reported to have been approximately $1.25 million (ibid.).

^EDP Industry and Market Report, May 31, 1967, p. 2.

^ Ibid.

“Comptroller-General Decision B161483.
^ EDP Industry and Market Report, Dec. 29, 1967, p. 2.
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pcrfoimancc is almost ccitam to lead to a Icss-than-optimal icsult. If

all parties aie willing to assume that selection is in the hands of un-

biased and highly knowledgeable individuals with the time, resources,

and interest icquiied to considei all relevant alternatives, a thoroughly

subjective selection pioceduic is obviously picfcr.iblc. In the real

world, where these conditions arc virtually never met, proccduies such

as that used by the An Force, although less than optimal, may be far

better than any realistic altci native.

J. C<>\t Mmiiiiizdlio/i Joi CJncii J’ciloriiiimic

Some wiitcis ha\c proposed that virtually .ill subjective elements be

lemovcd from the computer selection process and that the goal be to

select the chc.ipest configUMtion c.ip.ible of meeting a clearly specified

set of reciuiremcnts The most explicit st.itemcnt of such an approach is

that given bj Norman Schncidewind."’ who advocates a mathematical

piogramming formul.ition The decision x.iiiablcs would be the niim-

bcis of vanous t\pes of dexices. such as t.ipe drives, printers, and

piocessois, the constraints would indicate the elapsed time w'lthin

which c.ich of scser.il jobs must be run. and the objective would be to

minimi/c cost Schncidewind shows that an analyst with thorough

knowledge of both equipment and the tasks to be performed can in

some cases foimul.itc the selection pioccss as an iniegci lineai pro-

giammmg problem However, even in simple cases it is a far from triv-

ial exercise to prcp.ire cocflicients that capture all the intricate inter-

relationships involved The prospects foi general use of such methods

do not appear paiticulaily good

•/. Sc onni’ S\ 'items

Frequently those charged w'lth computer selection attempt to combine

objectivity w'lth the consideration of apparently nonquantifiable fac-

tors. Rclcv.int considcr.itions arc cnumciatcd and assigned weights.

Then each competing system is subjectively r.iied (e.g., given a score

from 0 to 10) w'ilh respect to each attribute by one or more judges. The
scores foi c.ach system aie averaged (using the assigned weights), and

the best system is selected on the basis of tlie overall scores.

'“Norm.in Schncidewind. "AniilMic Model for tlic Design .ind SclccUon of Elccironic

Digil.d Conipiilcrs." doclor.d disscrt.ition, Uniscrsitj of Sonllicrn C.difomi.i, J.inuarv,

1966
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Cost is seldom included as one of the factors in a scoring system. A
common approach is to consider only configurations of comparable

cost, selecting the one with the best overall score. Often the cost

level chosen is that of the currently installed system, on the (often

implicit) grounds that (1) no more money can be obtained for comput-

ing and (2) the optimal amount is at least this great (and probably

greater).

One study of several equal-cost systems " considered 123 separate

items, organized into the following seven major divisions:

Number
Division of Items Weight

Hardware 38 0.27

Supervisor 18 .27

Data management 8 .08

Language processors 31 .16

General programming support 4 .02

Conversion considerations 8 .12

Vendor reliability and support 16 .08

Another study, designed to choose among competing families of

equipment (with detailed configurations to be selected later), utilized

a stepwise procedure to arrive at a final set of relevant weights. As a

first step, a set of high-level goals was defined and weighted:

Goal Weight

1. Increase employee productivity 0.20

2. Improve the availability, relevance, and timeliness of

information used by administrators at all levels .25

3. Reduce current and future corporate operating costs .20

4. Improve the company’s responsiveness .25

5. Maximize the capacity to cope with change .10

1.00

Next a set of six characteristics was defined, and a matrix relating

characteristics to goals specified in such a manner that all column sums
were equal to 1:

" Performed at the RAND Corporation in 1966.

'-Performed at North American Aviation; see Alan C. Bromley, “Choosing a Set of

Computers,” Datamation, August, 1965, pp. 37-40.
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Goal

Characteristic 1 2 3 4 5

1. Low data-processing costs 0.20 0.20 0.30 0.10 0.15

2. Interchangeability ,10 .25 .25 .25 .30

3. Capability to exploit technological

advances .25 .30 .10 .30 .05

4. Adaptability .10 .05 .10 .05 .40

5. Low risk .15 .10 .15 .10 .05

6. Good support from supplier .20 .10 .10 .20 .05

Multiplication of this matrix by the vector of goal weights provided the

following set of characteristic weights;

Characteristic Weight

1. Lov; data-proccssing costs 0.19

2. Interchangeability .22

3. Capability to exploit technological advances .22

4. Adaptability .11

5. Lov/ risk .12

6. Good support from supplier .14

Next a matrix relating each of forty-one attributes (rows) to each of the

six characteristics (columns) was defined, again with each column sum

equal to I. Multiplication by the vector of characteristic weights gave

a set of attribute weights. Then a matrix relating each of the four

competing systems (rows) to each of the forty-one attributes (columns)

was defined, with each column sum equal to 1 . Finally, this matrix was

multiplied by the vector of attribute weights to obtain the weight (score)

for each of the four systems.

Weighting schemes must be used with considerable care. It is inter-

esting to note that, as part of the latter study, sensitivity analyses were

performed to investigate the impact of dilTcrcnt assumptions regarding

the appropriate weights. According to the author, “We were especially

concerned with the sensitivity of the end score to changes in goal

ratings . . . [but] we found that supplier scores were almost com-

pletely insensitive to even severe changes in goal weights." Such a

result may be cause for concern, not complacency, but analyses of

this type are certainly desirable.

Bromley, op. rii., p. 40.
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The usual weighting scheme assumes that the user’s objective func-

tion is cardinal and linear. Letting Sj be the score for factor i and W, its

weight, the overall score is given by

S* = ^ WiS; with ^ PL,== 1

i=l i=l

Such a function is inconsistent with the usual assumptions of economic

theory, since it asserts that the marginal rate of substitution of factor

;

for factorj is independent of the amounts (scores) of the two factors—
that is, an equally desirable system can be obtained by substituting

factor j for factor i at a rate equal to JVj/JVj. This is illustrated in Fig.

9-1 for a case involving only two factors, with weights Wi = % and

IV2 = Vs. The indifference curves for S* = 2.5 and S* = 5, as shown,

are linear. This implies, for example, that computer A will receive the

same score as computer B, even though the former’s superior hardware

performance may never be available because of the complete lack of

“vendor support” (i.e., S2 = 0).

$2 = Vendor support

score

FIGURE 9-1. Isoquants based on two scoring schemes.
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Economic theory iiMinlly asMimcs that iiulitrercncc (iso-objcctivc)

curves are convex to the origin. A simple modification of the typieal

weighting scheme provides a function with sucii characteristics. Let

S' -
.ST' • .ST- .S’V'

or, equivalently

In2>'=2 HMn.S', with ^ 11',= I

1-1 <1

.S” is simply the weighted geometric average of the factor scores,

while S^ is the weighted arithmetic average. In each ease the weights

are assigned to sum to 1. Ikit note that S' will take on a value of 0

whenever any factor score is 0. Moreover, it does display the chanic-

lersitics expected of such functions, as shown in Fig. 9-1 by the curves

for S' = I..*! and S' = .s based on the original weights (IF, =% and

H\. = V;i).

Nothing that has been said here implies that linear weightings arc

necessarily inappropriate, especially for "well-balanccd" systems.

Note, for example, that when all factors aie given the same score.

.S” = .S'* and the curves are tangent. In practice the two measures are

likely to be very close, as shown by the values obtained for five com-

puter systems evaluated in one study. "

System S' S'

A 4 44 4 27

B 5.51 5.42

C 5 64 5.57

D 6.27 6.19

E 6.44 6.40

Economic theory cannot provide a “correct” form for an objective

function for this (or any other) purpose. However, a linear function

"The RAND \tud\ referred to in footnote 1 1. The score for c.icli of the major factors

was computed In t.Ainp a weiplited arithmetic a\ crape of the scores assigned to the

relesant sitbealcpories Thus S’ is not the pcomeinc mean of all 1.12 scores. In fact,

the pcomciric mean is hkeb to be in.ippropnatc for a detailed bre.ikdown of factors,

.since a score of zero on one or more icl.itivcb minor items ma> not really be disas-

trous.
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is not likely to prove applicable over a wide range of alternatives. In

general, the function should reflect a willingness to give up less and

less of A to obtain a unit of B as the amount of B is increased and the

amount of A decreased. The geometric mean is one function meeting

this criterion,’® although it is only one of many that do.

Before leaving the subject of weighted scores, the treatment of cost

deserves attention. It is perfectly consistent with economic theory to

use a weighting scheme to measure performance, considering only

equal-cost systems or, better yet, considering alternative levels of cost,

with the final solution based on the best performance (score) obtain-

able for each cost. In either case no assumption about the relative im-

portance of performance vis-a-vis cost is implicit in the procedure.

However, some have advocated that cost be included directly in the

overall score. This clearly involves a more heroic set of specifications.

Consider a case in which cost is the Nih factor and its score is deter-

mined as follows:

Let S' = 5!‘’> •

Sa and Sii,

and

where

SlfA • SS'b SU'k For given values of all 5; except

S' =

= (g''^Us.r''y‘>'A

Now, for constant S',

dSg

where C is a positive constant, since Wa, IFb, S', and K are all positive.
The formula thus has the desired characteristic: as Sg increases, (ISaIcISb becomes less

and less negative.
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wliciC K is a constant clioscn so that 0 ? 5s 5= 10 for all systems, and

TC is the total cost of the system. Assume that a lineai scoring

scheme is to be used. Then

5 '

\

t

I

No\s . defme a measine of peiformancc based on the scores for all fac-

tors other than cost with all weights rescaled to sirm to I:

Obsionsly,

.•\s shown rn Fig. 9-2 (for a c.tse rn which 11 \ - 0.2 and K = 10). this

type of scoring s\ stem assumes that the gieater the total cost of a com-

pirter system, the greater is the addrtronal expense that should be in-

curred to obtarn a given rncrease rn performance. This assumption is

hardly likch to be consrstent wrth the user's trire objective functron.

Note that the wcrglrt assrgned to the cost factor (ll\) vvril change the

posrtions and slopes of citrv cs such as those show n rn Ftg. 9-2. but not

their general shape.

The effect of rnchrdmg cost rn a geometric-average scoring system

depends more heavily on the vxerght assigned. As before, let

5 \

K
TC

The overall score S' will be

5 ’

Let P' be the measure of performance, with weights rescaled to sum
to 1:

Then
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P

FIGURE 9-2. Performance and cost combinations with equal overall scores using a

system in which cost is included.

/ P'
S' =

For given S':

P'

pC^v^n-WN
~ ^

where is a constant. This formula, which defines an iso-objective

curve, shows the importance of the weight assigned to the cost factor.

< 0.5, the curves become flatter as TC increases. If = 0.5,

the curves are all linear through the origin: maximizing S' is equivalent

to maximizing the performance/cost ratio {P'lTC). Finally, if Wff > 0.5,

the curves become steeper as TC increases.

This discussion suggests that, if cost is to be included in a scoring

system, the geometric average is to be preferred, since it can be made
to have reasonable characteristics by selecting a value of g 0.5.

However, the assumptions required are still substantial and, perhaps

most important, far from obvious to the casual observer (and possibly

to the eventual decision-maker). Assuming that an appropriate measure
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of pcrfoimancc can be obtained by weighting factor scores, it is far

better to find tlie system giving maximum performance for each of

sevcial levels of cost and then choose the preferred cost and per-

formance level explicitly.

5. Simulation Mcthoch

One of the key tasks m computer selection is to estimate the manner in

which each of several configurations will behave with one or more

workloads. .Some techniques use relatively simple formulas to obtain a

single measure of peifoimance; they will be discussed in Section B.

Mere we briefly considei methods designed to obtain lelativcly detailed

estimates of performance, usually chaiacteri/ed by many measures,

such as elapsed time foi a task, peicentage of idle time, percentage of

time compute-bound, peicentage of time mput-output-bound, and

probability of response time =*.T seconds.

F’eihaps the most popular system of this type is SCERT (Systems

and Computer Evaluation and Review Technique), developed by Com-
ress, Inc., and offered as a commercial scivicc. The system includes a

substantial file of information on computei components (c.g., timings,

rental costs, and purchase prices). Instead of detailed simulation,

SCERT uses “table-look-up and a senes of empirically determined

equations to estimate a computer system’s behaviour under a given

job mix.”"' It IS designed to be used for many purposes. According

to a Comress spokesman, foi haidware selection it serves to facilitate

the choice of "that particular configuration which will process the de-

fined woikload in acceptable time-frames and which achieves the best

cost/pcrformance ratio.” '• Figure 9-3 summari/cs the system.

Other approaches utilize true simulation: tasks are created and then

processed by various units in the pioper sequence, and detailed sta-

tistics gathered on the overall operation. Usually a number of values

arc diawn randomly fiom prcspccified piobability distributions. Such

simulations often are designed primarily to help select a prefeiTcd

operating system or scheduling algorithm, or simply to predict the

behavior of a given system under as-yet unencountcred loads. How-

L. R. Iluesm.inn .tnd R P Goldbcrp. “Hv.diialing Computer S\ stems through Stmu-

lalion," Coiiipiitcr Journal, Augusl. 1907, p 150.

" F. C Ihrer, “Compuler Perform,mce Projected through Simulation." Computers and
Ainomation, April. 1967, p. 27.
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SYSTEMS
ENVIRONMENT
DEFINITION

FILE

DEFINITION

SYSTEM
DEFINITION

FILE

ASSIGNMENT
CHANGE CARDS

CONFIGURATION
ENVIRONMENT

COMPUTER
COMPLEMENT

Phase I

VENDOR
TIMING

SYSTEM
SUMMARIES

BUILD MODEL
OF EACH RUN
ON COMPUTER

Phase II

BUILD

CONFIGURATION
MATRIX

Phase 1 1

1

SIMULATE
RUNS ON

CONFIGURATION

,

Phase IV

PRODUCE
SYSTEM
REPORTS

ERRORS IN FILE

ASSIGNMENT OR
CONFIGURATION

Loop back for

addlMonal

configuraMons

DETAILED

RUN
ANALYSIS

FIGURE 9-3. The SCERT system. Source: “Evaluating Computer Systems through

Simulation,” L. R. Huesmann and R. P. Goldberg, Computer Journal, August 1967,
p. 151.

ever, they have been used to evaluate alternative configurations as

well.

Three general methods have been employed. Some investigators

utilize special languages or routines in conjunction with a standard

algebraic language.'® Others use a general-purpose simulation lan-

‘*For example, the SDC system based on JOVIAL, Neilsen’s system based on FOR-
TRAN-IV, and Scherr’s CTSS system based on MAD. See Huesmann and Goldberg,
op. cit.
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guage."' And at least two groups have developed special languages

designed specifically for simulating computer system operation.-"

Whatever the method used, studies of this type attempt to obtain many
highly detailed estimates of performance; rarely is an effort made to

obtain a single overall measure of “effectiveness.”

6. Computer Si'U'i lion in I’racticc

A survey of 69 installations drawn randomly from the readers of Data-

mation was made in 1966 to determine the way in which computer

selection uas performed in practice.-' Five major techniques were

described; the percentage using each is as follows;

1. E\ aluation of benchmark problems 60,99?)

2. Published hardware and software evaluation reports 63.8

3. Programming and executing test problems 52.2

4. Computer simulation 15.9

5. Mathematical modeling 7.2

Note that the sum exceeds lOOCr, since some readers reported two or

more techniques.

Respondents were also asked to rank each of eight selection cri-

teria in order of significance, with the most important given a rank of

I and the least important a rank of 8. The average ranks were as fol-

lows;

Item Average Rank

1 Hardware performance 2 63

2 Software performance 2 69

3 Cost 4 10

4. Support provided by manufacturer 4 15

5 Compatabihty with present hardware

and software 4 54

6 Potential for growth (modularity) 4.63

7 Delwery date 6 40
8 Availability of application programs 6 85

F'or c\.imple. GPSS, SINtSCRIPT . and SIMTRAN Sec Hucsm.inn .ind Goldberg.

op (

a

IBM’s CSS (Computer S> stems Simulator) and Lockheed’s LOMUSS It (Lockheed
Multipurpose SimuLition System) Sec Huesmann .md Goldberg, op cil

-'Norman F. Schneidcwind, "The Practice of Computer Selection." Dttuimalion.

Februar>. 1967, pp 22-25
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Not surprisingly, installations with large complements of equipment

made greater-than-average use ofmore sophisticated techniques. How-
ever, the relative importance attributed to the selection criteria varied

little among major groupings of users. The author of the article describ-

ing the survey found the emphasis on “objective” (hardware and soft-

ware) criteria relative to the other criteria surprising; “This result

is the most significant one of the survey. It was anticipated that sub-

jective criteria would play a greater role.”

When considering these results (or, for that matter, the results of

any survey of this type), it is useful to be skeptical. As the author

states, the finding in regard to the importance of objective criteria

is based on the assumption that the rankings provided by the respondents are

truly indicative of the weight given the various criteria in the actual selection

of a computer. It is possible that some users do not want to admit that a selec-

tion is made on other than a rational basis.^*

Note also that the importance of each of the selection criteria was eval-

uated on the basis of ordinal rankings — no method was provided for a

respondent to indicate, for example, that the first four criteria differed

little in importance but that each was a great deal more important than

criteria 5-8 taken together. Averages of such rankings are particularly

deceptive, the more so because they appear to be cardinal measures.

B. MEASURES OF COMPUTER EFFECTIVENESS

1. Measuring Effectiveness

For some purposes any attempt to obtain a single cardinal measure of

computer effectiveness (“performance,” “throughput”) would be
ludicrous. But for other purposes it may be most sensible. Among the

questions that may be answered reasonably well with such a measure
are the following:

a. What has been the rate of technological progress (i.e., improve-

ment in cost/effectiveness) for (1) computer systems and (2) par-

ticular components?

” Ibid., p. 24.
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h. Arc there economics of scale in computing, and, if so, of what

magnitude?

c. To what extent is the technological progress achieved by one

manufacturer dispersed among all manufacturers?

(I. What is the relative (not absolute) effectiveness of computer 1

compared to that of coniputcr 2?

The value of such measures for computer selection is subject to con-

siderable dispute. It is obvious that the simpler the measure, the less

“complete," “realistic,” and “correct” it will be. However, it is

usually also true that simpler measures arc less expensive (and time-

consuming) to use. It may thus be best to use a relatively simple

measure after all. Only in a world in which information and analysis

arc free goods can it be stated categorically that the most realistic and

complete method is the best.

A number of terms have been used to denote computer cfTcctivc-

ncss. Response usually refers to the capacity of a system to react to

some type of request: it is typically measured by the average or maxi-

mum time required for a response. Terms such as iliroiii’lipiit, per-

forniance, and enpaeity usually deal with the system’s capability in a

steady-state operation. The measure may be the number of hours re-

quired to perform some specified set of tasks or the number of such

sets of tasks that can be performed in a specified time period. The goal

is usually to measure performance for a “typical” set of tasks. The im-

portance of selecting an appropriate set cannot be minimized. Market

forces should ensure that no computer dominates another, that is,

provides better peiformancc per dollar for every type of job. Any
given system should perform some type of task more cheaply, or at

least as cheaply, as any other system; if not, no sales will be made until

its price is lowered. But no market mechanism guarantees uniformity of

cost/cffcctiveness among systems for any single task. For some types

of analysis it may be convenient to deal with “the” effectiveness of a

system, but in general one must consider effectiveness for task A,

effectiveness for task B, etc.

In this section we consider some important measures of effective-

ness that have been used in the past. Several were designed for studies

of technological change and/or economies of scale; we defer an ex-

tended discussion of such studies, which arc covered in subsequent

sections.
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2. Simple Formulas

Some investigators have used extremely simple formulas for measur-

ing the effectiveness of at least a portion of a computer system. The

reciprocal of the time required to perform some rudimentary operation

has been proposed as a measure of central processor effectiveness.

Bourne and Ford found that the use of a single attribute, such as add

time or internal clock time, as a measure implied that the effectiveness

per dollar cost of 1960 computers was only slightly higher than that of

computers of the early 1950’s.^'' Since it is generally believed that

major improvements took place during this period, such results suggest

that these measures are not very satisfactory. Somewhat more useful

results were obtained by Hillegass, who measured central processor

effectiveness by the reciprocal of the time needed to add two numbers

and store the result.^® The record shows substantial improvement in

effectiveness per dollar cost in the mid-1960’s, with post- 1964 com-

puters giving almost three to four times the ratio obtained with pre-

1964 equipment.

Since so-called central processors often include both processing

units and high-speed storage (although not as commonly as at one

time), several investigators have attempted to include estimates of the

capabilities of both units in a single measure of performance. Schneide-

wind^® and, later, Skattum^’’ used a simple measure of this type;

Elpa = M • Nc

where FJpu = effectiveness,

M = high-speed memory storage capacity (in thousands of

characters).

Charles P. Bourne and Donald F. Ford, “The Historical Development and Predicted

State-of-the-Art of the General Purpose Digital Computer,” Proceedings ofthe Western
Joint Computer Conference (May 3-5, 1960), pp. 1-21.

John R. Hillegass, “Hardware Evaluation,” DPMA Proceedings, Vol. VIII, 1965, pp.
391-392; the measure used is “the time to access the contents of storage locations A and
B, add them together, and store the results in location C. This eliminates the usual bias

in favor of single-address computers when add times are quoted. Furthermore, all opera-

tions are at least five decimal digits in length to eliminate bias in favor of computers with
very short word-lengths.”

Norman F. Schneidewind, “Analytic Model for the Design and Selection of Electronic
Digital Computing Systems,” op. cit., pp. 204, 205.
Stein Skattum, “Changes in Performance of Components for Computer Systems”

(unpublished). This paper was written as a term project for a seminar given by the author
at the University of Washington in 1967.
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— cycles per second = ond

/ork- = timc required to read a word from memory and re-

generate it (if required).

The number of storage cycles per second (Nc) may measure processor

speed imperfectly, but it has the virtue of relative ease of measurement.

Multiplication of M by AV, while essentially an arbitrary choice, at

least provides an index with expected properties; in particular, each

curve connecting equal-effectiveness combinations ofM and is con-

vex to the origin.

Schneidewind and Skattum used even simpler measures for the per-

formance of other components;

for tape drives;

~ maximum transfer rate (in thousands of characters per

second);

for line printers;

fiprink r maximum number of lines printed per minute;

for card readers:

l^k-MU-r ~ maximum number of cards read per minute; and

for card punches;

fipuniii
" maximum number of cards punched per minute.

A more complicated formula, proposed by Gruenberger.'"' attempts

to take into account a computer's speed in arithmetic processing and

other factors:

M(N„+N,„)
L

where A/ = high-speed memory storage capacity (in bits).

N„ — the number of additions per second = l//„,

= the time required to perform an addition (in seconds).

"Schneidewind did not consider card punches; the definition is that given by Skattum.

In Skattum's study, combination units (reader-punches) were considered to be two units,

each costing half the total cost.

” Fred Gnienberger, "Are Small. Free-standing Computers Here to Stay?" Datamation.

April, 1966. pp. 67-68.
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Nm = the number of multiplications per second = 1 lt,„

,

t„, = the time required to perform a multiplication (in seconds),

and

L = the instruction length (in bits).

The inclusion of the instruction length may seem unusual; according

to Gruenberger, “L attempts to measure inefficiencies due, for ex-

ample, to decimal capability.” None of the elements is specified com-

pletely enough to be measured directly. For example, do and t,„ refer

to fixed-point or floating-point, decimal or binary, operations? If in-

structions are of variable length, how is L to be measured? As Gruen-

berger indicates, “None of the . . . factors is wholly objective . . . and

some are extremely difficult even to estimate for some machines.”

3. Instruction Mixes

Solomon “ has proposed the following technique for comparing two

processors with similar sets of instructions. Let Q be the cost per unit

time (e.g., microsecond) of processor j and the time (e.g., in micro-

seconds) required to execute instruction i on processor j; then the

cost of executing instruction / on processor j is

Cl = n • C,

Processor j’*' can obviously be said to cost less per unit of effectiveness

than processor J if

Cfj, g Cfj for all /

and

Cfjt < Cfj for at least one i

Unfortunately, such cases are rare. Typically one processor will be

better (i.e., give a lower value of Cl) for some instructions and poorer

(i.e., give a higher value of Cfj) for others. In such instances some
weighting scheme must be invoked. Let W, be the weight assigned to

^^Ibid

Ibid

Martin B. Solomon, Jr., “Economies of Scale and the IBM System/360,” Communi-
cations of the ACM, June, 1966, pp. 435-440.
“ In some advanced systems, T,, may not be a constant— the time may depend on other
activities taking place concurrently. Such complications are ignored here.
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instruction /, and let there be N instructions in all. For convenience,
.V

assume that IV, = I , so that IF, can be interpreted directly as the

relative importance (or frequency) of instruction i.

Processor . can be said to cost less per unit of cfTcctiveness than

processor i if

2 IF.GV < 2
( I i- \

or. equivalently.

2 iF.G.r,. < X MVGG
i‘ 1 i I

This can be rewritten as

£ji^£±
r.vxt " T.'iM
‘'f*

where

/•;'' = 7731 and 7r' = iH',7o
'I I' I

T'j'' can be interpreted as the time required by processorj to e.xccute a

‘’typical” instruction, while its reciprocal (/:{'') measures the effective-

ness of the processor in terms of the number of "typical” instructions

performed per unit time. The superscript indicates that the measures

arc based on an “instruction mi.\.” defined by the weights IF,.

Obviously !£''' is appropriate only for measuring the effectiveness of

a central processor. Moreover, its usefulness depends critically on the

selection of relevant weights. In practice, instructions arc normally

grouped into relatively broad classes for this purpose: the more diverse

the central processors to be considered, the broader arc the classes

(and. perhaps, the less relevant the results). Two approaches have been

taken to obtain weights. The first uses the actual frequencies of c.vecu-

tion for a “typical" mix of tasks, based on dynamic traces taken during

the operation of an actual system. The second approach uses estimates

of the relative frequencies that would be encountered if particular

codes were executed.

Table 9-1 shows two sets of weights obtained by Knight from dy-
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TABLE 9-1. Weights for a Scientific Mix and a Commercial Mix *

Scientific Commercial

Instruction Category t Weight Weight

1 Fixed add (subtract) and compare in-

structions 0 10 0 25
2 Floating add (subtract) instructions 10 0

3 Multiply instructions 06 01

4 Divide instructions 02 0

5 Other manipulation and logic instruc-

tions 72 74
1 00 1 00

* Source Kenneth E Knight, "A Study of Technological Innovation -The Evolution of Digital

Computers,” doctoral dissertation, Carnegie Institute of Technology, November, 1963, pp
IV-5, IV-6, IV-7

f Category descriptions

1 “These instructions are the fixed additions, subtractions and compare operations per-

formed We may obtain the fixed add time for each system from the computing literature
”

2 “The floating add time is given in the computing literature for machines with built in

floating point arithmetic For other machines the figure can be approximated by multiply

ing the fixed point add time by 10 (the mean value for six computing systems con
sidered)

"

3 "We have included only one multiply category since the operating times for these two
operations on systems capable of both floating and fixed point arithmetic are approxi

mately equal The multiplication time is a characteristic available in the computing
literature

”

4 "The fixed and floating point operations were combined the divide time represents

a characteristic of each system published in the computing literature
”

5 “This category combines a large number of branch, shift, logic and load register instruc

tions For computers with parallel arithmetic, the time is the shortest of add
time or 2 [times] the memory access time for one word For computers with serial

arithmetic, the time equals the shortest of (1) add time or (2) [the time required to

access an instruction, slightly modified] ”

namic traces. The “scientific” weights are based on approximately 15

million operations of an IBM 704 and an IBM 7090 performed on a set

of more than 100 problems. The “commercial” weights are based on
approximately 1 million operations of an IBM 705 performed on a set

of nine programs (two inventory control, three general accounting, one
billing, one payroll, and two production planning). Another set of
weights, obtained by Arbuckle using a dynamic trace, is shown in

Table 9-2; according to the author, it “represents a composite of a
number of scientific and engineenng applications.”®^ Although Ar-

R A Arbuckle, “Computer Analysis and Thruput Evaluation,” Computers andAuto-
mation, January, 1966, p 13
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TABLE 9-2. Weights for a Scientific

Instruction Mix •

Instruction Category Weight

Floating-point add/subtract 0,095

Floating-point multiply 056
Floating-point divide .020

Load/store 285
Indexing 225
Conditional branch 132

Miscellaneous 187

1 000

•Source R A ArbucMc, "Computer Analysis and
Thruput Evaluation," Computers and Automation,

January. 1966, p 13

buckle's, mix is not directly comparable with Knight’s scientific mix,

the two appear to be reasonably consistent.

Table 9-.3 shows weights based on three programs analyzed by

Solomon:

The first is highly scientific, .t matrix nuilliplication problem; the second [a

floating square root program] is also scientific but utilizes arithmetic capabili-

ties less heavily; the third ... is pcrhtips moic closelj related to data piocess-

ing (and compiling) applications. It is a field scan of a card for control options.^

For purposes of comparison, the weights are also summarized by major

instniction category.

The dilTercnccs among the three sets of weights given by Solomon

suggest that the selection of an instruction mix may greatly influence

the results of any comparison. And the contrast between Solomon’s

detailed instruction weights and the much broader classes used by

Knight and Arbticklc suggests the dangers associated with using any

single set of weights when comparing systems with radically different

instruction sets. Calingtiert provides an example of the problem:

The members [of a group of experienced s>sicm engineers] were asked to

specify the time in microseconds on System/360 Model -40 for the compare

class of instructions, given only Ihc fact that the original mix was based on the

^'Solomon, op. at , pp. 437, 43S
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TABLE 9-3. Instruction Weights for Three Programs *

Weight

Matrix Floating

Multipli- Square Field

Instruction Operation t cation Root Scan

Fixed-point 32-bit operations

A RX C(storage) + C(reg) reg 0.0015

AR RR C(reg 1) + C(reg 2) reg 2 0.1559 .1773

L RX C(storage) -» reg .1753 0.0634

LM RS {C(storage) reg} 4 times .0002 .0015

LR RR C(reg 1) -> reg 2 .0368 ,0443

LTR RR
f C(reg 1) reg 2 1
Iset condition code]

,0443

ST RX C(reg) storage .0015

Floating-point 32-bit operations

AE RX C(storage) + C(reg) -> reg .0421

AER RR C(reg 1) + C(reg 2) reg 2 .1559 .1745

DER RR C(reg 1)/C(reg 2} reg 1 .1429

HER RR C(reg 2)12 reg 1 .1587

LER RR Cfreg 1) reg 2 .1429

ME RX C(storage) C{reg) reg .1559

STE RX C{reg) storage .0597 .0159

Logical operations

CLC SS
fC(storage 1) ; Cfstorage 2)'l

1 (4 bytes)' J

CLR RR

LA RX

C(reg 1) : C(reg 2)

rC(storage) reg]1

}

1 (24 bits) J
1

STC RX
rC(reg) storage}1

}

1 (8 bits) J1

Branching

BALR RR PSW reg

BC RX Branch on condition to address in

register

BCR RR Branch on condition to address in

register modified

BCT RX [C(reg) - 1] reg

Branch if C(reg) = 0
BCTR RR [C(reg) - 1] -> reg

BXH RS Branch on index high

EX RX Modify instruction and execute

.0002

.0002

.0002

.2174

.1429

.1429

.1773

.0443

.0044

.0015

.2792

.0443

.1328

.0443
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TABLE 9-3. (continued)

Weight

Instruction Operation t

Matrix

Multipli-

cation

Floating

Square

Root

Field

Scan

Status switchtnp,

SVC RR Supervisor call .0002 .0159 .0015

1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

Summary by Major Instruction Catepory

Fixed-point operations 0.3682 0.0634 0.2704

Floating-point operations .4136 .6349 0
Logical operations .0002 0 .2260

Branching .2178 .2858 .5021

Status switching .0002 .0159 .0015

1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

• Sources WeiRhts ore b.ised on (rcqucncies pivcn in Martin B Solomon. "Economies ol

Scale and the IBM Syslem/3G0," Corttmun.c.ifions of the ACM. June. I9G6. pp 435-440 In-

struction descriptions and classifications are based on IBM Systcm/360 Principles ol Opera-

tion, IBM Form A22-6821-1
* C(*) stands (or the contents of x

Rcr. rcR I. and rep 2 sif,ni(y (arbitrary) rORislers

StoraRo, storaRO 1. and storape 2 siRnify (arbitrary) locations in storoRe.

PSW represents the propram status word
a b indicates that a is compared to b. and the condition code set on the basis of the result.

7090. . . . Tlic ten tinswers rangccl from 11.8S to 30.66 with a mean of 21.5

and standiird deviation of 7.O.'"'’

•/. Kernel Timing Kslinuile.'i

One way to deal with dilTcrcnccs among processors is to compare the

times (and costs) required to perform a specified task, called a kernel,

assuming eflicient coding for each machine analyzed. According to

Calingaert, a kcinel is "the central processor coding required to exe-

cute a task of the order of magnitude of calculating a social security

tax. or inverting a matrix, or evaluating a polynomial.” An attempt

is generally made to have the problem “coded with equal levels of

sophistication by experienced programmers in assembly language.”^'*

Pelcr Calinpaert. "System Performance I-.valuation: Surscy and Appraisal.” Com-
miinirolions of the .-ICM , Jampxry, 1967. p. 15.

Ihid.

SY.\lemlS60 Model 67 Timc-sharini; Svsiem, Tcclinieiil Srimmorv, Aug. 18.

I965.P. K-l.
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The three programs that Solomon used are typical kernels, and he

identified them as such. However, since he wished to compare only

processors with the same instruction set, each problem was coded

only once. In this special case, the kernel approach degenerates to an

instruction-mix comparison.

Table 9-4 describes seven kernels used to compare an IBM 360/67

with an IBM 7094-1. As shown in Table 9-5, the power of the 360/67

relative to that of the 7094-1 varies considerably among the seven

kernels; the appropriate overall ratio depends, of course, on the rela-

tive importance of each kernel. According to the study, “Estimation

of computing center workload indicates that it may be represented by

the distributions [shown in Table 9-5] between compiling and object

code execution.” By using these weights, the ratio of the perform-

ance of the 360/67 processor to that of the 7094-1 was estimated to

be 3.991 for compilation and 3.157 for execution. No weights were

given for combining the two ratios into a single result.

Note that some set of weights is required if a single figure of merit

is to be obtained from timing estimates for several kernels. Needless

to say, the collection and use of such weights involve problems similar

to those associated with instruction mix comparisons. Moreover, both

methods assume suboptimization at some level. Consider matrix mul-

tiplication and BCD arithmetic. The cost of the latter, in terms of the

amount of the former sacrificed, is clearly lower for the 360/67 than

for the 7094-1. Truly optimal use of the 360/67 would almost certainly

involve more BCD arithmetic relative to matrix multiplication than

would optimal use of the 7094-1. Any single set of weights must thus

represent suboptimal use of one (or both) systems. Note, however,

that the weighted-kernel approach at least allows optimal use of each

system’s instruction set; the suboptimization thus occurs at a higher

level than in an instruction-mix comparison.

The importance of selecting appropriate weights has been em-
phasized by Calingaert; “In one study comparing the performance of

one CPU relative to another, different kernels yielded performance
ratios as high as 9.5 and as low as 3.3. 1 am aware of no rational tech-

nique for weighting kernels.”^® Although the situation may not be

Ibid., p. E-5.

‘"Calingaert, op. cit., pp. 15, 16.
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TABLE 9-4. Seven Kernels •
1.

Matrix multiplication

This is a matrix multiplication subroutine. Two 10x10 matrices were generated

with single-precision floating-point elements. The matrix multiplication subrou-

tine was then entered, and, using the standard formula below, the product was

generated:

T', j ' ^ rr,j,fVj

A-i

j

I - 1. 2. t n

IJ = I. 2, 3, . .
.»

2.

Square root approximation

This kernel is indicative of the type of functional subroutine used often in a

scientific program. In this case.

.V ,V =

IS computed to the accuracy of the floating-point word or to 10 approximations,

using the formula

It IS assumed that N is in storage: the result is left in storage at X.

For the first approximation, X, = N is used. No tost for negative or zero X is re-

quired. For timing purposes, it was assumed that 10 iterations are performed.

3, Field manipulation

Control card scans, which this kernel represents, are similar to source statement

scans found in FORTRAN and COBOL; consequently, this kernel is somewhat

representative of both control card scans and source statement scans. Here,

a variable field is scanned, starting in column 16 and ending v/ith either the first

blank or column 72, whichever comes first. The field that is scanned will have

options delimited by commas (or a comma and a blank). Each option, 1-6 char-

acters in length, is matched against an option dictionary of 8 items; an indicator

is set if a match is found. For timing purposes, 30 columns were scanned in

which 5 options (separated by 4 commas) are found.

4. Editing

A common problem in commercial programs is to edit a field of decimal digits-

supressing or leaving leading zeros, inserting commas and a decimal point, etc.

In this kernel, a field of 10 decimal digits is edited in the following manner:

leading zeros in the field are suprcsscd; a decimal point is inserted between

the second and third digits from the right: commas are inserted between the

fifth and sixth digits and between the eighth and ninth digits (but, in each case,

only if the high-order digit is nonzero); and a dollar sign is "floated," i.e., it pre-

cedes and is in juxtaposition to the first significant digit or the decimal point,

whichever comes first. A field of 10 zeros should appear as $.00. A minus sign

is carried in machine notation, and, if it appears in the original number, it should
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TABLE 9-4. (continued)

appear after the edited field. For timing purposes, the number 0007777512

was edited. (It would appear as $77,775 23 after editing

)

5. Field comparison

This kernel is often found in programs when a decision is to be made on the basis

of whether one number is greater than, equal to, or less than another number.

A field consisting of N consecutive characters is compared to another field of N
consecutive characters An indication of whether the first field is less than,

equal to, or greater than the second field should be made so that it can be inter-

rogated later (this indication is normally made automatically by the machine).

For timing purposes, two fields of 10 digits were compared.

6. BCD arithmetic

This kernel shows an execution time for a typical decimal addition if both addend
and augend must be preserved. One field is moved to a work area, and the other

field IS added to it in the work area. For timing purposes, two fields of 10 decimal

digits were added after moving the first field to a work area.

7. Character manipulation

This kernel represents a typical data movement. A source field of N bytes of

alphanumeric information is moved (and left justified) into a target field at least

2 bytes longer than the source field The timings were made for a 12-character

source field and a 16-character target field.

* Source IBM Systeml360 Model 67 Timesharing System, Technical Summary, Aug 18,

1965, pp E-1, E-2, E-3

TABLE 9-5. Relative Power: The IBM 360/67 versus the IBM 7094-1

Relative Power t Weight

Kernel 360/67:7094-1 Compilation Execution

Matrix multiplication 2.29 0 0.30

Square root approximation 3.15 0 .35

Field manipulation 2.37 0.35 .07

Editing 5.09 .20 .05

Field comparison 4.00 .20 .11

BCD arithmetic 7.10 .10 0

Character manipulation 4.22 .15 .12

1.00

* Source IBM Systeml360 Model 67 Timesharing System, Technical Summary, Aug 18,
1965, pp E-4, E-5

t Relative power = processor tune for 7094-1
processor time for 360/67
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quite that hopeless, results based solely on kernel timing estimates

clearly must be used only after careful analysis.

5. Ih'iiclimark Prohicni Tinu’S

One of the major drawbacks of the kernel approach is its concentration

on processor performance. The point is often made that, to evaluate

an entire computer system, much more must be taken into account-

in particular, nonoverlapped input-output operations. Knight has

proposed a general formula for accomplishing this; it is discussed in

Section B-6. Here we deal briefly with an alternative approach: the

estimation of the total time required to complete certain “benchmark"

tasks.

Perhaps the most extensive set of estimates of this type is that pre-

pared by Auerbach Info. Inc., for inclusion in the company’s Standard

EDP Reports." Six major benchmark problems are utilized: however,

the definition of a given problem may include one or more parameters,

giving rise to a range of subproblems. Thus the standard file-updating

problem is defined in terms of the average number of detail records

per master record (among other things), and estimated times arc given

for values of this ratio from 0 to 1.0.^-

The six benchmark problems used by .Auerbach arc as follows: "

Updating sequential files.

Updating files on random-access storage.

.Sorting.

Matrix inversion.

Evaluation of complex equations.

Statistical computations.

Times are estimated, not obtained directh. The following quotation

outlines the general approach:

To help insure objective comparisons, the standard problems are ngidb

specified in terms of available input data, computations to he performed, and

results to be produced. On the other hand, factors such as master file arrange-

" .lucrhiich Slnmlartl IltyP lieporh. Alicrb.ich Info. Inc.. Philadelphia. Pa.; siihscnp-

tion rates (1967): S900 for one \car. $695 per sc.ir thereafler.

*Oohn R. Hillcgass, "Slandardircd Benchmark Problems Measure Computer Perform-

ance.” Conipnirrs tiriit .-I iilunuaii'ri. January . 1966. pp. 16-19.

*’J. B. Totaro. "Real-time Processing Power: .-\ Standardized Iisaluation." Computers
and .tutomation, April. 1967. and Hillec.iss, "Hardware Esaluation." D/’.tf.-t Proceed-

invs. X'ol. X'lll. 1965. p. 405.
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ment and detailed coding methods are left flexible to permit maximum utiliza-

tion of the distinctive capabilities of each computer.

To assure realistic comparisons between competitive systems, the equip-

ment configurations, as well as the problems, must be standardized. For ex-

ample, one configuration includes six magnetic tape units on a single channel

and an on-line card reader, card punch and printer.

The execution time for each standard problem on each standard configura-

tion is determined by computing ail input-output times and central processor

times, and then combining them with due regard for the system’s capabilities

for simultaneous operations. The problems are coded and timed in detail, and

submitted to the computer manufacturers for checking to help assure their

validity. The results are presented in the form of graphs that show the com-

puter system’s performance over a wide range of problem parameters and

equipment configurations."*^

Since many installations rely heavily on higher-level programming

languages, evaluation of computer hardware alone may not suffice. To
assess the capabilities of both hardware and software, estimates of

the times required to compile and execute benchmark programs written

in appropriate problem-oriented languages may be used. Such es-

timates are extremely difficult to obtain without actual runs on equip-

ment that is at least similar to that being evaluated. However, even

such a seemingly straightforward approach is likely to prove difficult in

practice, as shown by the results of one study.^®

Seven benchmark problems coded in FORTRAN were prepared;

Table 9-6 summarizes their characteristics. Each was compiled and

executed on the “old” computer system. The goal was to compile and

execute each program on each of four new systems under considera-

tion. However, this proved impossible. One program (number 6), could

not be compiled on one of the computer systems. Execution times for

another (number 3) proved incomparable because the execution path

was dependent on the sequence of pseudo-random numbers generated

and each system generated a different sequence. Execution times for

yet another (number 4) could not be compared because “one manu-
facturer ran the problem in a multi-programmed mode and obtained

an elapsed processor time of nearly zero. Another simulated tapes on a

magnetic drum. Another used much smaller physical records.” Finally,

** Hillegass, op. cit., pp. 405, 406.

Performed at the RAND Corporation in 1966.
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TABLE 9-G. FORTRAN Benchmark Problems

Size Subpro- Input Output

Description (cards)

No. of

grams (cards) (pages)

1. Evaluates a set of formulas to study

blood and oxygen transfer betv/een a

pregnant ewe and her fetus. 85 3 36 14

2. Computes performance characteris-

tics of rocket vehicles in simulated

trajectories 34 of the 68 subprograms

wore null; all but 4 of the remaining

contained an identical set of 57 speci-

fication cards 3868 68 96 5

3. Evaluates a mass-accretion hypothesis

on the evolution of the solar system.

Contains a relatively large number of

CALL and IF statements. 11 subpro-

grams contain 6 or fewer statements. 1188 25 5 84

4. Writes and rewinds two utility units n

times. 26 1 1 1

5. Given the number of fragments and

total weight of a fragmented object,

applies Mott's law to compute the dis-

tribution of fragments by weigfit. 100 1 11 5

6. Simulates adaptive routing techniques

for a distributed communications net-

work. Contains essentially no floating-

point arithmetic. 728 5 332 3

7. Computes the trajectories of two mis-

siles in a simulated interception. 3208 44 723 99

the last program (number 7) could not be executed on two of the four

systems “because of problems in random number generation.”

Even the times that were obtained proved in most instances to be

estimates. The figures given for the first system were obtained by

doubling the actual times required on a faster system from the same

family. Those for the second system were derived by multiplying the

actual times required on a slower system by 0.6. In the case of the

third system, aetual times were adjusted to reflect improvements
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expected from extensive system modifications (e.g., a new loader and

replacement of a disk system with a drum); these adjustments were

substantial; compilation times were reduced to one-sixth and execu-

tion times to one-third of the actual amount. Of the four systems con-

sidered, actual times could be used without modification for only one.

In spite of all these problems, some comparisons were possible. For

example. Table 9-7 shows the ratio of the time required to perform

each of several tasks on the “old” system to that required on one of

the new systems: Note the variation. How should these results be

summarized? The ratio of total time required to compile all seven

programs on the old system versus a new one is approximately 18 to 1.

But the ratio of the time required to execute the four that could be

executed is only 4.6 to 1. Since compilation is more time-consuming in

this instance than is execution, the ratio of total time is far above the

mean of the compile and execute ratios (approximately 14.6 instead of

11.3). However, all these ratios fall below the figures obtained if the

TABLE 9-7. Comparison of System Times

Compile Time Required

or on Old System

Problem Execute (minutes)

Time Required

on New System

(minutes)

Ratio of

Old to Nev

1 compile 0.717 0.017 42.18

2 compile 22.5 1.357 16.58

3 compile 6.683 0.177 37.76

4 compile 0.183 0.007 26.14

5 compile 0.483 0.02 24.15

6 compile 1.783 0.16 11.14

7 compile 13.05 0.75 17.40

1 execute 0.317 0.077 4.12

2 execute 0.85 0.043 19.77

5 execute 0.183 0.003 61.00

6 execute 2.733 0.767 3.56

Total compile time: 45.399 2.488 18.25

Total execute time-. 4.083 0.890 4.59

Total time: 49.482 3.378 14.65

Average Ratio

Compile times: 25.05

Execute times; 22.11

Total time: 23.98
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ratios for individual tasks arc averaged, as shown in Table 9-7, the

latter values all exceed 20 to 1. Clearly the problem of selecting ap-

propriate weights is as difficult and important in this case as it is in any

other.

One final problem deserves mention. Even if accurate benchmark

problem times can be obtained, in general they may not be considered

additive. If T^ is the time required to perform task i alone, how long

will it take to perform N different tasks? All that can be said with cer-

tainty is that the total time will lie within the following range;

.V

max (7,) g total time S T
' i-i

Clearly the possibility of substantial overlapping through multipro-

gramming and/or multiprocessing makes even more difficult the already

impossible task of specifying for each system a set of benchmark prob-

lem weights that will give an overall indication of its effectiveness if

used optimally.

6. Kni}> Ill's Fonnulo

\Vc conclude this section with a description of the formula used by

Knight to measure the “computing power” of an entire system:

Computing power = memory factor x operations per second

Considering first the latter term, we have

Operations per second = —
C + hill

where h — tbc time (in microseconds) required to perform one mil-

lion operations, and t,i„ = the nonoverlapped input-output time (in

microseconds) necessary to perform one million operations.

The computing time (t,.) is based on the weights given in Table 9-1.

Knight measures two kinds of computing power— commercial and

scientific; the weights obtained from the appropriate mix are thus used

to compute

The estimation of nonoverlapped input-output time is rather com-

” Kenneth E. Knight. “A Study of Technological Innovation-Thc Evolution of Digital

Computers." doctoral dissertation. Carnegie Institute of Technology. November.

1963. pp. IV-I through lV-16 and A-2 through A-.S.
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plex. It is based on the channel width, transfer rate, and start, stop,

and rewind times for both primary and secondary input-output de-

vices, plus estimates of the extent of possible overlaps and the utili-

zation of primary and secondary input-output systems. Several of

the required coefficients are specified by Knight, often with one value

for commercial computation and another for scientific.

The other component in computing power is defined as follows:

Memory factor = 77A

a constant,

word length (in bits),

the total number of words in high-speed memory,

r 1 for fixed word length memory,

[2 for variable word length memory,

0.5 for scientific computation,

0.333 for commercial computation.

This formula is based primarily on opinions:

A total of 43 engineers, programmers and other knowledgeable people were

contacted and asked to evaluate the influence of computing memory upon

performance.^^

Authorities estimate that variable word length memories are twice as valu-

able as fixed word length . . . with an equivalent bit capacity.'*®

We also found that if word length is very short, the system encounters dif-

ficulties in carrying out many scientific and commercial calculations. For

this reason we decided, upon the advice of the experts, to subtract seven

binary digits from the actual word length, thus serving to penalize the short

words.*®

From the opinions of the experts the following approximations were made:

(1) for scientific problems the computing power increases as the square root

of the bit value of memory; (2) for commercial problems the computing power
increases as the cube root of the bit value of memory.®”

where K =
L =
N =

WF =

P =

Knight’s approach is certainly subject to criticism. However, it

has advantages: it is relatively straightforward and can be applied

without excessive effort. Perhaps most important, Knight has used it

to obtain estimates of both the commercial and scientific computing

Ibid., p. IV- 12. p. lV-13. •'“/Wd. Ibid.
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power of more than 30() systems. No oilier measure lias been applied

consislenlly lo such a wide ranpe of computeis.

C. ECONOMIES OF SCALE IN COMPUTING

.Accorduip to ecoiiomic theory, avciape cost will be inversely related

to output volume (piven rate of <nitpui) and directly related to rate

(piven volume). Moreover, the streiipth of the volume effect is piir-

poited to tlecieasc with volume and that of the rate clfect to increase

with rate. .Ns shown m C'haptci !>, this implies a U-shaped averape

cost ciiive foi propoitional chanpes in rale and soltimc.

Consider computers of dilfcrcni si/cs. .A “larper” system can pro-

duce computation at a faster rale; over any piven period it can also

produce a larper volume. 1-or simplicity, consider a period of one

month, with the maiiiif.icluier's rental cliaipe (includinp maintenance)

as total cost. 1 hen r.itc (conipuialion per month) equals volume (total

computation iluiinp the month), and any system can be represented

by a point on a (presum.tbly C-shaped) averape cost curve.

On the assumption that rnaru sssicni desipns are available, and

that each pives a point alonp a C-shaped avet.ipe cost curve, which

systems will be placed in production'’ One riiipht expect that only

those pisinp. the minimum .illain.ible cost per unit of ellecliseness

would be produced, the m.uKcl beinp limited lo machines that were

neither too l.upe nor loo small, but "just nplit " Howeser. this would

occur onl\ under ver\ special circumstances l or iiiarn users a small

machine ma> in fact be che.ipcr overall th.m a I.irpet one, even Ihouph

the latter can pive a lower cost per unit of elfeciiveness if utilized lo

cap.icilv. .A larper svsiem used onlv to peiform l.isl.s that could be

completed with a smallci computer will clcarlv pive a hipher cost per

unit of compulation, since (by assumption), the two provide equal

elfeciiveness and the laiper has a pre.tler cost. If computer shariiip

were cost-free, of course, any system could be used to capacity and

a part-time user would pay only a ptoportion.il share of the total cost

of the ctiuipmeni, thus obl;iininp computation at the machine's optimal

cost per unit of elfectiveness. But sharinp. is not free: there are over-

head costs, communications costs, and political problems (e.p., who
pets lop piiorily'.’). 'I hits small systems with nonopiimal cosl/elfec-

tiveness are likely lo be found on the market.
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The case for larger-than-optimal systems is not as strong. Assume

that the optimal system costs C* and gives a total effectiveness (com-

putation) of E*. A system twice as large (i.e., giving 2E* units of ef-

fectiveness) will cost more than twice as much. But two optimally

sized computers will give 2E* units of effectiveness at a cost of pre-

cisely 2C*. Why, then, would anyone buy one giant system instead

of two or more optimal systems? Presumably because the former can

do things that the latter cannot— things not adequately reflected in

the measure of effectiveness. For example, assume that the giant

computer processes jobs twice as fast as the optimal machine. Obvi-

ously any processor-bound job that must be performed sequentially

can be completed in half the time with the giant machine. For certain

applications (e.g., real-time control of a complex missile system)

rapid response may be worth the higher cost.

In summary, economic theory implies a U-shaped average cost

curve (although it may be very flat over a wide range), but only a por-

tion of such a curve may actually be observed. There are reasons to

expect that for computers much of the downward-sloping portion of

the curve, and perhaps some of the upward-sloping portion, may be

observed, although the question is essentially an empirical one.

In the 1940’s, Herbert R. Grosch asserted that for computer equip-

ment average cost decreases substantially as size increases.®^ This as-

sertion, known as Grosch’s law, is generally stated as follows:

C=-KVE or E = (-^C^

where C = the cost of a computer system,

E = the effectiveness (performance, speed, throughput) of the

system, and

K = some constant.

Concerning average cost (C/E), the law asserts:

C _ C K
E C '''' E VE

where K is some constant.

Apparently Grosch did not publish this assertion at the time. It was part of the pro-
fession’s early oral tradition, although it has since been cited in a number of articles,
among them that by Solomon {op. cit.).
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FIGURE 9-4. Cc'! j'-' ii'Tt o' \i •‘i.*, t.ii cc'"! .’•.nd ib' rlK-ctucnr sn o1

I hc^c icl,'.lion\lupv .lie vhiu\n in l-ie'- .nul b for s\sicnK uith
cost .iiul c(rec{i\ cne'is tiiM iii.ili/cil Ml tli.ii c

'
I u lien/. I bcononiic

ll)cor\ iiMi.iII) rel.iles .ivcr.iiic cost to oni|i!il. .is iliies l ie. ‘*-4b; how-
cscr. It IS oitcn conscnicnt to use ci'-'t .is tbe indcpcmient \;in.iMe. .'is

in bie. n-.J.i ic..e-. uficn conip.irini; results b.octi on ilitrerent me.istires

of ciTcctis cncss).

One t'f the most inipoit.mt stiulics of ccvinotnics of sc.itc in conipiit-

ini: u.is made b> .Solomon ''
l ive comp.iiible models (.To. 40. .SO. b5.

and 7.S) of the 1 BM ?(,(( hne were coinp-ued. Since all were tnttoduced
within a relaii\el> sliorl period of time, .my ddlcrcnccs m cost/effec-

tiseness should he attiilnn.ible prini.inK to sc.dc effects and not to

Icchnolo.eical proyiess. I'our instmciion mives were used to mc.istire

Solo'tuin. < it
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TABLE 9-8. Relative Costs of Computer Systems *

Relative Cost

Solomon’s Knight's Processor

Average Typical Rental

Model System ' System ” Cost'

360/75 1.000 1.000 1.000

360/65 0.625 0.852 0.717

360/50 .400 .430 .433

360/40 .213 .218 .321

360/30 .100 .162 .292

* Sources;

“Solomon, "Economies of Scale and the IBM System/360," Communi-

cations of the ACM, June, 1966, p. 436.

'“Kenneth Knight, "Evolving Computer Performance, 1962-1967,”

Datamation, January, 1968, pp. 31-35.

'Based on IBM GSA Price List, July 1, 1966 through June 30, 1967.

processor performance— three based on the kernels shown in Table

9-3 and one based on Arbuckle’s scientific mix (shown in Table 9-2).

Although only processor performance was measured, the average

system rental given by Adams was used for the cost of each model.

In this connection Solomon asserts, “When comparing small machines

with large ones, the large computers must necessarily be complemented

with more devices or else the economies of scale are meaningless.”

Table 9-8 shows the relative costs of the models (in terms of the rental

cost of a model 75 system) calculated in three ways. The first is based

on Solomon’s (i.e., Adams’s) figures for an “average” system, the

second on Knight’s figures for a “typical” configuration,®® and the last

on the monthly rental for the processor alone.®® Although the figures

differ, they suggest that overall results are not likely to be radically

affected by the choice of one set rather than another.

Charles Adams Associates, Computer Characteristics Quarterly. Solomon’s figures

are based on those given in the March, 1965, issue.

"^Solomon, op. cit., p. 436.

“Kenneth Knight, “Evolving Computer Performance, 1962-1967,” Datamation,
January, 1968, pp. 31-35.
“Source; IBM GSA Price List, July 1, 1966, through June 30, 1967. All figures are
based on a processor with 256K bytes of storage (level H). Since the model 30 processor
cannot be obtained with more than 65K bytes, the rental of a 30H was estimated by
adding to the cost of a 30F the cost difference required to upgrade a model 40F to a
model 40H.
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FIGURE 9-5. Economies of scale as measured by Solomon.

Model Cost ratio

C/E

Matrix Mult.

C/E

FItg.

Sq. Root

C/E

Arbuckle

Mix

C/E

Field

Scan

75 1.000 1,000 1.000 1.000 1.000

65 .625 1.127 0.999 0.975 0.687

50 .400 2.879 2.162 2.250 1.426

40 .213 4.880 4.628 2.248 1.663

30 .100 8.595 9.597 3.238 2.143

Source: Based on data in Solomon. “Economies of Scale and the IBM System/360," Com-
munications of the ACM, June 1966.

Figure 9-5 shows the results for Solomon’s four measures of effec-

tiveness as well as the relationship predicted by Grosch’s law. Both

cost and cost/effectiveness are expressed as ratios of the values ob-

tained with model 75 (i.e., C = E = C/E = 1 for model 75). Clearly,
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the predicted economies of scale are obtained for Solomon’s two

scientific kernels. Somewhat smaller economies of scale appear to

exist for Arbuckle’s scientific mix. And the commercial mix (i.e., field-

scan kernel) shows even more modest economies of scale. It is in-

teresting to note also that, except for matrix multiplication, model 65

appears to be slightly more efficient than model 75, suggesting that the

latter may lie at a point on the upward-sloping portion of the average

cost curve.

To estimate the economies of scale for each of the four mixes,

Solomon regressed the logarithm of system cost on the logarithm of

the time required to perform a typical operation. The resulting (linear)

equation

\ogC = a + b (log T)

is, of course, equivalent to

where A = 10°; and since E — l/T, it is also equivalent to

E

where X is a constant. According to Grosch’s law, 6 =—0.5 and C/£=
KC~^. The actual results were as follows;

Instruction Mix b Equation

Matrix multiplication —0.4935 C/£ = KC”' ®®

Floating square root — .4783 C/£ = KC"' "®'

Arbuckle's scientific mix — .6319 C/£ =
Field scan - .6817 C/£ = kC-'’-'*™

Thus Grosch’s law held almost precisely for Solomon’s two scientific

mixes. But economies of scale, though present, were less pronounced

for the other two mixes.

Knight’s measures of effectiveness (and cost) for the five models

suggest substantially greater economies of scale. Figure 9-6 shows the

results obtained with Knight’s data; again all figures are normalized

so that C = E — CjE — 1 for model 75. Both curves lie well above that

implied by Grosch’s law, and both are monotonic throughout the
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range. These results differ somewhat from those of Solomon, but the

two are similar in one respect; greater economies of scale appear to

be available for scientific than for commercial computing.

Another study, by Allerdice, Carl, and Chartrand,®^ used the times

given by Auerbach for each of six tasks. A system’s effectiveness

for a given job was measured by the reciprocal of the required time to

Susan Allerdice, Bob Carl, and Richard Chartrand, “Computer Performance and

Economies of Scale,” December, 1965 (unpublished). This paper was written as a

term project for a seminar given by the author at the University of Washington.
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TABLE 9-9. Cost Effectiveness Equations for Six Tasks *

Task

Num-
ber in

Sample

Correla-

tion Co-

efficient b

Alternative Form

of Equation

Matrix inversion 22 .74 0.264 C/E =
100% file update 72 .86 .464 C/E =
Statistical computations 9 .88 .465 C/£ =
Mathematical computations 27 .86 .498 C/E = /rc-’™*

10% file update 77 .84 .667 C/E =
Sorting 67 .85 .695 C/E =

* Source: Susan Allerdice, Bob Carl, and Richard Chartrand, “Computer Performance and
Economies of Scale," December, 1965 (unpublished).

complete it. Several equations were considered, but the best fit was
obtained with a log-linear form:

log C = « -b h (log E)

This is, of course, equivalent to the equation used by Solomon.®*

The study was limited to equipment (a) covered in Auerbach

Standard EDP Reports^^ in 1965 and (b) first installed during or after

1964. For each computer model, the configuration giving the lowest

cost for a specified level of performance was selected. The results

are shown in Table 9-9. The correlation coefficients indicate the pre-

dictive ability (fit) of the equation relating the logarithm of cost to

that of effectiveness. It is not surprising that the results are significant

—the implicit alternative hypothesis is that cost is unrelated to effec-

tiveness. The final column shows the equations transformed to re-

late cost/effectiveness to cost. The results are roughly consistent

with those obtained in the other studies. Grosch’s law holds almost

precisely for three tasks (100% file update, mathematical computa-
tion, and statistical computation), each of which utilizes the central

processor relatively heavily. Far greater economies of scale are pres-

ent for matrix inversion, which relies greatly on central processor
capability. Finally, economies of scale are obtained for data-process-

ing jobs (10% file update and sorting), but they are of smaller magni-
tude.

Since E = 1/J, only the sign of the b coefficient differs.
Auerbach Standard EDP Reports, op. cit.
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Whatever drawbacks these studies might have, it seems clear that

economies of scale have been present over the range of equipment

offered for sale by manufacturers in the past. Furthermore, the ex-

tent of such economies is, on the average, similar to that predicted

by Grosch’s law, although typically greater for scientific than for com-

mercial (data-processing) tasks.

Knight’s important study bears directly on the issue of economies

of scale; it is treated in detail in Section E.

D. TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS

The phenomenon of technological progress is only partly under-

stood by economists (among others). It is said to occur when a firm’s

production function shifts to a new, dominant position (i.e., more

output can be produced with given inputs, and/or a given output can

be produced with less input). To some extent, technological progress

can be viewed as a return on investment in research.®'* However,

this return is highly uncertain: there may be little or no correlation

between a firm’s expenditures on research and the actual progress it

achieves. Chance discoveries and/or a policy of copying competi-

tors’ products may lead to substantial technological progress, even

if a firm spends nothing at all on research.

Since the returns from research are so uncertain, and since the de-

cision to invest in research is complex, economic theory provides

little assistance in predicting future progress. The extent of past prog-

ress is essentially an empirical issue, and only a naive investigator

would unquestioningly predict that the future will simply mirror the

past (e.g., by extending a “trend” line). The prediction of future

progress requires technological sophistication, some “inside” informa-

tion about the research currently in progress, and a large amount of

courage.

In regard to technological progress in the computer industry, two

facts are undisputed: (1) improvements have been major and frequent,

and (2) greater progress has been achieved in processor and memory

technology than in input/output technology. Figure 9-7 shows Armer’s

estimates of past costs and those that will prevail in the future if the

“Note, however, that if research is considered an input in the production function,

the very concept of technological progress is in jeopardy.
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Cost/Effectiveness

FIGURE 9-7. Estimated trends in cost/effectiveness. Source.- Paul Armer, "Com-
puter Aspects of Technological Change, Automation and Economic Progress,” A
Report Prepared for the National Commission on Technology, Automation and
Economic Progress, Sept. 1965, p. 6.

rate of change remains constant. Note that the vertical axis is loga-

rithmic; thus the linear curves reflect a constant annual rate of change.

The steeper curve shows approximately an order-of-magnitude im-

provement (decrease) in the cost of computation every four years

equivalent to an annual improvement in effectiveness per dollar of

80% (1.8^ ~ 10). This is intended to refer only to the capability of the

central processor plus an associated memory unit, and the rapid im-

provement is due primarily to changes in the electronic state of the art.

The flatter curve shows the (relatively minor) improvement in the costs
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TABLE 9-10. Estimates of Improvement in Performance per Dollar*

Improvement in Performance per Dollar

Area of Progress 1950-1965

Approximate

Average

Past Rate

per 5-Year

Period

1965-1970
(predicted)

Internal high-speed

memory 1000-2000 12 20

Logic circuits 100-200 5 10

Magnetic tapes (but in

slow stop-start use) 50-100 4 10

Mass storage 50 7 10

Printers (mechanical 5-10 2 3

and nonmechanical)

Punched-card

machines 5-10 2

(higher for

nonmechanical)

7

Programming (coding) Perhaps 4 l‘/2 7

Input, where character 100 5 2 in large systems;

recognition is usable less when ex-

tended to smaller

systems

• Source: J. Presper Eckert, "The Status of Computer Components and Technology,” DPMA
Proceedings, 1965, p. 37.

of typewriters (intended to represent input/output devices). As Armer

points out, “[The typewriter] is not necessarily typical, but will, 1 be-

lieve, become one of the most commonly used I/O devices of the

future. . . . Magnetic tape . . . would have shown much greater ... de-

creases in cost.”

A set of estimates made by Eckert in 1965 is shown in Table 9-10.

Again the discrepancy between the rates of progress in electronic and

in mechanical technology is clear. The figures are roughly consistent

with Armer’s (e.g., an order-of-magnitude improvement in logic cir-

cuits predicted over the five-year period 1965-1970).

Virtually everyone writing on the subject appears to agree that sub-

Paul Armer, “Computer Aspects of Technological Change, Automation and Economic
Progress,” a report prepared for the National Commission on Technology, Automation,

and Economic Progress, September, 1965, p. 5.
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stantial reductions in the cost of basic processing are possible. Sis-

son’s predictions are typical;

In the next five to ten years . . . arithmetic and logical processing components

will be developed which can be produced at significantly lower cost than pres-

ent units. A basic gating unit which cost several dollars in 1955 and is now 50

cents or so will go to 3 to 5 cents. This 1 0-fold decrease will result from the use

of integrated circuitry .®-

Integrated circuit technology, however, will provide some interest-

ing economic problems for the computer architect. Because of the large

volumes in which each component of a current standard microcircuit

is produced, marginal production cost is typically only slightly below

average cost.®® Moreover, the start-up costs required to produce a new

circuit are relatively small. This is not expected to be the case for

integrated arrays. It has been asserted that the cost of processing an in-

dividual wafer through the diffusion process will not vary a great deal

as a function of what is on it; if so, there will be substantial incentives

to include many circuits on each wafer, thus greatly lowering the cost

per circuit. However, the start-up cost for a new wafer design may be

major. Therefore, in order to obtain major economies from integrated

arrays, a relatively few standardized designs may be produced in great

numbers. Computer architects and circuit manufacturers will have to

consider a great many complicated tradeoffs before a preferred set of

circuit and computer designs can be established. In any event, signifi-

cant changes in the logical design of computer systems are likely to

result from such major changes in the underlying economics of circuit

production.

Several empirical studies of cost/effectiveness over time have been

made. Three will be discussed here. Knight’s important work, as men-
tioned previously, is described in the next section.

1. Gruenberger ®® examined the ratio of his measure of computer

effectiveness (E^, described in Section B-2) to monthly rental cost

for a number of systems. Figure 9-8 shows the results for seventeen

Roger L. Sisson, “Planning for Computer Hardware Innovations,” Data Processing
Digest, January, 1967, p. 5.

Robert N, Noyce, “A Look at Future Costs of Large Integrated Arrays,” Proceed-
ings, Fall Joint Computer Conference, 1966, pp. 1 i 1-114.

Ibid.

Gruenberger, op. cit.
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“small” computers; the horizontal axis indicates the date of introduc-

tion. The general trend, fitted “free-hand” by Gruenberger, shows an

improvement of three orders of magnitude in a decade at a constant

annual rate of approximately 100% (note that the vertical axis is

logarithmic). A comparable analysis for “large” machines revealed an

improvement of only two orders of magnitude in a decade (equivalent

to an annual improvement of about 60%). Unfortunately Gruenberger

did not show the results of this latter analysis; presumably the trend-

line, although flatter, lay above (perhaps well above) that shown in

Fig. 9-8. In any event, Gruenberger argued that, given the continua-

tion of such trends, the curves must come closer together each year.

Gruenberger’s results imply that economies of scale in computing,

if present, are decreasing over time. However, as shown in Section

E, Knight’s study, based on a much larger data base and the use of

more sophisticated techniques of analysis, suggests that, if anything,

economies of scale have increased over time.

Computing power

per dollar

1955 1960 1965

First delivery

FIGURE 9-8. Ratio of computer effectiveness to monthly rental for 17 small com-
puters. Source: Fred Gruenberger, "Are Small, Free-Standing Computers Here to

Stay?" Datamation, April 1966, pp. 67-68.
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Cosf/effectiveness

1956 1960 1965 1956 1960 1965

Year of first delivery Year of first delivery

(a) (b)

Cost/effect! veness

1956 1960 1965 1956 1960 1965

Year of first delivery Year of first delivery

(c) (d)

FIGURE 9-9. Changes in cost/effectiveness over time for (a) central processors plus

memory, (b) magnetic tape drives, (c) card readers, and (d) line printers. Source;

Table 9-11.
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2. Schneidewand estimated changes in cost/efFectiveness over time

for four major components— (a) central processors plus memory,

(b) magnetic tape drives, (c) card readers, and (d) line printers— using

the measures of effectiveness described in Section B-2 and monthly

rental costs. The data, shown in Table 9-11, are plotted in Figs. 9-9a

through 9d. Each of the trend lines assumes that cost/effectiveness has

fallen by the same percentage every year. The general form is

\n%=a + bTE

or, equivalently

where A ~ e", B = e*'. and T = first delivery date, measured in terms

of the number of years since 1956.

TABLE 9-11. Cost/Effectiveness, Twelve Computer Systems *

Cost/Effectiveness t

Computer
System

First

Delivery

CPU/
Memory

Tape
Drives

Card

Readers

Line

Printers

IBM 650 12/54 152 4 138 4 2 75 2 67

IBM 70511 12/56 7 08 1184 9 60 4 50

IBM 705III 6/59 3 50 34 4

IBM 7070 6/60 0 283 34 8 2 36 3 53

IBM 1401 9/60 7 70 28 8 0 69 1 29

Hon 800 12/60 0 117 21 8 2 19 3 33

IBM 7080 9/61 0 838 26 6 2 36 3 53

IBM 7074 12/61 0189
Hon 400 12/61 0 683 18 8 0 50 2 60

Hon 1800 9/63 0 0617 13 5

Hon 200 1/64 0 137 9 04 0 70 141
IBM 360/30 9/65 0 0936 12 4 0 32 143

* Source Norman F Schneidewmd, "Analytic Model for the Design and Selection of Elec

tronic Digital Computing Systems " doctoral dissertation, University of Southern California,

January, 1966, pp 204, 205
t Measures of cost/effectiveness

CPU/memory monthly rental dollars per 1000 storage cycles per second per 1000 characters

of storage

Tape drives monthly rental dollars per 1000 characters per second tape transfer rate

Card readers monthly rental dollars per card per minute
Line printers monthly rental dollars per line per minute
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TABLE 9-12. Trend Lines *

Equation

Form 1: Form 2:

Device C/£ = A{B'n In (C/£) = a + bT

CPU/memory
Tape drives

Card readers

Line printers

C/£= 14(0.52’!

C/£ = 0.83(0.76n

C/E = S-ACO-aon

C/£ = 3.4(0.92’!

In (C/£) = 2.64 - 0.657

In {C/£) = -0.19 -0.277
In (C/£)= 1.22 -0.227
In (C/£) = 1.22-0.087

* Source: Norman F. Schneidewisd, “Analytic Model for the Design

and Selection of Electronic Digital Computing Systems,” doctoral dis-

sertation, University of Southern California, January, 1966, pp. 206-209.

The particular equations obtained by Schneidewind (presumably

with linear regression) are shown in Table 9-12. The implied rates of

change may be expressed in either oftwo ways. Coefficient B in form 1

shows the ratio of cost/effectiveness at any point of time to that for

one time period (here, year) earlier; coefficient b in form 2 (= In B)

indicates the continuous rate of change.®^ According to these results,

the cost/effectiveness of a central processor first delivered in year

T + 1 would be only 52% as great as that of one first delivered in year

T (i.e., the annual reduction would equal 48%). On the other hand, the

formula indicates a continuous rate of decrease equivalent to 65% per

year. Obviously either measure may be calculated from the other; the

choice between them is of little importance, as long as the one selected

is properly identified.

3. A more extensive analysis of this type was performed by Skat-

tum.®® Five types of devices were considered— the four covered by
Schneidewind plus card punches. The same measures of effectiveness

were utilized (those indicated in Section B-2), and cost was again

“ Since

(ClE)r

67

“ Skattum, op. cit.

dyly—— B ~ b (where y = CjE)
dT
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measured by monthly rental. But Skattum obtained much larger sam-

ples, ranging from 42 to 117 observations. The only other major dif-

ference concerns the selected figure of merit: Skattum’s results are

stated in terms of effectiveness per dollar of cost (i.e., E/C) instead

of cost/effectiveness (C/E).

Figures 9- 10a through lOe show Skattum’s results. The trend lines,

determined by least squares regression, reflect a constant percentage

increase in effectiveness per dollar over time (again, the vertical axes

are logarithmic). The underlying equations are of the form

f = /l(fi0

or, equivalently,

\n^ = a + bT

where A — e", B = e*", and T — the first delivery date, measured in

terms of the number of months since December, 1950.

Table 9-13 shows the equations of the five lines in the latter form,

along with sample sizes, percentage of variation explained, and the

TABLE 9-13. Regression Results ’

Percent-

ages of

Varia-

Device t

Num-
ber in

Sample

tion in

In (£/C)

Explained

t Value

of Slope

Coeff. (b)

Equation:

In (E/C) = a + bT

CPU/memory In (E/C) = -0.918 -P 0.05737

Card readers 44 In (E/C) =-2.064 -(-0.01557

Tape drives 54 In (E/C) = -4.389 -1- 0.01287

Line printers 46 37.5 In (E/C) = -2.160 + 0.01057

Card punches 42 41.5 In (E/C) = -2.567 -f- 0.01037

• Source: Stein Skattum, "Changes in Performance of Components for Computer Systems"
(unpublished).

t Measures of effectiveness/cost;

CPU/memory; storage cycles per second times storage size (in thousands of characters)/

monthly rental (in dollars).

Card readers: cards per minute per dollar monthly rental.

Tape drives: thousand characters per second per dollar monthly rental.

Line printers: lines per minute per dollar monthly rental.

Card punches: cards per minute per dollar monthly rental.
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Effectiveness/cost

FIGURE 9-1 Oa. Changes in effectiveness per dollar of cost over time for central

processors plus memory. Source: Table 9-11.
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Effectiveness/cost

Year of first delivery

FIGURE 9-1 Ob. Changes in effectiveness per dollar of cost over time for card

readers. Source; Table 9-11.

/ values of the slope coefficients. Each slope coefficient {h) can be

interpreted as a continuous rate of change; for example, the rate for

CPU/memory devices was equivalent to 5.73% per month. Table

9-14 gives the implied annual percentage improvement for four of the

devices'^-’ and compares Skattum’s results with those obtained by

Schneidewind; as shown, the two are very similar.

These results appear to leave little doubt about the past history of

the industry. The improvement in processor and memory effectiveness

per dollar has been steady and substantial, perhaps as much as 100%

Equals 100 - 1).
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per year. Compared to this almost fantastic rate, a mere 10-20% an-

nual improvement (the apparent rate of change in effectiveness per

dollar of input/output devices) seems insignificant. It is important to

remember, however, that in more mature industries an annual improve-

ment of as little as 5% is often considered an impressive achievement.

E. KNIGHT’S STUDY

One of the tasks associated with the analysis of computer cost/effec-

tiveness is the separation of the effects of technological progress from

Effectiveness/cost

FIGURE 9-1 Oc. Changes in effectiveness per dollar of cost over time for tape drives.
Source: Table 9-11.
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those associated with economies of scale. Solomon was able to study

economies of scale by investigating only a few systems designed at

roughly the same time. Gruenberger attempted to avoid capturing

some of the possible effects of economies of scale by e.xamining tech-

nological progress for small and large machines separately. But such

techniques are not wholly satisfactory. If possible, one would prefer

to employ data on many systems, diftering in both size and date of in-

troduction, and from such data infer the extent of the economies of

scale available at various points of time as well as the overall rate of

technological progress over time.

Knight attempted to accomplish this purpose in two separate but re-

Effect ivenesv^cosf

Year of first delivery

FIGURE 9-1 Od. Changes in effectiveness per dollar of cost over time for line printers.

Source: Table 9-11.
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Effective ness/cost

Year of first delivery

FIGURE 9-1 Oe. Changes in effectiveness per dollar of cost over time for card

punches. Source: Table 9-11.

lated studies. The first ™ covered 225 computers introduced from 1944

through early 1963; the second/‘ 111 computers introduced between

1962 and 1966 (27 of which were included in the first study).

The performance of each system was measured by using the formula

described in Section B-6:

Computing power = memory factor x operations per second

Knight dissertation, op. cit., and “Changes in Computer Performance,” Datamation,
September, 1966, pp. 40-54.
” Knight, “Evolving Computer Performance, 1962-1967,” op. cit.
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TABLE 9-14. Annual Changes in Cost Relative to Effectiveness

Annual Im-

Device

provement

in E/C

(Skattum)

(C/£)c+.

(C/E)r

(Skattum) *

(C/£)r+,

(C/£)r

(Schneidewind)

CPU/memory 100% 0.50 0.52

Card readers 20 .83 .80

Tape drives 16 .86 .76

Line printers 13 .89 .92

* Let P be the annual percentage improvement in £/C. Then

tC/Or,. 1

(C/£)r 1 + (P/100)

Since the memory factor is a pure number, computing power (P) is

expressed in terms of operations per second. Two values were ana-

lyzed, one for commercial data processing (Pc), the other for scientific

computation (Pj). Cost (C) is expressed in terms of dollars (rental)

per second.’^

The year in which the first operating version of each system was

delivered to a customer was also determined. Thus the following values

were obtained for each system:

Ps = scientific power (in operations per second).

Pc = commercial power (in operations per second),

C = cost (in dollars per second), and

Y = year introduced.

Knight chose to measure cost by the reciprocal of this value (i.e., seconds per dollar).

Letting Q be Knight’s measure, and using C as above, we have C = 1/Q; thus

In C = — In Q
Knight used (In Ci) as the dependent variable in each regression analysis; the resultant

equations differ from those that would have been obtained if (In C) had been used only

with respect to the signs of the coefficients. Thus Knight’s result.

In S.9704 - 0.51934(ln P,)

is equivalent to

In C = -8.9704 + 0.5 1934(ln P,)

The difference between Knight’s measure of cost and that used here (its reciprocal) also

accounts for the discrepancies between the diagrams that follow and those provided by
Knight.
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In general, a “typical” early configuration was selected for each sys-

tem; no attempt was made to utilize configurations with particularly

desirable values of and/or Pc relative to C.

Knight hypothesized that, at any point of time, cost would be re-

lated to performance (scientific or commercial) as follows:

\nC = a + b(ln P) -f- />*(In P)^

This is equivalent to

^ (in P)

and

C— = ^opf>+»»(lnP)-I

Note that (In P) is an increasing function of P\ if b* > 0, the exponent

b •+• /?*(ln T) — 1 will also increase as P becomes larger. For b -f

&*(In P) — 1 < 0, average cost (C/P) decreases as P rises. For b +
/?*(ln P) — 1 >0, average cost increases as P rises. With b < I and

b* > 0, this function represents a traditional U-shaped average cost

curve. On the other hand, with b < 1 and b* = 0, the average cost

curve is monotonic downward. If many larger-than-optimal machines

have been produced, the inclusion of b* should add significantly to the

explanatory power of the equation. But if most systems actually of-

fered for sale lie on the downward-sloping portion of the average cost

curve, little will be lost by forcing b* — 0 [i.e., omitting (In Pf from

the set of independent variables].

Whatever the relationship between C and P at any given point of

time, it presumably shifts over time. Knight hypothesized that any

shift reduces the cost of each level of performance by some specified

proportion. Thus for year i the equation is

In C = a, 4- b{\n P) -b /;*(ln P)"

or

= ^ajpb+b* an P}

For year j, it is

In C = aj + b{ln P) + /7*(ln Pf
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or

C = ^ajpb+b* (In /')

For any given level of performance, the ratio of cost in year i + 1 to

that in year i is thus

C,-4., eO,+ ipi+i>Mln;>)—lii = e"i+t~<'i
Q, g«,p6+6* (In D ^Oj

where < 1 (presumably).

Shift variables must be used to obtain estimates of a family of equa-

tions of this type. For example, assume that a set of computer systems

introduced between 1962 and 1966 (inclusive) is to be analyzed. In-

troduce four shift variables, defined as follows:

S63

564 ~

s65 ~

^66

1 if the system

0 otherwise;

1 if the system

.0 otherwise;

1 if the system

0 otherwise;

1 if the system

0 otherwise.

was introduced in 1963,

was introduced in 1964,

was introduced in 1965,

was introduced in 1966,

Let the regression equation be

In C = a* -f- b(ln P) -f- b*(ln P)^ -1- "b "b Pe^Ss^ -b Pe^S^^

In terms of our former notation:

for 1962: ag^ — a*,

for 1963: 0^3 ^ a* + Pes,

for 1964: = a* + Pe^,

for 1965: ae5 = a* + Pe5 ,

for 1 966: Oge = o* + Pea-

Each value of p will presumably be negative, and larger in the absolute

sense than the one preceding it. If systems introduced in any given

year cost significantly less than those introduced in the base year (in

this example, 1962), the t value of the relevant p coefficient should be

large. In Knight’s first study, the t values associated with the p coeffi-

cients were all larger (in absolute value) than 2. Similar results were

apparently obtained in the second study.
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As indicated previously, Knight’s initial analysis was based on 225

systems introduced before mid- 1963. Eight time periods were used to

assure sufficient observations in each period, and regression analysis

was performed for each of the following equations:

(1) In C = fl* + h(ln P,) + b*(\n P,f + j8j5i +

"b 'b + PqSq + /37>S'7

(2) In C = fl* -f b{\n P,) -b ^,5, + ^82^2 + ^sSs + ^454

b /Ss^s + "b /37‘5^7

where 5i, . . . , ^7 are shift variables for periods other than the base

period.

Equation 1 gave a correlation coefficient of .9596; equation 2, a value

of .9569. In other words, very little additional explanatory power was

gained by allowing for a U-shaped average cost curve (i.e., using equa-

tion 1); the simpler equation, which is consistent with a monotonic

average cost curve, represented the data virtually as well. Similar re-

sults were obtained for commercial data processing (i.e., using Pc in-

stead of Pg). Knight attributes these results to the reluctance of firms in

the industry to build a computer exceeding the size that gives the

lowest cost/performance ratio at the time. However, he notes some ex-

ceptions: “The AN/FSQ 7 and 8 (the Sage computers), the UNIVAC
Lark and the IBM Stretch . . . each obtained a new high evaluation

for absolute computing power, but at a considerably [poorer cost/per-

formance ratio].”” He also suggests that the optimal (i.e., lowest-

cost/performance) size (P) has increased over time.

Since the simpler relationship between cost and performance ap-

peared to fit the data virtually as well as did the more complex equa-

tion, Knight used equation 2 for all subsequent analyses. For any
year i:

In C = Oi -b b{\n P)

Equivalently,

(a) C =
ib) p =

” Knight dissertation, op. cit., pp. VI-20, VI-21.
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or

(c) C/P = C'fP''-‘

The coefficient b provides a direct measure of economies of scale:

b > diseconomies of scale (i.c., CIP increases with P),

b = \ : constant returns to scale (i.c., CIP unaffected by P),

h < 1: economies of scale (i.c., C/P decreases with P).

Note that the method assumes that economies of scale, measured by

the value of b, were the same in every period covered in a particular

study— no means is provided to determine whether or not this was

actually the case.

Four estimates of b were obtained by Knight: '

Scientific Commercial

Period Computation Data Processing

1950-1962 0.519 0.459

1962-1966 .322 .404

The results suggest substantial economies of scale. During the earlier

period, Grosch’s law (/; = 0.5) appeared to hold rather well for both

scientific and commercial computation. But during the later period

even greater economics of scale appear to have been available; for ex-

ample, the results suggest that cost was proportional to the cube root

of scientific power. The evidence concerning scientific versus com-

mercial compuffition is mixed; only for the later period are the results

consistent with those described earlier (i.c., greater economies of scale

for scientific computing than for commercial data processing).

Knight suggests that relatively little attention be paid to the dif-

” Knight actually performed each analysis twice. The first analysis utilized all the data.

The cost of each computer system was then compared with the value predicted by the

equation obtained from the analysis. If the actual cost exceeded that predicted by more
than one-half the standard deviation (error) of predicted cost, the computer system was
removed from the sample. The second analysis used only the remaining systems. All the

results reported by Knight arc based on the second analysis for c.ich of the four cases.

This relatively arbitrary procedure was utilized because variation from the hypothesized

relationship was presumed to be due to the existence of truly inefficient (i.c., overpneed)

systems and to the presence of errors in the estimates of P, C. and the date of introduc-

tion. Hopefully the method removed from the sample most of the overpriced systems and

few of the others.
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ferences among these four values, b = 0.5 (Grosch’s law) being ac-

ceptable as an adequate general approximation. In view of the nature

of the data, this is undoubtedly a sensible approach. Although particu-

lar numeric values may be disputed, Knight’s results lend strong sup-

port to the hypothesis that substantial economies of scale exist over

most of the range of equipment introduced for sale in any given year.

The extent of technological progress from period to period may be

estimated directly from the coefficients obtained for the shift variables.

Such progress can be measured in many ways. Two of the more useful

are:

(1) the percentage improvement in performance for given cost, and

(2) the percentage reduction in cost for given performance.

The relationship between the two measures is not intuitively obvious.

Consider the ratio of the cost in year / to that in year / -f 1 for given

performance:

ea,pb— =
gi’i+tpb

Contrast this with the ratio of performance in year / -f 1 to that in year

/ for given cost:

g-a,lb(j~llb
(ga,~o,+i)Vb

Knight found that the average annual improvement in performance for

given cost during the period before 1963 was approximately 80% for

scientific computation. Since Grosch’s law also held approximately.

P,
1.80 =

therefore

gOl 0|+1 1.34

Thus, for given performance, the cost in the previous year was, on the

average, 34% greater than that in any specified year. In other terms, the

average annual decrease in cost for given performance was only 25%,
that is, 100[1 -(1/1.34)].

An interesting, though somewhat academic, question concerns the
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proper definition of technological progress. The reduction in cost for

given performance is based solely on the underlying shift in the cur\'e

(i.e., whereas the improvement in performance for given cost

depends on both the shift and the extent to which there are economies

or diseconomies of scale [i.e., Only in the case of constant

returns to scale (h = 1) are the measures comparable. In view of the

nature of the function used by Knight, the reduction in cost for given

Percent reduction in cost

for given performance

(a)

Percent reduction in cost

for given performance

FIGURE 9-11. Annual percentage reduction in cost for given performance, 1953

through 1966.
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Percent increase in performance

for given cost

(a)

Percent increase In performance

for given cost

(b)

FIGURE 9-12. Annual percentage increase in performance for given cost, 1953
through 1966.

performance appears to be the better measure of technological progress

per se, but the choice should, in the final analysis, depend on the ques-

tion being asked.

Figure 9-1 la shows the annual percentage reduction in cost for

given performance for scientific computation from 1953 through 1966;
Fig. 9-1 lb shows the results for commercial data processing. Figures
9- 12a and b indicate the percentage increases in performance for
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given cost for the two tasks.^® Over the period as a whole, the per-

formance obtainable for given cost approximately doubled^® every

year, while the cost of given performance fell about 25%J^

As Figs. 9-11 and 9-12 show, the percentage improvement

varied considerably from year to year. Relatively little importance

should be accorded this variation. Knight found that only two of the

annual changes before 1963 differed significantly^® from the average

for the period. Any apparent trend is thus undoubtedly spurious. The

overall record, however, strongly supports two hypotheses; (1) that

progress has been substantial, and (2) that it has been relatively con-

tinuous. The second statement is the more controversial, since it con-

flicts with the widely held opinion that equates progress with the

introduction of a new “generation” of computers. To be sure, there are

some peaks in the curves, such as the one for scientific computation in

1965, the year that some third-generation machines were delivered.

But significant progress appears to have taken place in every year.

From a cost/effectiveness standpoint, the rate of improvement has

been remarkably constant over time.

F. THE NATURE OF TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS

A number of questions concerning the nature of technological progress

in the computer industry have not, thus far, been answered. For ex-

ample, how rapidly have innovations been dispersed throughout the

Each value is stated as an annual change. For example, the ratio of performance in the

period 1953-1954 to that in the previous period for given cost was approximately

(1.90y, equivalent to an annual improvement of 90%.
Percentage increases in performance for given cost were taken directly from Knight.

The decreases in cost for given performance were calculated as follows: Let

Ip = percentage increase in P, given C (from Knight), and

Dc = percentage decrease in C, given P,

then

using the value of b appropriate for the period and type of computation.

The average annual increase in P, given C, was 92.5% for scientific computation, and

106.2% for commercial data processing.
” The average annual decrease in C, given P, was 23.6% for scientific computation, and

24.7% for commercial data processing.

In the sense of statistical significance.
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industry? And to what extent has a firm’s ability to manufacture com-

puters been a function of the number of different models designed and

built in the past?

Knight’s initial studies did not attempt to answer such questions:

neither a pattern of technological progress nor a set of causes was

assumed. By employing shift variables representing different dates of

introduction, Knight simply estimated the actual changes from period

to period. And, as shown in Figs. 9-11 and 9-12, such changes fol-

lowed no simple pattern.

In a subsequent study’’® Knight and James L. Barr considered the

phenomenon of technological progress in more detail. The study was

limited to equipment introduced before mid- 1963,®" with performance

measured solely in terms of scientific computation (i.e., by Pg). The

analysis was designed primarily to test the consistency of the data

with alternative simple models of technological progress. Among the

hypotheses considered were these:

1. Technological progress is a function of calendar time; specifically,

cost/effectiveness improves by a constant percentage every time

period.

2. Technological progress is a function of the number of different mod-

els previously designed (and built) by the firm in question; specifi-

cally, cost/effectiveness improves by a constant percentage every

time that a new model is introduced by the firm.

3. Technological progress is a function of the number of different mod-

els previously designed (and built) by all firms in the industry. In

particular, cost/effectiveness improves by a constant percentage

every time that a new model is introduced by any firm.

4. Technological progress occurs when specific innovations are incor-

porated into computer designs. Any major innovation increases the

cost/effectiveness of all systems in which it is incorporated by the

same percentage.®’

” Kenneth Knight and James L. Barr, “Micro-measurement of Technological Change
in the Computer Industry,” 1967 (unpublished).

Only 223 systems were included (contrasted with the 225 of the earlier study). How-
ever, the results are not likely to be affected significantly by this minor difference.
These descriptions refer to percentage increases in “cost/effectiveness”; as shown

in the formulas that follow, the precise assumption is that performance will increase by
some percentage for given cost.
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The equations estimated were of the form

In F,= a + Z>(ln C) + [ ]

where F, = scientific performance (in operations per second), a and

b are constants, C = cost (in dollars per second),®^ and [ ] repre-

sents one or more of the following technological progress functions:

{!) dT (3)fN,

(2) eNr (4) ^ gj,
1=1

where d, e,f, g, = constants,

T = the time of first delivery of a system,

Ny= the number of different models previously produced

by the system’s manufacturer,

N, = the number of different models previously pro-

duced by all firms in the industry, and

j _ (1 if the system incorporates innovation /,

* lo otherwise.

i Innovation

1 Magnetic tape

2 Transistorization

3 Index registers

4 Magnetic core

5 Buffering

6 Magnetic drums

The poorest results were obtained by using the simple hypothesis

that progress occurs at a constant (percentage) rate over time. With

hypothesis 1, only 56.1% of the variation was explained. Moreover,

the technological progress function per se {dT) accounted for little of

the explanatory power— almost all was attributable to the cost vari-

able.®®

Good results were obtained when technological progress was hy-

pothesized to be an industry-wide learning phenomenon: 77.2% of

Based on monthly rental adjusted by the U S Census of Manufacturers’ wholesale
pnce index for electncal machinery

®’The r value for coefficient d was only 0 417.
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the variation in was explained by using hypothesis 3. Similar suc-

cess was obtained when progress was assumed to be related solely to

the introduction of major innovations (hypothesis 4).®^

To assess the true importance of the alternative hypotheses, a re-

gression analysis including all ofthem but hypothesis 1 was performed,

using the equation

In = a -f b{\n C) + eNf +fN, + ^ g,l,

(=1

Approximately 81% of the variation in (In Pg) was explained, with

three of the independent variables accounting for virtually all the ex-

planatory power (i.e., with significant coefficients): cost (C), the total

number produced (N,), and the presence or absence of index registers

ih).

One of the problems typical of a study of this type involves co-

linearity among the independent variables. Obviously Nf, Nj, and T
were correlated to some extent. But many less obvious correlations

were also present. In such situations, whenever a truly important

variable is omitted from the analysis, one or more unimportant

variables may act as surrogate for it. This makes it extremely difficult

to assess the true importance of any variable, let alone the numeric

value representing its true impact on the dependent variable. Thus one

might be reluctant to conclude, for example, that transistorization was

not an unusually important innovation in the computer industry. On the

other hand, it appears reasonable to assume that technological progress

has been dispersed relatively quickly throughout the industry, with

only minor residual benefits accruing to innovative firms.“

One interesting sidelight of this study deserves mention. Knight and

Barr attempted to determine whether IBM computers differed from

those of other manufacturers by performing the analysis again with a

shift variable added (equal to 1 if the system was manufactured by
IBM, and 0 otherwise). No significant increase in explanatory power
was observed. The cost/effectiveness of IBM equipment appears to

Although 79.5% of the variation in P, was explained by using both hypothesis I and
hypothesis 4, coefficient d was not significant.

“ This assumes a reasonable correspondence between cost to the user (rental price) and
cost of production. It is possible that some innovative firms have reaped considerable re-
wards over time through lower costs.
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have been neither greater nor smaller on the average than that of other

manufacturers — a result consistent with an economist’s expectations

concerning market prices (used to measure cost in the study), assum-

ing that total effectiveness (i.e., desirability) has been measured cor-

rectly.

G. PRICE AND COST

All the studies reported in this chapter use the price or rental charge

set by a manufacturer as a measure of cost. Obviously this figure repre-

sents cost to the user, but it is not necessarily the cost of production.

If all systems were sold in a perfectly competitive market, price would

equal both marginal and average cost of production; but the market for

computers, although competitive, hardly corresponds to the model of

perfect competition. As shown earlier, if the demand curve for a

product is downward-sloping, a profit-maximizing seller will plan on a

price-quantity combination for which price exceeds marginal cost, the

extent of the disparity depending on the difference between marginal

and average revenue (i.e., on the elasticity of demand).

Given a price-quantity combination for system f,**® we have

MR,
P,

l+i

where MR, = the marginal revenue for system i at P„Qt,

P, = the price of system /, and

e, — the price elasticity at Pt,Q,-

But since the manufacturer will select a price-quantity combination for

which marginal cost equals marginal revenue,

P, e.

If the elasticity of demand at current prices were the same for all sys-

tems (i.e., £>, = c, = • •
•). every price would be a constant multiple of

“ This relationship follows directly from the definitions of AfR and e:

dQ, (IQ,

Cl =
dQJQ,

dPJP,
^ A
dP, Q,
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marginal cost, and relationships concerning marginal costs could be

determined by examining prices. But there is no reason to assume that

elasticities are, in fact, the same. Thus prices will be imperfect surro-

gates for underlying costs. This holds, a fortiori, for the prices of indi-

vidual components, for which cross elasticities of demand are also

likely to be relevant {i.e., the price of one component will influence the

quantity of another demanded).

What, then, does the price of a system or component represent? It

may be regarded as an imperfect measure of cost of production, subject

to an expectation of considerable error. On the other hand, it may be

considered a measure of value to the user. As shown earlier, if quantity

is continuously variable, and price per unit is unaffected by quantity

purchased, each purchaser will select a quantity for which marginal

value equals price. For those choosing not to purchase, of course,

marginal value will be below price. In the case in which integral units

must be used (1) for purchasers, the incremental value of one unit less

will exceed price; and (2) for both purchasers and nonpurchasers, the

incremental value of an additional unit will be less than price.

We conclude that price measures value relatively well and cost of

manufacture rather poorly. More properly, price results from the inter-

action of (1) producers’ technological possibilities, input costs, etc.,

and (2) buyers’ values; in other words, it reflects both supply and de-

mand conditions.

This discussion raises some questions concerning the proper eco-

nomic interpretation of studies such as those confirming Grosch’s law.

Assume that price is, in fact, proportional to the square root of com-

puting power. Does this relationship reflect economies of scale in

manufacturing, or merely suggest that double the computing power is

not considered worth twice as much by buyers? It has been suggested

that Grosch’s law holds only because manufacturers use it to set prices.

Others have implied that it is a direct result of the method used to

measure power. An obvious case of the latter type would arise if proc-

essor power were expressed as the product of memory size and opera-

tions performed per second. Assume that one system has memory
M, and can perform Ni operations per second, giving a power of

(= MiAj) at a cost of Ci. Now put two such systems in a box and call

the result a new computer. Obviously it will cost twice as much (2Cj)

and have four times the power [P, = (2Mi)(2Ai) = 4Pi]. Neither Sol-

omon’s nor Knight’s approach would yield such results directly; even
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if one or both did, the conclusion might be correct (in our example,

actual power might be quadrupled if both memory modules and both

processing units were interconnected).

H. COST-ESTIMATING EQUATIONS

Studies such as those of Knight and Solomon should be viewed pri-

marily as attempts to derive empirical relationships between price and

one or more other factors. When price is viewed as cost to the user,

the results are cost-estimating equations, reflecting past relationships

that have resulted from the complex interplay of demand and supply

conditions. Needless to say, their relevance for the future depends on

the likelihood of stability in the underlying forces (or, in some cases,

on constant rates of change).

Since cost-estimating equations of this type are, at base, empirical

in nature (rather than direct tests of simple hypotheses of economic

theory), it is not unreasonable to take an even more pragmatic ap-

proach than did Knight, Solomon, and others. The general strategy

adopted in their studies was to define a relationship between comput-

ing power and the basic characteristics of a system (cycle time, add

time, etc.):

P =f{Ct, Co, . . . , c„)

where P = computing power, and c,- = the value of characteristic /.

For a given specific definition of P, a cross section of systems was

analyzed to determine empirically a relationship between cost and

computing power:

C = g(P}

After completing the analysis, of course, cost could be related to the

basic characteristics:

C = g[f(cu Co,

,

c„)]

or

C ’ hi^Ci, Co, . . . , c,i')

An alternative approach is to remain agnostic about the relationship

between basic characteristics and power (i.e., the desirability of each

characteristic), estimating directly an equation of the form

C = /i(Ci, C2, . . . , c„)
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This approach should result in a better “fit” since it involves fewer

constraints; however, the economic meaning of the resulting coeffi-

cients may be unclear. Another problem concerns colinearity— sys-

tems strong in one characteristic are likely to be strong in some re-

lated area, making it difficult to assess the relative importance of each

separately. Although this may not affect the value of the equation for

estimating cost, it may make the coefficients essentially meaningless

as indicators of the relative costs of individual characteristics.

Despite these drawbacks, cost-estimating equations have consider-

able appeal and can prove valuable if obtained and used wisely. Many
such relationships have been derived for computer equipment. We will

briefly describe three sets of results.

A preliminary study of this type was performed at the RAND
Corporation in 1963.®® Forty-six different configurations of 19 com-

puters were considered, each comprising a set of modules capable of

performing basic computation, storage, and control functions, but not

input-output. Approximately 83% of the variance in rental was ex-

plained with an equation of the form

/? = 370 -1- 0.033Nc + 0.015Mft

where R = the monthly rental (in dollars) of the equipment group

composed ofthe central processor, memory, and associated

control modules,

Ac = the number of memory cycles per second, and

M/, = the memory core capacity (in bits).

Other forms using the same variables gave somewhat poorer results

(for example, only 79% of the variance was explained by using a log-

linear version). Including more variables added little to predictive

power— in no case was the explained variation increased by more than

1 %. Among the variables considered were the number of additions per

second, the memory size in words, and the number of bits per word.

Their rejection means not that they are unimportant (or free), but

simply that they add little to predictive power, given the typical mix
of characteristics for computers such as those included in the study.

As indicated in Chapter 6, two of the most widely used summaries

" For example, if P = c, + 2c,, no simple form of C = g(P) can reflect a relationship

in which c, and c, contribute equally to cost.

“Early, Barro, and Margolis, RM-3072-PR (May, 1963), pp. 20-31.
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of computer system costs and capabilities are published by Adams

and Computers and Automation.^'' Since both sources deal with “typ-

ical” configurations rather than specific complements of equipment,

many items are expressed as ranges and/or “typical” values. Two
studies have been made to investigate the usefulness of such data for

obtaining cost-estimating equations. The first, by Patrick, covered 53

second-generation systems;** the second, by Jacob, 50 third-genera-

tion systems.®^

The reliability of the data given by Adams and Computers andAuto-

mation is difficult to ascertain. However, in the areas in which the two

sources overlap, they at least appear to be reasonably consistent. In

particular, the “typical” rental figures are almost perfectly correlated.*^

Thus selection of one source instead of the other should matter rela-

tively little.®'*

Patrick was able to explain 89% of the variation in (In rent) for sec-

ond-generation systems by using the following equation;

In (rent in dollars per month)

= 3.699

-H 0.253 In (space occupied in square feet) t = 6.675

-t- 0.017 (number of months since first installation) = 5.972

-1-0.648 fj =4.196
(0 otherwise

-t- 0.168 In (thousands of fixed-point additions per second) = 2.990

-1-0.181 In (minimum storage capacity in bits) = 2.354

-1-0.154 In (maximum storage capacity in bits) = 2.070

— 0.104 In (number of similar systems installed to date) = 1.853

Computer Characteristics Quarterly.

Computers and Automation, monthly census and annual directory.

James M. Patrick, “Computer Cost/Effectiveness,” December 1966 (unpublished).
This paper was written as a term project for a seminar given by the author at the Uni-
versity of Washington.
^ This research was performed by Nancy Jacob of the University of California, Irvine.

Errors of interpretation are, of course, the present author’s responsibility.

For a sample of 25 systems the correlation coefficient was .992, using data from late

1966. On the average the figures in Computers and Automation were 9% higher than
those given by Adams.
Except that, as of this writing, Adams no longer gives a single “typical” rental figure

(only a range), while Computers and Automation continues to give a point-estimate.

Space occupied and number of installations were based on data in Computers and
Automation, June, 1966; all other figures were based on data in Computer Character-
istics Quarterly, April, 1966.
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These results should be viewed with considerable skepticism because

of the small number of observations (53) relative to the number of

variables (8) and the known colinearity among the independent varia-

bles. Nonetheless it is instructive to see whether the coefficients at

least display some expected properties.

Perhaps the most surprising result is the explanatory power provided

by the space occupied by a system. A larger computer should not be

considered more valuable than a smaller one, ceteris paribus; but,

given equally space-saving designs, a larger system may be expected

to have greater capability than a smaller one (in other words, other

things will not be equal). No better example could be obtained to illus-

trate the fact that correlation need not imply cause and etfect.

The second most significant variable in the equation is the number of

months since the first installation of the system. This should not be

interpreted as a reflection of technological progress per se, since all

rental values are supposed to prevail at the same time. The equation

suggests that, at any particular time, people will be willing to pay more

for older systems than for newer ones with equivalent hardware char-

acteristics. Age is apparently acting as a surrogate for some valuable

characteristics not included explicitly in the data— most probably,

software support and the reliability of both software and hardware.

Interestingly, the numeric value is almost the same as that obtained

by Knight using rental charges measured at the date of introduction.®®

The similarity may be attributable to the extremely gross measure

used for rental charge. It is notable, however, that the results are con-

sistent with our earlier observation that decreases in rental charges

for old systems have been infrequent.

The size and apparent significance of the third variable accord with

the expectations of at least some observers. The results suggest that

second-generation IBM systems cost approximately 90% more, on the

average, than non-IBM systems with comparable hardware character-

istics.®^ Many explanations are possible. IBM systems may have had
better software, maintenance support, etc.; if so, this coefficient may

Knight’s results suggest an annual decrease in cost of 20-25% for given performance.
Patrick’s equation indicates a 1.7% decrease each month— equivalent to about 23%
per year:

97 ^0.«8 as
1 90

^12(0.017) -s I 23
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provide a measure of the value of such superiority. Another possibil-

ity is that typical IBM systems were generally more “complete” (i.e.,

had more tape drives and other features) and thus more expensive

than those of other manufacturers. Finally, the cynic might argue

that users were willing to pay significantly more for IBM systems be-

cause they did not wish to be nonconformists, or because they had

been deluded by IBM’s unequaled sales force. The data are essen-

tially neutral on the issue.

The results in regard to the remaining variables conform relatively

well to expectations. The number of additions per second appears to

represent processing power satisfactorily: the coefficient is positive

and significant (/ > 2). Since Adams did not indicate the memory
capacity of a “typical” system, Patrick used the minimum and the maxi-

mum values. Both were significant {t > 2), with reasonably similar

coefficients of the expected type (i.e., suggesting that the larger the

memory, the more valuable is the system). The last relationship may

be interpreted as a cause (cost per unit falls with the number in-

stalled) or as an effect (the lower the rental charge, the more systems

are installed). However, the coefficient is neither particularly large nor

particularly significant (/ < 2).

Finally, it is interesting to note that Patrick’s equation is consistent

with moderate economies of scale. Rewriting the relationship with

only the hardware characteristics stated explicitly, we have

Rent = /f(space)'''^^'' (additions/second)'’ '"*

(minimum storage)" '®' (maximum storage)"
'"''

Now, consider two systems, the second having double the hardware

capabilities of the first (i.e., space^ = 2 spacei, etc.). Obviously,

Rent™ = Rent|(2®‘’‘'"®’''®‘"'®''''’'""''‘"'‘"'')

= Rent, (2"”'')

Thus doubling the hardware capability (performance) would increase

cost (rental) by less than 70% (2®-''5® = ] .69).

The results obtained in Jacob’s subsequent study of 50 third-genera-

tion systems®® provide some interesting contrasts. Slightly over 85%

Defined as those first delivered after December, 1964.
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of the variation in (In rent) was explained with the following equation:

In (rent in dollars per month)

= 0.481

+0.693 In (minimum storage capacity in thousands of

bits) t = 5.364

+0.447 In (memory cycle rate in thousands of bits per

second) =4.219

—0.447 In (thousands of additions per second) = 4.126

+0.395 In (number of operation codes) = 2.349

+0.017 (number of months since first installation) = 1.371

+0.110 In (maximum storage capacity in thousands of

bits) =0.751

„ „„„ fl if IBM „ -

+0.098 {„ , .
— 0.300

[0 otherwise

+0.00002 (number of similar systems installed to date) = 0.087

Surprisingly, the coefficient indicating the effect of the number of

months since first delivery equals that obtained by Patrick (to three

places); note, however, that it does not appear to be highly significant

(?= 1.371). The number of systems installed is clearly insignificant,

perhaps because of the relatively short period of time covered. Inter-

estingly, the apparent difference between IBM systems and all others

found in Patrick’s study is not at all evident— the coefficient for the

shift variable is small and insignificant (/ = 0.300). Second-generation

IBM systems may have been more expensive than others, but ap-

parently third-generation systems were not.

As in Patrick’s study, rental is clearly related to memory size, but

the minimum capacity appears to be far more relevant than the maxi-

mum capacity in this case, perhaps because the available ranges have

become so great that the typical system’s storage is considerably closer

to the minimum than to the maximum figure. The inclusion of the size

of the instruction repertoire appears to add to predictive power— the

t value is 2.349, and the coefficient has the expected sign.

Perhaps the most curious aspect of this study concerns the coeffi-

“ Rent based on data given in Computer Characteristics Quarterly, October, 1966; num-
ber of systems installed based on data from Computers and Automation, May, 1967; all

other data from Computer Characteristics Quarterly, Spring, 1967.
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cients for computation power and memory cycle rate. Both are

significant (t = 4.126 and 4.219, respectively), and the two are equal

in absolute value (to three significant digits). But they differ in sign.

As expected, the equation suggests that rent will increase with the

memory cycle rate. It also suggests, however, that rent will decrease

with the number of additions peiformed per second. The implication

seems to be that the ability to add rapidly is an undesirable attribute—

hardly an expected result.

It might be best to argue that this simply illustrates the danger of too

few degrees of freedom, too much colinearity, and the violation of

several implicit assumptions of regression analysis. However, at least

one rationalization deserves mention. Let be the cycle rate and R„

the addition rate; then the equation may be written as

In (rent) = k + 0.447(ln R,) - 0.447(ln R„)

= k + 0.447(ln R, - in R„)

or

Rent - K
(^)

As this form indicates, neither the cycle rate nor the addition rate alone

may provide much explanatory power, but the ratio may be more help-

ful. The larger the rate at which information can be transferred into

and out of core memory relative to the rate at which addition can be

performed, the more valuable the system, ceteris paribus. This result

may be attributable solely to certain peculiarities of the data, but it is at

least a more satisfying interpretation.

The modest economics of scale implied by Patrick’s equation do not

appear here. The sum of the coefficients for hardware characteristics

actually exceeds 1.

None of the results described in this section should be considered

definitive. However, these three studies illustrate the approach taken

in many empirical attempts to obtain cost-estimating equations. It is,

of course, comforting when results consistent with prior expectations

are obtained. But the final test of any such equation is its ability to esti-

mate cost more accurately than some meaningful alternative procedure.

Given the rapid technological progress in the computer industry, it is

not surprising that predictions based on past relationships have rarely

proved satisfactory.
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I. THE DEMAND FOR COMPUTATION

An interesting attempt to measure the demand for computation was

made by Chow, using data covering the period 1954-1965.^'’® For

each year, two indices were calculated: one representing the price per

unit of computing power, the other the total amount of computing

power installed.^®^ Needless to say, the data indicated that price has

decreased over time whereas quantity has increased.

An economist might use price-quantity pairs of this type to estimate

a demand curve by means of traditional regression techniques. A likely

candidate would be the form exhibiting a constant elasticity:

\ti Q = a + b\n P

or

Gregory C. Chow, “Technological Change and the Demand for Computers,'’ Ameri-

can Economic Review, December, 1967, pp. 1117-1 130.

Chow hypothesized that in any given year the price of a system would be related to

the values of three basic attributes as follows:

In P* = a — bt In + biln M — bs In

or

where P* ~ predicted monthly rental,

tm = multiplication time (in microseconds),

M = memory size (in thousands of bits),

ta
= access time (in microseconds), and

A = e".

Chow assumed that price could be used as an adequate surrogate for computing
power (“effectiveness”). As shown earlier, there appear to be substantial economies of

scale in computation; Chow’s assumption could thus lead to serious error if the overall

mix of systems (in terms of effectiveness) changes radically over time. Barring such a

change, the assumption should prove acceptable for the purposes of the study. In any
event, the “quantity” of computing power of each system was measured by the rental it

would have commanded in 1960. More specifically.

In Q = -0.1045 - 0.0654 In + 0.5793 In M - 0.1406 In r„

The total quantity of computing power installed was estimated, using IBM data,

census figures from Computers and Automation, and extrapolation where necessary. An
“absolute” price index for each year was calculated by taking a simple average of the
price per unit of computing power for each of the models installed, with the actual rental

charge of a system divided by its “quantity” of computing power to obtain the relevant
measure of price per unit of computing power. Finally, a “relative” price index was ob-
tained by deflating the “absolute” values to reflect changes in the general level of prices.
The latter series is meant when the term price appears in our discussion of the study.
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Q=AP<>

where /I = c" and b = price elasticity of demand (<0).

A noneconomist might view the computer industry as a “growth”

industry, attributing the increase in quantity installed simply to the

passage of time. Such an interpretation usually holds that quantity will

follow some known curve over time; the problem is simply to select

the appropriate form and to estimate the relevant characteristics. One

of the more popular forms is the logistic or S-shaped curve.'"- Another

is the Gompertz curve, expressed as a differential equation of the form

^ = a(2(lnQ*-ln(2)

where Q* is the equilibrium value of Q. which the actual value (Q)

approaches asymptotically.

Using discrete time periods, we can restate the Gompertz relation-

ship as

In Q,
- In = a(ln Q* - In Q,.,)

Simple regression techniques can obviously be used to estimate the

values of a and Q*, given a series of quantity values (Q,, . . . , Q„).

Neither of these simple approaches is likely to prove satisfactory for

predicting the growth in computing power. Price has fallen dramatically,

a fact that should be taken into account. But the technology has also

changed rapidly, and it is difficult for users to comprehend. Moreover,

its effective use may require major adjustments; thus it seems unlikely

that new equilibrium situations will be reached almost instantly.

The point has been made before, but it is worth emphasizing again.

Consider Fig. 9-13; let price-quantity combination P,,Q, represent a

Expressed by the difierential equation

dQ~ = aQ(Q*-Q)

where Q* is the equilibrium value of Q, which the actual value approaches asymptoti-

cally.
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FIGURE 9-13. A long-run and two short-run demand curves.

long-run equilibrium situation. Now assume that price falls to P2 - At

the end of 1 year, quantity will have increased to 02 - If we are inter-

ested in response over this period, curve through these two points

should be used as the (1-year response) demand curve. But note that, if

price remains at P-i, quantity demanded may very likely increase, say

to Qi . If we are interested in the situation 2 years after a price change,

the relevant demand curve is Dg. If price remains at Pg forever, and no

underlying factors change, quantity will eventually reach some long-

run equilibrium value Q^*. The curve through such points {D*) is often

considered the demand curve. Clearly, it should not be estimated by

simply fitting a curve directly to a series of points (e.g., Pi,Qi and

P2,Q2) that do not represent long-run equilibrium positions.

Figure 9-14 shows an even more complex situation. The actual

quantity demanded in period 1 (<2i) is less than the appropriate long-

run equilibrium amount (Qi*). The increase from Qi to Qz in period 2

thus represents both a movement toward equilibrium and a response

to a decrease in price. In other words, quantity increases from Qi to Qz
in an attempt to approach the now larger equilibrium amount Qz*.

Chow suggests that both the dynamic adjustment process and the

existence of a downward-sloping long-run equilibrium demand curve
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FIGURE 9-14. Movement towards equilibrium.

be recogni'zecf expfi'citfy. Foffowing common practice, fet the equation

of the long-run demand curve be

In Q* = n -f /; In F,

Now let the adjustment process be represented by the Gompertz
curve;

In Qi
— In (2,-1 = aln Q* -I- aln (2,-,

Combining the two relations, we have

In Q,
— In 2,_, = a(o + b In P,) -f aln Q,_,

= aa -f ab In P, i- aln 0,_,

= c, -f Ca In P, + Cy In Q,_,

Standard regression methods may be used to estimate the coefficients

c,, C2 , and c^. From them, the values of a, a, and h may be imputed.'^

Figure 9-15 shows Chow’s results. The long-run demand curve D*
has an elasticity (constant, by assumption) of 1.44. However, as the

points representing the actual price-quantity pairs indicate, the adjust-

ment process was relatively slow. The coefficient of the Gompertz

a = c^, b = Cj/ci, and a = Ci/Cj.
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equation was 0.2526— closer to 0 (representing no adjustment) than to

1 (representing full adjustment in one time period).

Figure 9-16 shows the ratio of the actual quantity installed to the

corresponding equilibrium quantity for each year from 1954 through

1965. The dashed curve indicates the future pattern if price is un-

changed; it is simply the Gompertz curve for a = 0.2526. Needless to

say, there is no reason to believe that price will not change; hence

actual results are not likely to follow this pattern. If Chow’s coefR-

Price ( index

)

Quantity ( index

)

FIGURE 9-15. Relationship between price and quantity, showing actual values over

time and an implied demand curve.
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Qf/Qt*

FIGURE 9-16. Ratio of actual quantity of computer power installed to correspond-

ing equilibrium quantity during 1954-1965.

dents are approximately correct, the amount of computer power in-

stalled can be expected to triple eventually if its price remains con-

stant. In the more likely event that price continues to fall, quantity can

be expected to increase even more.
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CHAPTER 10 THE COST AND EFFECTIVENESS

D D 0 OF MEMORY
n

^
^ A. INTRODUCTION

For some purposes it is useful to view a computer as a

memory system connected to a series of processors. Input/output

processors (e.g., selectors and multiplexors) bring information to the

memory system from devices such as card readers, consoles, and

metering instruments and/or deliver information to other devices such

as line printers and cathode-ray tubes. Arithmetic processors mani-

pulate information in memory, while logic units use such information

to control the behavior of the system. The channels over which in-

formation can be transferred between memory and various processors

differ in both speed and the ability to operate concurrently. One proces-

sor may require the use of another— for example, the central processor

may be needed briefly to assist an input/output processor. Generally

only one processor can be connected to a particular section of memory
at a given time; the use of one channel may or may not preclude the

use of another, and the use of one processor may or may not preclude

the use of another.

The actual composition of a memory system is typically extremely

complex. There may be hundreds of components— for example, mag-

netic tapes, disk units, drums, registers, read-only storage, and each

of a potentially large number of logically separate blocks of core

memory. Some processors may be able to communicate with only

certain devices, requiring other processors to transfer information

from component to component within the overall memory system.

The classical distinction between memory and input/output devices

is often made on arbitrary grounds, further compounding the problem.

Is a tape drive an input/output device? Or does the entire tape library

constitute part of the system’s memory? If the answer to the latter

question is affirmative, in what category should punched-card files be

placed?

The exact classification of each memory device is not particularly

important. But its intelligent use most certainly is. The key problems
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associated with the design of both hardware and software are often

those of memory management (broadly construed). Such problems are

beyond the scope of this discussion; it suffices to say here that the

relevant dollar value of any given configuration is that obtainable if it is

used efficiently.

Obviously the selection of a preferred set of memory devices re-

quires estimates of value predicated on efficient management. Some
estimates of the relative costs of alternative devices, however, will

also be needed. This chapter investigates methods for obtaining rough

approximations of such costs. The general approach is similar to that

used earlier for complete systems. Cost is taken to mean cost to the

user— either rental charge or purchase price. It is used as the dependent

variable in each regression equation.

Factors relating to cost of production as well as those concerned

with value may be expected to influence cost to the user. Thus we
consider as independent variables (1) various measures of effective-

ness, (2) size (storage capacity), to determine the extent of any econ-

omies of scale, and (3) the number of months since first delivery, as a

surrogate for reliability, software support, etc.

The empirical studies described in the subsequent sections consider

only magnetic devices capable of both storing and retrieving informa-

tion. Moreover, since most of the data were obtained during 1966 and

1967, only relatively traditional devices were examined.

A number of problems arise in connection with studies of this type.

Perhaps most important, the overall value of a memory system is not

likely to be related in any simple way to the characteristics of its in-

dividual components. It would be surprising to find, for example, that

the appropriate measures of effectiveness have the property that the

effectiveness of a system is simply the sum of the relevant values for

its component devices. Recognition of this problem makes it difficult

to establish useful boundaries when categorizing “devices.” For ex-

ample, should a controller be included as part of a “disk drive”? What
if the controller can handle several devices concurrently? Worse yet,

what if it can handle disk drives and drum units concurrently? In

order to obtain empirical results, these questions must be answered,

but the choices are usually made on pragmatic (if not arbitrary) grounds.

Similar problems arise with removable media. For example, the

device “one tape drive with one tape mounted” has relatively small
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FIGURE 10-1. Possible relationships between computer size and price.

capacity, a relatively high cost per unit of information, and moderate

access time. The device “one tape drive with 500 tapes plus an operator

to mount whichever one is required” has substantial capacity, a much
lower cost per unit stored, and very poor access times under many
conditions. In theory both alternatives (and hundreds more) should be

considered. In practice this is rarely done.

Another problem concerns the identification of the true cost of addi-

tional capacity. Consider two models of a computer system, one with

32K bits of core memory, and the other with 64K bits. Actual prices,

shown by points A and B in Fig. 10-1, imply the incremental cost per

bit shown by the slope of line AB. But what if one of the two models

had been designed simply as a variation of the other? For example, if

the original design had been optimized for 64K, the cost of a machine

designed explicitly for 32K might be that shown by pointy4'. The actual

prices thus would understate the “true” incremental cost of memory.
The opposite situation would apply if the larger machine had been
designed by modifying the smaller; then the “true” incremental cost

of memory might be that indicated by the slope of the line AB'. This is

not simply idle speculation— compatible families of equipment with
wide ranges of possible configurations provide great advantages, but
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they also have drawbacks: for any given task, a member of such a

family may be more costly than a machine designed specifically for the

job in question. As always in empirical investigations, the law of large

numbers may be Invoked in this connection; hopefully cases in which

incremental cost is understated will be approximately offset by others

in which it is overstated.

B. MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

The relative importance of various characteristics of a memory device

depends greatly on the details of its intended use. A universally appli-

cable measure of effectiveness cannot possibly be specified. Instead,

we will consider two radically different uses of memory and obtain

two measures of effectiveness for each.

Consider a memory device capable of storing N bits of information.

Let t,,j represent the minimum time between the access of bit / and the

access of bit J (for purposes of this discussion we do not differentiate

between a reading operation and a writing operation; the term access

will be used to signify either one). Note that, in general, t,,j need not

equal tj,,: for example, if bit J follows bit / on a track of a rotating de-

vice, will be very short whereas will be only slightly less than the

time required to complete a revolution.

Now let the bits be numbered from 1 to A in such a manner that the

following sum is minimized:

Tr — ^ h.i+i

i=i

Here Tr is the time required to access all N bits in order; we simply

require a numbering system that minimizes this time. Many alter-

natives may be available (e.g., the choice is completely arbitrary for

certain core memory units); or there may be only one such scheme,

perhaps for a magnetic tape that can only be accessed while moving

forward. In any event, we assume henceforth that the numbering

scheme gives the minimum possible value of Tr-

1. Random Access

At a high level of abstraction we may describe the use of a memory
device as simply a sequence of accesses. Such a sequence may have
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a simple pattern or be essentially random. One extreme is represented

by a completely sequential pattern:

1,2, 3,. . . ,iV

The next element in this pattern is completely predictable if the

present element is known. The other end of the spectrum is represented

by a so-called random walk. In such a sequence, knowledge of the

previous elements is of no value in predicting the next element. A
special case arises when each bit has an equal chance of being ac-

cessed:

Pr (/ = k) = j^
for each k = \ io N

Pr {j = k) =
j^

for each k — \ to N

We will use the term random access to refer to such a case. It is clearly

the most demanding in terms of the design (and use) of a memory de-

vice. Also, since this case lies at one end of the full spectrum of pos-

sible uses, it seems reasonable to attempt to represent the effective-

ness of a memory device under such conditions.

In general the object of interest is the interaccess time Under
the conditions of random access, what will be the probability distribu-

tion of ti,j for a given device? Once the distribution is known, it may be

summarized in many ways. Following convention, we use two meas-

ures:

= the expected value of interaccess time under conditions of

random access, and

= the standard deviation of interaccess time under conditions

of random access.

As shown below, distributions with radically different shapes may be

obtained for different types of devices. Comparisons based solely on
these two measures may thus prove unsatisfactory if a choice among
very different devices is to be made. However, such measures should

suffice for our purpose: to obtain general relationships for broad
classes of devices.

Figure 10-2 shows the distribution of lij for a core storage unit.
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FIGURE 1 0-2. Distribution of interaccess time for a core storage unit.

This is one of the few types of truly random-access storage devices:

tf.j is the same for all values of / and j,' hence o-(/,.j) = 0.

Figure 10-3 shows the distribution for a rotating device with one

read/wTite head per track (assuming instantaneous selection of the

proper track).- For such a device the distribution of /,.j is the same,

regardless of the value of /.^ Thus Fig. 10-3 could represent the condi-

tional distribution of f,,j for any given i or the unconditional distribu-

tion of /,.j. The same statement can, of course, be made concerning

Fig. 10-2.

For some devices the distribution of interaccess times may be

quite complex. Consider a disk or drum unit with fewer read/write

heads than tracks; both rotational delay and arm movement must be

taken into account. Figure 10-3 indicates the distribution of time re-

quired once the appropriate track is selected, but what are the charac-

teristics of the arm-movement time distribution?

Let there be N positions, with a constant rate of arm movement

between positions. Let i and j represent numbered arm positions;

' This is not precisely true for some systems. For example, the access time for some
elements of memory on the IBM 360/67 is 6% greater than that for other elements be-

cause of differences in distance from the central processor. We ignore such complica-

tions here.

-Needless to say. Fig. 10-3 is an approximation; in fact, only certain values of t are

possible, but it is convenient to represent f as a continuous variable.

^ Note that this statement does not imply that the value of tjj for any givenj is unaffected

by the choice of i.
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t

FIGURE 10-3. Distribution of interaccess time for a head-per-track rotating device,

and, for convenience, assume that time is measured so that

tj.i+l ~ h+l.i
~ 1

As before, we assume completely random accesses.'’

Figure 10-4 shows the conditional probability distribution of

ti,j for / = /'. Table 10-1 provides a numeric example for a device

with seven positions numbered 0 through 6. Each row in the table cor-

responds to a conditional probability distribution of the type illus-

’That is,

Pr (( = ^) = TT for each k = 1 to NN
and

Pr U ~ — f®*' ®3ch k = I to N

1 ! N-i’ t

FIGURE 10-4. Conditional probability distribution of arm movement time for a

rotating device.
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TABLE 10-1. Pr =

t

/' 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7

1 1/7 2/7 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7 0

2 1/7 2/7 2/7 1/7 1/7 0 0

3 1/7 2/7 2/7 2/7 0 0 0

4 1/7 2/7 2/7 1/7 1/7 0 0

5 1/7 2/7 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7 0

6 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7

Pr = 7/49 12/49 10/49 8/49 6/49 4/49 2/49

trated in Fig. 10-4 (note the symmetry— row N — /' is the same as

row ('). The unconditional probability distribution is shown in the

bottom row of the table: it is simply the weighted average of the other

rows, with each one weighted by the probability of its occurrence

(equal to 1/N in each case).

The results can be generalized:

Pr = =

Pr {t.j = t) = forlgtSN-1

Figures 10-5a and b show the distributions for N = 7 and 20. For

large values of N a sufficiently close approximation is provided by

the following continuous distribution:

= forO^t^N

The graph of such a distribution is a triangle with altitude 21

N

and

base N. It thus has the required property that the sum of the proba-

bilities equals 1.® It is a simple matter to compute the mean and stand-

ard deviation of r,j for such a distribution. The mean is

^
[

[Pr (>i.j
= t) dt] = area of triangle = i • A/] = 1
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Pr(t[,j=0

(a)

Pr(ti^j=t)

FIGURE 10-5. Probability distribution of arm movement time for a rotating device

having (a) 6 and (b) 20 positions.
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Pr (/..j
= t)t dt

t dt

N
3

And the variance is

= r Pr = /)[/ - £(r,.,)P dt

= - ^Eit.Jt + E(r,/] dt

18

The standard deviation is, of course, the square root of the variance:

N EUi.,)

3V2 V2

These results apply only to the arm-movement time, but it is a

simple matter to compute the expected value and standard deviation

for total interaccess time. Since selection of a track and selection of a

position on that track are, by assumption, independent events, both

the means and the variances are additive;

E(total time) = £(arm-movement time) -t- £(rotational time)

o^(total time) = o-“(arm-movement time) -f cr^frotational time)

We have discussed only a few of the many possible distributions of

interaccess time under conditions of completely random access. In

many cases analytic techniques may prove impractical, requiring the

use of simulation methods or empirical tests involving the device it-

self. In any event, the behavior of a system under these stringent con-

ditions is sufficiently important to warrant careful consideration.

2. Sequential Access

Completely random accesses provide the most difficult conditions

under which a memory device can operate; to complement the meas-
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ures of effectiveness based on such conditions we need to consider

less demanding tasks. Recall that the bits in each device are assumed

to be numbered so as to minimize the time required to access all N bits

in order. Clearly no other sequence of N accesses could require less

time. We refer to such a situation as the sequential-access case.

To formalize, we are concerned here with the distribution of inter-

access times when the (/ + l)st bit is always accessed after bit /. We
denote such a time by and assume that each of the N —

1 possible

values is equiprobable.

The expected value of is obviously

1=1 ' '

"" - 1 ?

The final form indicates that the numbering scheme serves to mini-

mize as well as T?-.*’

The standard deviation can be determined from the definition:

1= 1 ' '

3. Other Measures

We have suggested four primary measures of storage effectiveness.

Two correspond roughly to commonly used definitions:

~ “average access time”

1

“average transfer rate”

Note that neither nor cr(f,,^) is aifected by the choice of a numbering scheme.
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Our other two measures do not appear to have direct counterparts in

common use; dispersion is either ignored or stated in terms of maxi-

mum and/or minimum values.

Under standard assumptions of risk aversion, all four measures

represent undesirable properties: the smaller the average time be-

tween accesses the better, and the smaller the dispersion around the

average the better.

The problems associated with the use of these measures to compare

devices should not be underestimated. As an example, for tape drives

should estimates of be based on the assumption that the tape is

already in motion? And should /s.,, the rewind time, be included in the

analysis; if so, how?

For certain classes of devices, one or more of the measures may

prove redundant. For most core memories

and

o’UtJ = o'(t..i+i) = 0

while for most tape drives

E{t,J > £(r...+,)

cr(r,,j) > 0 and or(/,,,+i) = 0

On the other hand, for most moving-arm rotating devices, all four

measures are relevant, since

E{t,J > £(?,.,+,)

o'U,.}) > 0 and o-(t,,,+,) > 0

Differences of this type do not indicate that our measures are inap-

propriate. On the contrary, they suggest useful categories into which

devices may be classified.

The four measures of effectiveness described here are not intended

to be exhaustive; others will be considered where relevant. However,

further generalization would prove of little value. We turn thus to a

consideration of each of the major types of magnetic storage in com-

mon use.
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C. CORE STORAGE

1. Production Costs

The traditional form of high-speed central storage is a stack of ferrite

cores. Each core acts as a binary switch, storing either “one” or

“zero,” depending on the way in which it is magnetized. Generally,

each reference to memory involves two steps. In the first, all cores of

interest are made to assume a value of zero; all changes are sensed

and stored in the relevant position of a register, effectively clearing the

selected portion of memory and transferring its contents to the register.

The second phase provides for resetting desired cores to the “one”

position, based on the contents of a register, effectively transferring its

contents to the selected portion of memory. The time to complete both

phases is called the memory cycle time. Write operations require the

full cycle— the first phase clears the selected location, and then the

desired information (having been placed in the register) is transferred

to memory. Read operations also require both phases if the contents

of memory are not to be destroyed: the second phase simply resets

memory to its initial value, using the contents of the register set during

the first phase. Note, however, that the information is available for use

at the end of the first phase. The time required simply to obtain in-

formation is typically called the memory access time.

A great deal of attention has been given to core memory design. For

any given set of requirements, many technologically feasible designs

are usually available. For example, mechanical components can often

be substituted for electronic elements (or vice versa). Traditional

designs include one sense wire and one inhibit wire threaded through

each core. But sensing is required only in phase 1 ,
while inhibition is

needed only in phase 2. It is thus possible to use one wire for both

functions, at the expense of more complicated circuitry. Such a

scheme may prove desirable— in one instance a second wire was found

to add 0.5 cent per core to costs, whereas the extra circuitry required

to share one wire added only 0.2 cent per core.^

’^Dana W. Moore, “Cost Performance Analysis of Core Memories,” Proceedings, Fall
Joint Computer Conference, 1966, p. 271.
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The two major phases (interrogation and resetting) must be preceded

by the selection of the desired cores in memory. If the number of bits

to be read or written (the bandwidth or word size) is 2"‘ and the memory

unit contains 2" bits, some means for selecting one from among the

2“' = 2"“'" words must be found. Here, too, there are complicated trade-

ofl's. The simplest method {linear selection) uses a separate wire for

each of the 2"' positions, allowing low wiring costs but requiring rela-

tively e.xpensive circuitry for any given speed. The traditional method

{coincident current) requires more wires to be threaded through each

core but economizes on circuit costs.

During the selection operation the /»-bit address desired must be

decoded and an electronic switch set to connect the appropriate in

cores to the desired registers. In a linear-select system, a 2'‘'-position

electronic switch is required. A coincident-current stack is typically

made up of in planes, each containing 2"’ cores organized in a square

array. Any given core in an array is accessed by selecting one of the

2"'- wires threaded in one direction plus one of the 2'''- wires threaded

in the other direction. A small current is sent along each of the two

wires; only when the two coincide (at the desired core) is there suffi-

cient current to cause the desired action.

A coincident-current memory requires two 2''''--position switches: a

linear-select memory, one 2 "'-position switch. If the cost of such cir-

cuitry is roughly a linear function of the number of positions (as often

assumed), this cost will be proportional to the number of words of

memory for a linear-select system. But for the more common coin-

cident-current system, cost will be proportional to the square root of

the number of words;

Cr = 2k •
2"’''- =

where k. K are constants, A^,- = 2"' = the number of words in memory,

and C,. = the cost of switching circuits.

This formula suggests that considerable economies of scale may be

available for coincident-current memories. However, such economies

are limited. As array size increases, wire lengths must also, imposing

some diseconomies (slower speed and/or higher circuit costs). Most

arrays are limited to 4096 cores (64 X 64). Beyond this point, increases
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FIGURE 10-6. Estimated cost of production for core units versus number of bits.

in capacity are accommodated by adding new sets of arrays, and margi-

nal cost becomes roughly constant.

Figure 10-6 shows one set of estimated (optimal) costs of produc-

tion for several alternative core units with roughly 1 -microsecond cycle

time per word (note that the horizontal axis is logarithmic). As ex-

pected, cost per bit declines at a decreasing rate, approaching an

asymptote as size increases. The figure also indicates that, for a given

capacity in bits, cost per bit increases with word length (at least for

small memory sizes), since the number of words will be inversely

related to word size. As Fig. 10-7 shows, for equal capacity in words,

a system based on a long word may.actually cost less per bit than one

based on a shorter word.

Figures 10-6 and 10-7 show estimates of minimal costs of produc-

tion, assuming full use of integrated circuitry. Needless to say, the

prices charged by manufacturers for units produced by means of earlier

technology are considerably higher. However, economies of scale are

I 1 1 I I t i 1 _ _1

8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048
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FIGURE 1 0-7. Estimated cost of production for core units versus number of words.

still evident, as indicated in Fig. 10-8, taken from a manufacturer’s

brochure suggesting typical prices for one type of memory unit.®

The speed at which a memory operates also has a significant effect

on cost. More and better circuitry is usually required to make a given

memory faster. Moreover, it is often necessary to use smaller cores:

the smaller the core, the faster is the switching time (for given power),

and the more compact the array (reducing wire length and hence the

time required for a current to travel the length of the wire). But smaller

cores are more expensive to manufacture and assemble, because of the

need for greater precision.

Other tradeoffs must also be considered. Very fast core memories

may require linear selection instead of the cheaper coincident-current

organization. And if relatively slow speeds (e.g., 8 microseconds) are

®Ferroxcube catalogue M-661 (not dated); the curve indicates the price of memory
plus delay-line timing, address storage, drive and logic power supplies, and memory
exercisor for 8-/isec, 16-bit systems.

I I I I I I I I I

1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256
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FIGURE 10-8. Typical prices for second-generation memory units.

acceptable, and the desired amount of memory is large, substantial

savings may be achieved by using a system requiring only two wires to

be threaded through each core.® The relationship between speed and

cost for conventional memories of similar size produced by one manu-

facturer is shown in Fig. 10-9.

To summarize, production cost per bit appears to be inversely

related to both memory size (number of bits) and cycle time. More-

over, for small units, cost per bit appears to vary directly with word
length. If the cost of electronic circuitry relative to that of mechanical

components continues to fall, as expected, the cost of conventionally

organized systems will decrease; but the minimal attainable cost will

decrease even more rapidly as relatively cheaper electronic circuits are

substituted for more expensive elements.

Thus far nothing has been said about rod, plated-wire, and thin-film

memories: devices that are equivalent to core memory units in logical

“This is the so-called IVa-D, 2-wire system used in most “mass memory” units (Moore,
op. cit., p. 273).

'“Ferroxcube catalogue M-661, op. cit.
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FIGURE 10-9. Relationship between speed and cost for conventional memories

of similar size. Source. Ferroxcube M-661. op. cit.

operation but can be produced with more automatic assembly methods.

All are currently sold commercially. They appear to be more economi-

cal (and in many cases the only feasible choice) when high speed is

desired. But in the range of speeds for which both types of memory

are feasible, core units continue to be the dominant form in use. If

noncore devices in this range of speeds are cheaper to produce, the

fact was not evident to the customer in 1967: the prices charged for

the two most widely used systems (NCR’s 315 rod memory and

UN Ivac’s plated-wire memory) did not differ significantly from those

for comparable core units.*'

2. Prices and Rental Charges

It is important to understand the basic technology of core memory

production in order to take into account possible tradeoffs among cost,

speed, size, and other variables. But the typical user is not directly

concerned with the cost of production; he cares primarily about prices

" More correctly, the price per bit of each device was not significantly smaller than the

value predicted by the regression equations developed in the study described in Section

C-2. Although these devices were included in the study, the regression equations would
not have been affected to any major extent had they been omitted. NCR’s century

series “short-rod” memory, introduced in 1968, appears to be the first exception to the

statement in the text. Its price is significantly below that of core units of comparable
speed and capacity.
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and rental charges. To investigate user costs, empirical analyses were

performed by means of standard regression methods. All data were

obtained in 1966; thus the results reflect the situation prevailing at that

time. This section briefly describes the study.

An obvious problem connected with such an analysis concerns the

measurement of cost per bit. Computer manufacturers do not sell

memory units by the bit; only substantial increments may be obtained,

and often the size of the increment increases with total memory size.

The IBM 360/40 provides a typical example. In 1966, users could

obtain a central processor with 16K, 32K, 64K, 128K or 256K bytes

of memory for the purchase prices shown in Fig. 10- 10a. Each pair

of adjacent points has been connected with a straight line, the slope of

which we define as the marginal cost per bit for the increment. This

yields a step function for the marginal cost per bit, for example, that

shown in Fig. lO-lOb. For the regression analysis, each step is de-

scribed by its midpoint. Thus the 360/40 provides the four pairs of

cost per bit and size shown by points 1-4 in Fig. lO-lOb.

In this instance the marginal cost per bit is different for each incre-

ment, but this is by no means always the case. We thus define an incre-

ment as a range of memory sizes over which the marginal cost per bit

is constant. In terms of Fig. lO-IOa, an increment begins either at

the left-most point or at a point at which there is a “kink” and ends

either at the right-most point or at a kink. Using this definition, 222

distinct increments (observations) were obtained for a set of 78 dif-

ferent computer systems. Virtually all general-purpose digital com-

puters manufactured in the United States during 1966 were included,

except those for which alternative amounts of core memory were not

offered. Only central memory devices were considered; thus high-

speed registers and “mass memory” devices such as IBM’s large-

capacity store were excluded. Although NCR’s 315 rod memory and

'^The study was performed by the author in early 1967. However, it benefited con-

siderably from a preliminary study undertaken during the summer of 1966 by the author
and Emanuel Sharon under the sponsorship of the Center for Research in Management
Science of the University of California (Berkeley). A similar study was performed by
John Tennant at the University of Washington at about the same time.

'^Some manufacturers use K to denote 1000; others, to denote 1024. In the case of the

IBM 360 series, the latter meaning applies— thus a 256K system has 262,144 bytes of
memory.
“ Since both purchase price and rental charge are of interest, both price per bit and
rent per bit must be constant for a range of sizes to be considered a single increment.
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UNIVAC’s plated-wire units were included, as indicated earlier, they

did not differ significantly in cost from core units with similar char-

acteristics.

Both rental charges and purchase prices were obtained from GSA
price lists.'® Rental charges include maintenance, but maintenance

costs are relatively small for core memory units. For some equipment

(e.g., the 360/40), it is impossible to obtain a precise measure of aver-

age cost per bit, since memory units and processors are not priced

separately. Of course an approximation may be found in such cases by

extrapolation (e.g., in Fig. lO-lOa the vertical intercept can be esti-

mated). However, we take the more direct approach, relating marginal

cost per bit to key attributes of core memory.

To measure effectiveness it would be desirable to use all four meas-

ures described earlier. However, a number of problems arise. If the

unit of information is taken to be the word (more properly, the “band-

width”), both measures of dispersion— o-(
/,,_,) and cr(/,,,+i) — will be zero.

This need not be the case if the bit is taken as the basic unit, since the

time required will typically depend on whether or not the next bit

desired is part of the same word as the last one. In true random-access

memories, F(/.,j) will equal F(t,.,+i) when the unit of information is

defined as the word; but this need not hold if the unit is defined as the

bit.

Independent banks of core memory add further complications; such

systems are not truly random access, even when the word is considered

the unit of information. In yet other cases, the distribution of f,,j and/or

U.t+i will depend on whether accesses are assumed to be for reading or

writing information.

Because of all these problems, and in order to minimize colinearity

among the independent variables, only two alternative measures of ef-

fectiveness are included explicitly in the regression analyses:

tc
= the cycle time, that is, the time required to select, interrogate,

and restore the basic unit of information (2’" bits) for the de-

vice, expressed in microseconds; and

tcib = the cycle time per bit (= tc/2'®), expressed in microseconds per

bit.

'®For Burroughs, IBM, NCR, RCA, SDS, and UNIVAC equipment, the GSA sched-
ules for the period July 1, 1966, through June 30, 1967, were used; for CDC, GE, and
Honeywell equipment, the schedules for the period July 1, 1965, through June 30, 1966,
were used.
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Since a core memory device is typically specific to a single computer

system, its value (and hence price) should depend to some extent on

the reliability and software support for the overall system. We rely on

the time since first delivery to act as a surrogate for such attributes:

A = age, expressed as the number of months since first delivery.

To measure economies of scale, size must be included as an inde-

pendent variable; it is also needed to calculate cost per bit.’® Hence a

decision is required concerning the treatment of parity bits, which are

used in almost all core memories to reduce the probability of an un-

detected error. From the user’s viewpoint, they do not store informa-

tion; but they do increase the reliability of the information stored in

the other (“memory”) bits. Many users are, in fact, completely un-

aware of the existence, let atone the number, of parity bits.

The ratio of parity to memory bits differs significantly from system

to system. Several machines use 1 parity bit per 8-bit byte; others,

1 parity bit per 36-bit word. A high ratio of parity to memory bits may

augur greater effective reliability for the memory unit as a whole. On

the other hand, it may indicate that the low reliability of cheap elec-

tronic circuits and/or memory elements is being offset to establish

adequate overall reliability. Ideally, separate measures of the amount

of information stored and the reliability of the storage should be ob-

tained. However, since accurate measures of reliability are not avail-

able, such a solution is not practical. Instead, we can only investigate

each of the two obvious alternatives:

5.,, = average size of the increment (in thousands of memory bits),

and

S-r = average size of the increment (in thousands of total, i.e.,

memory and parity, bits).

Another problem concerns the appropriate measure of cost to the

user. Purchase prices are highly correlated with rental charges, but

the correlation is far from perfect. Figure 10-11 shows the distribution

of purchase/rent ratios of increments of core memory for the 78 com-

puters studied.’^ Since the variation is substantial, it seems wise to

Raising some difficult statistical problems when the latter is used as the dependent

variable. We ignore such problems here at some peril.

Basic monthly rental (i.e., the charge for one-shift utilization) was used to measure rent

throughout. The purchase/rent ratio for each system was obtained by considering the

largest possible increment (i.e., from the minimum to the maximum memory). The dis-

tribution has a median of 45, a mean of 44.83, and a standard deviation of 7.52.
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FIGURE 10-11. Distribution of purchase/rent ratios of increments of core memory
for 78 computers.

examine both purchase price and rental charge. This decision results

in four dependent variables of interest:

PIT = purchase cost per total bit (in cents per bit),

P/M = purchase cost per memory bit (in cents per bit),

RjT = monthly rental charge per total bit (in cents per month per

bit), and

RjM = monthly rental charge per memory bit (in cents per month

per memory bit).

In each case the corresponding measure of size is selected as one of

the independent variables (i.e., St for PIT and RIT, for P/M and

RIM).

The characteristics of the distributions of the four measures are

given in Table 10-2. The distribution of purchase price per memory
bit is shown in detail in Fig. 10-12.

The relationships to be investigated can be selected on the basis of

hypotheses about the cost of production and/or value of various de-

vices. The discussion of production cost suggests that cost per bit

should decrease with size, approaching some lower asymptote, and
also with cycle time, again approaching an asymptote. This suggests

functions that are linear in the logarithms. In accordance with common
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FIGURE 10-12, Distribution of purchase price per memory bit.

practice, the number of months since first delivery (“age”) can be used

as a surrogate for reliability, software support, etc. Finally, we would

expect cost per bit to be greater the longer the word used.

Simple regression analyses give results generally consistent with

these hypotheses. Cost per bit is inversely related to size, with the

correlation between the logarithms of the two variables considerably

greater than that between the variables themselves. Cost per bit is

also directly related to age, but no obviously superior form is ap-

parent.’® There is little correlation between cost per bit and either

cycle time or cycle time per bit. However, this is undoubtedly due to

the substantial correlation among the independent variables. For

example, older systems tend to have longer cycle times,’® making

multiple regression analysis imperative if the effects of these two

characteristics are to be properly identified.

'®The correlation coefficients in each case were roughly similar. For convenience,
we thus relate the logarithm of cost per bit to age.

'“The simple correlation coefficient between age and the logarithm of cycle time is .70.
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TABLE 10-2. Characteristics of Distributions of Cost per Bit

Ratio

Attribute PIM PIT RIM RIT

Median 24.5 21.7 0.572 0.516

Average 30.95 27.38 .687 .612

Standard

deviation 19.36 15.41 .399 .322

Coefficient

of variation

(standard

deviation/

average) 0.628 0.564 .580 .527

The general form of the relationship to be tested is as follows:

In

PIT'

RIT
PIM
RIM.

= a + byln + r word size

|ln (word size).

Since the appropriate measure of size depends on the dependent vari-

able selected, only two choices remain: whether to use tc or t^b for

speed and how to represent word size, if at all.

Table 10-3 shows the percentage of total variation in the depend-

ent variable, explained in each of the four cases by using the alterna-

tive measures of speed along with age and the logarithm of size.^®

Cycle time appears to be slightly preferable to cycle time per bit;

since the former is also commonly used, we adopt it for the subsequent

analyses.

To test the effect of including word size among the independent vari-

ables, some analyses using RjM as the dependent variable were per-

formed. The results suggest that word size is a better measure for

this purpose than its logarithm. The coefficient (h^) was positive, as

expected, with a value of -t-0.00284. This indicates, for example, that

a 64-bit word system would cost about 17% more than a comparable

-“Word size was not included among the independent variables.

Expressed as the number of memory bits per word.
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TABLE 10-3. Percentage of Variance in Cost per Bit Explained

by Using the Multiple Regression Equation

\With Cycle Time With Cycle Time
Dependent Variable (W per bit

PIM 42.1% 36.7%
PIT 38.9 36.3

RIM 49.1 46.1

PIT 45.0 45.1

system based on an 8-bit word." However, little importance should

be attached to this result, since the coefficient was not very signifi-

cant— its t value was only 1.38. For this reason it seems best to omit

word size from the set of independent variables.

Four equations remain to be estimated, each of the form

in-^

PIT

RjT
PIM
RIM

= a + biln + In + bgA

Table 10-4 shows the resulting equations and the usual statistical

measures. Note that all the coefficients are significant (i.e., have large

t values) and have the expected signs. Moreover, there is relatively

little variation from equation to equation. Rounding each coefficient

to two significant digits, we obtain
Percentage Change

Range of in Cost per Bit if

Variable Coefficients Variable Is Doubled-^

Size -0.14 to -0.18 -9.3 to -11.7

Cycle time —0.23 to —0.26 —14.7 to —16.5

Age +0.015 +1.5

22

Therefore

In = In - In Cj = 0.00284(64 - 8)

In (CJCa) = 0. 1 5904 and CoilCg = e" =1.17

Let h be a coefficient in an equation of the form

In >’ = ^ + 6 In jr

and let

if x' = 2x, y'ly = 2’’.

\ny' ^k + b\nx'
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TABLE 10-4. Regression Equations

In (P/M) = 4.02168 - 0.15783 In S,„ - 0.25952 In t. + 0.015514
(t = 7.66) (f = 5.74) (( = 9.12)

a-e = 0.39901

Variation explained = 42.1%

In (P/7') = 3.84691 0.14194 In Sr - 0.25280 In t. + 0.014944
(t = 6.86) It = 5.66) (( = 8.91)

a-, = 0.39372

Variation explained = 38.9%

In (R/M) = 0.33732 - 0.17540 In S,« - 0.23860 In f. + 0.015224

(t = 9.30) (t=5.76) (( = 9.78)

0-^ = 0.36518

Variation explained = 49.1%

In (fi/7) = 0.18201 0.16225 In Sr - 0.23325 In f. 0.014664

(f = 8.38) ((=5.57) ((=9.33)

Ce = 0.36886

Variation explained = 45.0%

The results suggest that cost (price, rental) per bit will decrease by

roughly 10% if memory size is doubled. This relationship is illustrated

in Fig. 10-13, which shows the price per memory bit for various sizes,

assuming a cycle time of 1 microsecond and 1966 technology (i.e.,

A — 0). Somewhat greater economies of scale appear to be available

with respect to speed: doubling cycle time decreases cost per bit by
roughly 15%, as illustrated in Fig. 10-14 for 128K units of 1966

design. Finally, every month of age appears to add 1.5% to value

(price or rental charge), a result similar to that found earlier for com-

plete computer systems. This suggests that age clearly acts as a sur-

rogate for some desirable feature or features.

Needless to say, none of these equations fits the data perfectly: in

each case one-half the original variation in cost per bit remains unex-

plained. The standard error, which measures the standard deviation

of the observations from the values predicted by the equation, provides

a measure of this dispersion. On the assumption that errors in predict-

ing the dependent variable will be normally distributed, two out of

three actual values will lie within one standard error of the prediction.^"*

Even under the assumed conditions, this is strictly true only in the region of the mean
value, as indicated in the Appendix.
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P/M {cents per bet)

FIGURE 10-13. Relationship between cost per bit and size for 1-microsecond memo-

ries of 1966 design.

The standard errors of the four equations range from 0.365 to 0.400;

taking the latter value.

- 0.400 g In ^ In

where {Clb)a = actual cost per bit, and (Clb)^ = cost per bit estimated

by using the regression equation. This implies:

(f)^+
0.400

{Clb)e ^
p0.400

— e
O.JOO

or

(with probability ~ .67)

Thus far little has been said about so-called bulk core^— devices

with relatively large capacities and long cycle times, costing relatively

little per bit. Since the technology used for bulk cores is quite different

from that employed for central memories, no devices of this type were

included in the sample used to derive the regression equations. One
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rule of thumb holds that bulk core costs about one-tenth as much per

bit as does central core. This is approximately correct if “central core”

is taken to mean recently designed 1 -microsecond storage of moderate

size. Perhaps more interesting is the contrast between the actual cost

of bulk core and that predicted by the regression equations based on

central-core costs and capabilities. For IBM’s large-capacity-store

(LCS) unit, the actual cost ranges from 30% to 40% of the value es-

timated in this manner, as shown in Table 10-5. In 1966, core devices

in this price range were available only as auxiliary storage, for use

with central memory units costing typically ten times as much per bit.

All the calculations in this section have dealt with marginal cost

per bit, for the reasons indicated earlier. But it is a relatively simple

matter to obtain a rough estimate of the average cost per bit, using the

resulting equations. Let C represent the total cost of a memory system

and S its total size (in bits). The dependent variable used in the analysis

was cost per bit for an increment of memory: AC/AS. The measure of

size was the midpoint for the increment in question. A reasonable

assumption would hold that the derivative of cost with respect to size

at that point equals the value obtained for the increment as a whole.

P/M (cents per bit

)

FIGURE 10-14. Relationship between speed and cost per bit for 128K memories
of 1966 design. P/M versus for memories with S,„ = 128 and A = 0.
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TABLE 10-5. IBM Large-Capacity Store *

Measure

First

Million Bytes

Second
Million Bytest

PIM, actual

P!M, estimated

Actual/estimated

3 755 cents/bit

8 719
0 43

2 503 cents/bit

7 331

0 34

PIT, actual

P/T, estimated

Actual/estimated

3 338 cents/bit

8 335
0 40

2 225 cents/bit

7 132

031

RIM, actual

RIM, estimated

Actual/estimated

0 0775 cent/mo/bit

0 1975

0 39

0 0536 cent/mo/bit

0 1629

0 33

RIT, actual

RIT, estimated

Actual/estimated

0 0689 cent/mo/bit

0 1872

0 37

0 0477 cent/mo/bit

0 1566

0 30

• Full cycle time - 8 /isec 1 parity bit per 8 bit byte

r Based on the difterenccs in costs and capacities of the two models (2361-1

and 2361-2)

Thus, for given values of and /f. each equation may be assumed to be

of the form

In = n -b /; In 5

where a and h are constants. This is equivalent to

Thus

which implies

f p'lCt'+I

C ^ e''S’‘ ^ 1 /^\
5 h+] b+\[ds)

-“The constant of integration is assumed to be 7ero since C = 0 when 5 = 0
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Since b ~ —0.16 in each of the four regression equations, average cost

should be approximately 20% greater than marginal cost:

This concludes the analysis of core memory costs and capabilities.

Purchase prices for increments to memory range from 2.5 cents per

bit (for bulk core) to more than $1.00 per bit, averaging about 30 cents.

In general, the results are consistent with prior expectations: the

faster, smaller, and older (in design) a unit, the more expensive it will

be.

D. ROTATING DEVICES’®

7. Fixed-Head Units

Rotating disks and drums provide permanent storage at considerably

lower cost than core memory units of comparable capacity, although

with random-access times that are typically orders of magnitude longer.

Frequently disk and drum devices are analyzed separately, but from a

cost/elfectiveness viewpoint the distinction is not particularly useful.

We adopt the more important distinction between (1) units with fixed

read/write heads and (2) those with at least some movable heads. This

section deals with the first type; movable-head units are considered in

Section D-2.

Figure 10-15 illustrates the characteristics of a simple fixed-head

drum. Most fixed-head devices can be considered logically equivalent

to a unit of this type. We describe such a device in terms of

6- = the time (in microseconds) required for a complete revolution,

= the number of bands,

Bi = the number of bits stored per band, and

K = = the total capacity (in bits).

The drum is assumed to be rotating continuously at a constant speed

^®This section incorporates material developed by Robert H. Robinson for a paper sub-

mitted for the degree of Master of Business Administration at the University ofWashing-
ton in 1967: “A Study of Characteristics and Measures of Effectiveness for Electro-

mechanical Random-Access Mass Storage Devices.” Although the results reported here
are based on different analyses, many of the basic data were obtained by Robinson.
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To inpof/output channel

FIGURE 10-15 . Characteristics of a simple fixed-head drum.

(typical values for t, range from 17,000 to 50,000 microseconds). The

time required to switch to any desired band is assumed to be zero,

since electronic switching can usually be completed before the drum

can rotate to a new position.-'

Figure 10-16 provides more detail. A band is composed of

separate nacks, each with a read/write head. Selection of a band thus

involves the connection of a T,,-position channel to the To read/write

heads of the band in question, as shown in the figure.-’* Obviously

Bt = the number of bits per track (= B,JTo),

N, = the number of tracks (= N(,T,,), and

K = NoBo = N,B,.

The simplest possible device uses 1 track at a time (i.e., 7,,= 1);

others use several (values of 2, 3. 4, 6, and 12 have been employed).

However, To may also be less than 1. If the computer is unable to de-

Typical electronic switching times range from 20 to 40 psec One device (the Honey-

well 270 drum) uses a relay for selection of a group of four bands and an electronic

switch for the selection of the appropnate band nithin the group The lelay switching

time IS 5000 psec, the electronic switching time, 40 psec.
-* Such a scheme is often descnbed by saying that the device transmits Tj bits m parallel

This will, of course, be true if all TV, bits arc wntten (and thus later read) concurrently

But bits received senally may be wntten by distnbuting the first bit to the first track, the

next to the second, etc If this is done, reading will produce senal output. To is sometimes

called the bandwidth; we avoid this term as well, however, since it seems mappropnate
when Ti, is less than 1.
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liver and receive information as rapidly as the device can provide it,

interlacing may be used. For example, an interlacing factor of 2 means

that positions 1,3,5,7,..., etc., on a given track are treated as one

band and positions 2, 4, 6, 8, ... , etc., as another. In the terms used

here, such an approach is equivalent to 7,,= V2 . Values of V2 , V4 , Vs, and

Vie have been employed, with alternative values available in some in-

stances for a given device.

The traditional fixed-head device is the drum, but fixed-head rotating

disks are becoming increasingly popular. Such devices have one ob-

vious drawback: tracks will differ in length (circumference). One ap-

proach ignores this fact, allocating to each track the number of bits that

can be stored on the innermost track, as shown in Fig. 10-17a. Such

a device is logically equivalent to a drum. Although wasteful of poten-

tial storage space, this method is often used to avoid complexity.

Figure 10- 17b illustrates an alternative (compromise) solution. The

disk is divided into two or more zones; within a zone the number of

bits per track is constant, but the number is larger for tracks in outer

zones than for those in inner zones. Clearly, each zone can be con-

sidered logically equivalent to a drum. For purposes of analysis, it is

thus both convenient and simple to describe almost any fixed-head de-

vice in terms of one or more logically equivalent drums categorized

by the values of four basic parameters: t^, N,,, Bij, and T^.

To input/ootput channel
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FIGURE 1 0-1 7. Disks with (a) the same number of bits on every track and (b) more

bits on tracks in an outer zone than on tracks in an inner zone.

Most devices require a rather substantial set of electronics to per-

form functions such as parity checking and code conversion. More-

over, buffers are often needed to match the input/output channel to the

device employed. For example, an input/output channel that transfers

nine bits at a time (i.e., in parallel), with the ninth bit used for parity,

might have to be connected to a drum unit that transfers information

serially, with parity bits employed only at the end of a record. Ob-

viously a nine-bit buffer and some rather complicated circuits would

be required to match the two devices.

The set of electronics needed to perform common functions is

usually packaged separately, along with a switching circuit that allows

it to be connected with any one of several devices, as shown in Fig.

10-18. Such controllers are generally quite costly, leading to con-

siderable economies of scale in storage of this type. From a cost/effec-

tiveness viewpoint, a controller with two drums, each with Ni, bands, is

equivalent to a self-contained drum with 2Nt, bands; the fact that a

band is selected by switching first to the appropriate drum and then to

a band is of little practical importance.

It is a relatively simple matter to estimate the four basic measures

of effectiveness for a device of the type under consideration. The speed

at which information can be accessed sequentially depends on both the

rotational speed and the number of bits per band:

Of,

Because of the rapid electronic switching from band to band it can be

assumed that

o'Ch-.i+i) = 0
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To input/output channel

FIGURE 10-18. Controller functions.

Under conditions of completely random access interaccess times will

be uniformly distributed between zero and (r- Thus both the mean and

the standard deviation depend solely on rotational speed:

cr(tij
tr

VT2 V3
“ The value of £(/,-,;) is obviously trl2, and can be obtained directly from the defini-

tion of variance. Let v be a value of t,,/, then

and

It thus follows directly that
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Number of devices
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FIGURE 10-20. Distribution of purchase/rent ratios for 26 fixed-head units.

This comparison hardly provides a general relationship between cost

and effectiveness for fixed-head units. To find one and to assess the

manner in which it has changed over time, a sample of 26 different

devices (21 drums and 5 disks) was analyzed. Almost all fixed-head

devices delivered by computer manufacturers before 1968 were in-

cluded. Only two measures of effectiveness, and £(f,,(+i), were

used for the analysis, since cr(/,.j) would be perfectly correlated with

and cr{t,,,+i) would equal zero in every case.“ As usual, an esti-

mate of the year in which the first system was delivered was em-

ployed.^^

For convenience, purchase price was used as the dependent variable

throughout. However, an examination of the data suggests that the re-

sults would not have differed significantly had rental charges been used

instead. Figure 10-20 shows the distribution of purchase/rent ratios

for the 26 devices.^^

Not surprisingly, a number of approaches have been taken by manu-

facturers, to assure data reliability. Some devices append a parity bit to

every basic group of bits (e.g., 6, 8, or 1 2). Others use check bits at the

““This is not strictly true for disks with more than one zone. In the single case of this

kind, each track was simply assumed to have the same (average) number of bits.

“^In many cases, for lack of a better estimate the figure was based on the first GSA
Price List in which the device was included. For example, a unit first listed in the July I,

1965, through June 30, 1966, schedule was assumed to have first been delivered in 1966.
““ Based on gross monthly rental (i.e., including basic maintenance) for one-shift opera-

tion and on purchase price for storage devices only (i.e., not including controllers). The
median value is 43.5.
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end of every record, the ratio of parity to memory bits depending thus

partly on data format. As with core memory, a high ratio of parity to

memory bits may indicate high overall reliability. On the other hand, it

may signal a need for compensation, leading to equal overall relia-

bility. Since insutficient evidence exists to reject either approach, an

essentially arbitrary selection is required. We choose to exclude bits

(and, in some cases, entire tracks and even surfaces) reserved ex-

clusively for parity, format control, timing, etc. Our measure of

capacity thus refers to capacity for storing the user’s data; figures

showing cost per bit should be interpreted similarly.

As indicated earlier, many devices require a separate controller that

can often be switched to any one of several units. Each configuration

up to the maximum number of devices per controller may thus be con-

sidered a separate device. By including all such combinations the

sample was enlarged to 1 1 1 devices.®^

Historically there has been little change in random-access capa-

bility— over time, although sequential-access capability—

— has improved.^® Cost per bit has declined significantly.®**

Multiple regression analysis provides at least some indication of the

impact of each of the factors affecting cost per bit. A priori considera-

tions and the results obtained by using alternative forms suggest an

equation expressing the logarithm of cost per bit as a linear function of

the years since first delivery and of the logarithms of E’Cfij),

and capacity. Approximately 79% of the variation in the logarithm of

cost per bit was explained by the following equation:

Configurations including more than one controller were not included, since they pro-

vide potentially greater capability. For example, if four drums are attached to one con-

troller, only one band on one drum may be used at any given time. But if two drums are

attached to one controller and two more to another, it is at least possible for two bands
to be used concurrently. This matter is considered in greater detail in section E.
” Needless to say, for some purposes the degrees of freedom should be based on a
sample of 26 rather than one of 1 1 1 observations, since the latter are hardly independent
random draws. Since we refrain here from speaking of significance except in the vaguest
sense, this problem does not arise explicitly.
“ Less than 1% of the variation in either or In was explained when the year
of first delivery was used as the independent variable; 31% of the variation in £(/(.,+,)
was explained by an equation in which this is a decreasing function of the year of first

delivery.

“Approximately 31% per year, in spite of the concurrent decrease in As the
subsequent multiple regression results show, part of this decline is attributable to secular
increases in total capacity.
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In (cost/bit)

= 7.052 + 0.169/i -0.655 In ECf.J - 0.089 In £(/,.,+,) -0.500 In (cap.)

(?= 5.83) (? = 5.67) (/=1.71) (/= 10.20)

where cost/bit = purchase cost (in cents per bit),

A = years since first delivery (1967 = 0),

£(/,, j)
= expected value of /,.j (in microseconds),

expected value of (in microseconds), and

cap. = capacity (in millions of bits).

The following data indicate the range of values for devices first de-

livered in 1966 or 1967:

Parameter Low Value Median Value High Value

Cost/bit 0.06 cent/bit^" 0.42 cent/bit " 1.60 cents/bit

EiU 4250 fisec 17,000 fisec 20,000 /isec

E(f„,..) 0.08 /xsec 0.43 /isec 1.52 nsec

Cap. 6 million bits 50 million bits^' 600 million bits'"*

The coefficients accord reasonably well with prior expectations. Cost

per bit has been decreasing significantly over time at a rate of approxi-

mately 15% per year.'*'’ Increasing random-access capability adds more

to cost than increasing sequential-access capability: halving £(t,.j)

raises cost per bit by more than 50%,'" whereas halving £(r,,,+,) adds

less than 10%.'*^ Finally, there are significant economies of scale— cost

per bit falls by approximately 30% when capacity is doubled.'*®

As these results indicate, the costs of fixed-head storage devices

vary considerably. An order-of-magnitude difference in cost per bit be-

tween two devices is not impossible, even if they are of roughly the

same vintage. This precludes the use of any simple rule of thumb for

the cost of such storage. However, much of the variation can be ex-

One controller plus five disk units.
" Figures indicate median values based on all configurations considered.
*- One controller plus eight drums.

Since = 0.845.

Since = 1.57.

Since 2““'''' = 1.06. Note, however, that the relatively low t value for this coefficient

raises doubts concerning the significance of the result.

"’Since 2-“= == 0.707.
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To i^pul/ou^pu^ channel

FIGURE 10-21. A rotating device with movable heads.

plained by differences in size, effectiveness, and/or age; the regression

results provide at least a rough indication of the impact of each of

these factors on the overall cost of devices of this type.

2. Movable-Head Units

In order to consider movable-head units we must extend the specifica-

tions for rotating devices. It is convenient to continue to cast the

description in terms of drum devices, although most movable-head

units utilize disks. The logical equivalence of the two can be readily

shown.

As before, the device has N* bands, each storing B/, bits on Tj

tracks; total capacity is thus K = Now, however, we consider

the read/write heads to be mounted on a comb, such as that shown in

Fig. 10-21. The number of bands that can be accessed without comb
movement is b^', any such group is called a cylinder. The comb can be

moved mechanically to any of Np positions (cylinders); clearly, if

A^p = 1, we have as a special case a standard fixed-head unit.

The time required to switch electronically to the desired band on a

given cylinder is assumed to be zero. But the time required to me-
chanically position the comb over the desired cylinder will in general

be substantial (100,000 microseconds is not uncommon). For analytic
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convenience we assume that

if N,„ = 0, t,„ = 0

if N„, > 0, t,„ = a+^{b)

where N,„ = number of positions moved,

= time required to complete the movement,

Np = maximum number of positions that the comb can move,

and

a,b are parameters."*^

A number of mechanisms have been adopted for comb movement.

In most devices the relationship between and N,„ is not strictly

linear."*** The assumption should thus be viewed as a simple, though

probably acceptable, approximation. Further simplification would,

however, be unwise; for example, is seldom proportional to N,„

(i.e., a = 0), since most devices require a significant fixed time to allow

for head settling, etc.

Let

tmin = the minimum comb-movement time (i.e., the time required to move to an ad-

jacent cylinder), and

tm.\\ = the maximum comb-movement time (i.e., the time required to move in the worst

— max case).

Estimates of tmi„ and tn,a\ are usually provided by manufacturers; the value of N,, is, of

course, readily obtained. Given these values, good estimates of a and b are

,
(tma\ ' tmin)^*j>

N..-1

= —Jlo lm,n

However, since Np is typically large, we utilize the simpler estimates

b fma\ tniln

n tmtn

'“That is, for A/„ g i. Some devices employ several mechanisms, one for each level of

movement; the larger the distance moved, the more likely is the need to employ addi-

tional mechanisms. The relationship between l„, and N„, for such devices will therefore

contain significant steps. In other devices the comb must return to a “home” position

before moving to a new one. For such units, depends on the locations of the initial and

the terminal position, not just on the number of positions between them. Both these ap-

proaches appear to have poor survival properties: recently introduced devices employ
neither type of mechanism.
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FIGURE 10-22. An early movable-head unit.

Most (but not all) movable-head devices utilize one or more disks.

Figure 10-22 illustrates the strategy employed in one of the earliest

devices. The comb carried only two read/write heads (be = 2); two

positioning mechanisms were employed, one (a) to move the arm to

the appropriate space between disks and another (b) to position the

read/write heads over the desired bands on the disks selected. The
number of disks was large (50), so that comb-movement time was

likely to be substantial.

To reduce access times, two or three independent mechanisms, each

of the type shown in Fig. 10-22, were incorporated in later systems.

Careful utilization of such a device could, in theory, provide substan-

tial improvement in performance. However, the merits of allowing

more than one comb to access a given location appear to be more than

offset by the difficulties involved in avoiding conflicts: virtually no de-

vice currently being manufactured includes such a feature. It is pos-

sible, thus, to consider a single comb and the cylinders that it can ac-

cess as a device for the purposes of analysis; units with more than one
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FIGURE 10-23. Typical movable-head unit in current production.

comb are best treated as combinations of (logically) separate devices.^®

Figure 10-23 illustrates a typical configuration for units currently

being produced. To reduce access time, the number of bands per

cylinder is increased (here to ten) and only one positioning mechanism

employed.

Early devices utilized relatively large disks (e.g., 30 inches in

diameter); thus considerable storage space was wasted when the same

number of bits was stored on each track. In several units tracks were

grouped into two or more zones, with more bits stored per track in

outer zones. In some systems the computer and/or an input-output

channel was required to accommodate the variation in transfer rate

among zones. In others some method was employed to avoid this prob-

lem. One device stored twice as many bits per track in the outer zone

but employed an interlacing factor of 2 when such a track was utilized

(i.e., Tft = 1 for bands in the inner zone, T;, = Vz for bands in the outer

Only one unit included in the analysis described below provided for the access of a

given location by alternative combs— the IBM 7300 (-1 and -2). For consistency, this

unit was treated as three devices, assuming that each of the access mechanisms was re-

stricted to one-third of the total storage area.
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zone). Another system coupled an inner-zone track with an outer-zone

track when forming a band, allowing a constant transfer rate, regard-

less of the band selected.

There appears to be a trend toward smaller disks (e.g., 14 inches in

diameter), reducing the disparity between the storage capacities of

inner and outer tracks. Since the effort required to accommodate

tracks with different numbers of bits is no longer as worthwhile, the

use of zones appears to be dying out.®* Thus our simple model serves

to describe most devices currently being produced.®*

Perhaps the most important single trend in movable-head devices is

the increasing use of removable media. The first device of this type,

the IBM 1311 drive, was initially delivered during 1963. The basic

storage medium is a “disk pack” of six disks. Since neither the top nor

the bottom surface is used for storage, each cylinder includes ten bands

{Tb = I, bc= 10). Figure 10-23 illustrates the basic mechanism em-

ployed.

Until late 1967, only IBM manufactured disk packs; now, however,

they are produced by a number of firms. New packs have traditionally

sold for $490 and rented for $ 1 5 per month.®^ During 1 967 an unantici-

pated increase in demand forced equilibrium prices up, with brokers

handling rentals at $1 per day, even though IBM (the only manufac-

turer at the time) continued to rent packs at $15 per month to those

fortunate enough to have placed orders sufficiently far in advance.

Needless to say, this demand created substantial incentives for new
firms to enter the market and for IBM to increase its production.

Since there is no reason to expect the long-run cost of production to

increase significantly with industry output, and since there appear to be

no effective barriers to entry, one would expect rental rates to be estab-

lished at or below $15 per month (and price at or below $490) in the

long run. The rapid response of suppliers in 1968 suggests that long-

run equilibrium can be reached rather rapidly. If future increases in de-

A notable exception is the UNIVAC Unidisk. Eighty-character records are stored on
the inner tracks, and 120-character records on the outer; a buffer is employed to accom-
modate the variation. The device also incorporates a track with a fixed head (“fastband”);
some of UNIVAC’s movable-head drums use a similar strategy.
Six of the 38 devices included in the sample for the analysis described below used

zones in the traditional manner (i.e., was not the same for all bands). For purposes of
the analysis, each band was assumed to store the average number of bits for all bands.
“ However, some manufacturers offer packs only for sale.
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Estimated value of shipments

(millions of dollars

)

1966 1967 1968 1969 Year

FIGURE 1 0-24. Estimates of the dollar values of disk pack and magnetic tape ship-

ments during 1966-1969. Source: EDP Industry and Market Report, Nov. 10, 1967,

p. 1.

mand are predicted properly, price should remain unchanged or de-

crease because of technological advances.^

Figure 10-24 shows one set of estimates of the dollar value (pur-

chase price) of disk pack shipments for the period 1966-1969, along

with comparable estimates for the value of magnetic tape shipments.

Many observers share the view reflected in the figure: the value of disk

pack shipments will rapidly surpass that of magnetic tapes.

Both IBM and Control Data Corporation manufacture drives for

standard disk packs. Both sell their equipment to other manufacturers,

sometimes with modifications. Early drives, such as the IBM 1311

and CDC 852, stored less than 20 million bits on a pack. With im-

proved reading techniques, newer drives (e.g.. the IBM 2311, CDC
854, and variants thereof) store from 50 to 60 million data bits on a

single pack. In 1968 several other firms began to manufacture disk

drives of this type.

A drive employing removable disks is presumably both more

“ In the latter part of 1968 one manufacturer (Athana) announced a price of S300 per

pack. The long-run viability of this policy is subject to some question in the industrj’.
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valuable and more expensive than one with permanently installed

disks. However, the evidence seems to indicate that with current

technology the increase in value typically exceeds that in cost. Per-

haps the best indication is the decision by IBM in 1967 to employ re-

movable media for all movable-head devices intended for use with its

third-generation systems.®^ As we will show later in this section, there

is also some evidence that devices with removable media do not cost

significantly more than others. Of course relative reliability is of

interest; as usual, little evidence is available.-’'^ Removable devices re-

quire more complicated mechanisms, but they allow simple replace-

ment of defective disks. No a priori argument can thus be advanced

concerning the comparative reliability of the two approaches.

The standard disk pack is the most popular removable unit, but

others are also in use. Several single-disk units are available, and IBM
offers an 11-disk unit (the 2316) for use with the 2314 drive system.

The 2314 includes 9 separate drive mechanisms; 1 is assigned as a

spare, leaving 8 available for use. Each 2316 cartridge can store over

200 million data bits, giving the 23 14 a total capacity of over 1 .6 billion

accessible bits. Viewed strictly as a disk drive (i.e., not taking into ac-

count the fact that the cartridges are removable), the 2314 provides a

lower cost per bit (approximately 0.015 cent) than any other movable-

head device introduced before 1968.

Table 10-6 provides data for several removable disk units produced

in 1967 and 1968.

In the rest of this section, all drive mechanisms will be treated alike,

whether or not they employ removable disk units. The ability to rapidly

replace a disk (or set of disks) will be considered simply an additional

feature.

The effectiveness of movable-head devices may be stated in terms of

the basic measures described earlier. The distribution of sequential-

access times is relatively simple to categorize. If bits i and i + 1 are

stored on the same cylinder,®®

^^The 2310, 2311, and 2314 drives were retained; the 2302 was dropped.
“The majority of such evidence is anecdotal; for example, some assert that IBM’s
2314 unit is subject to errors caused by dust particles if opened too frequently.

For devices with more than one track per band the formula given may hold precisely
or only on the average, depending on the manner in which data are organized on the
tracks.
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TABLE 10-6. Removable Media: Cost and Capacity, 1968

Unit

Num-
ber of

Disks

Capacity

(millions of

data bits)

Purchase

Price

(dollars)

Rental

Charge *

(dollars/

month)

Purchase

Cost per

Million Bits

(dollars)

IBM 2315 90 N/A 10.98

GE DOT 100 260 N/A 27.66

UNIVAC Unidisk 300 N/A 25.00

GE DCT 150 400 N/A 8.47

IBM 1316 490 15 8.45

IBM 2316 650 20 3.14

• N/A indicates that the device is not available for rental from the manufacturer,

t Figures given represent total capacity. Only one side of the disk can be accessed without re-

moving it and turning it over

t =—
h.i+l p

If they are stored on adjacent cylinders:

h.i-n tmin

where /nun = the time required to move the comb to an adjacent

cylinder. These values typically differ significantly: a ratio of 30,000 to

1 is not uncommon.

To assess the probabilities associated with the two alternatives,

only one cylinder need be considered, since each cylinder is the same,

and the use of each is equiprobable. A single cylinder stores Bibc bits,

all but one followed (in sequence) by a bit on the same cylinder. Thus

K'

tnnn^

Bbbc — 1

Bbbc

1

Bbbc

These probabilities also differ significantly: Bbbc may be well over 1

million.

The distribution of /,,,+i is thus binary, with a large probability of a

small value and a small probability of a large value. The mean and

standard deviation are not particularly well suited to summarize such
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a distribution, but we use them for consistency. The values can be

computed directly from the definitions:

+
Bbbc

(train)

cr(ti,,+i) = VtrHti.i+i)

where

\ Bbbc } iBb

^
1

d" p L [train ^(ti,i+l)P
t>bt>c

The distribution of random-access times is somewhat more complex.

Two independent operations must be considered: (1) positioning the

comb over the appropriate cylinder, and (2) waiting for the desired

position to come under a read/write head. The time for the second

operation was considered earlier, in the analysis of fixed-head devices.

Letting tni stand for the required rotation time,®^ we have

Eitrot) = j
and £r(trot)

ir

VT2

Comb-movement time (tm) is, by assumption, a linear function of

Nm, the number of positions moved:

tra = a + ^(6) ifiV„, >0

= 0 if N,„ = 0

If accesses are completely random, will be triangularly distributed,

as shown in Section B-1. Adapting the formulas derived there, we ob-

tain

E{t„^ ^
3

and cr(?ni)

Note, however, that there is a probability of 1/Ap that no comb move-
ment will be required. When this is taken into account, the overall

expected value for comb-movement time (tcm) becomes

„ . , 1 N„ — 1 / b\

” Proofs are given in Section D-1,
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As shown in the footnote.-''' the standard deviation will be:

where

(r^(fn = 7^ [0 “ EUc-m)]’ +
*Y

b 1
“

^7

Combining and simplifying, we have

^'The general case is as follows Consider the following probabilistic process

A decision is m.ide at point 1 to take either path a or p.ith with probabilities r„ and tt^.

respecti\el\ (-„ = I) If path « is taken, the outcome will be A," with probabilitj

pr P" — 0 If P t.iken, the outcome will be \ / with probahihts p/ fv pf =
'I’l

The expected \alue and the variance of the outcome at point a are £, and I „ respec-

tivelv The values at point .tre Eg and 1'^. respeclivelv What are the me.in and the

vanance of the overall outcome’
The problem is best considered as a required selection of path and ns associated ex-

pected value, followed bv the selection of the deviation from this expected viilue For the

former selection.

Exp, = - 7-eE,

Var, = t7„(E„ - ExpiF - -„(£„ - Exp,F

There is probibilitv a-„ that an additional vanance of I’„ will be encountered, and prob-

abilitv -0 that I’e will be encountered Total vanance is thus

Var = V.ir, -„t - n-gl a

This IS the basis for the formula giv en in the text
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—^+ E{tc,„)

where

^
7^ iE{tcm)Y * a + ^

— E{lcm)
N„-\

To relate cost to these and other measures, a sample of 38 movable-

head devices (34 disks and 4 drum systems) was analyzed.®" Sixteen of

the units utilized removable media; in such cases the cost of the basic

number of disks was included as part of the overall system cost. The

sample was expanded to 186 observations by considering all possible

configurations utilizing a single controller for reasons similar to those

given for the comparable treatment of the sample of fixed-head de-

vices. The following variables were considered to be at least potential

factors influencing cost:

A = years since first delivery (1967 = 0),

E{t,,j) — expected value of (in microseconds),

^(ti.j) = standard deviation of t,,, (in microseconds),

Eit,,,+i)
~ expected value of (in microseconds),

= standard deviation of (in microseconds),

_ f 1 if removable disks utilized,

~ to if not,

combs = number of independent combs included in the configura-

tion, and
cap. = capacity (in millions of bits).

For simplicity, purchase price was used to measure cost. Figure

10-25 shows the distribution of the purchase/rent ratios for the 38

devices.®"

Many regression analyses were performed; the results were gen-

“ Only units offered by the major computer manufacturers were considered. The sample
included the majority of such devices introduced between 1960 and 1968.
™ Based on gross monthly rental (i.e., including basic maintenance) for one-shift opera-
tion and on purchase price for storage devices only (i.e., not including controllers).

The median value is 45.0.
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Number of devices

FIGURE 10-25. Distribution of purchase/rent ratios for 38 movable-head devices.

erally disappointing. The four measures of effectiveness were highly

intercorrelated, leading to spurious and/or insignificant coefficients

in multiple regressions. The simple correlation coefficients for the

logarithms of the measures were as follows:

In <r(t,J In £((,.i+i) In o-(fi,.+i)

In -96 .75 .85

In o-(fij) .74 .84

In £(fu+.) .74

The simple correlation coefficient between cost per bit and the shift

variable /? was positive, suggesting that devices with removable disks

are more expensive than others. But this result may simply reflect

the fact that such systems are typically relatively small and hence not

subject to economies of scale. Multiple regression analysis suggests

quite the opposite relationship. In one instance the equation indicated

that the ability to replace disks would lower cost by 16%.®’ This

The equation was of the form:

In (cost/bit) — K — 0.1 69f?

where K represents all other terms. The / value for the coefficient for R was 2.15; an
increase in R from 0 to 1 would lower cost/bit by roughly 16%, since

g-O 169 0.84
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value clearly cannot be correct. It does suggest, however, that the

true cost, though not negative, may be quite small.

Because of the extensive colinearity among independent variables

it proved essential to consider very simple multiple regression equa-

tions. Only technological progress and economies of scale proved to

be sufficiently important (and independent) to be easily identified by

means of regression techniques.®^ Approximately 81% of the varia-

tion in In (cost/bit) was explained with the following equation:

In (cost/bit) = -0.847 + 0.132/1 - 0.375 In (cap.)

(?= 11.23) (r = 25.49)

where cost/bit = purchase cost (in cents per bit),

A = years since first delivery (1967 = 0), and

cap. — capacity (in millions of bits).

The following data indicate the range of values for devices first de-

livered in 1966 or 1967:

Parameter Low Value Median Value High Value

Cost/bit 0.015 cent/bit 0.073 cent/bit “ 0.483 cent/bit

73,800 Ttsec 83,500 /xsec 339,200 p,sec

“(I.,;) 23,900 /asec 29,500 Ttsec 153,400 /xsec

0.13 (jisec 1.04 ftsec 4.34 (j-sec

5.7 /xsec 49.9 /asec 572.9 /iisec

Cap. 6 million bits 230 million bits*'* 9660 million bits®^

The coefficients obtained for the regression equation are slightly

smaller than the corresponding values for fixed-head devices. Cost

per bit decreases significantly over time at a rate of approximately

12% per year.®® Economies of scale appear to be significant, though

moderate: cost per bit falls by approximately 23% when capacity is

doubled.®®

It is unfortunate that the data do not allow some assessment of the

None of the four measures of effectiveness gave significant results with expected
characteristics.

“ Figures indicate median values based on all configurations considered.
One controller plus eight disk units.

“Since ^-“>32 ,, q.SS.
“ Since 2“» 375 „ 0 77
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relative cost of alternative levels of effectiveness as represented by

our four measures. Regression analysis requires a sample with ade-

quate (uncorrelated) variation in the independent variables; appar-

ently manufacturers assumed that it would be unprofitable (or perhaps

even impossible) to produce devices with a wide range of such capa-

bilities. If this continues to be the case, the simple formula derived

here may prove reasonably adequate for predicting the cost per bit of

movable-head devices. Otherwise the formula may. of course, be

seriously inadequate.

3. Magnetic Strip Units'^'

Movable-head disks provide moderate access times at relatively low

cost. Removable disk units allow the storage of large amounts of in-

formation off-line, but the data can be accessed only after the unit is

mounted on a drive, a procedure requiring 1-2 minutes. Magnetic

strip devices provide a compromise. The recording medium is a flexi-

ble magnetic strip 2-4 inches wide and 7-16 inches long. The strips

are mounted in cartridges which may be stored off-line. One or more

cartridges are mounted on a drive mechanism; upon command any

desired strip may be selected and wrapped around a drum, forming the

recording surface for a rotating drum similar in many respects to those

described in the previous sections. When the strip is no longer required,

it is released from the drum and returned to the appropriate cartridge.

The time required to select a strip and then position it on the drum,

ready for reading and/or writing data, ranges from 100 to 540 milli-

seconds, depending on the device. Drum rotation speeds are similar

to those of conventional devices; recently introduced units employ a

movable comb of read/write heads, instead of the fixed heads used

on early devices. In no case does the strip completely cover the drum.

Depending on the device, from 15% to 40% of the drum rotation time

may be “wasted” while the gap between the trailing edge and the

leading edge of the strip passes under the read/write heads.

Only four computer manufacturers have produced devices of this

type, and one (Honeywell) terminated production in 1968. Since a

great deal of high-speed mechanical action is employed, poor reliability

This section incorporates material developed by Gordon Parkhill and Stein Skattum

for a seminar given by the author at the University of Washington in 1966.
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and extensive maintenance requirements have been experienced by
some users. All devices provide for automatic recording of the utiliza-

tion of each strip; one manufacturer (RCA) explicitly recommends
replacement of a strip after 30,000 selections or 100,000 revolutions

(whichever comes first).

Figures 10-26a through 10-26d show the basic mechanisms used in

the four systems. Strips are loaded in cartridges, one or more of which
can be placed in a drive unit. Each strip within a cartridge is uniquely

identified by a series of notches and/or tabs. A strip is selected by
specifying the cartridge (if two or more are mounted) and the strip num-
ber. Gating rods, pusher rods, and/or gripping arms then extract the

desired strip and start it toward the drum. After one or more revolu-

tions the strip is returned to the appropriate cartridge.

In NCR’s CRAM units, the time required to select a strip varies

relatively little with the location of the strip. In both the RCA and
Honeywell units the time depends primarily on the distance between
the drum and the cartridge in which the strip is located. In the IBM
system the time depends on the relative locations of the present strip

and the last one used— the tub-like mechanism can be rotated (in

either direction) to any of 200 positions; in each position, ten strips are

accessible by the selection mechanism.
The devices differ considerably with respect to allowable concurrent

action. In an NCR unit three strips may be active at once— one falling
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toward the drum, one on the drum, and one being returned to the

cartridge. Two strips may be active concurrently in the RCA and

Honeywell devices. No concurrent action is possible in IBM’s data

cell—the selection mechanism may not be repositioned until the cur-

rently active strip is returned to the appropriate position in its cartridge.

During the six-year period following the delivery of the first magnetic

strip device, recording densities have increased considerably, alleviat-

ing the need to use bands made up of several tracks in order to achieve

high performance for sequential accesses. Recently introduced de-

vices use one track per band, storing from 1 to 3 million bits on each

strip.
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TABLE 10-7. Magnetic Strip Devices: Basic Characteristics

Device Hon. 251 Hon. 252 Hon. 253 IBM 2321

First delivery (year) 1966 1966 1967 1966
Strip width (in.) 3.25 3.25 3.25 2.25

Strip length (in.) 7.38 7.38 7.38 13

Data tracks/band 1 1 1 1

Bands/strip 32 128 128 100
Thousands of data bits/strip 186 743 743 1600
Strips/cartridge 512 512 512 200

1

Cartridges/device 1 1 5 lot
Number of comb positions 2 8 8 5

Drum rotation time (msec)

Head positioning time (msec)

16.7 16.7 16.7 50

Minimum
Maximum

25 25 25 95

Time to select and mount
strip (msec)

Minimum
95 150

175

Maximum 225
400

Peak transfer rate

"

lOOKC lOOKC lOOKC 54.7KB

Table 10-7 indicates the basic characteristics of twelve major units

produced between 1962 and 1968.®“ Table 10-8 shows the capacity,

purchase cost, and cost per bit for alternative configurations. The

purchase cost includes the prices of the drive unit(s), the required con-

troller (if any), and the number of cartridges and strips that can be

mounted at one time. For devices requiring a controller, both a mini-

mum configuration (a controller plus one device) and a maximum con-

figuration (a controller plus the maximum number of devices that can

be attached) are included. Capacity is measured by the maximum num-

ber of data bits that can be stored on-line.

Casual inspection of Table 10-8 suggests that economies of scale

are present in magnetic strip storage and that costs have fallen over

time. It is, of course, impossible to assess adequately the impact of any

specific variable on cost per bit since the sample is so small and the

variables are so interrelated (for example, average card selection time

and capacity are positively correlated). However, there is no doubt

“Every attempt was made to obtain accurate data for Table 10-7; however, it was
necessary to rely on secondary sources to some extent so that there may be errors.
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NCR NCR NCR NCR NCR RCA RCA RCA
353-1 353-2 353-3 353-5 653-101 3488-1 3488-2 70/568-11

1962 1964 1964 1967 1968 1964 1964 1967

3.5 3.5 3.5 3.65 4.5 4.5 4.5

14 14 14 14 16 16 16

6 * 1 1 1 1 2 2 1

7 56 56 144 144 64 64 128

130 376 376 1296 2600 998 998 2097

256 128 256 384 384 256 t 256 t 256 t

1 1 1 1 1 8t 16 t 8t
1 1 1 4 4 16 16 16

48.4 48.4 48.4 48.4 60 60 60

N/A§ N/A§ N/A§ 20 20 20

35

235 235 235 125
90 290 290 439

125 360 465 538

lOOKC 38KC 38KC 50KC 72KB 80KC 80KC 70KB

* Plus one parity track and one clocking track per band.

t200 strips per data cell, 10 cells per drive. Addressing is by subcell; thus a subcell of 10
strips constitutes a logical cartridge.

1256 strips per magazine, 8 or 16 magazines per unit. Addressing is by half-magazine; thus
a group of 128 strips constitutes a logical cartridge.

§ N/A indicates that head-positioning time is not applicable for fixed-head units.

" KC: thousands of 6-bit characters per second; KB: thousands of 8-bit bytes per second.

about the relative expense of this type of rotating storage. Each manu-

facturer offers a device providing on-line storage for considerably less

than 0.01 cent per bit; for example, the costs for the IBM 2321, the

Honeywell 253, the NCR 653-101, and the RCA 70/568-11 range

from 0.0034 to 0.0074 cent per bit. Magnetic strip storage typically

costs an order of magnitude less than storage using movable-head disk

units of comparable capacity and age.

Table 10-9 shows the cost and storage capacity of several car-

tridges. The final column indicates the cost per million bits of off-line

storage, assuming that all strips are stored mounted in a cartridge.

For most recently introduced systems the values are between $ 1 and

$2 per million bits. The cost advantage of magnetic strips over remov-

able disk units, though present, is less pronounced in this regard; as

shown earlier, the IBM 2316 disk pack can be used to store informa-

tion for $3.14 per million bits.
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TABLE 10-8. Magnetic Strip Devices: Cost and Capacity, 1968

Device

First

Delivered

(year)

Num-
ber of

Drives

Capacity

(millions

of data bits)

Purchase *

Cost

(dollars)

Cost per Bit

(cents/bit)

Hon. 251 1966 1 95.16 44,500 0.0468

Hon. 251 1966 8 761.28 252,925 .0332

Hon. 252 1966 1 380.64 65,875 .0173

Hon. 252 1966 8 3,045.12 423,925 .0139

Hon. 253 1967 1 1,903.14 117,000 .0061

Hon. 253 1967 8 15,225.12 832,925 .0055

IBM 2321 1966 1 3,200 175,900 .0055

IBM 2321 1966 8 25,600 1,167,450 .0046

NCR 353-1 1962 1 33 38,150 .1156

NCR 353-2 1964 1 48 30,695 .0639

NCR 353-3 1964 1 96.6 35,675 .0369

NCR 353-5 1967 1 372 63,350 .0170

NCR 653-101 1968 1 1,000 74,450 .0074

NCR 653-101 1968 8 8,000 497,600 .0062

RCA 3488-1 1964 1 2,040 170,300 .0083

RCA 3488-1 1964 4 8,160 583,700 .0072

RCA 3488-2 1964 1 4,080 238,100 .0058

RCA 3488-2 1964 4 16,320 854,900 .0052

RCA 70/568-11 1967 1 4,488 182,900 .0041

RCA 70/568-11 1967 8 35,904 1,217,500 .0034

• Includes drive, controller (if required), and the number of cartridges and strips that can

be mounted in the unit(s). Figures for RCA devices are based on an assumed cost of $350 per

magazine.

Table 10-10 indicates the minimum time between access of bits

in sequence. The actual time will, of course, be much larger if the next

bit to be accessed is located (I) at the beginning of another track on

the same cylinder, (2) on another cylinder, or (3) on another strip. In

case 1, ti,i+i will range from 8000 to 20,000 microseconds, depending

on the device; in case 2, it may be as large as 95,000 microseconds;

in case 3, several hundred thousand microseconds may be required.

Clearly, average values of f.-.i+i will be considerably greater than the

values shown in Table 10-10.

The complexity of magnetic strip devices makes it difficult to com-

pute accurate values for our four measures of effectiveness. In gen-

eral, and cr(fi.i+,) will be larger than the values obtained for

comparable movable-head disk units. However, the more important
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TABLE 10-9. Magnetic Strip Cartridges: Cost and Capacity, 1968

Device on Which

Cartridge Is Used

Cartridge

Capacity

(millions of

data bits)

Purchase

Price per

Cartridge

(dollars)

Purchase

Cost per

Million Bits

(dollars)

Hon. 251 95.16 375 3.94

Hon. 252, 253 380.64 375 0.98

IBM 2321 320 515 1.61

NCR 353-1 33 150 4.55

NCR 353-2 48 95 1.98

NCR 353-3 96.6 175 1.81

NCR 353-5 372 350 0.94

NCR 653-101 1000 450 0.45

differences concern the other two measures. Both and

are likely to be much larger for a magnetic strip device than for a

comparable disk unit. This difference and a possible lack of relia-

bility are the major penalties that must be incurred to obtain the sub-

stantial reduction in cost offered by such systems.

E. MAGNETIC TAPE DRIVES

Magnetic tape is the major medium for storing data in machine-read-

able form. Punched cards and punched tape require considerable

space, are subject to physical damage, cannot be easily altered, and

cannot be read rapidly. Magnetic ink characters are best suited for

common information on preprinted forms. Printed or typewritten

records are not used widely for this purpose at present, although im-

provements in the price and/or performance of optical character rec-

TABLE 10-10. Sequential-Access Times: Magnetic Strip Devices

Minimum Value Minimum Value

of fi.HI* of ti.i+i*

Device (microseconds) Device (microseconds)

Hon. 251, 252, 253 1.67 NCR 353-5 3.33
IBM 2321 2.29 NCR 653-101 1.74

NCR 353-1 1.67 RCA 3488-1,-2 2.08
NCR 353-2, -3 4.39 RCA 70/568-11 1.79

* Time between bits which equals (peak transfer rate in bits/microsecond)-'.
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ognition devices may make such a strategy more attractive. As indi-

cated earlier, removable disk units are being used increasingly for

storing data that are not inherently sequential. Unless relative costs

change dramatically, however, magnetic tape will remain the most

popular medium for storing data that are sequential or are used rela-

tively seldom. Punched cards and paper tape will be employed for

small amounts of information and, to some extent, as temporary forms

of storage. However, the use of punched cards as a transitional medium
between keyboard entry and magnetic storage appears to be declining.

Magnetic tape is commonly utilized for the interchange of programs

and data. This provides strong incentives for standardization. It is

thus not surprising that many tape drives accommodate alternative

modes of operation, the desired mode being selected by setting a

switch. In view of IBM’s market position, it is also not surprising that

other manufacturers tend to adopt the characteristics of this com-

pany’s tape systems as de facto standards.

Figure 10-27 summarizes the characteristics of a typical tape drive.

Logically, the entire tape constitutes a single band of (usually) 7 or 9

tracks. All read/write heads are fixed in place; only the tape moves.

Data are recorded in blocks of varying lengths separated by gaps in

which no data are recorded. After a block of data is written on the tape,

the required gap is created automatically. When a “read” instruction

is received, the drive is started and data are transferred until the next

gap is encountered. Most devices have the capability to read the tape

while it is moving in either direction, but can write data only when the

tape is moving forward. Rewind speed is typically two to three times

as great as the speed at which the tape moves while reading or writing

data.

Recording density is generally stated in terms of the number of bits

per inch (bpi) on a given track. However, other measures may be used.

Early drives employed 7 tracks— 6 for data and 1 for parity bits; thus

the number of bits per inch per track equaled the number of (6-bit)

characters per inch. Current drives typically use 9 tracks— 8 for data

and 1 for parity bits, with the number of bits per inch per track equal to

The typical drive has a separate set of heads for each operation. When moving for-

ward, the tape comes under the writing heads first. This allows an automatic check of
data written on the tape; any errors are detected immediately, and the data are auto-
matically rewritten.
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Read/write heads

Parity,

1 inch

FIGURE 10-27. Magnetic tape storage.

the number of (8-bit) bytes per inch. The first drives used a recording

density of 200 bpi. Densities of 556 and 800 bpi were the most popular

for second-generation equipment. Many drives used with currently

produced machines allow recording at a density of 1600 bpi.^® A de-

vice intended to record at over 3000 bits per inch (the IBM 7340

“hypertape” drive) was withdrawn in 1968 after mixed results. To
achieve compatibility, most drives include provisions for reading or

writing data at different densities.

The rate at which data may be transferred depends on both the

recording density and the speed of tape movement past the read/write

heads. Values range from slightly more than 18 inches to 200 inches

per second. Since data written at one speed may be read at another/^

there is no need to accommodate alternate speeds on a given drive.

Most manufacturers provide drives of various speeds; the user selects

the one appropriate for his overall system.

The product of recording density and tape speed— the maximum at-

tainable transfer rate— is usually stated in terms of thousands of bytes

per second (for 9-track systems) or thousands of characters per second

™ The method of recording is usually different. Phase encoding, used for recording at

1600 bpi, requires tape of better quality than the non-return-to-zero (NRZ) method used
for lower densities. See Clarence B. Germain, Programming the IBM 360, Prentice-

Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1967, p. 70. Some difficulties have apparently been en-

countered with the higher recording density: “Of no small obstacle to higher packing

densities is the difficulty the computer industry is having in developing read-write heads
to handle efficiently the available 1600 bit densities” (G.A. daggers, quoted in “Magnetic
Tape; a Message about the Medium,” by Jan Snyders, Business Automation, February,
1968, pp. 36, 37).

Assuming, of course, that both drives can accommodate the same recording density.
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(for 7-track systems). As mentioned in the footnote to Table 10-7,

common abbreviations are KB for the former and KC for the latter,

although practice is far from consistent.

Both the time required to actually transfer a large amount of informa-

tion and the amount that can be stored on a single tape depend criti-

cally on the manner in which the data are organized into blocks. Each

interblock gap requires considerable space, usually ®/io inch.'-

The effect of block size on the capacity of a tape is easily shown.

Let Ni,,, be the number of bytes per block and bpi the number of bytes

per inch of tape (equal, for 9-track tapes, to the number of bits per inch

per track). If an interblock gap requires G inches, the amount of tape

required for bytes will be

bpi
+ G

and the portion used for storage will be

_ NJbpi ^ N,,i,

' (NJbpi) -b G N,., -b G(bpi)

Figure 10-28a shows the relationship between the proportion utilized

and the number of bytes per block for the two most popular recording

densities (bpi = 800 and 1600), assuming G = 0.6. Note that doubling

the recording density requires twice as many bytes per block to obtain

a given utilization (P„).

A standard reel contains 2400 feet of V2-inch-wide tape. If 2300 feet

is usable, with 9-track recording such a reel could store 22 million

bytes at a density of 800 bpi or 44 million bytes at a density of 1600

bpi if all data were stored in a single block. In practice the amount

actually stored is usually much smaller, depending primarily on the

average block length.” Figure 10-28b relates the number of bytes

actually stored on a standard reel of tape to the number of bytes per

block for densities of 800 and 1600 bpi.

Interblock gaps not only reduce the storage capacity of a reel of

This is the standard gap for 9-track, Ve-in. tapes. The earlier 7-track, V2-in. tapes gen-

erally used a gap of% in.

” It will also depend on the amount of “bad” tape. Areas in which recording cannot be

accomplished without error are skipped over automatically, leaving gaps much longer

than 0.6 in. We assume here that such areas total 100 ft.
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Proportion utilized ( )

800 BP I

1600 BP I

.50- //

I I I I

0 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 6,000 7,000

Bytes per block

(a)

Millions of bytes stored

1600 BPI ___

800 BPI

0 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 6,000 7,000

Bytes per block

(b)

FIGURE 10-28. The number of bytes per block versus (a) proportion utilized and (b)

number of bytes actually stored for densities of 800 and 1600 BPI.
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tape but also make the average transfer rate lower than the “nominal”

or “peak” rate obtained by multiplying recording density by read/write

speed. If the tape is kept in motion while passing over gaps, the ratio

of average to maximum transfer rate will equal F„. If it is stopped be-

tween blocks, additional time will be required (typically from 2 to 5

milliseconds), reducing the average rate even more. Of course the over-

all effect on transfer rate will depend heavily on the nature of the

application.

Since the capacity of a reel of tape depends so strongly on the

organization of the data stored,” simple estimates of cost per bit are

difficult to specify. However, some ranges can be given. A tape drive

with required controller equipment typically costs between $10,000

and $60,000. In practice, from 5 to 40 million bytes will be stored on a

standard reel. Considering a drive plus one reel of tape as a device for

on-line storage, cost will fall between 0.003 and 0.150 cent per bit.

The market for magnetic tape appears to be highly competitive. In

1968 there were 13 manufacturers in the United States.'® At the time

it was reported that

One user estimates that the price of tape is down 20 percent from a year ago,

and a tape supplier notes that two years ago he was selling tape for about $40

a reel; now the price is S20 to $25 a reel. Increasing competition is the major

factor. Most industry sources trace this to the move by IBM into tape manu-

facturing which, in turn, caused 3M Co. — formerly IBM’s supplier— to in-

crease marketing activities directed at the consumer.”

In 1968 the General Services Administration awarded contracts for

as much as 1 million reels of tape for federal government agencies.

Prices ranged from $12.25 to $15.10 per reel.”

Depending on block size and reel price, the cost of off-line storage

on magnetic tape will range from 5 to 50 cents per million bits.” This

is significantly smaller than the cost of storage on magnetic strips

^^Tape is by no means unique in this regard. The figures shown in Section D assume

that data are organized to maximize the amount stored. This typically requires one

record (block) per band. But a band on a rotating or magnetic strip device holds far less

than an entire reel of tape (which constitutes the sole band on a tape drive).

”Jan Snyders, "Magnetic Tape; a Message about the Medium," Business Aiiloniation,

February, 1968, p. 39.

Ibid. ’’'Datamation, February, 1968, p. 97.

” For example, 5 million bytes stored on a reel costing S20 gives a cost of 50 cents/mil-

lion bits; 40 million bytes stored on a reel costing S16 gives a cost of 5 cents/million bits.
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TABLE 10-11. Cost and Effectiveness; IBM Tape Drives

B Relative Cost Effectiveness

A. Purchase Prices

Maximum
Maximum Recording Recording

Density Speed Density

Device * 800 bpi 1600 bpi second) 800 bpi 1600 bpi

Tape drive, 37.5 ips $16,100 $18,500 37.5 1.000 0 583

Tape drive, 75 ips 23,400 25,800 75 0.681 .382

Tape drive, 112.5 ips 37,900 40,300 112.5 0.694 .374

Tape drive, 200 ips N/At 54,600 200 N/At .260

Controller 32,600 40,100

* The 200-ips drive is the IBM 2420-7, all others are models of the 2401 senes Controllers

are model 2403 (1 x 8)

t N/A indicates that a drive with a speed of 200 ips and maximum density of 800 bpi was not

available

(from $1 to $2 per million bits) or removable disk units (from $3 to $25

per million bits). Given the disparity in costs, there is no reason to

expect that the total amount of data stored on removable disks will

exceed that stored on magnetic tape in the near future, even if the value

of disk shipments exceeds that of tape shipments by a considerable

margin.

Tape drives vary with respect to both speed and recording density.

If peak transfer rate (speed times maximum density) is taken as a

measure of effectiveness, clear economies of scale are evident, es-

pecially those resulting from increases in recording density. Section A
of Table 10-11 shows the 1968 purchase prices of seven IBM tape

drives differing primarily in speed and density. The final entry gives

the cost of a controller capable of handling eight drives; as indicated,

the cost depends on the recording density to be used. Section B of the

table shows the cost/effectiveness of each unit relative to that of the

drive with the lowest speed and density.^®

Several manufacturers offer stations housing two or more tape

drives; this allows some sharing of common functions, such as power
supplies. The reduction in cost is suggested by Table 10-12. Section A
™ Peak transfer rate was used as the measure of effectiveness The cost of each dnve
included that of one drive and one-eighth the cost of the appropriate controller.
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TABLE 10-12. Relative Costs: * Multidrive Stations

A. IBM 2401 and 2402 Systems

Cost of

Cost of One Sta-

Two Sepa- tion with

Speed rate Drives Two Drives Difference

(inches/ Density (model 2401) (model 2402) in Cost Ratio

second) (bits/inch) (dollars) (dollars) (dollars) of Costs

37.5 800 32,200 29,800 2400 0.925

75 800 46,800 44,200 2600 .944

112.5 800 75,800 73,300 2500 .967

37.5 1600 37,000 34,600 2400 .935

75 1600 51,600 49,000 2600 .950

112.5 1600 80,600 78,100 2500 .969

S. Burroughs 9380 Systems t

Number
Speed Density of Drives Cost Relative Cost

(inches/second) (bits/inch) per Unit (dollars) per Drive

45 2 43,200 1.000

45 800 3 52,800 0.815

45 800 4 62,400 0.722

45 1600 2 52,800 1.000

45 1600 3 67,200 0.848

45 1600 4 81,600 0.773

* Costs do not include separate controller prices.

tThe 800-bpi Burroughs units are models 9381; the others, models 9382.

contrasts the cost of two separate tape drives with that of one unit

housing two drives. Section B shows the relative costs of units housing

two, three, and four drives. IBM equipment is used for the former

comparison; Burroughs equipment, for the latter. All costs are based

on 1968 prices.

Many controllers are sold as separate units, but limited economies

can sometimes be obtained by combining a controller and one or more

drives in the same unit. Table 10-13 suggests the possible magnitude

of such savings on the basis of the 1968 prices of IBM equipment.

As these comparisons indicate, the cost of a controller is not in-

significant— the cheapest typically costs as much as one tape drive or
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1

TABLE 10-13. Relative Costs: Controller/Drive Units

Cost of

Cost of One One 2403
Tape Drive Unit (in-

(model 2401) eludes one

plus One tape drive

Speed

(inches/

second)

Density

(bits/inch)

Controller

(model 2803)

(dollars)

plus one

controller)

(dollars)

Difference

in Cost

(dollars)

Ratio

of Costs

37.5 800 48,700 43,400 5300 0.891

75 800 56,000 50,900 5100 .909

112.5 800 70,500 65,700 4800 .932

37.5 1600 58,600 53,300 5300 .910

75 1600 65,900 60,800 5100 .923

112.5 1600 80,400 75,600 4800 .940

even more. In addition to the requisite electronics, a controller in-

cludes a switching mechanism for connecting any of several drives to

an input/output channel. Possible combinations are usually indicated

with the standard notation for switches. Thus a 1 x 8 (1 by 8) con-

troller can connect one input/output channel to any one of eight drives;

a 2 X 8 can connect either of two channels to any of eight drives, with

the connected drives operating concurrently if desired. Multichannel

controllers may or may not include sufficient circuitry to allow con-

current operations of the same type (e.g., reading two tapes at once).

IBM equipment provides a good example of the relative costs, as

shown in Table 10-14. In general, concurrent operations of any type

require additional cost; for example, a 2 x 16 controller will cost more
than two 1x8 units.®®

Significant controller costs lead to substantial economies of scale.

An indication of the potential magnitude is provided by the results of

an analysis of 93 different tape drives produced during 1968.®' For
each unit, two configurations were considered: (1) the one giving the

minimum overall cost per drive— typically 8, 10, or 16 units plus a con-

troller, and (2) the one giving the maximum overall cost per drive— the

'“No comparable 2X16 controller was manufactured by IBM in 1968; however, the
costs of such controllers produced by other manufacturers follow the expected pattern.

Virtually all drives sold by major computer manufacturers at the time were included.
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TABLE 10-14. IBM Controller Costs: * Concurrent Operations

Maximum
Recording Density

Capability 800 bpi 1600 bpi

1 X 8

(one 2803 controller)

2x8
Concurrent read and write

(one 2804 controller)

2x8
Concurrent read and write

Concurrent read and read

Concurrent write and write

(two 2803 controllers plus

one 2816 switching unit)

$32,600 $40,100

46.700 54,200

91.700 106,700

* All costs based on 1968 prices.

smallest number of drives obtainable plus any required controller.

Figure 10-29 shows the distribution of the ratio of the two costs; the

median value, 0.65, provides a measure of the potential economies.

Regression analysis is of limited value for assessing the impact of

several tape drive characteristics on cost. For example, most nine-

track systems, but few seven-track systems, have the capability to

read tape moving in the reverse direction. Moreover, early systems

used a variety of tape sizes (V2-inch, %-inch, and l-inch were all em-

ployed); later systems generally use Va-inch tape. Clearly it would be

difficult to separate the effects of technological progress from cost dif-

ferences due to differences in capabilities. No more accurate estimate

of technological progress is likely to be obtained than that found by

using the simple regression analysis described in Chapter 9. As shown

there, the annual improvement in the cost/effectiveness of tape drives

(calculated in this manner) has been approximately 16%.

An extensive regression analysis of magnetic tape drive cost and

effectiveness was performed by Takaki in 1967.**^ A great many com-

binations of drives and controllers were evaluated on the basis of four

"-Steven T. Takaki, “Cost versus Effectiveness of Digital Magnetic Tape Devices,”

June, 1967, research report submitted to the Graduate School of Business, University

of Washington, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of

Business Administration.
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Number of drives

Minimum cost per drive

Maximum cost per drive

FIGURE 10-29. Distribution of the ratio of minimum to maximum cost per drive

for 93 tape units.

measures. Dominated configurations were excluded, one configuration

being considered to be dominated by another if the latter was better

with respect to at least one of the four measures and no worse with

respect to any other. The four measures employed were as follows:

cost = for each configuration, the purchase price of all drives

plus any required controllers,

capacity = the maximum number of characters or bytes that could

be stored if each tape drive contained one single block of

data,

TR — the peak-load transfer rate for the configuration, meas-

ured in thousands of characters or bytes per second, and

AR = accessibility ratio, the proportion of potential concur-

rent operations actually possible.

The accessibility ratio provides a means for differentiating between,

for example, a configuration with 8 drives and two 1x4 controllers

and one with 8 drives and one 2X8 controller. In the latter case any
of the 28 different pairs of drives can be used concurrently. In the

Given N drives, the number of different pairs is

N^-N
2
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former case only 16 different pairs can be used concurrently.®^ The
values of AR are thus 28/28 = 1 and 16/28 = 0.57, respectively.

No more than 38% of the variation in the logarithm of cost could be

explained in Takaki’s analysis, even when shift variables were used to

allow a different intercept for each manufacturer’s equipment.®’ The
best equation was of the form

In (cost) = fl, + /)i In (capacity) + b. In TR + b^HAR)

where a, = the intercept for the /th manufacturer. The three slope co-

efficients were significant and had the expected signs:

Coefficient Value ( Value

b, 0.658 15.96

b, 0.689 14.68

bt 1.496 11.00

The results suggest clear economies of scale: doubling total capacity

increases cost less than 60%; ®‘'’ doubling the peak transfer rate in-

creases it slightly more than 60%.®' The coefficient for the accessibility

ratio appears to be excessively large, however: according to these re-

sults, a system with all potential combinations accessible (AR ~ 1)

costs 45% more than one in which 75% are accessible ®®— the average

figure for the sample as a whole. Presumably AR acted as a surrogate

for one or more excluded factors.

Whatever the true values of the coefficients relating cost to effective-

ness, it seems likely that the qualitative results are correct. As we have

found repeatedly when examining computer equipment, systems that

If /V, drives can be connected to channel 1 and /V. drives to channel 2, and no single

drive can be connected to more than one channel, the number of possible pairs is

NiN«. To maximize this value, drives should be distributed equally (or as equally as

possible) among controllers. For example, given N drives,

A', + A'j = A^

Hence to maximize requires N, = A', = Nil.
“ The results showed only insignificant differences among manufacturers with two ex-

ceptions — Bun oughs and UNIVAC equipment appeared to be more expensive than that

of other manufacturers. The results may have been spurious. However, both firms sub-

sequently introduced new drives and controllers.

80 20 GW ^ J

87 206W „ I gj
88 -ISGd 00-0 75)

J
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TABLE 10-15. Random-Access Times: Tape Drives

Read/Write

Tape Length Speed (inches/

(feet) second) (seconds) (seconds)

2400 18.75 512 362

2400 37.5 256 181.02

2400 75 128 90.51

2400 112.5 85.3 60.34

2400 150 64 45.25

2400 200 48 33.94

1200 18.75 256 181.02

1200 37.5 128 90.51

1200 75 64 45.25

1200 112.5 42.67 30.17

1200 150 43 22.63

1200 200 24 16.97

are twice as large or twice as effective in some respect cost less than

twice as much as others. Magnetic tape is apparently no exception.

Given the dependence of the effectiveness of tape drives on the or-

ganization of the data stored and the manner in which the data are used,

it is preferable to conduct analyses in terms of basic capabilities, as we
have done thus far. For purposes of comparison with other devices,

however, some indication of effectiveness in terms of our standard

measures is desirable.

Since data must be read and written in blocks, and since tape-move-

ment time is not simply a function of the distance to be moved (start/

stop time may be required, some movement may be accomplished at

rewind speed, etc.), no simple model will yield the exact distribution

of interaccess times under conditions of completely random selection.

For purposes of analysis, however, it may suffice to assume that data

are uniformly distributed on the tape and that tape is moved between
any two locations at read/write speed. Under these conditions the

previous results apply:

E{tu) = and
EjtQ

Vi

where

3
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E(ti, i+ l)

(microseconds)

Read/wriie speed (inches/sec)

FIGURE 10-30a. Relationship between expected value of sequential access time

and read/write speed

_ length of tape

read/write speed

Table 10-15 provides values for several cases.

The distribution of sequential-access times for tape storage is

affected by data organization as well as by density and read/write

speed. If bits / and i + 1 are in the same block of data, the peak trans-

fer rate may be assumed to be

'’+* bpi • Tb ips

where bpi = bits per inch per track,

Tb = data tracks (thus bpi • = data bits per inch of tape), and

ips = read/write speed (in inches per second).

The formula given here indicates the average time; fi j+i = 0 if bits i and i -i- 1 he beside

one another on different tracks
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1 l)

(microseconds

)

Read/write speed (inches/sec)

FIGURE 1 0-30b. Relationship between standard deviation of sequential access time

and speed, for 800-BPI units with a 0.6-inch gap.

If bit I + 1 is at the beginning of the next block of data, the time re-

quired may be assumed to be

/max — _
hyi+l ;ips

where G = interblock gap length in inches.

Letting N^b be the number of bytes per block (as before), we have

— with probability
i.!+i

with probability (STVfci, — l)/8Ali,j

Figure 10-30a shows the relationship between E(r,,,+i) and read/write

speed for 800-bpi units with a 0.6-inch gap; Fig. 10-30b indicates the

relationship between cr(r,,,+j) and speed.

'’“If the drive must stop and then restart between blocks, a different time may be re-
quired.
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IBM 360/85 buffer
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37 IBM large-capacity
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and disks
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devices
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FIGURE 10-31 a. Ranges of cost for magnetic storage devices first delivered during

1966-1968. Cost of on-line storage.

F. COST AND EFFECTIVENESS OF MAGNETIC STORAGE, 1966-1968

Figures 10-3 la through 10-3 Ic indicate the ranges of cost and effec-

tiveness for magnetic storage devices first delivered from 1966

through 1968. The IBM 360/85 buffer storage was included to repre-

sent the cost and effectiveness of very high-speed (80-nanosecond

cycle time) circuitry. The other data were derived from the results of

Removable

disks

Magnetic strip

cartridges

_1 I

10 100

Dollars per million bits

FIGURE 1 0-31 b. Ranges of cost for magnetic storage devices first delivered during

1966-1968. Cost of off-line storage.
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the studies described in previous sections. Each figure is plotted to a

logarithmic scale.

The results conform to prior expectations. By and large the less ex-

pensive a device, the poorer is its performance in all respects, that is,

the larger the values of and It is note-

worthy, however, that the most dramatic differences in effectiveness

concern Efti.j). This relationship is, of course, well known: high-cost

storage is most likely to prove desirable under conditions of random

access.

Figures 10-3 la through 10-31c provide only rough estimates of the

measures for devices introduced in 1966, 1967, and 1968. Those intro-

duced in later years will undoubtedly have values lying outside some or

all of the indicated ranges. But the relative magnitudes may change less

dramatically than the absolute values. In any event, there will always

be choices to make, and they will rarely be simple. Devices will vary

in effectiveness and in cost, with better ones more expensive than their

poorer counterparts. Hence the selection of an optimal mix of devices

will remain one of the most important and difficult problems facing the

system designer.



CHAPTER 11 PRICING COMPUTER SERVICES

D

Q
^ A. INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL PRICING

Managers of most computer installations should consider

carefully both external pricing for ser\'ices provided to those outside

the firm or agency of which the installation is a part and internal pric-

ing for services provided to other members of the firm or agency. Ex-

ternal prices bring money into the organization and thus ser\'e both an

income and an allocation function; internal prices simply allocate com-

puter use, since only transfer payments are involved. Nonetheless the

similarities are greater than the differences.

The key to the use of internal pricing is the concept of the “profit

center.” A firm is divided into a number of reasonably autonomous

divisions, with each allowed to “sell” or “buy” goods and services

from other divisions at appropriate transfer prices. Accounts are kept

for each division, and its profit or loss is calculated accordingly. Since

ever)' manager is assumed to have considerable discretion over his

division, its profit or loss can be used to assess his performance.

In practice the profit center concept is difficult to implement. Al-

though boundaries must be drawn so that each division is small enough

to be meaningfully managed, a proliferation of divisions wth its

attendant increase in bookkeeping must be avoided. Also, the manager

of each' division must have real discretion over its operation if he is

to be held responsible for its performance, but the firm may thereby be

vulnerable to a catastrophic error on the part of one of the division

managers. Finally, there is the matter of the transfer prices themselves

— how should they be set? And should a division be allowed to buy or

sell outside the firm if it prefers, rather than dealing with another

division?

Figures 1 1-1 a and b illustrate a typical problem connected wth in-

ternal pricing. Assume that programming is produced by one division

and purchased by another. The total cost (TC) and marginal cost (MC)
to the selling division, and hence to the firm as a whole, are as shown.

The total value (TIO and marginal value (A/IO to the buying dmsion.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 11-1. Internal pricing.

and hence to the firm as a whole, are also as shown. Clearly, from the

standpoint of the firm, the quantity bought and sold should he Q* and

the transfer price should be P*, equal to the marginal cost. Then the

selling division would break even, and the buying division would be

credited with “profit” equal to TV* — TC*. Unfortunately, this will

probably not be the outcome. Usually the selling division will set the
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price, and since its manager is encouraged to maximize his “profit”—
total revenue (,TR) less total cost (7C)— he will attempt to do so. The
price that will accomplish this goal is P', which will lead the buying

division to purchase Q' units; the total “profit” to the firm as a whole,

equal to TV — TC

,

will be split between the divisions, with TV — TR'

going to the buying division and TR' — TC to the selling division. But

the total amount will be smaller than the maximum possible {TV* —
TC*).

The problem is the seller’s monopoly over the buying division. The
profit center concept in this case encourages exploitation of one divi-

sion by another, to the detriment of the firm’s overall profits. The
magnitude of the problem may be reduced by allowing the buying divi-

sion to deal with outside suppliers if it wishes, thus reducing the selling

division’s monopoly power. But the full solution usually requires that

one of the two divisions behave in a “statesmanlike” manner.’ In this

instance the selling division could simply set its price equal to the

(constant) marginal cost, agreeing to provide any amount of service at

that price. Note, however, that the opposite procedure would not work.

The buying division could present its entire marginal value schedule

to the selling division; but the latter would still elect P' and Q', as we
have argued. In the more common case in which the marginal cost

curve is not flat, a presentation of the cost curve to the buying division,

with the latter selecting the transfer price, could have similar (un-

desirable) effects.^

It may be unwise, therefore, to provide incentives for a division

selling its product to other divisions to “make a profit.” A better ap-

proach may be to instruct its manager to set prices to maximize the

value of the firm as a whole (or, for a government agency, to minimize

the overall cost of providing a required level of service). This can be

accomplished in a relatively straightforward manner if the demand

(marginal value) curve of each buying division can be assumed to indi-

cate the value to the firm as a whole. Needless to say a number of con-

' Or else discriminate perfectly against the other, an interesting but relatively impractical

objective.

^ From the standpoint of the buying division, the relevant cost is the product of transfer

price times quantity; this need not equal total cost to the firm. Thus the optimal solution

from the viewpoint of the buying division may not be the best solution for the firm as a

whole.
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ditions must be met for this identity of interests to hold. Throughout

this chapter we will assume that it does, stating only that in practice

the assumption is sometimes violated to such an extent that questions

concerning internal pricing lose much, if not all, of their relevance.

If the demand curves of internal buyers reflect marginal value, the

relationship between external and internal prices can easily be deter-

mined. Assume that there are N, internal buyers and Ne external

buyers. The object is to maximize net value, which is equal to (1) the

total value obtained by internal users plus (2) the total revenue ob-

tained from external users less (3) total cost:

Maximize: ^ 4- ^ TR, - TC
1=1 1=1

subject to

TV, ~f(Q,) for each internal user i

TRj= fjiQj) for each external user j

TC=f(Qr)
N, Ne

Qx + '^ Qj
1=1 1=1

The optimum will be reached when output is divided so that the follow-

ing conditions hold:

for each / = 1 to N,

for each j = \ to Ng

Obviously the appropriate internal price will equal the marginal cost

{dTCldQrp), and it should be applied uniformly for all internal users.

However, the appropriate price for an external user is the one that

leads him to purchase the quantity at which marginal revenue equals

marginal cost. Thus each external user should be charged a price

greater than marginal cost (and hence greater than the internal price),

and it is possible that each external user should be charged a different

price. In general, the less elastic an external user’s demand curve, the

greater should be the discrepancy between external and internal price.

Some of the theoretical aspects of internal pricing will be discussed

dTV, dTC
dQ, dQf

dTR,
_
dTC

dQ] dQj-
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more fully in later sections. First, however, it will be useful to describe

a particularly important debate concerning the pricing policies of uni-

versity computer centers.

B. UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTER PRICES

A substantial portion of the costs of university computer centers has

been financed by the federal government. The estimated breakdown for

1966 was as follows ^

Source

Percentage

of Total Cost

Federal government 57%
Universities 29
Computer manufacturers

(educational discounts) 14

Part of the federal contribution (19% of the total) was made in the form
of direct facility grants; however, the larger portion was paid indirectly,

through purchases of computer time by holders ofgovernment research

grants and contracts. Naturally the price at which such time is pur-

chased is of interest to both the university and the government, and
there is ample room for a conflict of interest between the parties. It is

thus not surprising that the subject has received continuing attention,

although the government’s policy toward universities in this regard is

merely a special case of its general policy toward cost-reimbursement-

type contractors.

The basic policy in cases involving cost-reimbursement contracts

and shared facilities relies on an “equitable” sharing of costs. In

particular, the government expects to pay no more than its proportional

share of costs, where this proportion is based on some acceptable

measure of utilization. For computers, time has been the traditional

measure. Let Hg be the hours during a month devoted to government

use, and H„ the hours devoted to nongovernment use— fly -f = H-j.

(total hours used). Then, if the total cost of running the computer for

“ “Digital Computer Needs in Universities and Colleges,” NAS-NRC Publication 1233.
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the month is 7’C[=/(//r)], the government will pay

= H,{AC)

where AC = average hourly cost (= TCIHr). The price to government

users is thus required to equal average cost; no explicit restrictions

are placed on the price (or prices) charged to other users in the simple

case in which the product (e.g., “computer hours”) is considered

homogeneous.

One of the earliest controversies concerning this policy involved

the appropriate measure of total cost. In 1956 the Carnegie Institute

of Technology leased a model 650 computer from IBM; the company

granted a 60% discount, termed an “educational contribution.” Car-

negie used the total commercial base rental as its monthly cost when

calculating an hourly charge for government users, arguing that the

IBM contribution was intended to pay for student use. In 1957 the

Navy Department, sponsor of some of the research performed with

the equipment, disallowed the practice. Carnegie appealed and lost

its case (in 1964). The Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals

held that the educational “contribution” was simply a trade discount;

thus only the university’s actual costs could be included when calculat-

ing the relevant average cost. The Carnegie decision was the first of a

series of setbacks for universities attempting to fund computer centers

almost entirely from federal sources, thus providing “free” computa-

tion for students and nonsponsored faculty research.

A second issue in the Carnegie case concerned off-peak prices. The

university argued that its equipment had been rented for use during the

prime shift (in fact, operators were not employed at other times—
students and faculty using the machine off-shift ran it themselves); thus

all rental costs should have been allocated to the prime-shift users. The
Board upheld this assertion:

While it is recognized that value and pricing are not identical with costing,

the principle that the products or services which generate the cost should bear

the cost is not violated when a larger share of the cost is assigned to the more
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valuable services which are the principal justification for the incurrence of the

cost.

The Board did, however, acknowledge its inability to provide a general

rule for . . the much more difficult problem of how to prorate the

costs so that each class of service will bear its proper share of costs.”

The Carnegie decision settled some of the outstanding issues, but a

great many were left unresolved. In an attempt to clear the air, the Na-

tional Association of College and University Business Officers met

with representatives of the Bureau of the Budget; the result was BOB
Circular A-21, which specified in paragraph J-37 that

The costs of [facilities such as electronic computers] . . . normally will be

charged directly to applicable research agreements based on actual usage or

occupancy of the facilities at rates that (1) are designed to recover only actual

costs of providing such services, and (2) are applied on a nondiscriminatory

basis as between organized research and other work of the institution. . . .

The requirement that rates recover only actual costs dictated an overall

policy of average costing; although off-peak rates were allowed, they

generally had to be based on cost differentials. The Defense Depart-

ment’s instructions ^ for implementing the new policy were representa-

tive of the requirements imposed by most federal auditors:

General operating costs of those facilities . . . should generally be charged to

users by means of actual or predetermined billing or costing rates covering a

period not normally in excess of twelve months (not necessarily a calendar or

fiscal year), as provided below:

a. Where only one rate for the facility is to be applied, it should consist of the

actual or estimated applicable costs divided by the actual or estimated num-

ber of hours or other units composing the basis.

b. Where real cost differentials (such as certain services furnished during

prime shifts only or by different facilities) exist and can be readily demon-

strated, separate rates for such cost differentials may be used. In the case of

educational institutions, moreover, where rental or lease costs are based

upon prime-shift usage, second- and third-shift usage may, with appropriate

approval, be charged at reduced rates.

c. Under certain situations, furthermore, reasonably estimated differential

' Defense Contract Audit Agency Regulation 7640.9, reported in Herschel Kanter, Ar-

nold Moore, and Neil Singer, “The Allocation of Computer Time by University Com-
puter Centers,” The Journal of Business, July, 1968, pp. 383-384.
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costs may be used where cost dilTierentials logically exist but cannot be

determined precisely by the contractor. For example, as regards a computer

facility, such differentials would permit priority or interrupt or short turn-

around time runs at premium rates and/or non-priority or non-prime-time

or large-volume runs at reduced rates.

d. Whether a single rate or several rates are used, the rates should be so

designed as to recover or closely approximate total recovery of costs from

all uses of the facility. Where differing rates are used, they should be applied

to all users on a non-discriminatory basis. The costing of accommodations

sales at reduced rates is not considered appropriate.

e. Any underabsorption or overabsorption of costs resulting from application

of predetermined rates may be charged or credited to an appropriate cate-

gory of indirect expense.

/. Where the manufacturer leases or sells the equipment below commercial

prices to an educational institution as an allowance to education, the appli-

cation of this allowance should be treated as a reduction of the cost of leas-

ing or purchasing.

g. Where the contractor (normally a university) has received a grant from the

Government to be used in connection with a particular facility, the applica-

tion of the funds provided should be made in accordance with the terms of

the grant.

Whatever the merits of this set of policies, implementation has been

far from simple. One problem concerns the calculation of monthly costs

when some or all of the equipment is owned— what depreciation for-

mula is applicable? In more than one instance the price charged for

a machine already heavily utilized had to be greatly lowered to reflect

the “decrease” in costs that took place after the depreciation period

had ended. Another problem arises in connection with multipro-

grammed, multiprocessor, and multiuser machines— what measures of

use are relevant, and how can costs be allocated “logically” among
them? These and other questions have been resolved primarily on an

ad hoc basis, as might be expected, since the “correct” answers are, by
and large, inconsistent with the basic philosophy behind federal policy.

C. THE “STANFORD CRISIS”

One of the more dramatic instances of the perverse effects of average-

cost pricing occurred in the spring of 1966. Stanford University’s com-
puters were heavily utilized by holders of government grants and con-
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tracts (approximately 70% at the time). Total costs for the fiscal year

were virtually unaffected by utilization. Since federal policy required

that research users be charged at a rate determined by dividing total

cost by the total hours utilized, the larger the utilization by students,

the lower was the income per hour from federally sponsored users. The

Stanford administration had budgeted a fixed dollar amount toward de-

fraying some of the costs of the computer eenter in order to provide

computation for students and unsupported faculty research, an amount

based on the assumption that federal grants and contracts would pro-

vide roughly the same proportion of total costs as they had in the

previous year. However, student and nonsponsored faculty use proved

to be greater than anticipated; and it appeared that, unless this type of

computation was drastically curtailed, federal use would fall below the

anticipated percentage of total use, requiring a larger proportion of

the expense to be paid by the university. Although the equipment was

literally idle much of the time, with a true marginal cost of zero, Stan-

ford chose to deny students further computation, arguing that the situa-

tion was indeed a crisis, one directly attributable to the unwise federal

policy of average-cost pricing.

One element rarely considered explicitly in this type of situation

concerns the demand for computation by federally sponsored users.

Some implicitly assume that this demand is perfectly inelastic, that is,

the user will not alter his purchases of computation if the price is

changed. This is seldom strictly true; whatever inelasticity there is may
result from another peculiarity of federal policy. Computer centers can

set price exactly equal to average cost only after the fact, since total

utilization cannot be predicted perfectly. If a price is to be set in ad-

vance, it can be at best an estimate of average cost. Once the account-

ing period (usually a year or less) has come to an end, federal auditors

may require a university to refund the difference if the amount charged

proves to be greater than the average cost. But errors in the other direc-

tion rarely result in additional income for the computer center, since

the holders of grants and contracts have usually exhausted their

budgets by the time the average cost has been determined. The effec-

tive charge is thus the smaller of (1) the price announced in advance

and (2) the average cost, computed at the end of the accounting period.

The impact of federal policy with a totally inelastic demand by spon-

sored users can readily be found. Assume that total use {Ht) is less than
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the capacity of the system. For convenience, assume moreover that

the actual charge is always equal to average cost (AC) and that total

cost for the period (TC) is fixed. The income received from govern-

ment-sponsored users will be

n
fj

A Ji
ji

and the marginal cost of a non-government-sponsored job in terms of

foregone income will be

MC„ =
dTP,

dH„
H,{TC)

= # {AC)
JI 'p

This illustrates in a somewhat different manner the inefficiency result-

ing from the overall policy — although the true (social) marginal cost

of a non-government-sponsored job is zero, the actual cost to the uni-

versity is not. Figure 1 l-2a shows the marginal cost of such a job as a

proportion of average cost for alternative values of HJHt (the propor-

tion of total hours of government-sponsored use). Given this situation,

the university administration might charge nongovernment users this

marginal cost instead of denying them access entirely. The income

from such users would then be

and

TP, = {MC,)H„
H,H, H,H,[TC)

TI IT 2
Ml

p

ii

y

TP, H, IH,TA

TC Hr \Ht)

Letting TPr be total income (= TP, + TP„), we have

TPt_^(H,\ (HX
TC ^ \Hr) \Hr)

This relationship is shown in Fig. 1 l-2b. Note that total cost will be

recovered only if government-sponsored researchers are the sole

users of the equipment; in general the university would have to make
up the difference (e.g., in Fig. 1 l-2b, D' for Hg'IHr).
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FIGURE 11-2. Effects of average-cost pricing for government use with marginal-

cost pricing for nongovernment use.

This example indicates the complexity of the problem faced by a

government contractor attempting to allocate equipment efficiently

by means of this type of federal policy. The solution clearly lies in a

revision of the policy, but the best form for such a revision is not en-

tirely obvious. Optimal allocation dictates that prices be divorced from

costs, both for the short and the long run. But equity (in the opinion
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of many) dictates that charges to users be somehow related to costs.

Moreover, there is an ever-present danger that some university will

take advantage of a relatively captive (federal) customer if mechanical

rules for costing are dispensed with entirely. In this type of situation

there is no obvious best solution, and we will not attempt to suggest

one here.

D. INTERNAL PRICING: FIXED CAPACITY

We return now to the more abstract discussion of pricing, concentrat-

ing for the rest of the chapter on problems connected with internal

pricing.

The simplest case involves a given computer system with use

measured simply in clock time (hours). In almost every instance of

this type the total cost over some period (e.g., a year) increases less

than proportionately (if at all) with utilization. Thus average cost is

always greater than marginal cost.

As indicated in Chapter 2, the appropriate internal price in such a

situation is marginal cost if and only if an equilibrium point can be

found at a utilization for which marginal cost is defined. Marginal cost

is not defined at points at which the total cost curve exhibits a kink

(e.g., 176 hours per month for rented IBM equipment), and it is clearly

not defined when utilization reaches capacity.

Figures ll-3a and b illustrate these relationships. Three possible

total and marginal value curves are shown. In each case total value

exceeds total cost over some range of utilization (and, a fortiori, at the

optimal utilization). In the case shown by curves TV^ and MFi, the

optimal utilization {U*) is less than capacity (C), and the price {Py)

should equal marginal cost. But in the other two cases the system

should be used to capacity, and the appropriate price is the one that

rations this capacity. In one case it falls below average cost (Pg <ACy,
in the other it exceeds the average (P3 > AC).

The situation shown in Figs. 1 l-3a and b is typical of cases involv-

ing economies of scale: ® average cost decreases with utilization. But

^Note, however, that both rate and volume vary along the horizontal axis. This differs

from the situation in which volume is varied and rate held fixed; we have previously used
the term economies of scale to refer only to the latter case. The term is used here in a
manner more consistent with its common meaning.
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U‘ C
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FIGURE 11-3. Relationships among cost, utilization and price.

it immediately follows that marginal cost must lie below average cost

at every point; if marginal cost constitutes the appropriate internal

price, the computer center should in such cases incur a deficit. This,

briefly, is the argument presented by a number of observers. Proposals

for “making up” the deficit vary (although the consensus seems to
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hold that the federal government should provide direct grants to uni-

versity computer centers to cover at least a portion of their deficits).

In any event, most agree that a center should be allowed to sell time at

less (often far less) than average cost.

As we have indicated, this argument does not hold when marginal-

cost pricing results in demand in excess of capacity (in which case the

appropriate price may be more or less than average cost). It thus

follows that, in any situation in which the argument does hold, the com-

puter is not (and should not be) used to capacity. This raises a second

question: why was such a large system obtained in the first place?

Several reasons may be invoked. To understand them we must con-

sider the longer-run problem of selecting optimal capacity.

E. INTERNAL PRICING: VARIABLE CAPACITY

To say that capacity is variable means, in this case, that computers of

different size and capability are available and/or that more than one

of a given type may be obtained. For convenience assume that possible

uses are known and stable over time; in other words, the total value

and marginal value curves are given. To begin, assume that only one

FIGURE 11-4. Long-run total cost curve, reflecting the options of using more than
one computer.
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type of computer is available, with capacity C', and that T' — its total

cost (e.g., monthly rental)— is unaffected by utilization. The long-run

total cost curve, reflecting the options of using more than one com-

puter, will be that shown in Fig. 1 1-4. In the situation illustrated, net

value {TV — TC) is maximized if two computers are obtained and used

to capacity {U = 2C'). The appropriate rationing price equals marginal

value (i.e., the slope of the total value curve); in this case it is greater

than marginal cost (which equals zero) but somewhat less than average

cost, although with a different total value curve it might exceed average

cost.

Figure 11-5 shows a situation in which additional utilization of a

given computer increases total costs. In this case it would pay to have

idle capacity if three or more systems were obtained (i.e., U > 2C').

But the optimal capacity is 2C'; two systems should be obtained and

used to capacity. Here the appropriate price is approximately equal to

marginal cost and less than average cost, but this is due solely to the

nature of the particular total value curve. The other relationship is

much more common, however: unless the cost of using capacity rela-

FIGURE 11-5. A situation in which additional utilization raises total costs.
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FIGURE 11-6. A situation in which demand is large relative to the capacity of a

single machine.

live to that of obtaining it is very large, it will be unwise to constrain

utilization so much that idle capacity is created.

It is interesting to note the effect of a demand that is large rela-

tive to the capacity of a single machine. Figure 1 1 -6 shows such a situa-

tion (for simplicity total cost is assumed to be unaffected by utiliza-

tion ®). Actual total cost is shown by the step function TC. The straight

line TC* is an optimistic approximation of total cost; it is correct

only when all systems are utilized to capacity. Note, however, that, if

TC* is assumed to represent the total cost curve, it is a simple matter

to find the optimal utilization (here, U*). Moreover, there will be

relatively little difference between this and the truly optimal utiliza-

tion. Finally, the slope of the total value curve (the marginal value)

at this point equals that of TC*, which is an (optimistic) approxima-

tion of the average cost. Thus the appropriate internal price will be

equal to or slightly below average cost.

The situation shown in Fig. 11-6 obviously applies if a single user

® This assumption is not required, however, for the argument that follows.
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has a great many valuable computational jobs. It also holds, how-

ever, if curve TV represents the jobs of many users. And in a world

in which there are economies of scale in computation substantial in-

centives exist for users to share equipment. The average cost of an

underutilized system exceeds that of a fully utilized system, and

eventually the user will probably have to bear this higher cost. Two
users, each with a half-utilized system, have good reasons to consider

consolidating their computation. Service bureaus, computer utili-

ties, computer time exchanges, etc., all exist to facilitate such shar-

ing. Of course problems of allocation, communication, and transpor-

tation tend to reduce the advantages to be gained. But in large metro-

politan areas in which many users are in close proximity it may make

little sense for an organization to operate equipment at a substantially

higher cost per unit of computation than that obtainable by operating

the most efficient system available at its effective capacity.

This conclusion holds even in the more realistic case in which there

are computers of alternative designs, with those of larger capacity

offering lower costs per unit of capacity. A case involving five designs

is shown in Fig. 11-7 (again for convenience we assume that total

cost is unaffected by utilization).' The step function is. of course, the

true total cost curve: however, for some purposes one of the two (op-

timistic) approximating functions shown may be used. The solid curve

connects the points representing capacity use of multiples of all ma-

chines installed; the dotted line connects only the points representing

capacity use of multiples of the most efficient (largest-capacity) ma-

chines available. Clearly the larger the total value curve relative to the

total cost function, the greater is the relevance of the approximating

functions. If a user (or group of users) has jobs with relatively small

total value, the step function should be utilized, and the appropriate

internal charge may be less than, equal to, or greater than the average

cost. If the available jobs have a somewhat greater total value, the

•The computers are assumed to have the following capacities and costs:

Capacity Total Cost

to

18

24

28

30

1

2

3

4
5
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FIGURE 11-7. A situation involving five computers having different capacities and

costs.

appropriate capacity may be found approximately by using the smooth

curve; again, the associated internal price may be less than, equal to,

or greater than average cost. Finally, if total value is large, the dotted

line may be adequate for selecting the approximate capacity, and the

appropriate internal price will be equal to or slightly less than average

cost.

The conclusion to be drawn is essentially negative: economies of

scale, in the use of given equipment and/or in the selection of equip-

ment, do not necessarily imply that the appropriate internal price will

be substantially below average cost,

F. TURNAROUND TIME

Throughout the discussion of internal pricing we have spoken of the

“capacity” of a system and assumed that little or no additional cost

was incurred if the system was used to full capacity. Unfortunately

this is rarely the case; typically the average turnaround time increases
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as the load on a computer approaches capacity. Although this is not

an explicit cost, it is clearly an economic cost and one that should be

carefully considered.

If jobs were submitted at the most desirable intervals during the

day (week, month, year), turnaround time would equal run time for

all jobs. In particular, assume that job j + 1 is submitted 0+1 minutes

after job j and that job j requires T, minutes of computer time. A nec-

essary and sufficient condition for all jobs to receive immediate service

is

g Tj for ally

Obviously this will rarely hold. And the greater the load (i.e., the

smaller the average value of t, and/or the greater the average value of

7j), the greater is the likelihood that some jobs will have to wait for

access to the computer. Turnaround time is defined as the sum of (1)

the time that the job is running on a machine and (2) the time that it

must wait for service. The former is determined by the characteristics

of the job itself, but the latter is related to the other jobs to be run,

since an additional job may impose external diseconomies on other

jobs by increasing their waiting times.

The situation can be illustrated with the simplest possible case of

queueing. Assume that jobs are processed on a first-come, first-

served basis (i.e., there is only one queue), and that each job is run

to completion (e.g., there are no priority interrupts) on a single proc-

essor. Assume further that there are no predictable peak-load periods

and that variations in arrivals and run times are predictable only in

a probabilistic sense. Let A. equal the average number ofjobs submitted

per unit time (e.g., per day) and yt the average number ofjobs that can

be run per unit time (e.g., per day). Then the proportion of the time

that the processor is utilized will be

\

Under commonly assumed conditions ® it can be shown tliat the aver-

age time a job must wait for service will be

* That is, that both arrivals and services are distributed according to a Poisson distribu-

tion or, equivalently, that the time between arrivals (and services) is distributed ex-

ponentially.
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Average waiting time

expressed as a multiple of

average job computer time

Proportion of the time

processor is in use

FIGURE 1 1-8. Relationship between average waiting time and proportion of the time

processor is utilized.

where T = l//x, = the average computer time per job.

This relationship, shown in Fig. 1 1-8, will hold if a single-queue, first-

come, first-served discipline is to be followed. The computer center

must select the preferred utilization of the system on the basis of the

relative desirability of (1) running many jobs versus (2) providing fast
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Cost per minute of execution

expressed as a multiple of cost per

minute at full capacity = c/k

Average waiting time expressed

as a multiple of average job

computer time = W/T

FIGURE 1 1-9. Relationship between average waiting time and relative cost of use.

turnaround. Once the preferred utilization has been determined, of

course, it may be obtained by setting the internal price at a level that

elicits the desired number of jobs.®

Figure 11-9 provides a somewhat different view of the situation.

Assume that total cost is unaffected by utilization; then cost per minute

of computer time (c) will be inversely proportional to utilization:

= A
P

where A: is a constant. Using the relationship between average waiting

time (W) and p, we obtain

“The problem is complicated, however, by the fact that the quantity demanded will

typically depend on both the price and the average turnaround time.
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c 1 + iWlT)

k~ WIT

shown by curve cc in Fig. 1 1-9.

One organization’s preferences might be those shown by the in-

dilference curves in Fig. 11-9, with curves lying to the left and below

representing preferred combinations (lower costs per minute and/or

shorter waiting times). The optimum lies at the point of tangency

(point X in Fig. 1 1-9). The marginal cost (and value) of waiting time

may be represented by the slopes of the two curves at point X, which

show the reduction (increase) in cost per minute of computer time as-

sociated with an increase (decrease) in waiting time.

Note that in this situation the average waiting time equals the ex-

pected waiting time for each user, since jobs are run strictly on a first-

come, first-served basis. The computer center manager has the option

of incurring a higher or lower cost per minute of computer time and

thereby obtaining a lower or higher average turnaround time, but

once the decision is made the user has no such option.

Alternative schemes can preserve some options for the user. One
possibility would involve a number of similar computers, each with a

different charge per minute of machine time. After some period of time

an equilibrium would be reached— lower-priced machines having

heavier utilization and thus longer expected turnaround times. The

user could then choose the preferred one among the available com-

binations of price and turnaround time for each job that he wished to

run.

Similar schemes can be implemented on a single computer. Several

queues can be maintained, each associated with a specified price per

minute of computer time— the higher the price, the higher the queue’s

priority. The discipline might be to service a queue only when all

higher-priority queues were empty and, within a queue, to service jobs

on a first-come, first-served basis. Such a scheme would offer users the

option of paying a higher (lower) price to obtain a smaller (larger) ex-

pected turnaround time.

The number of possible queue disciplines is, of course, virtually

infinite; the final choice should depend on many factors, including, for

example, users’ preferences concerning uncertainty in regard to turn-

around time and/or price, and simple schemes versus complicated
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ones. We will describe some ofthe systems that have been implemented

or proposed in later sections; first, however, we reconsider the ques-

tion of peak-load pricing.

G. PEAK-LOAD PRICING AND TURNAROUND TIME

In most situations it is misleading to consider computer time as a

homogeneous commodity; time during the day is usually preferred by

the majority of users to time at night. Given equal prices, users will

submit more jobs per hour during more attractive periods (e.g., day-

time) than during less attractive periods, such as nighttime and week-

ends, giving rise to the classic peak-load problem discussed in Chapter

5. One solution to this problem is to adjust prices so that computer

time is cheaper during (ordinarily) off-peak hours. However, even if no

adjustment in price is made, other forces will bring about an equilib-

rium of sorts.

Assume that the price charged for computer use is the same at all

times. Initially more jobs will be submitted during some periods than

during others. But this will lead to average turnaround times that are

larger during peak than during off-peak hours. As the disparity grows,

some users will switch from peak to off-peak hours, so that eventually

an equilibrium will be reached. The result may be viewed in either of

two ways. If “price” is taken to mean only the charge, the services may

be considered equally desirable overall (at the margin)— one involving

a long turnaround time expected during a desirable period, the other a

short turnaround time expected during an undesirable period. On the

other hand, if “price” is taken to mean both the charge and the ex-

pected turnaround time, one alternative involves a high price for com-

putation during a desirable period whereas the other involves a low

price for computation during an unattractive period. In any event, no

matter how charges are set (equal or not) by the computer center, loads

will adjust appropriately. Hence the optimal pricing policy is not at all

obvious, and the presence of disparities in utilization among periods is

not necessarily a sign of inefficiency.

An interesting variation of this type of self-equilibrating system oc-

curs with some commercial time-sharing systems. For example, in

1967 General Electric charged users of the 265 system $10 per hour

ofterminal connection time plus 4 cents per second of central processor
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time. With such a system, as the number of users increases, so, of

course, does turnaround time, making the service not only less desir-

able but also more costly (since more terminal connection time is re-

quired to complete a given job).^“ Thus, although GE’s prices were the

same at all times, the user’s cost per unit of service varied considerably,

reaching high levels at (otherwise) attractive times and low levels at

(otherwise) unattractive times.

H. PRICING SCHEMES

One of the simplest multiple-price schemes uses the time of day or

the day of the week as a surrogate for the load that would be en-

countered in the absence of differential pricing. For example, in 1966

ITT Data Services’ basic rates for IBM 7094 time were $650 per

hour during the “prime shift” (8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.) and $550 per

hour “off-shift” (all other times). The Service Bureau Corporation’s

IBM 7094 rates at the time were the same, with one exception — week-

end use was provided at an even lower basic rate ($505 per hour).“

Control Data Corporation’s Palo Alto Data Center followed a dif-

ferent policy. Price was based, not on the time that the job was run,

but on the category of service requested; the categories were, in turn,

defined in terms of turnaround time exclusive of computer time ac-

tually used. Charges for the CDC 3800 were as follows:

Category

Turnaround Time Requested

(excluding computer time) hours

Charge

(dollars/hour)

A S24 580
B S 6 715
C s 2 820

Presumably the actual charge was the minimum of (1) the charge for

the requested turnaround time and (2) the charge for the actual turn-

around time.

A scheme similar to CDC’s was used during 1964 by Electricite

'“The system used time slicing, in which each job being executed receives a quantum of
time and then is suspended until all other jobs in execution have been provided with
some service.

" Both companies also provided substantial quantity discounts.
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de France (EDF) for the internal allocation of time on an IBM 7094

among departments. Four priority classes were used, each based on

total delivery time:

Maximum Turnaround

Priority Class Time (hours)

1 2 + 4r
2 3 + 67
3 8+167
4 16 + 327

where T = actual run time for the job in hours. Initially prices were

set as follows:

P, = 3Pj, Pg = 2.33P.,, and Pg = 1 .66P,

However, relative prices were revised at the end of every month.

The revision procedure took account of the previous month’s experi-

ence, summarized in a table of values indicating the extent to which

priority requests were met, that is, the entry in row /, column J, indi-

cated the total hours of computer time requested for priority class /

but delivered within the range relevant for class j. An ideal system

would yield zeros everywhere except along the diagonal; the greater

the values in other cells, the greater would be the desirable revision

in relative prices. Rather complex procedures were used for the cal-

culations; the basic philosophy was, however, relatively simple— the

percentage revision in each price was a function of the percentage

discrepancy between users’ requests and actual performance.

The EDF scheme included a rather complex method for selecting

jobs to be run. For example, a priority 2 job that had waited almost 3

hours might be run before a priority 1 job that had just arrived. The
problem was complicated by the need to prepare fairly large batches

of jobs on magnetic tape on another machine. It was also complicated

by a common source of uncertainty— the actual computer time re-

quired by any given job is rarely known precisely before it is run.

Almost all installations require that jobs be submitted with “es-

'- Vivian Saminaden, “Operating Techniques and Experience of the Electricite de
France Computation Center,” presented to the SHARE Installation Management
Division, Operations Management Project.
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timates” of time required, lines printed, memory used, etc. In many

cases these figures are used by the operating system or the operators

as maximum limits: the job is terminated if one or more is exceeded.

Such a policy gives the user an incentive to provide estimates consid-

erably greater than expected values. Some installations use such es-

timates in according priorities, however— the lower the estimate(s),

the higher the priority— a policy that obviously provides a counter-

acting incentive.

Experience at EDF indicated that users’ estimates averaged about

twice actual requirements; similar results have been obtained else-

where. Although this type of relationship may be used for planning,

the method is relatively crude. Assume, for example, that a user’s

prediction of time required is characterized by a (subjective)

probability distribution. Given the usual incentives, he may wish to

submit an estimate K standard deviations above the mean of the

distribution in order to keep the probability of premature termination

below a given level and still obtain reasonable turnaround time. The

ratio of estimated time to expected time will thus be

where E — expected time, and cr = standard deviation. Obviously the

greater the relative uncertainty (measured by crlE), the larger will

be this ratio. For planning purposes it would be useful to have a rela-

tively unbiased estimate of E. Some installations have attempted to

obtain such a value by requiring users to provide both estimated and

maximum figures. A variation of the method would penalize the user

for errors by charging an amount related to the absolute value of the

discrepancy between actual and estimated values, thus providing a

greater incentive for careful estimation (however, no such scheme ap-

pears to have been actually implemented).

Another pricing scheme involves the use of numerous queues,

each with an associated price. Jobs are serviced on a first-come,

first-served basis within each queue, no queue being serviced unless

all higher-priority (i.e., higher-priced) queues are empty. The user

is able to observe the current state of the system before selecting a

queue and is allowed to move his job from one queue to another at

any time before execution. Such a scheme provides the user with a
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FIGURE 11-10. Pricing scheme involving five queues.

picture similar to that shown in Fig. 11-10. In this example there are

five queues; Pi is the price for jobs in queue i, and Ti is the total

estimated time required to run all jobs currently in queue i. If all es-

timates were correct, and if no further jobs were submitted, the func-

tion shown in Fig. 11-10 would represent precisely the relationship

between price and turnaround time available to a user. However,

neither assumption is likely to hold in practice. Errors in estimated

running times lead to uncertainty regarding the turnaround time asso-

ciated with every queue. Also, the likelihood that additional jobs will

be submitted suggests that the actual turnaround time associated with

every queue but the first (highest-priority) may exceed the time shown,

perhaps by a considerable margin. The user is thus left with substan-

tial uncertainty.

Stanford University proposed a multiple-queue system of this
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type in 1967.'^ A variation, suggested by Seymour Smidt,'"* would

allow the user to specify either the maximum price (as in the example

above) or the maximum turnaround time. In the first case price would

be known and turnaround time uncertain; in the second, maximum

turnaround time would be known but price would be uncertain.

To a considerable extent the selection of a pricing scheme rests

on the type of uncertainty to be borne by the user, as these examples

demonstrate. However, it is possible for users to be allowed to en-

sure against certain types of uncertainty. As an example, the Stanford

flexible pricing proposal included a file storage charge expressed in

cents per disk track per day; the charge would be adjusted monthly,

on the basis of anticipated demand and capacity. Users planning to

institute major file-based systems would thus be faced with uncer-

tainty regarding the total cost. However, the proposal included a pro-

vision for long-term contracts; the user could purchase file storage

capacity for a one-year period at a firm price, subject to the provision

that he pay for the storage whether it was used or not.

It is interesting to note in passing that a computer center need not

necessarily offer options of this sort. For example, an enterprising

student might well offer similar long-term contracts, acting as a broker

of file storage space. If sufficient competition existed, the resulting

charges would presumably equal the expected sum of the monthly

costs plus a premium for the risk involved.

I. VALUE-BASED ALLOCATION

Most pricing schemes present the user with one or more prices and

actual or estimated turnaround times; he is then expected to choose

among them. Presumably the chosen combination will be the one for

which the difference between value (to him) and cost (price) is the

greatest. An alternative approach would have users indicate the values

of alternative types of service, with the computer facilities allocated so

as to maximize overall value to the organization. Although such an

approach may in some situations prove impractical, its characteristics

” Stanford University Computation Center, “A Flexible Pricing Proposal.”

“Seymour Smidt, “A Flexible Price System for Computer,” (unpublished). May,
1967.
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FIGURE 11-11. Possible relationships betwen value and completion time.

are of considerable interest; moreover, it can be shown to be closely

related to some more traditional schemes.

To begin, assume that each user is willing to describe the value (to

him) associated with the completion of a job at various times of the

day, and that such values are expressed in dollar units. Assume more-

over that all the conditions for a satisfactory profit center operation are

met, so that the value to a user is equal to the value to the overall

organization. Figures 1 1-1 la through 1 1-1 Id illustrate some possible

relationships. Figure 1 1-1 la is typical of so-called “real-time” applica-

tions, in which results not obtained within a short period of time are

of little value. Figure 1 1-1 lb illustrates a case in which the user would

like to see the results before he goes home but will not have time to

look at them earlier in the day; moreover, he does not plan to come

back before the next morning, even if the results become available

during the evening. Figure 11-llc represents another situation in

which the user refuses to return during the evening but would like to
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see the results as soon as possible during the day. Note that in ail cases

of this sort, value is monotonic downward with completion time (e.g.,

if a user says completion at 10 a.m. is better than completion at 9 a.m.,

the center can hold the results for an hour if need be; thus the higher

value for 10 a.m. completion can be considered relevant for 9 a.m.

completion as well). Figure 11-Ild represents a job that will not be-

come available until 1 p.m. Here the horizontal axis must be interpreted

as representing the time at which computation facilities are allocated

to the job.‘^

Relationships such as those shown in Figs. 11-11 allow a complete

specification of the “priority” or “importance” of a job. Attempts to

classify jobs as “real-time,” “batch,” “low-priority,” etc., represent at

best crude approximations. Conceptually, jobs can best be scheduled if

the value of each one is given as a function of the time at which it is

completed.

For purposes of analysis it is convenient to assume that each “job”

requires the entire computer facility for one unit of time. Under these

conditions the value curves can be described by a set of values of the

form

V,j = the value of running job / during time period j.

Assume that the number of jobs equals the number of time periods

(= N). Then the optimum allocation of jobs to time periods is a stand-

ard assignment problem, a straightforward exercise in linear program-

ming. Let

T if job / is run during time period j,

[0 if job / is not run during time period j, and

= total value.

Then

N N

1=1 j=i

Since a job should be run only once (i.e., during only one time period),

we require

N
X,j ^ 1 for each job /

}=i

'^The curve is, of course, monotonic downward only after 1 p.m.
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And since only one job can be run during a given time period, we re-

quire

A

2 A'.j ^ 1 for each time period j
1=1

The problem is simply to select a set of values X,, that gives the maxi-

mum value subject to the constraints above. This is clearly a

linear programming problem, although a large one (N- decision vari-

ables and IN constraints). A number of special-purpose algorithms

exist, however, for efficiently solving problems of this type.’®

As described in Part 1, most linear programming codes provide as

output a series of shadow prices, one associated with each of the con-

straints. Each shadow price indicates the change in the optimum level

of the objective function per unit change in the constant (right-hand

side) of the constraint. A basic theorem of linear programming holds

that, if the constant of each constraint is multiplied by its shadow price

and all such products are summed, the result will equal the optimal

value of the objective function. Moreover, if use of a unit of a con-

straint is “charged” for according to its shadow price, decision vari-

ables in the solution will just break even (i.e., total “costs” will equal

value), whereas others will exhibit losses (i.e., total “costs” will ex-

ceed value).’" The shadow prices can thus be used to rediscover the

preferred decision variables.

These relationships are of more than academic interest in connection

with the allocation problem. There will be 2N shadow prices, one for

each constraint;

P, = the price ofjob i (/ = 1 to N), and

Pj' = the price of time j {j
—

1 to N).

A number of these prices (those associated with nonbinding con-

straints) will be zero. Since the right-hand side of each constraint

equals 1 , it follows that

In particular, the out-of-kilter (OKA) network algorithm described in L. R. Ford, Jr.,

and D. R. Fulkerson, Flows in Nelworks. Princeton University Press, Princeton, N J.,

1962.

’’There will sometimes be variables out of the solution that could be exchanged for one
or more variables in the solution without altering the value of the objective function. The
total “costs” for such variables will equal value.
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FIGURE 11-12. Relationships among value, cost, and time

N N

2 p, + 2 p/

=

1=1 j=i

where = the optimal (maximum) total value.

Now assume that each job is required to pay two costs (either or

both of which may be zero)— one regardless of the time at which it is

run, the other related to this time. In particular, if job i is run during

time period j, let the cost be

C„ = P. + P/

Given the structure of the problem and the characteristics of linear

programming problems, it follows that

if X,j = 1 in the solution, then C„ = and

if = 0 in the solution, then C„ ^ F,j.

Now consider a particular job, such as the one illustrated in Fig.

11-12. Curve V represents the value of the job as a function of the

time at which it is run (F,j, j = 1 to N). Curve P‘ represents the price of

running the job at various times (i.e., P/,j= 1 to N). The upper curve

{P‘ + F,) represents the total cost, including the charge levied on the

job itself (F,). Presented with either of the two cost curves, the user

would choose to run his job at time T^, since the difference between

value and cost would then be maximized. If the relevant curve is
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FIGURE 1 1-13. A relationship among value, cost, and time with alternative optimal

solutions.

{P* + Pi), the optimal difference is zero (indeed, F( will be such that this

will be exactly the case). But a cost function obtained by adding any

constant to the set of prices for computer time will lead each user to

select the same preferred time or times (there can be ties, such as T]

and in Fig. 11-13). In any event, if each user is presented with the

set of shadow prices for times and asked to select one or more “best”

times, all requests can be met, that is, each job can be run during one

of the times selected by the user, although finding a feasible allocation

that accomplishes this goal may not be a trivial problem. If each job is

required to pay the full shadow price (F,) as well, total income to the

computer center will equal total value; if the total cost of providing the

service is greater than this, the system should be discontinued. If, on

the other hand, total cost is less than total value, the computer center

may wish to be fair to its users, adjusting prices so as to lower costs

to them. No obvious criterion for “fairness” is available; however,

certain types of adjustments will not alter the allocation process and

thus are to be preferred, ceteris paribus, to alternatives that will.

Examples of the preferred type are (1) changes in the charges levied

on jobs per se, including the dropping of all such charges, and (2)

lowering or raising all time charges by a constant amount (equal per-
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centage changes are very likely to alter the allocation and hence

reduce the total value of the operation).

Comparable statements can be made concerning the effects of alter-

ing the values attributed to the jobs (i.e., the C,j’s). Most important,

if all the values associated with running a givenjob at various times are

increased or decreased by a constant (not percentage) amount, there

will be no change in the overall allocation. This is obvious once it is

noted that the total value of a job is completely unimportant as long as

each job is to be run sometime: the relevant figures concern the loss in

value if a job is run later rather than sooner.

A simple example may help to illustrate these relationships. Section

A of Table 11-1 indicates the value associated with running each of

six jobs at each of six times. An optimal solution is shown in Section B;

it uses the time in the most valuable way, giving a total value of 51.

Note, however, that there are other allocations giving equal value

TABLE 11-1. An Example of Value-Based Allocation.

Job

A. Values

Time Run

Job

B. Solution

Run at

Time Value1 2 3 4 5 6

1 5 5 5 5 5 5 1 4 5

2 9 8 7 7 7 7 2 6 7

3 12 10 6 2 1 0 3 2 10

4 13 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 13

5 13 11 9 9 9 4 5 5 9

6 7 7 7 5 1 1 6 3 7

51

C. Shadow Prices D. Breakeven Times

Job Price (P,) Time Price (P/l Job Times

1 0 1 13 1 4, 5, 6
2 2 2 10 2 4, 5,6
3 0 3 7 3 2
4 0 4 5 4 1

5 4 5 5 5 4, 5
6 0 6 5 6 3,4
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(e.g., job 1 could be run during period 6 and job 2 during period 4 with

no change in overall value); but no other allocation can give a greater

value. The shadow prices are shown in Section C. Note that only jobs

2 and 5 must make a payment in addition to that required for the time

period used. Section D shows the time or times at which each job can

“break even” given the prices in Section C— at all other times the total

cost (shadow price) of running the job exceeds the value. Any feasible

selection from among this set (i.e., one job per time period) will give

the maximum total value; the solution shown in Section B is one such

set.

In this example, the required information (Fu’s) concerning each job

is available before the first time period, so that a truly optimal alloca-

tion can be found. Even if some of the other simplifying assumptions

are relaxed, this may still be the case. A job not yet ready to be run

(e.g., the one shown in Fig. 1 1-1 Id) can be accommodated if the rele-

vant information about it is known. Jobs requiring more than one time

period, situations in which there are more or fewer jobs than time

periods, etc., can also be handled.'® But the common case in which

there is uncertainty regarding the characteristics of jobs yet to be

received poses considerably greater problems.

Consider the following situation. Two jobs, a and b, are available at

the beginning of time period 1. A third, c, will become available at the

beginning of time period 2. Nothing is now known about job c. Should

fl or h be run during time period I? Assume that the relevant values

are as follows:

Time Period

Job 1 2

a 5 3
fa 7 6

Considering only these two jobs, the obvious solution is to run job a

first and b second, giving a total value of 1 1 instead of 10. This may
in fact turn out to have been the correct policy, as in the following case:

Although perhaps at the expense of requiring an integer linear programming code for

the solution.
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Time Period

Job 1 2 3

a 5 3 2

b 7 6 1

c 0 10 10

Here the appropriate sequence is (a. b, c), giving

But consider this possibility:

Time Period

Job 1 2 3

a 5 3 2

b 7 6 1

c 0 10 1

The optimal sequence here is {b, c, a), giving a total value of 19. If

job a had already been run during time period 1 , a total value of only

16 could be obtained, via sequence (a, c, b). Obviously allocation

schemes should attempt to anticipate the characteristics of jobs to be

submitted at later periods. Equally obviously, no simple technique

can be expected to perform this function perfectly.

One relatively simple method for allocating computer resources is

a variation of the so-called Dutch auction, in which the auctioneer

calls off ever-lower prices until the first (and winning) bid is received.

Assume that each of the six users in the example of Table 11-1 has

before him a price meter. At the beginning of each time period it goes

to infinity and then begins to drop; the first user to press his “bid”

button is given the time period.

How will the users bid? One possibility is that each will bid the

value of the time period for his job, that is, F,j, except that once a job

is run it will be removed from the bidding. This will typically not re-

sult in the optimal use of the system. In our example such behavior

would yield a total value of only 38 instead of the maximum possible

value of 51.^^

Assuming that, in each case of a tie, the lower-numbered bidder won. The resulting

sequence is (4, 5, 2, 1, 3, 6).
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In all likelihood bidders will not behave in this way. At the ver>'

least each will try to bid slightly above the next highest bid instead

of the most that he is willing to pay.-" Moreover, this type of behavior

assumes implicitly that, if a bid is lost, the job will not be run at all.

This is rarely the case; the more likely alternative is that the job will

be run later. The user will typically have some expectations about the

prices in later time periods. Therefore, the greatest net value to be

obtained if job i is not run in period I will be

K„*= Ma.x.
J=2 ti) \

where P'^ represents user fs expectation concerning the price charged

for time period j.

The user concerned only with expected values will be unwilling

to bid an amount for time period 1 that will result in a smaller net

gain than the most likely bid will give just this gain, letting .5,,

represent user /'s bid for time period 1

:

5,. - K., - Ma.x. {V^-P'o}
j-'l (o V

This merely illustrates in a formal manner the complexity of any

bidding and/or pricing scheme used to sequentially ration items (time

periods) that are to some extent substitutes for one another. Users’

reactions may depend heavily on their expectations regarding future

prices, turnaround times, etc. If. over time, they find that experience

is inconsistent with their previous expectations, they will revise their

expectations and. correspondingly, their actions. Hopefully the process

will eventually converge to a stable pattern, although no theorem of

economics can guarantee such a happy solution. Of course, if users

share common expectations about future prices, and if these expec-

tations are in fact correct, the Dutch auction system will lead to the

optimal allocation of computer time.

The possibility of complex bidding strategies is also present when
users are asked to submit specifications concerning value as a func-

tion of completion time. If no charges are to be levied, the user is

given an incentive to vastly overstate the relative value of early com-

” Of course no bidder is likely to know the amount that every other bidder is willing to

pay, hence the statement in the text (th.at he will fry to enter such a bid).
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pletion (e.g., V,i = 1000, V,2 = 1) in order to “outbid” other jobs for

the initial time periods. On the other hand, if the user is to be charged

his stated value for the time period during which the job is run, he has

some incentive to understate all values. Fortunately this may not lead

to improper allocation. Although the user may wish to understate all

values, he may not want to indicate that the value of running sooner

rather than later is either greater or less than it really is. Thus user /

may submit bids F* related to actual values V,j as follows;

1/6 = 1/ — yt^ U ^ tj

where k, is a constant. In general, the user can be expected to select

the largest positive value of k, possible, subject to the constraint that

he retain some reasonable likelihood that the job will be run at some

time. If the computer center will guarantee that all jobs will be run,

the user will probably select the value of k, that makes one or more

F^’s zero. As indicated earlier, this type of behavior will not lead to

an undesirable allocation of the computer facility. But it will lead to

an understatement of the total value of the facility, since the latter will

be based on values instead of the true F,_, figures.

It is important that practical issues not be lost in the somewhat

rarefied atmosphere of this discussion. Whether time is divided into

two periods (e.g., “on-shift” and “off-shift”) or thousands (e.g., one

per minute or one per second),^' as long as decisions must be made
about the order in which jobs will be run, the problem will remain. If

users are to submit some type of information about values, an algorithm

designed to somehow anticipate future submissions must be designed;

and the possibility that users will employ bidding strategies to subvert

the system to their advantage must be considered. On the other hand,

if prices are to be set by the computer organization, some method

must be devised for eventually finding the “right” set of prices; the

The formulation given earlier is easily generalized to accommodate such an arrange-

ment. The constraint for each time period becomes

A'u S Kj for each time period j

where K, is the maximum number of jobs that can be run during time period j. The
larger Kj, the fewer are the time periods and hence the prices. On the other hand, the

longer each time period, the blunter will be the formulation, since V,, must refer to the

value of completing job ; at any time during period j. An important but difficult question

concerns the appropriate length (number) of such time periods.
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shadow prices associated with the overall allocation problem are,

in an important sense, one of the possible sets of “right” prices. No
matter how the problem is approached, it is clearly both difficult and

worthy of considerable attention.

J. THE SHORT-JOB-FIRST RULE

The discussion of the preceding section allows us to deal summarily

with one of the more popular methods for allocating computer time.

Many installations grant top priority to “short” jobs. One or both of

the following reasons for this policy is usually given: (1) value is as-

sumed to increase less than proportionately with job length, so that

short jobs are “worth” more per unit of computer time, and (2) this

scheme provides a lower average turnaround time.-- The first argu-

ment is not particularly relevant if all jobs are to be run sometime— the

differential value of short versus long turnaround time is the relevant

variable, not the total value. The second argument may or may not

hold; for example, if the loss from delayed receipt of a long job greatly

exceeds that associated with short jobs, a larger average turnaround

time may be preferred. Like all simple allocation schemes, the short-

job-first rule may lead to quite undesirable results.

K. PRICING MULTIPROGRAMMED, MULTIPROCESSOR, AND
TIME-SHARED SYSTEMS

We have assumed throughout most of the discussion in this chapter

that a computer system can be regarded as an entity, with “computer

time” used as a measure of service and thus of value. Such a simplifica-

tion becomes less and less tenable with every advance in computer

technology. The typical system is now a complex of separate devices

capable of being used concurrently and/or sequentially for one or more

jobs.

Consider, for example, the relationship among processing, input.

" Assume a mix of six 5-minute jobs and one 30-minule job. If the former are run first,

average turnaround time will be slightly less than 24 minutes; if they are run last, it will

be 45 minutes. Ifjobs are seleetcd randomly to be run, the expected average turnaround
time will be slightly more than 34 minutes.
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and output: most jobs are structured in such a way that at one or more

points processing must be stopped until further input is received (in

some cases this must, in turn, come after output— for example, when a

user sitting at a console wishes to see results before specifying the

next input). The time required to obtain input may be short (e.g., if it

is available in high-speed memory), moderately long (e.g., if it is to be

obtained from magnetic tape or a card reader), or very long (e.g., if it

must be typed by a user sitting at a console). If the delay is substantial,

the processor can usefully be employed on one or more additional jobs

in the interim. It is even possible that during the calendar time re-

quired to complete one job another can also be finished. Even if this

is not the case, the time required to run two jobs together will often be

considerably less than the sum of the times required to complete each

separately.

The last example illustrates multiprogramming, in which a single

processor serves two or more jobs by switching to a new one when the

processing of the first must be temporarily suspended because of some

delay. A variation of the scheme, termed time sharing or, more

properly, time slicing, forces such a switch after a predetermined

amount (“quantum”) of time if no other type of delay arises. Finally,

more than one processor may be available for concurrent operation;

this type of arrangement is termed multiprocessing.

How should a system with some or all of these features be priced?

As indicated earlier, this type of question cannot be answered without

posing another: how should such a system be used? The answer is

obvious — the components should be allocated among jobs so as to

maximize total value, where the value of each job is related to the time

of its completion. Any real problem is, of course, very complex, pri-

marily because complementarities must be taken into account in detail,

that is, it will be possible to run more than one job in time period j, but

only if the right kinds of jobs are selected. In any event, there is some
best allocation, and some set of prices that will lead to the appropriate

use of the system.

An extreme view would regard each component and time period

separately. For example, during any single microsecond only one job

can occupy the card reader, only one can use the adding circuitry, and

only one can use cell 593 in core memory. Each component might be

allocated to the job for which it is most valuable (i.e., the highest
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bidder) in each time period.--' Of course all the problems that may

arise when such a scheme is used for a simple (homogeneous) computer

system are likely to occur in this case as well.

It is instructive to consider a simple example of this type of problem

more formally. Assume that there are four jobs, each requiring one

time period if run alone. Two jobs, 1 and 2, use the central processor

almost exclusively and are said to be processor-bound. The other two,

3 and 4, use the input and output facilities almost exclusively and are

said to be input/output-bound. If either job 1 or 2 is run with eitherjob

3 or 4, both can be completed within one time period. Obviously the

jobs should be paired, and the best pairing will be that giving the

greatest total value. As before, the decision can be formulated as a

linear programming problem:

Maximize; 1^ = ^ ^
i=i

subject to constraints that each job should be run just once:

2

2 = 1 for each job r = 1 to 4
j=i

and that only one processor-bound job and one input/output-boundjob

be run in each time period:

Xii + X21 ^ 1 (only one processor-bound job in time period 1)

-^31 -b ^4 \ = 1 (only one input/output-bound job in time period 1)

X12 + X22 ^ 1 (only one processor-bound job in time period 2)

^32 -t- X42 ^ 1 (only one input/output-bound job in time period 2)

Shadow prices associated with the first four constraints may be

used as charges levied against the jobs, regardless of the time at which

each is run, as in the earlier example. But note that now two shadow

prices will be associated with each time period: one for processor-

bound jobs, the other for input/output-bound jobs.

It is not essential that the computer center manager attempt to ration

If the time periods are sufficiently short, such a scheme may give very poor results,

since It does not take into account the time required to reallocate a component from one
task to another.
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his facilities at such a detailed level (either directly on the basis of

value or by means of a complex pricing scheme) if others are willing

to perform the function. For example, assume that the computer center

simply rents the entire facility at a given charge per time period and

that each of the four jobs comes from a different user. If the rental is

sufficiently high, it is possible that no single job will be worth running.

But whether this is the case or not, there will be incentives for some-

one to pair a processor-bound job with an input/output-bound job. One

or more of the users may attempt to find a complementary job, arrang-

ing some mutually agreeable sharing of costs. Or an intermediary

(perhaps an enterprising student) may act as a broker. As in many

other situations, decision-making may be decentralized, with different

organizations and/or individuals performing specialized tasks and

bearing different types and/or degrees of risk.

An interesting issue connected with pricing complex facilities arises

with certain time-shared systems which a numba' of people concur-

rently utilize from remote consoles. Many feel that the charge for

running a given job should be predictable, simply computed, and un-

affected by the other activities of the system at the time that the job

is run. These goals clearly conflict with efficient allocation of the com-

puter facilities. For example, remote terminals should be charged for

tying up communication channels, but only if a charge is required to ra-

tion the available channels; and if a charge is required, it should be

based on the strength of the demand at the time. From the standpoint

of efficient allocation of communication channels, this charge should

be allowed to vary frequently as demand changes. But this may lead

to very unpredictable costs. Users may well prefer a less efficient but

more predictable scheme (e.g., with prices revised only every hour,

every 12 hours, or perhaps never).

A similar situation concerns processor time. For efficient allocation,

users should be charged for processor time (in addition to communica-

tion channel time) whenever a charge is needed to adequately ration

the use of the processor. This gives rise to added uncertainty, however,

since the cost per second of processor time will not be completely

predictable. Even if this charge were never changed, there would still

be some uncertainty, since the user can rarely predict precisely the

time required for his problem, and in some systems the processor
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time required for one job depends on the overall mix of jobs being

serviced at the time.

The argument could be extended, but the basic issue involved is

clear. Efficient allocation calls for a number of prices— one for each

of many components— each allowed to change frequently over time.

But predictability and simplicity are also virtues; hence the best

strategy, all things considered, will depend to a major extent on the

cost of implementing a complex system and users’ attitudes toward

such a system.

It is far too early to tell just where the appropriate balance lies

(moreover, the optimum will probably differ among various groups of

users). Some commercial time-sharing firms, such as Tymshare,

charge primarily for terminal connection time. Others (e.g., Keydata)

go even further, charging on the basis of lines printed, file queries, etc.,

so that cost is almost completely predictable. General Electric charges

for terminal connection time, processor time, and disk storage used

for semipermanent files. Users of Allen-Babcock Computing, Inc.,

do not pay for terminal connection time per se; charges are based

only on processing time and the amount of high-speed (temporary)

storage used.-'* Experimentation and competition may lead to some-

what greater uniformity in this area over time; but as long as users

differ in the strength of their distaste for uncertainty, there will be

ample room for systems with different pricing structures.

L EXPANSION AND PRICING

We conclude this chapter with a discussion of another real problem

that has been ignored here thus far. Demand has been assumed to be

stable over time and known with certainty; in most practical situations,

however, it is neither certain nor stable. Here we deal with only one

of these aspects; the problem of accommodating expected increases

in demand over time.

Consider first a seemingly simple situation. Assume that only one

type of disk storage device is available for an installation’s computer

system, and that each such device has a rather large capacity. Assume,

-^This policy and all the others described in this paragraph were in effect in 1968.
Present pricing methods may, of course, differ.
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AQ
FIGURE 11-14. The effect of an expansion of capacity.

however, that the manager can rent as many or as few of these storage

devices each year as he wishes, that the demand (marginal value) at

any point of time can be predicted with certainty, and that it is expected

to rise over time (i.e., the curve will shift to the right and upward).

Finally, assume that the manager always selects the internal price

per unit of storage that just rations current capacity. When will it be

worthwhile to increase capacity, and how will the rationing price be-

have over time?

Figure 11-14 illustrates the situation faced by the manager at any

given time. Assume that current capacity is Q*\ given the current de-

mand (marginal value) curve, the appropriate price (marginal value)

is P* per unit of storage (we assume that the marginal cost of using

capacity is well below the price required to just fully utilize capacity).

Should another storage device be added, increasing capacity by i^Q

units (from Q* to Q**)l Only if its value will exceed (or equal) its

cost. The value associated with adding tsQ units is shown by the

shaded area in Fig. 11-14. Note that it will be less than the area of

rectangle Q*XYQ** — and the steeper the demand (marginal value)

curve, the greater will be the disparity. The area of this rectangle is
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equal to the product of (1) the current price per unit of storage (P*),

and (2) the number of units of storage per device (AQ). It follows that

an additional device should not be purchased if the current rationing

price just equals the incremental cost per unit of storage. In this case

incremental cost will equal average cost; thus additional storage should

be obtained only if the price required to ration current storage exceeds

its average cost. Unfortunately the magnitude of the required excess

depends on the shape of the demand curve to the right of the point

representing current capacity; in other words, it depends on the value

associated with storing information not currently being stored. And
this value is not easily discovered.

Whenever it does become worthwhile to increase capacity, price

will of course have to be lowered, and the new price will be below in-

cremental (and in this case, average) cost. Assume that the shaded

area under curve MV in Fig. 1 1-14 just equals the cost of adding one

device of capacity AQ. Prior to the time shown, such an addition

would not have been desirable, since the marginal value curve lay be-

low curve MV. Before adding the capacity, price would be P*, after-

wards P^*. But average cost in this case equals incremental cost,

which is simply the cost of a device divided by its capacity. If /IC is

average cost, the cost of a device will equal AC • AQ, shown by the

area of rectangle Q*UVQ''-’^. Since this area equals that of the shaded

area (incremental value), P'' > AC > P*’'.

Figures 1 1-1 5a, b, and c provide an illustration of an expansion of

this type over time. Figure ll-15a shows marginal value curves for

five time periods (r = 1,5, 10, 15, and 20), stated in terms of the ratio

of price to average cost. The assumed relationship is

P 4 -ft

AC ioVq

where Q is capacity in number of devices. Figure ll-15b shows how
the optimal capacity (Q) changes over time. The price required to

ration the optimal capacity at each point of time is shown in Fig. 1 1-

15c. In this case, at least, the fluctuations in price diminish in ampli-

tude over time.

Note that in Fig. 11-1 5c price is below average cost much of the

time. This is not due to increases in capacity justified only on the basis

of predicted expansion of demand; the capacity at each point of time
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is optimal for the current demand. If the expansion of demand ceased

at any time, the capacity and price shown in Figs. 1 1-1 5b and c would

remain optimal. This is consistent with the earlier analysis of cases of

stable demand, in which we argued that the optimal price may be (and

remain) below, above, or equal to average cost.

Although this analysis has been cast in terms of components such as

storage units, much of the approach can be applied to the overall prob-

lem of selecting and pricing an entire computer system. For example,

assume that systems are available with capacities Q = 1, 2, 3, . . . and

that the rental cost of each is proportional to its capacity. Finally,

assume that the installed system may be replaced at any time with a

larger system at no cost other than the increased rental charge. Then

both the analysis and the results of the preceding discussion apply

directly.

Over at least some range of capacities, of course, cost does not rise

proportionately with capacity. Thus the incremental cost of raising

capacity from Q = 2 to Q = 3 may exceed that of a further increase

from Q = 3 to Q = 4. It is entirely possible that capacity should be

enlarged even if the added value of the smallest increase possible is less

than its cost. Let be the increase in total value if capacity is raised

from Q = i to Q=J, and ACjj be the corresponding increase in cost. The
nature of the marginal value curve ensures that

AV,, > AF:„

Now, if

it follows that

AF23 < AC23

AF34 < AC23

but since there are economies of scale,

AC23 ^ AC734

Thus it is possible that

and even that

AF34 > AC34

F24 = AK23 + AF34 > AC23 + AC34 = AC24
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FIGURE 11-16. Possible pattern of price and average cost over time with economies

of scale.

In simple terms, in the presence of economies of scale it is dangerous

to consider merely the smallest possible increase in capacity, since only

a larger increase may prove worthwhile.

To what extent are the conclusions reached under the previous as-

sumptions valid in the presence of economies of scale? Recall the argu-

ment concerning price and average cost before and after an expansion

in capacity. Expansion (of whatever magnitude) will be worthwhile as

soon as the incremental value equals incremental cost. As shown

earlier, this implies that, before the expansion, price must exceed in-

cremental cost per unit (i.e., the cost of adding capacity divided by the

increase in capacity) and that, after the expansion, price must fall

below it. If there are neither economies nor diseconomies of scale,

incremental cost will equal average cost and average cost will be un-

affected by capacity. But if there are economies of scale, average cost

will decrease when capacity is increased, and will exceed incremental

cost. Thus it may pay to expand capacity before price exceeds (or even

equals) average cost, although (as before) price will be below average

cost immediately after each expansion. Figure 11-16 illustrates a pos-

sible pattern of price and average cost over time under these circum-

stances.
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An additional complication arises when a fixed cost is associated

with the transition from one system (capacity) to another. Such costs

are likely to be considerable: they include not only shipment and in-

stallation charges, but also— and more important— the costs, monetary

and other, associated with conversion. The latter may be very large

indeed if the new system is not highly compatible with the old one. Al-

though computer manufacturers have devoted a great deal of attention

to the minimization of such costs by designing “compatible,” “modu-

lar,” and “expandable” sets of equipment, the problem is still signifi-

cant.

An example will illustrate how difficult it is to determine the appro-

priate method of expansion if there are major transition costs. Consider

a situation involving three computers of capacities Qi, Q2 , and Q^. At

present computer 1 is installed; eventually computer 3 must be in-

stalled. The prime question concerns the interim period— should com-

puter 2 be used or not?

Each of the alternatives must be analyzed to determine the best

timing. Let policy A be the use of all three systems, and policy B the

use of only the smallest and the largest. Obviously the optimal timing

of changes for either policy is independent of the transition costs;

this part of the analysis is thus essentially the same as that used in the

earlier examples. Two times must be determined for policy A:

the optimal time to switch from computer 1 to computer 2; and ^23, the

optimal time to switch from computer 2 to computer 3. Only one time

need be found for policy B: r,3, the optimal time to switch from com-

puter 1 to computer 3.

Figure 11-17 shows the marginal value curves associated with each

of these times. Area Q^abQi equals the added (rental) cost per time

period of the additional capacity obtained by replacing computer 1

with computer 2. Area QzcdQs equals the added cost per time period

of the additional capacity obtained by replacing computer 2 with com-

puter 3. As shown in Fig. 1 1-17, will be less than (that is, earlier

than) ?23- The added cost per time period resulting from the replace-

ment of computer 1 with computer 3 (in this case, via computer 2)

equals the sum of the two shaded areas. But the added value of such a

replacement at time /23 is considerably larger (area QijcdQs). Thus

With one minor qualification: see footnote 26.
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FIGURE 11-17. Marginal value curves associated with three alternative times of

switching to gain additional capacity.

the replacement should be made at some time before hz- The con-

clusion is hardly surprising: the largest computer should be installed

sooner if an interim system is not utilized.

The two plans can now be compared directly. In summary, they in-

volve the following:

Computer Installed

From To Plan A Plan B

0 1 1

fl2 fl3 2 1

tl3 f23 2 3

tss ' • - 3 3

The alternatives differ only from through from through tiz

policy A yields higher costs and greater values than policy B; from tiz

through tsz the situation is reversed. The transition costs must also be

considered: policy A requires such expenditures at and tzz; policy B
requires only one, at tiz- If the time span involved is relatively short.
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all these costs and values may be simply summed algebraically and the

results compared directly. If not, the present values should be used

instead.^®

Even more complex (and realistic) cases could be covered, but we
choose instead to conclude both this section and the chapter with two

brief points— one concerning profit-maximizing behavior, the other

federal policy regarding cost recovery.

Most of the discussion has been concerned with problems of in-

ternal pricing, in which the total value of the installation was of prime

interest. Relatively little has been said about external pricing, for

which total revenue is more relevant. The changes required to cover

the latter situation are not major, however. For purposes of determin-

ing optimal capacity, the marginal value curve is simply replaced by

the marginal revenue curve. The appropriate price will be the one that

rations the optimal capacity, unless marginal revenue at that point is

less than the marginal cost of using capacity; in the latter event, the

appropriate price is that associated with the quantity for which mar-

ginal revenue equals this marginal cost.

The final point concerns federal policy regarding pricing by cost-

reimbursement contractors. Whatever the relationship between op-

timal price and average cost, whenever demand increases during a

period of fixed capacity, price should be allowed to rise. And at the

time capacity is increased, price should be lowered. Unfortunately

federal policy in the past has made it difficult to vary price. In general,

average price over a year has had to equal average costs. Such a pol-

icy is likely to lead to underutilized capacity in the early years of a

system’s life when demand is small and price should be below aver-

age cost. In later years it may lead to the use of additional methods

for rationing time if the appropriate price is greater than average cost;

and these rationing methods are likely to be less efficient than price,

leading to an allocation of the capacity among users that is less than

optimal. In both situations the total value obtained from the system

will be lower than it can (and should) be.

One partial remedy for this problem is to allow price variation sub-

ject only to a requirement that average price equal average cost over

Strictly speaking, if expenditure timing is to be taken into account, the problem cannot
be dichotomized, since the time at which each transition is made will affect the present

value of the transition cost. However, this is clearly a second-order effect.
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a relatively long period, such as five years. This type of a policy has

been endorsed by a number of federal agencies and managers of uni-

versity computer centers. Note, hovi'ever, that although such a change

may reduce inefficiency, it is not likely to eliminate the problem en-

tirely. As we have shown in a number of contexts, the appropriate

internal price need not equal average cost, even if the average is taken

over a very long period.
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CHAPTER 12 THE COMPUTER INDUSTRY

D SERVICES, MARKETS, AND COSTS

Q
^

A. LEASING COMPANIES

One of the first contracts for the lease of a computer from a

“third party” (i.e., neither the manufacturer nor the user) was drawn

in 1961.’ By the end of 1968, according to one estimate,- equipment

with a purchase cost of almost $1 billion was leased in this manner.

One of the most common arrangements is the sale/lease-back trans-

action. The using firm purchases its previously rented equipment

from the manufacturer and then sells it to a third firm, which in turn

leases it to the user. This is not the only arrangement currently in

practice. Several leasing firms maintain an inventory of equipment

(some of it returned by previous customers), delivering new or used

systems to customers on demand. The user of the equipment is termed

the lessee; the leasing firm is the lessor.

According to one source, leasing companies hold title to about 5%
of all computers in use.’* Most lessors prefer to contract for widely

used systems, in order to minimize the difficulty associated with find-

ing another lessee (or a purchaser) if the equipment is returned. One

estimate'' indicates that IBM 360 series computers accounted for

75-85% of the total value of leased systems in 1968.

Few computer-leasing companies base their charges on equipment

utilization. The Levin-Townsend Computer Corporation is a major

exception: “Leases generally provide for a minimum rental plus addi-

tional use charges for usage in excess of 176 hours a month.” ^

Traditionally, leasing companies provide capital, leaving main-

note: This chapter covers several topics that could not be made to fit naturally

into previous chapters.

' Angeline Pantages, "An Introduction to Leasing,” Datamation, August, 1968, p. 30.

^ Ibid., p. 26.

^Business Week,ime 1, 1968, p. 100.

^ Pantages, op. cit., p. 26.

^Prospectus, Levin-Townsend Computer Corporation Common Stock, April 7, 1966,
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tenance, software support, etc., to the manufacturer. The lessee is

expected (and usually required) to sign a maintenance contract with

the equipment manufacturer. There are exceptions, however. In

1968, Management Assistance, Inc., not only leased but also main-

tained peripheral devices (tape drives purchased from Potter Instru-

ments and disk drives purchased from Memorex) although the com-

pany did not lease computers per se.®

The attitude of IBM toward leasing companies appears to change

periodically, perhaps because of changes in the likelihood of anti-

trust action. In January, 1968, IBM salesmen were apparently told

to consider third-party lessors as competitors.^ Three months later

the company established a Leasing Company Relations Department

“to insure an effective relationship between IBM and purchasers of

its equipment.”® Then in May, 1968, IBM agreed that henceforth

the second user of a purchased system would receive free training and

programming support.® This latter change removed one of the few

remaining disadvantages of leasing equipment previously returned

to a lessor. It is reported to have been agreed upon only after an anti-

trust suit on the matter had been prepared.*®

Almost any kind of lease contract can be written, and many different

types have been employed. They differ primarily in the manner in

which risk is borne by the two parties. There are two major cate-

gories:

1. The full-payout lease, in which the lessee contracts to make pay-

ments with a present value at least equal to the current value of

the equipment.

2. The nonpayout lease, in which the lessee contracts to make pay-

ments with a present value smaller than the current value of the

equipment.

Full-payout leases are like secured loans. The lessee usually insures

the equipment, pays personal property taxes on it, and arranges for

maintenance. A full-payout lease is usually termed a net lease if the

lessor retains ownership of the equipment at the end of the lease period;

it is usually called afinancial lease if ownership is vested in the lessee

at the end of the period. Net leases are apparently more popular than

® Pantages, op. cit., p. 29 .

’’ lbid.,p.TI. «lbid. » Ibid. '<> Ibid.
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financial leases for computer equipment.” Although a full-payout lease

is virtually equivalent to the purchase of equipment and the creation

of a new debt, the lessee’s financial statements need not show either

component. Some accountants contend that such transactions should

be shown e,\plicitly to avoid giving an overoptimistic indication of the

firm’s credit position.

Nonpayout leases require the lessor to bear some of the risk asso-

ciated with the future value of specific equipment; the general credit

of the lessee is somewhat less important. The term nonpayout lease is

sometimes restricted to describe contracts in which the lessee agrees to

pay most, but not all. of the equipment cost: others are called short-

term contracts.'- A lessor who depends on income from the sale or re-

lease of equipment wall generally take on many of the functions of

ownership. Issuers of nonpayout leases often pay personal property

taxes, take out insurance, and contract with the manufacturer for re-

quired maintenance.'^

Eigure 12-1 suggests the relationship between cost and the length

of the lessee’s commitment. The vertical axis indicates the ratio of (1)

the required monthly payment throughout the contractual period to (2)

the current monthly rental charged by the manufacturer. The horizontal

axis indicates the length of the commitment. The relationship is based

on leases for IBM equipment in late 1967. The variation in ratios for a

given commitment can be explained in part by the presence or absence

of other conditions in the lease contract.

Most discussions of third-party leases deal rather extensively with

tax considerations. Payments made to a lessor may be deducted by the

lessee as an expense, thereby reducing taxes. But the assumed de-

preciation on owned equipment is also deductible, as is interest paid on

any loan used to obtain the funds for purchasing the equipment. It is

important to remember that lessors also pay taxes. A procedure that

saves taxes for the lessee may very well increase the lessor’s taxes.

Third-party leasing does not automatically provide a tax advantage

(although it may in specific instances).

From time to time. Congress has authorized tax credits to stimulate

investment. In 1967, the credit for new computers ranged from 2V3%

" George H. Heilborn, “The Art of Leasing Computers,” Computers and Automation,
January, 1967, p. 42.

Ibid., p. 44. Ibid., p. 45.
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Monthly cost of lease

Monthly rental from manufacturer

Length of committment (years)

FIGURE 12-1. Relationship between cost and length of lease for IBM equipment,

late 1967. Source: Automatic Data Processing Newsletter, Management Science

Publishing, Inc., Vol. XII, Number 7 (Dec. 4, 1967).

of purchase price (for new equipment with a life of 4 years) to 7% (for

equipment with a life of 8 years).*^ Such credit can be used to reduce

tax payments by an equal amount. It may be taken by the manufac-

turer, the user, or a third-party lessor, or it may be divided among them.

Leasing companies obtain capital from a variety of sources. Bank

credit has been used rather heavily, as has equity capital. Many com-

panies finance their purchases of equipment directly from the manu-

facturer. In 1967, IBM apparently would finance up to $7.5 million

dollars’ worth of equipment for any single customer. The terms were

25% down and payment over 4 years or less, with interest on the

balance at a rate iy2% above that of the “prime” rate charged by New
York City banks at the time of the purchase.’'^

What accounts for the popularity of third-party leases ? One answer

is that they provide credit that need not be shown explicitly on the

'’'tbid., p. 44.

Wall Street Journal, Feb. 20, 1967, p. 24.
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lessee’s financial statement. Also, they may otfer tax advantages. But

more fundamental causes are undoubtedly more important.

People differ in their aversion to risk. Third-party leases allow those

with relatively little risk aversion to take on some or alt of the risk

associated with the future value of computer equipment.

But people also differ in their assessment of risk. Those with a rela-

tively optimistic view of the future value of current computer equip-

ment will consider it desirable to lease such equipment to others with a

less optimistic view. If third-party lessors are more optimistic than

equipment manufacturers, users will be able to obtain better terms by

dealing with them rather than with the manufacturers.

The following statements from a prospectus issued by the Levin-

Townsend Computer Corporation are typical of the attitudes and poli-

cies of many computer-leasing companies:

The Company's business premise is that the revenue producing life of its

computers will be long enough to permit the Company to recover the cost of

such computers together with an appropriate return on its investment. The

Company may incur substantial loss if computers it leases as principal are re-

turned by present lessees and the Company is unable to place the computers

with new lessees or dispose of them at satisfactory prices.

The Company expects that the average revenue producing life of computers

leased through its efforts will be in excess of ten years after acquisition.

To recover the acquisition cost of newly acquired computers and the cairy-

ing cost of its investment, the Company estimates that, at present rent

schedules, these computers must be continuously on lease to others for six to

seven years."*

It is extremely difficult to predict the eventual profitability of such

companies. The earnings reported in the first few years of operation

may be deceptively large, if revenues reflect the rental value of new

equipment while costs include only 10% of the cost of acquisition.

Some feel that the glamor associated with the securities of computer

leasing companies from 1 966 through 1 968 reflected an overly optimis-

tic assessment of reported earnings. Needless to say, only in time will

it be possible to tell whether the optimism was, in fact, justified.

Prospccliis, Lcvin-Ton'iisend Computer Corporation Common Slock, Apr. 7, 1966,

pp. 3, 8.
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B. THE USED-COMPUTER MARKET

Before 1960, few computer systems were produced in large numbers.

Moreover, vacuum-tube equipment required more maintenance as it

aged. There was little reason, therefore, to develop a market for used

computers. In the early 1960’s, however, a great many systems were

installed. From 8000 to 12,000 IBM 140! ’s are reported to have been

produced.'^' Smaller, but significant, quantities of UNIVAC 1004’s,

Honeywell 200 series, and others were installed. And all these sys-

tems were transistorized. By the latter part of 1967, IBM 360 series

systems were being installed at a rate in excess of 1200 per month

(many replacing IBM 1401 systems). The conditions for a viable

market in used computers were finally present.

No adequate measure of the extent of this market is available. Esti-

mates for 1967 sales of used computers ranged from a low of $10 mil-

lion to a high of $75 million.'®

Some of the earliest computers eventually sold for 1 or 2% of their

original list price; IBM 650 and 700 series machines (all of which

used vacuum tubes) often sold for less than 10% of original price.^®

The value of solid-state equipment appears to decline somewhat less

rapidly. Advertisements listed during 1967 and 1968 provided the

following evidence;

System

Age
(years)

Asking Price

as a Percent-

age of Original

List Price

UNIVAC 1004 4 45

IBM 1410 4 25

IBM 1401

(several systems) 6-7 20-30

IBM 1620 7 23

CDC 1604 plus)
8 16

CDC 160A 1

'’Arlene Hershman, “Boom in Used Computers?” Dun’s Review, December, 1967,
p. 63.

Michel Feuche, “Second-Generation Computers Live Again— in the Resale Market,”
Computers and Automation, September, 1967, p. 24.

">Ibid.

“Nicholas H. Dosker, Jr., “The Used Computer Market: How IBM Shapes It,” Com-
puters and Automation, July, 1964, p. 26.
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A firm that no longer wants to use an installed computer has several

options. If the system is rented from the manufacturer, it may be re-

turned or purchased (often at a substantial discount) and then sold to

another user. If the system is owned, it may be used as a trade-in on

new equipment, sold directly to another user, or sold to a used-com-

puter dealer. The most common practice, however, is for the user to

obtain the services of a broker to help locate a buyer.

In 1968 there were approximately twenty used-computer brokers.^'

They offer services similar to those provided by real estate brokers.

The seller lists his equipment for some period of time, promising to

pay the broker a percentage (usually 10%) of the final sales price.--

The broker advertises the equipment, establishes contact with pros-

pective buyers (and checks their credit), and then attempts to bring

buyer and seller together on mutually acceptable terms.

Relatively few brokers maintain large inventories of used-computer

systems. However, some do maintain stocks of components, primarily

peripheral equipment. (In 1968, the IBM 1402 card reader/punch, the

IBM 1403 line printer, and IBM 729 tape drives were particularly

popular.)

The eventual position of leasing companies in the market for used

computers is difficult to predict. To quote one authority:

The leasing firms have not been too active in the resale field, largely because

the market was too thin and leasing was a much more attractive proposition.

As the market grows it will be easier for them to use their sizable resources

to purchase used equipment on a risk basis for later resale. In this way, they

will gradually establish a trading market in which a dependable supply will be

promptly available to meet normal demand. They may thus also emerge as the

major factors in the resale “industry.”

Some computer manufacturers sell returned systems— in 1967

Sperry Rand (UNIVAC) had “an aggressive program for outright

sales of both new and used equipment.”-^ On the other hand, IBM
refrained from selling used systems to new customers. Dealers were

given an opportunity to buy returned equipment, but apparently the

terms were not too attractive.-® Users renting equipment were al-

Hershman, op. cit., p. 63. -^Hershman, op. cit., p. 63.

Feuche, op. cit., p. 25. Feuche, op. cit., p. 25.

^Ibid.
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lowed to exercise their purchase options— often at rather attractive

prices.^® But through 1968, most of the used second-generation sys-

tems returned to IBM were either rerented, scrapped, or used for parts.

Systems produced in large quantities with relatively standard con-

figurations can be marketed most efficiently. In 1968 the most popular

used computers were the IBM 1400 series, the UNIVAC 1004, and

the Honeywell 200 series systems. Although IBM 7000 series com-

puters were also traded, smaller numbers were involved. By the lat-

ter part of 1968, transactions in used IBM 360 series computers (pri-

marily models 20 and 30) had begun.

In 1967, one company was reported to be preparing “a price list for

major data processing equipment models and options similar to the

used car and office machine ‘blue books.’

The market for used computers should continue to grow. As it does,

the cost of arranging a transaction should decrease, perhaps substan-

tially. All brokers disseminate information; some also hold inventories

of goods of uncertain value. Both activities may be subject to econ-

omies of scale. It is thus possible that a relatively few firms will cap-

ture the majority of the market as it matures.

C. THE MARKET FOR COMPUTER SERVICES

Economies of scale appear to be significant for computing in general.

They may also be substantial for applications of a particular kind.

Users thus have an incentive to share equipment. This may be accom-

plished through cooperative operation and use, with joint responsibility

for the installation and joint risk-bearing. A more common arrangement

relies on a single agent (user, entrepreneur) to assume both the re-

sponsibility and the risk. Other users are expected to purchase services,

hopefully on terms that will adequately compensate the owner (renter)

of the equipment.

Entrepreneurs of this type may be divided into two groups for pur-

poses of analysis: (1) those who buy equipment primarily for their own
use, selling “excess” capacity, and (2) those who buy equipment pri-

In 1968, IBM ofTered federal agencies purchase options on all 1401 central processors

produced before Jan. 1, 1964 for approximately 25% of the original list prices (source;

IBM Federal Supply Schedule Price List, 1968-1969).
" Feuche, op. cit., p. 26.
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manly as a commercial venture, hoping to sell most of its capacity.

Often the distinction is difficult to make; anyone who purchases equip-

ment with more capacity than he needs, intending to sell some of the

excess, has chosen to act as an entrepreneur. Marketing policy pro-

vides the best basis for classification. If sales are of primary im-

portance, the firm will usually rely for publicity on its own sales or-

ganization; otherwise it will depend on word of mouth, relatively

inexpensive advertisements, or brokers.

Firms that do not rely significantly on their own sales forces may be

termed excess-capacity sellers. Others are service bureaus, timeshar-

ing vendors, or possibly both. Service bureaus rely on physical move-

ment (e.g., via a delivery service) of data between the location of the

user and that of the computer equipment. Time-sharing vendors pro-

vide for at least some electronic movement of data. Input may be via

teletypewriter, card reader, paper tape reader, or some other device

located at a remote site. Output may be returned on a teletypewriter,

card punch, paper tape punch, line printer, graphical display, or some

other device at the remote site. Depending on the speed of response,

such a service may be termed true timesharing, remote-job-entry, or

remote-batch processing.

A single firm may act as a service bureau and also furnish time-

shared services (perhaps several varieties). Both types of service may

even be provided on the same computer.

7. Computer Time Brokers

Some excess-capacity sellers locate potential buyers without the

services of a broker. Weekly and monthly periodicals include special

sections for advertising computer time for sale. Users’ organizations

provide a means for identifying those owning similar equipment who
may want to either buy or sell time, depending on the (perhaps tem-

porary) relationship between their current capacity and demand. Many
buyers and sellers, however, prefer to utilize the services of a com-

puter time broker.

The first such brokerage firm was formed in 1964.-® By 1968 this

firm’s quarterly listing of available systems was distributed to over

“William P. Hegan, "Buying . . . and Selling . . . Computer Time,” Computers and
Automation, September, 1968, p. 33.
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TABLE 12-1. Computer Time Report Listings, Fall, 1968 *

Computer Type

Number
of Listings Computer Type

Number
of Listings

IBM 360/30 82 IBM 1460 2

IBM 360/40 37 Burroughs 5500 2

IBM 360/50 16 UNIVAC 1108 2

IBM 360/20 14 Honeywell 120 2

IBM 1401 11 IBM 7010 1

IBM 1130 8 IBM 7070 1

Honeywell 200 8 IBM 7074 1

IBM 360/65 5 IBM 7090 1

IBM 1440 5 IBM 7094 1

RCA Spectra 70/45 4 DEC PDP-9 1

Honeywell 1200 4 GE 635 1

RCA Spectra 70/35 3 CDC 3300 1

IBM 360/44 2 Honeywell 125 1

IBM 360/75 2 Honeywell 2200
Total

1

219

Location

Number
of Listings

New York 81

Boston 40
Los Angeles 33

Washington, D.C. 26
New Jersey 16

Philadelphia 13

Chicago 10

219

* Source; Time Brokers, Inc., Computer Time Report, Fall, 1968.

12,500 potential buyers.^® Table 12-1 provides some information on
the computers listed in the fall of 1968.

The excess-capacity seller must usually pay a fee of 10% to the

broker and agree never to charge less to an outside user than to one of

the broker’s customers.^" In 1968, most sales were apparently based
on “wall-clock time”— the buyer was expected to reserve a system for

^®Time Brokers, Inc., Computer Time Report, Fall, 1968, p. 23.

“Hegan, op. cit., p. 33.
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TABLE 12-2. Data on Transactions Made by One Computer Time Broker, 1968 *

Shift Period

Price as a

Percentage

of Prime-

Shift Price

Approxi-

mate Per-

centage of

Time Sold

Prime shift Working days, 8:00 a.m.-6:00 i>.m. 100 42
Second shift Mon.-Fri., 6:00 p.M.-midnight 85-90 28
Third shift Any job starting after midnight 60-90 25
Weekend Saturday and Sunday Negotiable 5

‘Sources: Shift definitions and prices-Time Brokers, Inc., Uniform Guide for Computer
Time Marketing, 1968, pp, 3, 5.

Percentages of time sold-derived from figures given in Time Brokers, Inc., Computer Time
Report, Fall, 1968, p, 6

a given block of time and pay accordingly. A typical agreement re-

quired such a buyer to pay for half the block of time in the event of a

cancellation with less than an hour’s notice.^' Table 12-2 provides

data on the transactions made with the aid of one brokerage firm in

1968.

Competition should provide reasonable uniformity of price for com-

parable services throughout a city, but it is entirely possible for prices

to differ among cities. Table 12-3 shows the intercity variation in

1968 for three popular systems.

The relationship between the price charged for computer time and

the cost of the equipment should depend on (perhaps temporary) de-

mand and supply conditions. According to one authority, “a good rule

of thumb ... is five or six dollars per hour for each thousand dollars

of monthly rental.”^- At such a price, sales of 200 hours per month

would cover the cost of renting equipment. Since other costs must be

assumed in running an installation, and since both expense and risk are

associated with the sale of computer time, the price quoted should not

be considered exhorbitant.

The problems associated with selling (or buying) computer time

should not be minimized, as the following statement by a broker indi-

cates:

A pressing problem is the problem of compatibility. It is ironic that when

the IBM 360 was first announced, it was hailed as a computer with both up-

Jbid„ p. 34, Ibid., p. 33.
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TABLE 12-3. Intercity Variations in Prices for Computer Use, 1968 *

Prime-Shift Price as a

Percentage of New York Price

Location 360/30, 32K 360/30, 65K 360/40, 131

K

New York 100% 100% 100%
Boston 113 103 108

Chicago 105 105 87

Philadelphia 101 105 87

Washington, D.C. 100 84 95

Los Angeles 76 86 74

* Source: Time Brokers, Inc., Computer Time Report, Fall, 1968, p. 1.

ward and downward compatibility, yet it comes in so many versions that from

the standpoint of time sales, it is harder to match than most other computers.

Sometimes it is a question of 1401 compatibility feature, or possibly the tape

drives are 7 track, when the buyer requires 9 track format. It may also be that

the seller uses the wrong tape density, or lacks any one of the many special

features. A similar problem is the non-standard method of assigning addresses

in the operating system. . . . Finally, failures may occur because different re-

leases of the operating system are used.^®

2. Service Bureaus

Service bureaus accounted for estimated revenues of $534 million in

1966, $640 million in 1967, and $765 million in 1968.^*^ According to

one source, there were over 800 of them as early as 1966.®® Size varies

considerably, however. In 1968, almost half the total revenue went to

13 firms, with another 70% of all firms accounting for less than 15% of

the revenue.®®

In 1968, over 200 companies were represented by ADAPSO, the

Association of Data Processing Service Organizations. This associa-

tion publicizes the activities of its members, lobbies for legislation con-

sistent with their interests, and engages in legal action on their behalf.

By definition, banks are not independent service bureaus. Those

“ Time Brokers, Inc., Computer Time Report, Summer, 1968, p. 4.

Edward J. Menkhaus, “Banks versus Bureaus,” Business Automation, May, 1968, p.

56.

Manley R. Irwin, “The Computer Utility,” Datamation, November, 1966, p. 23.

Menkhaus, op. cit., p. 56.
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banks offering computer services thus constitute a clear competitive

threat to the members of ADAPSO. Not surprisingly, the association

has attempted to obtain court rulings and/or legislation to preclude

banks from offering computer services. No substantial success in

these efforts had been achieved by the end of 1968.

Banks have substantial peak-load problems. Hence they are often

willing to sell off-peak computer time at seemingly “cut-rate” prices.

Charges may or may not be explicit. In 1968, 6% of the banks in one

sample provided data-processing services “free” to account holders

with acceptably large balances, while another 37% offered lower

charges to holders of large balances.®'

The most important service bureau is undoubtedly the wholly owned

IBM subsidiary. Service Bureau Corporation (SBC). Originally set up

under the terms of the 1956 consent decree, SBC is required to pur-

chase equipment from IBM on terms available to other customers, in

order to avoid “unfair competition.” Moreover, it must keep separate

books and set prices and rates based on its full costs.

Opinions about the impact of the last provision differ. Some assert

that IBM’s service bureau activity had been based on rates established

on the basis of the production cost of equipment— a cost possibly far

below price. Others argue that such a policy would have been foolish

since the relevant cost of retaining a computer for service operations

is the foregone revenue. If IBM had been trying to maximize profit,

decisions would have been based on foregone revenue, not production

cost.

Both arguments may be considered correct, given appropriate in-

terpretations. The relevant value is, of course, foregone revenue— in

more formal terms, marginal revenue. But this will be less than price

unless the demand for IBM computers is perfectly elastic. The less

elastic the demand, the greater is the disparity between marginal rev-

enue and price. Moreover, output should be selected so that marginal

cost equals marginal revenue (average cost may be smaller or larger).

In sum, an unfettered service organization operated by a manufac-

turer should assume that it obtains equipment at either marginal cost

or marginal revenue (since the two should be equal).

If IBM attempts to maximize profits (a reasonable assumption).

Ibid.
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what impact did the consent decree have on its service bureau opera-

tion? To shed some light on the issue, we consider a highly simplified

case.

Assume that marginal cost is unaffected by quantity. Let Pc be the

price charged for a computer and <2c the quantity of computers sold.

Let service be measured in computer units, with the price of a com-

puter unit of service and Qs the number of such units sold. Figure

12-2 shows the maximum-profit solution in the absence of constraints:

quantities will be Qc* and Qs*; prices will be Pc* and Pg*. Under such

conditions, Pg might be greater than Pc, equal to it, or smaller, depend-

ing on the nature of the demand for computers (shown by curve Dc)

vis-a-vis that for service (shown by curve Dg).

The intent of the consent decree called for the Service Bureau Cor-

poration to regard Pc as its true marginal cost of equipment. This

imposes a constraint on the maximum-profit problem. But IBM’s

overall objective would presumably be unchanged.

Assume that the constraint is satisfied. Clearly, this will result in

a value of Pg greater than that of Pc unless the demand for service is

perfectly elastic. The smaller the elasticity of demand for service, the

greater will be the disparity between the two prices.

FIGURE 12-2. Maximum-profit solution in the absence of constraints.
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Total revenue,

Total cost

0 Os' Qs’ Qs

(b)

FIGURE 12-3. The effect of changes in computer price on the profit situation

in (a) the market for computers and (b) the market for computer services.

It is difficult to predict the effect on P^. It might be left unchanged.

In Fig. 12-2, such a decision would lead to a reduction in the quantity

of service (to Q,') and an increase in its price (to F,').

Figures 12-3a and b illustrate the impact of changes in P^. The two

cost curves (C^ and C,) reflect the assumption of constant marginal

cost. The two revenue curves and R,) reflect downward-sloping

and independent demand curves. In the absence of constraints, the

maximum-profit situation involves quantities Qr* and Q^*, with profit

equal to the sum of me* and m,*. The slope of ray OX in Fig. 12-3a

indicates the price of a computer (Fr). Given that price, the Service

Bureau Corporation must act as if its cost curve were C/ in Fig. 12-3b

— a ray with the same slope as OX in Fig. 12-3a. This leads to a quan-

tity of Qg and true profits in the service business of m/.
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Now consider an increase in P^. This would lead to smaller values

of Qc and tt^. It would also cause to be reduced below Q,/ , and

TTs to be reduced below tt/. Thus an increase in would reduce total

profit and would not be desirable.

A decrease in P^ would reduce tTc, but it would increase (above

tt/). Thus it might be desirable.

Needless to say, a complete analysis would have to account for

other factors— in particular, the interdependence of the demand for

computers and the demand for service. However, the simple case con-

sidered here illustrates at least one crucial relationship. The elastic-

ity of demand is of major importance. In the late 1950’s, it is possible

that IBM enjoyed a rather substantial monopoly position. If so, the

consent decree’s provisions regarding the company’s service bureau

business may have had a major impact. But the greater the competition

faced by IBM, the smaller will be the importance of these provisions.

Their impact may thus be less substantial now.

3. Time-Sharing Vendors

We have defined time sharing to include all systems using remote

input/output stations. Typically, more than one such station is con-

nected to a system at one time. The central facility is designed to re-

ceive input and/or transmit output at a considerably faster rate than

that of any single remote station. In order to keep all stations busy, a

round-robin technique is utilized, with the input/output stations given

small amounts of service in rotation.

Procedures vary, but many systems can be adequately described

with a very simple model. Tasks are divided into priority classes. A
resource may service tasks in one or more classes. If a single resource

is assigned to more than one class, it accepts tasks in a lower-priority

category only if none remains to be serviced in any of the higher-

priority classes. Within a class, tasks are serviced in order. Once a

resource is assigned to a task, it continues on assignment until either

(1) no more can be accomplished (e.g., because another resource is re-

quired) or (2) a given amount of time, called a quantum or time slice,

has elapsed.

General Electric was the first company to offer time-shared services

extensively on a commercial basis. According to one authority, GE
was still the largest supplier of such services in 1968, with IBM rank-
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FIGURE 12-4. The GE 265 system.

ing second.^® But there are many seemingly viable independent com-

panies in the industry.

Initially IBM offered time-sharing services directly, through its

Information Marketing Department. However, a number of competi-

tors argued that the company was violating the provision of the 1956

consent decree concerning service bureau activities. In the latter part

of 1968, the Information Marketing Department was transferred to

the Service Bureau Corporation.

Figure 12-4 shows the major components of the GE 265, the first

commercially successful time-shared system. One processor—

a

Datanet 30— is devoted to input, output, and certain editing tasks.

The quantum is small and the speed of the processor large relative to

the time needed to perform the required tasks. In essence, tasks in the

input/output/editing class can be performed almost as rapidly as the

remote teletypewriter stations can function. Other tasks— compiling

and executing programs— are treated differently: they are performed

by the GE 235 processor. The quantum is relatively large and the

speed of the processor small relative to the time needed to perform

such tasks.

Some systems use a single processor in much the same manner, with

“ Alan F. Hammersmith, “Selecting a Vendor of Time-Shared Computer Services,”

Computers and Automation, October, 1968, p. 16.
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a high-priority program servicing input and output requirements and a

low-priority program servicing more time-consuming functions. Oth-

ers use many input/output processors, each servicing a particular set

of terminals. And some systems employ more than one processor to

handle the more time-consuming tasks.

The size of the quantum (time slice) will have a major impact on the

responsiveness of a system. Highly interactive (fast-response) sys-

tems devote a small amount of time to each task, allowing rapid re-

sponse to relatively simple requests. Batch-processing systems can be

viewed as time-shared systems with exceedingly long time slices.

The amount of high-speed storage required for a particular task may

be very large or very small. Most systems impose upper bounds on the

amount of such storage used. If each task requires the entire capacity

of a system’s high-speed storage, information must be “swapped”

between high- and low-speed memories whenever a new task is begun.

This “swap time” is lost— no other processing can be performed. The

smaller the time-slice used, the greater is the number of swaps re-

quired to complete a given task and the smaller the amount of regular

processing performed during a given period of time. Processor effi-

ciency may often be increased, however, by increasing the amount of

high-speed storage. One task may be swapped out of high-speed mem-
ory and another swapped into it while the processor works on a task

in another part of memory.

In general, the designer of a time-shared system must attempt to

find an optimal combination of (I) maximum task size, (2) length of

time slice,®® (3) amount of high-speed memory, and (4) processor

speed.

Time-sharing systems are sometimes judged on the basis of the

processor time “lost” (for swapping, overhead, etc.). Such an ap-

proach is likely to be inadequate. A given processor may be used more

efficiently by adding more high-speed memory and/or by reducing

maximum task size. The relevant measures concern the tasks that

can be performed, the cost of performing them, and the speed with

which they can be completed.

General-purpose time-sharing systems are typically more expensive

“ In some cases, it may be desirable to use a more complex algorithm, for example,
one that varies the length of time according to the priority of the task, the number of
time slices it has received, etc.
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than special-pui-pose systems. A system using only one language may

be designed so the language-processor program is always in high-speed

memory, with only information unique to each task moved back and

forth between high- and low-speed memories. A system using many

languages will require either more high-speed memory (to store all

the required language-processor programs) or more movement of infor-

mation between high- and low-speed memory (since the processor

programs may have to be swapped).

For these and other reasons, it is not easy to compare competing

services. In 1968 a number of vendors offered time-shared use of the

BASIC language. Rates differed considerably. One vendor charged

only for terminal connection time. Others charged for both terminal

connection time and central-processor time, but relative costs differed.

On some systems, top priority was reserved for input, output, and mini-

mal editing tasks, with e.xecution of programs performed in a relatively

traditional manner, making on-line diagnosis difficult or time-consum-

ing. On other systems, each statement was completely checked as it

was entered; moreover, the user was provided with a number of fea-

tures to facilitate program debugging. The languages themselves dif-

fered. One version allowed only numeric data to be manipulated,

whereas another included sophisticated constructs for analyzing strings

of characters.

Figure 12-5 shows the total time required to complete a test program

using a number of competitive systems: the total cost is also shown.

The program performed 100 regression analyses, each using 100 pairs

of random numbers: no output was required. A different program

would undoubtedly have given different results.

The responsiveness of a time-shared system (and often the cost of

completing a given job) is usually highly dependent on the load— more

precisely, on the relationship between the task under consideration

and all others active at the same time. Unfortunately, the precise impact

of one task on another is likely to be difficult to assess tifter the fact

and virtually impossible to predict in advance.

Charges vary considerably. In 1968 Tymshare. Inc., charged $13

per terminal-hour for service on an SDS 940 system. Pillsbury’s Call-

a-Computer offered service on a GE 265 system in the daytime at

rates varying from $6.50 to $9.00 per terminal-hour (depending on
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FIGURE 12-5. Total time and cost required to complete a test program, using

competitive systems,

total monthly utilization) plus 3 cents per second of central-processor

(GE 235) time. Night rates were $4.50 per terminal-hour plus 2 cents

per second of central-processor time. Educational institutions were

offered 24-hour, 7-day-per-week service for $890 per terminal per

month.

In 1968 IBM’s Call/360:Basic service cost $11.00 per terminal-

hour plus $7.00 per minute of central-processor (IBM 360/50) time.

General Electric offered service on both the GE 265 and GE 635

systems. Charges were $10.00 per terminal-hour plus 4 (GE 265) or

40 (GE 635) cents per second of central-processor time. Applied Logic

offered service on a PDF 10 for $10.00 per terminal-hour plus 1.5

cents per 10,000 machine instructions executed.

Allen-Babcock bases its charges on processor time and core storage

used. In 1968, rates for service on an IBM 360/50 varied from $5.50

per minute (using 8K bytes) to $15.50 per minute (using 32K bytes).

Keydata bases its charges on the nature of the task performed. In
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1966, rates for typical transactions were as follows:

Basic invoice charge

Invoice item line charge

File maintenance

File queries

Off-line report generation

$0,075 per invoice

0.025 per line

0.025 per entry

0.015 per inquiry

3.00 per 1000 lines

File storage charges also vary. A vendor may provide some “free”

storage (often in return for a guaranteed minimum monthly utiliza-

tion). In general, rates are greater, the smaller the average access

time. In 1968 Allen-Babcock charged $4.00 per month to store 100,000

characters on an IBM 2321 data cell and $12.00 per month to store

the same amount of data on an IBM 23 14 disk. In the same year IBM’s

CaII/360:Basic service charged over $30.00 per month to store

100,000 characters, while Tymsharc charged $100.

Some vendors offer quantity and/or educational discounts. The fol-

lowing offer was made to an educational institution for 24-hour dedi-

cated terminals:

Number of Terminals

Average Cost per

Terminal per Month

1-8 $2200
9-16 2000
17-24 1800
25-32 1600
33-40 1400

The system to be utilized rented for approximately $30,000 per month

and could serve up to 40 users. The vendor was willing to provide the

full system for approximately twice its rental cost (40 X $1400 =
$56,000). This seems reasonable, in view of the costs of operating

even a relatively simple computer installation. The higher rates re-

quired if the user is unwilling to make a major commitment reflect risk,

added marketing costs, and possibly the cost of unused capacity.

Users of time-shared systems behave very differently. Figures

12-6a through 12-6d provide evidence of such differences obtained

D. F. Parkhill, The Challenge of the Computer Ulililv, Addison-Wesley, Rending.

Mass., 1966. p. 81.
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(c)

FIGURE 12-6. (concluded)

during 1964 and 1965 on M.I.T.’s Project MAC system.'*' Figure

12-6a shows the distribution of “think time” -roughly, the time a

user requires to complete an input after being requested to provide

one by the system.''- Figure 12-6b shows the distribution of processor

Taken from A. L. Scherr, An Analysis of Time-Shared Computer Systetns, The
M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1967.

Approximately 12% of the observations required zero “think time"; they represented

automatic responses to computer-initiated instructions.
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time required to service an input; Fig. 12-6c, the amount of storage

required. The relationship between the number of users and response

time is shown in Fig. 12-6d. As expected, response time increases at

an increasing rate as the number of users goes up.

Time-shared service clearly costs more than traditional batch proc-

essing. To decrease average response (turnaround) time, capacity

must be increased relative to utilization. As Fig. 12-6d shows, if a

small response time is desired, the cost of a given system must be

shared by relatively few users. Moreover, there are additional costs,

such as those for communications processors and extra storage.

Clearly, such systems cost more. But are they worth more? The

answer depends primarily on the value of fast response. For example,

a typical programmer can finish a job sooner by using a time-shared

system. Ratios from 3:1 up to 7 : 1 have been reported for program-

ming time when conventional systems are tested in comparison to

time-shared systems.'*® In some cases, rapid response is its own re-

ward— it is worth the extra cost to obtain the desired result sooner.

In other situations, rapid response is worthwhile only if it reduces

other costs (e.g., programmer’s salaries) by at least as much as it

adds to computer service costs.

Generalization is impossible. Suffice it to say that systems with a

wide range of response times (and costs) are available, and that the

number of each type is increasing. Some sophisticated users already

purchase service from several vendors, selecting the best one for each

task on the basis of both cost and value. In the future this approach is

likely to become more widespread.

Figure 12-7 provides estimates^'' of the number of general-purpose

time-sharing systems in the United States. The prediction that the

number will double every year through 1972 (the vertical scale is

logarithmic) seems reasonable enough in the light of past experience.

D. THE MARKET FOR SOFTWARE

Broadly defined, software denotes any set of instructions for a com-
puter, whether written using the code of a particular machine or ex-

Walter F. Bauer and Richard H. Hill, “Economics of Time-Shared Systems,” Data-
mation, November, 1967, p. 49.
** Taken from T. James Glauthier, “Computer Time-Sharing; Its Origins and Develop-
ment,” Computers and Automation, October, 1967, p. 24.
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FIGURE 12-7. Estimates of the number of general-purpose timesharing systems

in the United States.

pressed in some higher-level language. Certain types of software may

be essential to the very operation of a computer (e.g., an operating sys-

tem). Other types may be extremely valuable to most, if not all, users

(e.g., a FORTRAN or COBOL compiler). Still other types may be

valuable to only a few users (e.g., an airline reservation system).

The importance of software cannot be overemphasized. Computer

manufacturers spend large sums on it. For example, the president of

IBM says, “We are investing nearly as much in System/360 pro-

gramming as we are in the entire development of System/360 hard-

ware.” A representative view from the other side of the market is

the following: “For users, software has become the most important

factor in system selection.” But problems abound: “We have no

standard measures of performance, inadequate tools for performance

evaluation, and little ability to predict or guarantee performance before

or during its development.” Moreover,

Mark I. Halpern. “The Future of Software,” Data Proecssint; Digest, February, 1967,

p. 2.

"'.1. D. Tupac, /t/i Approach to Software Evaluation, The RAND Corporation, P-3581,
April, 1967, p. 2.

Halpern, op, cit„ p. 2.
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. . . on-time machine delivery is the rule nowadays. Software, on the other

hand, is seldom quite on time, and slippages measured in years are not hard

to find. . . . Even when a delivery date is apparently met, all that can be said

is that a deck or tape has been delivered that does some small fraction of what

was promised. ... No machine manufacturer could hope to lease a machine

half as effective as its competitors in price— but even wider anomalies exist in

software.''®

Software is developed by computer manufacturers, computer users,

independent software producers, research institutions, and universi-

ties, among others.

Traditionally, computer manufacturers have given software to users

of their equipment without (further) charge. In 1968 there was only

one major exception— Scientific Data Systems required extra payment

for a COBOL compiler for the Sigma 7 computer.

Users considering the development of software have generally been

concerned more with its value in their own operation than with its

possible worth to others. Independent software companies perform

much of their work under contract to users and/or manufacturers.

Universities and some nonprofit research institutions are often con-

cerned as much with educational as with practical value. A great deal

of important software has been developed at such institutions, much of

it with federal support; in general it is provided to others at little or no

cost.

Some types of software are clearly valuable. Moreover, software de-

velopment entails considerable cost (although its distribution and re-

production may cost relatively little). The primary conditions for a

viable market are thus present. But a market presumes that property

rights exist (they are, after all, the real object of exchange). Moreover,

the enforcement of such rights must be relatively simple— theft must be

both illegal and costly, relative to the value of the good stolen. An im-

portant question thus concerns the status of property rights in respect

to software.

Once a good has been created, public policy usually favors a maxi-

mum of competition. However, the process of creation may be en-

hanced by the promise of monopoly control over the good, once

created. In the case of inventions and artistic endeavors, public policy

Ibid.
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usually favors a compromise between competition and monopoly. The
major questions concern the degree of monopoly granted and the

length of time over which it may be exercised. An “optimal” solution

would be difficult enough to determine in any specific case; it would be

impossible to determine in general. Public policy on this issue must be

viewed as a practical attempt to provide an appropriate balance.

In the United States, an "invention which is novel, useful and iin-

obvious" may be patented; the inventor is then allowed to preclude

others from “making, vending or using” the invention for a period of

17 years. The protection is substantial. Lack of knowledge of a patent

is no defense against a claim of infringement. Even a completely inde-

pendent development is of no value.

Patents are awarded only after examination by the U.S. Patent

Office to ensure that all requirements have been met. Particularly

troublesome is the determination of sufficient novelty. In 1968 the

Office issued a patent for a particular sorting technique. This was

widely viewed as a major precedent. However, a Patent Office official

suggested otherwise: “It may be invalid. We issue invalid patents every

day. . . . We’ll just have to wait for the court to decide. . . . We have

not changed our guidelines and we do not think that a program is

patentable.” Clearly, software does not fit neatly into the classifica-

tion “inventions.” Until new legislation and/or court rulings clarify

the issue, the patentability of software will be open to serious ques-

tion.

There is, however, another avenue for protection: software may be

copyrighted. Copyrights “protect authors from unauthorized copying

of their published writings.”®” The copyright owner has exclusive

control for 28 years of the right to reproduce the “form of expres-

sion . . . but it is not a violation of copyright to express the same idea

in other words.”®® Copyrights may be registered with an administra-

tive agency—the U.S. Copyright Office. In 1964 the Office agreed to

Allen W. Puckett, “Protecting Computer Programs,” Datamation, November, 1967,

p. 56.

ibid.

’’ First Assistant Commissioner Edwin L. Reynolds, quoted in Computerworld, June
26, 1968, p. 3.

Puckett, op. cit., p. 56.

“ Robert B. Bigelow, “Legal Aspects of Proprietary Software,” Datamation, October,

1968, p. 32.
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register copyrights on computer programs, on the grounds that in

doubtful cases registration was to be preferred.®^ The decision is by no

means binding. The issue can be settled only by court rulings and/or

new legislation. A copyright revision bill which appeared to include

computer programs as copyrightable material was passed by the House

of Representatives in 1968 but not voted on in the Senate.^^

A copyright makes it illegal for someone to copy the published work

of another. Independent development, however, is not precluded. The

dividing line between copying and independent development is far

from clear, and will undoubtedly remain imprecise until a number of

cases have been taken to court. The value of copyright protection for

software is thus extremely difficult to assess.

A software developer may be able to bring suit against those who ob-

tain his product without authorization, under the statutory provisions

pertaining to patents and copyright. Alternatively, he may bring suit

against the source of such an unauthorized disclosure. Common law

provides for damages whenever a trade secret is divulged without

approval. More important yet is the contract authorizing the use of

software;

Although a contract between vendor and vendee or licensor and licensee can-

not be binding on third parties who gain access to the program through the

vendee or licensee and without notice of the contractual agreement, a contract

can surely provide for appropriately heavy damages to be obtained from the

vendee or licensee in the case of such disclosure. This contractual protection

should undoubtedly prove the most useful device in meeting the needs of most

companies and computer programmers.®*

Vendors frequently offer software for lease— in some cases, over an

extremely long term (several years) for a single payment. Court rul-

ings may very well lead to the conclusion that such a lessor is better

protected against unauthorized disclosure than a developer who sells

his software outright.®’’

Obviously the legal situation concerning property rights in software

Ihid., p. 33. Ibid.

Puckett, op. cit., p. 58.
” Time-shared services may provide even greater protection. The developer of an appli-

cation program may choose to sell its use via a time-shared system of his own, rather

than selling the program itself. If the system is well designed, the developer will know
who is using his program and when, and can charge accordingly.
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is confused. However, a market has developed, and transactions are

being made at significant prices. Some apparently believe that property

rights in this area are reasonably secure.

Precise data about transactions are difficult to obtain. According to

one source:

. . . prices range from several hundred dollars to $10,000 and more. Most

commercial application packages fall within a range of $2000 to $20,000. For

this expenditure, the purchaser should expect to receive a fully operational

system, good documentation and a reasonable amount of technical support

For packages in this price range, the purchase price usually represents one-

fifth to oiie-icnth of the total cost of developing an equivalent package.^

As might be expected, there are software brokers, who act primarily

as go-betweens, and software dealers, who carry “inventory” and pro-

vide some sort of guarantee that the software will serve its intended

function. Some dealers buy software outright from developers; others

share the risk via royalty payments. Inexpensive listing services and

nonprofit program exchanges also facilitate the joint use of software.

Independent software companies sometimes make their products

available generally, for a price. However, the majority of their work is

performed under contract. Much of the risk may be borne by the firm;

“More and more, the fixed-price contract has come to dominate the

software industry.”

In 1968 eleven firms, with sales of more than $100 million annually,

formed the Association of Independent Software Companies (AISC)

to “handle common problems such as competition with ‘not-for-profit

organizations’ and protection for proprietary programs. The firms . . .

chose Washington as the natural site for their joint operations because

of the need to work with government and other official bodies.” “

It is generally felt that independent software companies can attract

better people than manufacturers or firms that use computers. One

reason may be noneconomic: computer people are said to prefer to

work for other computer people. Another reason is clearly economic.

Small independent companies are able to easily capitalize their suc-

Robert V. Head and Evan F. Linick, "Software Package Acquisition,” Datamation,
October, 1968, p. 24.

Richard H. Hill, “Contracting for Software," Data Processing Magazine, March,

1966, p. 28.

Conipntern’orld, May 22, 1968, p. 1.
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cess. Employees are paid moderate wages and given stock or stock

options; payment thus comes partly in the form of capital gains, as the

value of a company’s stock increases. Income tax legislation favors

long-term capital gains— the effective tax rate is at most half that on

ordinary income. Venturesome and/or confident software developers

are thus likely to be attracted to independent companies.

A recurring theme in trade publications concerns the desirability

of separate pricing of software and hardware. Should computer manu-

facturers— especially IBM— be required to produce software in divi-

sions that keep separate books and are expected to at least break

even? If not, should manufacturers be required to make all software

equally available to all users, those outside the firm as well as those

inside?

Software for certain time-sharing applications (Call/360;Datatext

and Call/360:Basic) was originally developed by the Information

Marketing Division of IBM. The software was initially classified pro-

prietary— no IBM customer could obtain it. Under considerable pres-

sure from those using IBM equipment to offer competitive services,

the company finally agreed to release both systems on an “as is” basis

with no program support. However, “an IBM spokesman denied that

any part of the company’s change in policy had been caused by a con-

sideration of the antitrust situation and said that it had occurred sim-

ply because ‘we found there was an appreciable interest in the soft-

ware.’
”

As mentioned previously, software development for the IBM/360
series is reported to have cost as much as hardware development. But

this hardly implies that total software cost will equal total hardware

cost. The production of an additional computer of a given design clearly

costs something; the production of an additional copy of a given item

of software costs almost nothing. One observer argues that, overall,

the cost to IBM of System/360 programming will not exceed 2.5%
of revenue.®^ The reason is obvious: the marginal cost of software is

nearly zero.

Computenvorld, Oct. 2, 1967, p. 2. The services were subsequently transferred to the

Service Bureau Corporation, which is under no compulsion to make its software avail-

able to other IBM customers.
Melvin E. Conway, “On the Economics of the Software Market,” Datamation, Oc-

tober, 1968, p. 30.
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Large fixed costs and low marginal costs often give rise to a natural

monopoly. There are substantial economies of scale in the production

of any specific item of software. In such a case, considerable advantage

may be achieved via discriminatory pricing. Consider Figs. 12-8a

and b. In each figure, curve D shows the demand for software and

curve MR the marginal revenue if a single price is chosen. In the ab-

sence of price discrimination, the quantity sold would be q*, and total

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 12-8. Potential gams from discriminatory pricing.
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revenue would equal the area under the marginal revenue curve up to

q*.

Now consider the impact of a change to a perfectly discriminatory

pricing policy. The demand curve becomes the marginal revenue curve.

Quantity will be increased, to q**, and total revenue will equal the

area under the demand (marginal revenue) curve up to q**. In each

diagram, total revenue increases by an amount equal to the total shaded

area, total cost increases by an amount equal to the cross-hatched

area, and net profit increases by an amount equal to the difference.

Clearly, the lower the marginal cost curve, the greater is the potential

gain from price discrimination.

Any developer has substantial incentive to price software discrimi-

natorily, charging customers primarily on the basis of value. But how

can the value of a specific item to a given customer be determined?

One possible surrogate is the cost of the system on which the software

is to be used. A FORTRAN compiler may be of some value to an IBM
360/40 user, of more value to a 360/65 user, and of even more value to

a 360/85 user. A reasonable working hypothesis would be: the greater

the equipment cost (rental charge or purchase price), the more valu-

able the software.

As a practical approach, a manufacturer might invoke software

charges proportional to hardware costs. A less obvious alternative

would be to simply raise the cost of the hardware appropriately and

“give away” the software. IBM appears to prefer the latter policy,

perhaps in order to avoid explicitly discriminatory pricing. Thus far

the Justice Department has taken no stand on the legality of IBM’s

“free” software.

What if free software were outlawed, at least for IBM? To the extent

that major economies of scale exist, software production would tend

to be concentrated in relatively few firms. To the extent that hard-

ware and software production are complementary, hardware manufac-

turers would enjoy a competitive advantage over other software firms

that develop software only. If discriminatory pricing (explicit or im-

plicit) is precluded, some users will benefit, whereas others will lose;

and some types of software may not be produced at all.

Should software be priced separately? Unfortunately (but not

surprisingly), economic theory alone cannot provide a direct an-

swer.
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^$500,000 Si rnimoti >S20millton Allo -4.9 million o companies

$500,000 $5 million

-999,000 -19.9 million

Annual computer expenditures

FIGURE 12-9. Expenditures of 33 firms for computer services m 1966. Source:

Taylor and Dean, op. c/f

E. PERSONNEL COSTS

Two major inputs are required to provide computer service; equip-

ment and manpower. For development, employees such as program-

mers and systems analysts are needed; for operation, the services of

managers, operators, etc., are essential. In practice the two activities

usually coexist. Some sort of computer installation is required to check

out development efforts. And almost every installation engages in

continuing development as old systems are modified and new ones

begun.

Within limits, manpower may be substituted for equipment, and vice

versa. The optimal combination will clearly depend on relative costs

and on the services which the installation is supposed to provide.

There is no uniformly “correct” ratio of hardware costs to total ex-

penditures. Most installations managers devote one-third to one-half

their budget to equipment. Figure 12-9 provides some information
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TABLE 12-4. Data Processing Personnel Costs *

Classification

Average

Annual

Salary

Percent-

age of

Total

Personnel

Percentage

of Total

Personnel

Cost

Manager of data processing $14,400 5.0% 8.5%
Assistant manager of data processing 11,800 2.3 3.1

Manager of systems analysis 12,800 4.1 6.3

Senior systems analyst 9,900 19.9 23.4

Manager of computer programming 11,100 4.5 6.0

Senior computer programmer 8,900 8.5 8.8

Computer programmer 6,900 13.6 11.1

Coder 5,300 14.0 8.9

Supervisor, computer operations 9,100 4.7 5.0

Computer operator 5,800 17.0 13.7

Tab and peripheral equipment supervisor 8,300 3.2 3.1

Tape librarian 5,400 3.2

100.0

2.1

100.0

Source: Data Processing Salary and Compensation Guidebook (1968), Computerworld,
Newton, Mass.

about the expenditures of thirty-three firms surveyed in 1966. Overall,

from 0.13% to 1.33% of annual revenue was devoted to computer

activities.®^ A survey taken in 1967 found that, in a typical installa-

tion, salaries for data-processing personnel were approximately equal

to the rental value of the equipment.®^

Table 12-4 presents some data obtained from a “nation-wide census

of data processing personnel” conducted during 1967.®® Three figures

are shown for each classification. The first indicates the average annual

salary; ®® the second, the percentage of total personnel so classified;

and the third, the percentage of total personnel cost spent on those in

the classification. Overall, the average salary was approximately $8500
per year.®^

“James W. Taylor and Neal J. Dean, “Managing to Manage the Computer,” Harvard
Business Review, September-October, 1966, p. 101.
^ Data Processing Salary and Compensation Guidebook (1968), Computerworld,
Newton, Mass., p. 16. On the average, salaries equaled 96% of computer equipment
rental value.
^ Data Processing Salary and Compensation Guidebook, op. cit., p. 12.
“ Obtained by multiplying the average \veekly salary (given in the report) by 52, then

rounding to the nearest one hundred dollars.

”The figure was obtained by dividing total personnel cost by the total number of per-

sons employed.
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TABLE 12-5. Computer Personnel Salaries *

Annual Salaries

Position

15th

Percentile Median
85th

Percentile

Management positions

Systems managers
Installation size:

Medium $14,600 $17,000 $20,500
Large 15,900 22,100 26,700

Programming managers
Installation size:

Medium 13,900 15,700 17,900

Large 15,100 18,100 21,600

Operations managers
Installation size:

Small 8,300 10,200 12,500

Medium 10,100 11,800 14,800

Large 14,200 17,600 21,800

Information systems directors

Installation size:

Small 12,600 14,900 17,600

Medium 18,900 23,100 26,600

Large 21,000 30,500 44,000

Nonmanagement positions

Commercial programmers and programmer/
analysts

Experience;

6 months-1 year 7,200 8,400 9,300
1-2 years 8,800 9,800 10,700
2-4 years 10,300 12,200 13,200
Over 4 years 10,800 12,900 14,800

Scientific-OR programmers and analysts

Experience:

6 months-1 year 9,400 10,600 11,800
1-2 years 10,500 12,100 13,900
2-4 years 12,200 14,600 16,900
Over 4 years 14,300 16,600 20,400

Systems programmers
Experience:
1-2 years 10,100 11,400 12,700
2-4 years 12,300 13,800 15,400
Over 4 years 13,400 15,900 18,800

Senior systems analysts and project leaders

Experience:

2-4 years 11,900 14,000 15,900
Over 4 years 12,800 15,600 18,300

Source: EDP Computer Salary SuA'ey and Opportunities Analysis, 1968 Edition.
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Table 12-5 presents data on salaries earned by those applying for

new positions during 1967 with the assistance of a firm specializing in

recruiting computer personnel.®® The figures describe the salaries being

earned at the time of application; typical increases obtained when a

new job was accepted ranged from 5% to 15%.®® Management salaries

appeared to be related to the size of the installation. The classifications

used were;

Monthly Rental

Size Value of Equipment

Small Up to $15,000 per month

Medium $15,000-$60,000 per month
Large Over $60,000 per month

For nonmanagement positions, experience appeared to be more rele-

vant.

Computer people have tended to change positions relatively often.

The cost is not trivial. The average relocation expense per person hired

in 1966 was estimated by one source to be $2045.™ The cost of hiring

professional computer people is also high; one estimate placed the

average (not marginal) cost at $2087 per person employed in 1966.'^’

It is particularly difficult to estimate the cost of programming a given

task or set of tasks. Many alternatives are available. Higher-level

languages reduce development time but may increase the time re-

quired to run the program. Special-purpose languages reduce the time

required to produce programs of certain types, but the fixed cost of

learning the language may not be worth the reduction in variable cost

associated with its use. Ideally, one would like to have quantitative

estimates of the impact of such decisions in order to select the best

policy in each case. In fact it is difficult to even predict the impact of a

given policy.

Figure 12-10 shows the cumulative distribution of man-months per

1000 machine instructions required to prepare and debug a group of

programs. Table 12-6 summarizes data concerning 123 programs

Source EDP Computer Salary Survey and Opportunities Analysis, 1968 Edition,

Source EDP, New York.

^‘‘Data Processing Salary and Compensation Guidebook, op. cit., p. 6.

Ibid.
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Percent

Man-months per 1000 machine instructions

FIGURE 12-10. Cumulative distribution of man-months per 1000 machine instruc-

tions required to prepare and debug a group of programs Source; E. A. Nelson,

Management Handbook for the Estimation of Computer Programming Costs,

System Development Corporation Technical Memorandum TM-3225/000/00
(Oct. 31, 1966), p 69

written in machine-oriented languages (MOL’s) and 46 programs writ-

ten in higher-level procedure-oriented languages (POL’s). Programs

written in higher-level languages required fewer man-months, less com-

puter time for development and debugging and less elapsed time per

1000 machine instructions. However, two cautionary notes are in

order. First, the number of machine instructions generated by a trans-

lator from a program written in a higher-level language will usually ex-

ceed the number written by a programmer working in a machine-

oriented language. Estimates for a “mature” translator designed to

produce efficient code range from 10 to 15% above the number of in-

structions produced by a machine-oriented language programmer.”-

The second drawback concerns efficiency: instructions produced by a

translator from a program written in a higher-level language may re-

quire more time to complete a given task than a comparable set of

instructions written in a machine-oriented language.

V. LaBolle, Development of Equatioin foi E\linialing the Co',ls oj Computer Pro-

gram Piodiiction, System Development Corpoiation Technical Memorandum TM-
2918/000/00 (Api. 5, 1966), p. 25.
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TABLE 12-6. Comparison of Times Required for Programs Written in Machine- and

Procedure-Oriented Languages *

Man-months per 1000 machine instructions:

Maxi- Mini- Std.

mum mum Dev. Median Mean

123 MOL programs 100 0.14 10.18 4.00 5.89

46 POL programs 9.49 0.07 2.61 1.16 2.13

Computer-hours per 1000 machine instructions.-

Maxi- Mini- Std.

mum mum Dev. Median Mean

123 MOL programs 294.04 0.05 42.75 15.00 29.52

46 POL programs 52.50 0.30 13.74 2.86 9.76

Elapsed time (months) per 1000 machine instructions:

Maxi- Mini- Std.

mum mum Dev. Median Mean

123 MOL programs 40.00 0.06 5.81 1.33 3.55

46 POL programs 18.43 0.06 3.71 0.92 2.30

* Source; E. A. Nelson, Management Handbook for the Estimation of Computer Programming
Costs, System Development Corporation, Technical Memorandum TM-3225/000/00 (Oct. 31,

1966), p. 67.

In spite of these drawbacks, an increasing proportion of programs

appear to be written in higher-level languages. Partly this is due to

technological progress: new languages and new translators make this

alternative relatively more attractive than formerly. But there is

another factor at work. The relative cost of machine time vis-a-vis

programmer time has fallen. Not surprisingly, there has been a substi-

tution of the former for the latter. A change from a machine-oriented

language to a procedure-oriented language is an obvious case in point.

In an ambitious series of studies, the System Development Corpora-

tion attempted to provide estimating equations for the design, coding,

and testing of computer programs. Multiple regression analysis was

used, with a sample of 169 programs. The selected equations explain

58% of the variance in man-months required, 56% of the variance in

computer-hours required, and 60% of the variance in elapsed time.^^

” E. A. Nelson, Management Handbookfor the Estimation of Computer Programming
Costs, System Development Corporation Technical Memorandum TM-3225/000/00
(Oct. 31, 1966), pp. 77-79.
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Unfortunately, each equation requires values for a number of variables,

some of them rather subjective. For example, to estimate the number

of man-months one must provide values for the following:

Lack of knowledge of operational requirements (0, 1 , or 2).

Stability of design (0, 1, 2, or 3).

Per cent mathematical instructions.

Per cent information storage and retrieval functions.

Number of subprograms.

Programming language (MOL or POL).

Business program? (yes or no).

Stand-alone program? (yes or no).

First program on computer? (yes or no).

Hardware components to be developed concurrently? (yes or no).

Random-access device used? (yes or no).

Different computers for programming and operation? (yes or no).

Number of man-trips required.

Program data point developed by military organization? (yes or no).

Major programming projects require artistry as well as scientific

ability. Uncertainty will probably continue to plague those required to

predict the time and cost associated with such undertakings.

F. COMMUNICATIONS COSTS

The subject of communications is becoming increasingly important

to computer users. Remote-batch, remote-job-entry, and true time-

sharing systems require reliable and accessible communications.

The lower their cost, the greater is the use of such systems.

In the United States, a firm offering communications services for

sale is generally considered a public utility. Under the Communica-

tions Act of 1934, the Federal Communications Commission is em-

powered to regulate all communications common carriers. State and

local agencies exercise additional regulatory authority. Such actions

are based on the assumption that communications carriers are natural

monopolies, subject to considerable economies of scale, and should

thus be regulated.

^This section has benefited from a paper written as a term project for a seminar given

by the author at the University of Washington: Larry GranstoU and Robert M. Johnson,

"Data Communication Channels, Cost and Service Considerations” (December, 1965).
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The major carrier in the United States is the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company (AT & T) and its affiliated companies, known

collectively as the Bell System. Western Union, dealing primarily

in telegraph services, is a distant second. Most remote computer ser-

vices utilize the facilities of the Bell System in order to obtain the

greatest possible coverage.

The information-carrying capacity of a circuit between two points

can be measured in bits per second. Some telegraph circuits can trans-

mit only 75 bits per second; others, 150 bits per second. Standard

(“voice-grade”) telephone circuits can transmit approximately 2000

bits per second. Several voice-grade circuits may be leased as a group;

the resulting circuit may be used to transmit correspondingly large

amounts of information per unit time.

Voice-grade circuits may be purchased from telephone companies

in several different ways. The most familiar is the standard “toll ser-

vice.” One party dials the other. Charges are based on the amount of

time that a connection is maintained, the distance between the two lo-

cations, and the time when the connection is made. Practice differs

from location to location (and telephone company to telephone com-

pany), and rates change periodically. Figure 12-11 shows the cost in

1968 of a 3-minute station-to-station call originating from Santa Ana,

California.'^® Two curves indicate the approximate relationship be-

tween cost and distance for in-state calls. The two classifications are:

Day: Monday through Saturday, 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Night: Every night, 6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.

All day Sunday.

The other curves indicate the approximate relationship between cost

and distance for out-of-state calls. The four classifications are:

Day: Monday through Friday, 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Evening: Monday through Friday, 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Night: Monday through Friday, 7:00 p.m. to midnight.

All day Saturday.

All day Sunday.

’^The curves were derived from sample rates given in the Orange County telephone

directory (Pacific Telephone) for November, 1968. The curves for in-state rates were
fitted free-hand to the sample points. The solid portions of the curves for out-of-state

rates fit the data points exactly; the dashed portions are approximations. All rates are

for station-to-station calls; tax is not included.
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FIGURE 12-11. Relationship between cost and distance for a 3-minute call

Late Night; most dialed calls, every night, midnight to 7:00 a.m.

Within many metropolitan areas, telephone calls may be made for

zero marginal cost— a flat monthly fee entitles the subsciiber to un-

limited local calls.

Voice-grade circuits may also be leased on a monthly basis. A
“private line” between two specific points, available at all times,

costs between $1.50 and $3.00 per mile per month. The following es-

timates may be useful for planning purposes’

Distance Cost per Mile per Month
(miles) (dollars)

0-25 3 00
25-250 2 00

250-500 1 75

Over 500 1 65

Leased circuits may be conditioned to increase theii infoimation-

transmission capacity. Rates of 2400 bits per second are easily ac-

commodated, and some users have transmitted data at rates as high

as 9600 bits per second.”

^“The figures shown are based on data provided the authoi b> an employee of a Bell

System telephone company
’"Walter E Simonson. “Data Communications the Boiling Pot,” Dutamutwn, Apnl,

1967, p 25. Much (perhaps all) of the difference may be due to the greater freedom

given to pnvate-hne users Before 1968, users of the regular dial-up network were pre-

cluded from transmitting data at rates exceeding 2000 bits per second
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The companies of the Bell System offer a special billing arrangement,

termed Wide Area Telephone Service (WATS), for use with the dialed

network. The customer is provided with an access line to be used

only for outgoing calls. He selects one of six areas. Area 1 includes

nearby out-of-state locations. Area 2 includes additional locations.

Each area includes all locations in lower-numbered areas; area 6

includes the entire continental United States except Alaska and the

subscriber’s home state. In general, “.
. . the calling areas are deter-

mined by a percentage of the total number of telephones a customer

can reach and by geographical boundaries.” ™

Two contractual arrangements are offered. A full-time WATS line

may be used at any time; the monthly fee depends only on the area

(1-6) selected. A measured-time WATS line may be used up to 15

hours per month for the basic fee; there is an extra charge for each

additional hour.

Figure 12-12 indicates the approximate cost of a WATS line as a

function of the hours it is used each month and the area covered.’’®

In every case the cheaper service (full-time or measured) is assumed

to have been chosen. Generally, the measured-time option is cheaper

for utilization below 50 hours per month; the full-time option, for utili-

zation above 65 hours per month. The curves are similar to those re-

lating the monthly cost of rented computer equipment to utilization,

before 1965. We have suggested that the latter relationship can be ex-

plained partly in terms of discriminatory (value-based) pricing. The

argument can be applied in this case as well.

Comparison of the three types of communication service is not a

simple matter. Toll service allows calls between virtually any two

points, with either party originating the call. Cost depends on dis-

tance, length of call, and the time when it is made. More than one call

may be made concurrently. Leased lines connect two specific points,

either party may originate the call, concurrent calls are precluded,

and cost is based solely on distance. Wide Area Telephone Service

allows various selections of destination points, but each call must

originate at a common point; concurrent calls are precluded. Cost

is based on coverage and, with the measured-time option, on utiliza-

'* Edgar C, Gentle, Jr. (Editor), Data Communications in Business, The American Tele-
phone and Telegraph Company, New York, p. 134.
The curves shown, based on data provided the author by an employee of a Bell Sys-

tem telephone company, assume that the subscriber is in the Southern California area.
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Cost per month (dollars )

Hours per month

FIGURE 12-12. Relationships between cost and number of hours used per month,

for six WATS areas.

tion. No general conclusion about the best choice can be offered.

Each case must be considered separately to find the most desirable

service (or combination of services).

However obtained, a voice-grade line connecting two points a

substantial distance apart is not inexpensive. Moreover, such a line

can transmit more information per unit time than many input/output

devices can originate or accept. Properly used, a single voice-grade

line can accommodate twenty model 33 teletypewriters operating

concurrently at full speed.™ To take advantage of this capability, a

communications computer can be employed. Such a device (some-

times called a multiplexor or concentrater) includes a buffer storage

and a commutator to service remote terminals in round-robin fashion.

““Michael M. Gold and Lee L. Selwyn, “Toward Economical Remote Computer
Access,” July, 1967, Department of Computer Science, Carnegie Institute of Tech-

nology.
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Characters are accepted from the terminals and stored in the buffer

for later transmission along the line. Characters received from the

line are stored in the buffer for later transmission to the appropriate

terminal.

The average transmission rate of a terminal is typically far below

its maximum capability. Taking advantage of this fact, time-sharing

companies have successfully shared a voice-grade line among as many

as forty teletypewriter users. The greater the number of users, of

course, the larger is the required buffer (or the higher the probability

that some information may be lost).

Computer communication equipment capable of handling from 25

to 50 terminals costs from $1000 to $2000 per month. Several time-

sharing companies have decided to place their main computers in

a central location, using remote communications computers to pro-

vide service in major cities. One advantage is redundancy— if a com-

puter requires service, another can perform its work. Perhaps more

important, highly valued periods (e.g., 10:00 a.m. to noon, 2:00 p.m. to

5:00 P.M.) in one section of the country may coincide with less highly

valued periods in some other area.

Both the telephone network and the present rate structure were

designed primarily for voice communications. Neither is particularly

suitable for data communications. Until 1968, AT & T insisted that

special equipment be leased by users planning to transmit data on the

dial-up network. The company claimed the policy was necessary to

avoid transmissions that would affect other lines. Some users charged

that the company was, in effect, charging more for data transmission

than for voice communication by requiring the use of overpriced

equipment. The development of devices requiring no physical con-

nection facilitated evasion. And in 1968 the FCC ruled that AT & T
could no longer require the use of its own equipment, with the pos-

sible exception of relatively inexpensive protection devices.

According to one source, the average local telephone exchange is

designed so that 12% of the subscribers can use their telephones at

one time; the average holding time (length of a call) is 5 minutes for

residences and 3 minutes for businesses.®* Data transmissions are

likely to last longer. The relevant factor for pricing is, of course.

®’£DP Analyzer, October, 1967, p. 8.
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use during peak periods. If data communications subscribers are

likely to use their lines more during peak hours, they should probably

pay relatively more per month than other subscribers. Some tele-

phone companies have begun to explore ways to identify such users

and charge them accordingly.

A great deal of attention is being devoted to the impact of data com-

munications. Rates for broadband services with capacities many times

that of a voice-grade line are the subject of extended negotiations be-

tween AT & T and the Federal Communications Commission. The ex-

tent to which the FCC should regulate computer services offered by

or in conjunction with communications carriers is another subject of

widespread interest.®’ A warning is in order for the impatient. The

history of the U.S. communications industry and its regulators sug-

gests that change will come relatively slowly.

G. COMPUTERS ABROAD

We conclude with a few comments about the use and manufacture

of computers outside the United States. Not surprisingly, IBM plays

a major role internationally. The company has important manufac-

turing facilities in Britain, France, Germany, and Japan. In 1967,

IBM was estimated to have 80% of the market in Germany,®’ 65%
in France,®^ 40% in Australia,®-"’ and somewhat less than 40% in

Britain®’ and Japan.®'

Britain has by far the most important domestic computer-manufac-

turing industry outside the United States. The major firm. Interna-

tional Computers, Limited (ICL), was formed in 1968 by merging

two previously independent companies: International Computers

and Tabulators and English Electric Computers. The merger was en-

couraged by the Ministry of Technology in order to create a large (and

hopefully competitive) domestic computer-manufacturing firm. The

government contributed $41 million, the majority as a grant toward

research and development over a 5-year period; the remainder was

“ A formal inquiry into the matter was initiated by the FCC in 1967.

^'Computers nnd Aniomalion, March, 1968, p. 33.
« Ibid.

Computers and Automation, February, 1968, p. 37.

Computers and Automation, August, 1967, p. 36.

"G. B. Levine, “Computers in Japan,” Datamation, December, 1967, pp. 22-24.
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used to purchase 10.5% of the common stock of the new company.®^

Computers made by ICL are widely used in Britain, eastern Europe,

and Australia. The company had assets of $240 million in 1968,

making it the fourth largest computer manufacturer in the world

[after IBM, Sperry Rand (UNIVAC), and Honeywell], according

to one source.®®

The French government also supports a domestic computer indus-

try. The major manufacturer, Compagnie Machines Bull, encountered

difficulties in the early 1960’s; the government subsequently allowed

it to be taken over by General Electric. This left only two French-

owned companies of any size— Compagnie Europeene d’Automatisme

(CAE) and Societe Europeene d’Automatisme (SEA). Together, they

held 15% of the market in 1966. A crisis of sorts was reached when the

U.S. State Department refused to grant export licenses for large scien-

tific computers ordered by the French Atomic Energy Commission. Al-

though the problem was subsequently solved, a viable domestic in-

dustry became a major government goal. The result was the “Plan

Calcul,” whereby CAE and SEA were merged and promised a total

of approximately $100 million over a 5-year period. The government

plans to invest most of its funds in research and development and

to share any profits. A Delegate Generale, appointed by the govern-

ment, acts as “computer overlord.’’®" Specifications for the first ma-

chine produced by the new company were made public in 1968.

The West German government also provides support. Under a 5-

year plan covering the period 1967-1971, the government plans to

spend $100 million for “research and development in the public sector

of the computer industry.”

In 1968, the giant Dutch firm. Philips Industries, began deliveries

of the first of a major series of computers. According to one source,

the company spent about $10 million annually during the period

1965-1968 on its “buildup for the assault” on the computer market."^

Only one (Fujitsu) of the several Japanese manufacturers can be

considered virtually independent. Hitachi, the leading company.

Computers and Automation, May, 1968, p. 39.

’’^Common Ground (published by KLM Airlines), June, 1968, p. 1.

“40m for French Computers,” The Economist, Aug. 13, 1966, p. 659.

"Comment,” Computer Survey, March/April, 1968, p. 197.

^'Common Ground, op. cit., p. 3.
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relies heavily on RCA designs. Nippon Electric Company uses some

Honeywell designs; Toshiba and Mitsubishi have close arrangements

with General Electric; and the Oki Electric Company is affiliated

with Sperry Rand (UNIVAC).®* The government has chosen to pro-

tect the domestic computer industry: “new foreign investments in

computer manufacture in Japan, even as a minority partner in a joint

venture, are basically prohibited.”
®‘'

In a world of pacific international relations, government protection

and/or support of computer-manufacturing firms would be difficult

to justify. The standard arguments of economic theory could easily

be invoked against such policies. But the realities of international

politics must be acknowledged, as well as the existence of national

pride.

Levine, op. cit.

^ Ibid.
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regression analysis

Much of the empirical analysis described in Part II of

this book relies on the technique of regression analysis, a major tool

of classical statistics. The method is briefly described here for the

reader with little or no background in the area. The discussion is ad-

dressed to the pragmatist who wishes to obtain at least a minimal

understanding of the results reported in this book. Those interested

in the details of statistical inference, hypothesis testing, and more

advanced techniques are advised to look elsewhere.^

A. CURVE FITTING

Assume that Fig. A-1 represents the cost and throughput (somehow

measured) for each of ten computer systems. An analyst might like

to argue that cost is some relatively simple function of throughput:

C -/(T)

Expressing the problem differently, we could say that he wants to

“fit” a curve through the points. But what kind of curve? And which

one of the family of curves of the “right” kind should be selected?

It is important to recognize that a perfect or nearly perfect fit can

always be obtained. If only one Y value is associated with each X
value, and there are N points, it is possible to find an (N — l)th

degree polynomial of the form

Y = Og a^X -b 4- • • • 4- af/-iX^~^

that passes through each point. If there are multiple Y values for some
X value, it is a simple matter to “move” such points slightly to the right

or left and then fit an {N — l)th-degree polynomial to the resulting

‘ For example:

Gerhard Tintner, Econometrics, Science Editions, Wiley, New York, 1965.

Sylvain Ehrenfeld and Sebastian B. Littauer, Introduction to Statistical Method,
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1964.

Edward C. Bryant, Statistical Analysis, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1960.
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Cost ( C

)

Throughput ( T

)

FIGURE A-1. Hypothetical relationship between cost and throughput for ten com-

puter systems.

points; although the curve will not pass through some of the original

points, it can be made to come very close to them.

But why fit a curve at all? The usual reason is that available data

represent only part of the full set of data of interest. For example,

the points in Fig. A- 1 show the cost and throughput for ten computers,

but the analyst may be interested in the cost and throughput of all

computers (including some not even built yet). Alternatively, he may

be interested in the cost of a computer with a throughput differing

from that of any of the ten machines for which data are available.

The object is thus to infer something about the relationship that holds

for a larger group (often called the universe or population) from data

describing a subset of this group. The subset is typically called the

sample.

As indicated earlier, the process of making such inferences should

begin with one or more hypotheses about the expected relationships,

and these should be derived from some sort of theoretical model. For

example, cost may be expected to increase with throughput, ceteris

paribus. If efficient production methods are employed, a machine with

smaller throughput and higher cost than an alternative one will not

be built. Even if one was built, the seller would presumably have

lowered its price below that of a higher-throughput computer in order
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to sell it. Thus, if “cost” refers to cost to the user (i.e., price charged

by the seller), economic theory would imply that cost increases with

throughput:

C=/(r) and ^>0

Note that relatively little is implied about the form of this function,

except that it is monotonic and upward-sloping. Selecting the appro-

priate function from among those meeting these criteria is essentially

an empirical problem.

If the throughput and cost of the ten systems have been measured

precisely, and if no other factors influence cost, the points should

fall along an upward-sloping curve, and systems with equal through-

put should have identical costs. Even under these stringent condi-

tions the appropriate curve relating cost to effectiveness is not ob-

vious, for many curves (an Nth-degree polynomial, an (N -f l)th-

degree polynomial, etc.) can be drawn through all the points. How-

ever, discussion of such a case is decidedly academic, since meas-

urement is seldom perfect and rarely can all relevant factors be in-

cluded in the data sample.

Consider the following modification of the problem posed. Assume

that throughput (T) refers to the efficiency of a system when it is oper-

ating, while reliability (R) measures the expected portion of the time

that the system will be operable. Arguments similar to those given

earlier lead to the conclusion that economic theory implies:

C=nT,R), ^>0, and ^>0
If the sample data include figures on reliability for the ten systems,

and if all variables (C, T, and R) have been measured without error,

all points should lie on the true surface relating C to T and R. The
problem is then to select some surface passing through the ten points

in the three-dimensional diagram with C, T, and R on the axes. But

data on reliability are often unavailable. In such cases the analyst must
resign himself to attempting to indicate the relationship between cost

and throughput for a system of “typical” reliability, with the expec-

tation that the relationship will predict too low a cost for a highly

reliable system and too high a cost for a system of low reliability.
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Moreover, he must assume that, to the extent that the systems in his

sample vary in reliability, the variation is reasonably random: if some

systems in the sample have less-than-average reliability, others are

likely to have greater-than-average reliability; moreover, those with

less-than-average reliability are not likely to fall primarily within

one range of costs while those with greater-than-average reliability

fall primarily in another. More formally:

(A- la) Ci" = C," + d,

(A- lb) C." =/(r,)

(A-lc) Exp(J,) = 0

(A- Id) Correlation {d, T) = 0

Equation A- la is a definition of </,, the difference between the actual

(Cf") and the predicted (C,") cost of system i. Equation A- lb is

the prediction equation; it indicates the relationship between cost and

throughput for systems of typical reliability. Equation A-lc states

that the expected difference should be zero, while equation A- Id

states that there should be no relationship between the cost differences

and the throughput values.

In this example differences are assumed to be due to a single un-

measured factor— reliability. But no significant change is required if

differences are assumed to be due to several unmeasured influences or

to errors in measuring cost. In general, letting X: through be meas-

ured factors (called independent variables) and Y a variable assumed to

be influenced by these factors (Y is the dependent variable), we have

(A-2a) -f
II

(A-2b) y," =f{x,„ x.„ . . . , x^,)

(A-2c) Exp(di) = 0

(A-2d) Correlation {d, Xj) = 0 for j = 1 to Jv

Models of the type indicated in equations A-2a through A-2d in-

clude only variables on which data are to be collected, assuming that

other influences and errors in measurement may be considered equiva-

lent to a single random variable {d). For some purposes an additional

specification concerning d is made: in the entire population (but not
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necessarily the sample), values of d, are assumed to follow a normal

distribution.^

B. SELECTING THE BEST MEMBER OF A FAMILY OF CURVES

Assume for the present that a particular form has somehow been

selected for the prediction equation— for example, a linear form:

(A-2b') F," = u + biXi + + • • • + buX^

Which of the alternative members of this general family provides the

best fit, that is, what are the best values of the coefficients a, b^, . . .
,

bj(l More to the point, how shall “fit” be measured?

For a number of reasons most analyses utilize the sum of the squared

deviations of actual from predicted values of the dependent variable—

the smaller this sum, the better is the fit. To some extent the selection

of this measure is based on its computational properties. However, a

more compelling reason can be given: under certain conditions its

adoption can be shown to lead to the selection of an equation with the

greatest likelihood of success in prediction. The details of this rationale

are beyond the scope of this discussion; we note merely that standard

statistical analyses assume that the sum of the squared deviations pro-

vides the most appropriate criterion.

The best equation of any given family is assumed to be the one mini-

mizing the sum of the squared deviations. The problem for a linear form

can be stated as follows.

Select values of a, bj, . . , , bj,- that

Minimize: ^ (F “ — F/')^

1=1

subject to

F," = a + biXu + • • • + b^XKi for oach i from I to N

where (F,®, X^t, . . . , A/f,) is the /th one ofN observations. Such a prob-

lem is not difficult to solve; it requires the solution of K + I simul-

^ If d represents the net effect of many independent effects, appeal to the central limit

theorem may be made to support this assumption.
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taneous linear equations in /v + 1 unknowns. A number of standard

computer programs have been written for such analyses.

The process of determining a function of this type is known as re-

gression analysis by the method of least squares. If only one inde-

pendent variable is employed, the technique is simple regression; if

K > \ , the analysis is termed multiple regression.

In practice, linear equations are used most frequently; fortunately,

a wide variety of relationships can be accommodated by judicious

choice of variables. For example, consider a problem involving only

one independent variable (X)\ the data consist of N observations—
y/'. X, pairs. To fit a quadratic function, merely add a third variable for

each observation:

K.,= >V'. IA.=A'.. and K3 ,

= A?

Then regress:

V„ = fl -b hV.,, +

The resulting equation is, of course:

rr = fl + bX, + cA",-

The following examples suggest other transformations that can be used

to fit nonlinear curves by means of linear regression techniques.

Linear Regression Equation

(A-3aj In y = « -b f7(ln A') Y = AX'', where /I = c"

(A-3b) In y = fl + bX y = A B-', where A — c" and B = e^

(A-3c) y = n -b f;(ln A') e’ = AX^. where A — e"

Form A-3a is particularly useful, since it assumes a constant relation-

ship between percentage changes in X and y. As shown in Chapter 3,

the coefficient b can, in this case, be interpreted directly as the per-

centage change in the dependent variable (>0 associated with a Wo
change in the independent variable (A'). Form A-3c is also of interest:

in this case the coefficient b indicates the absolute change in the de-

pendent variable associated with a 1% change in the independent

variable. These interpretations hold also in cases involving more than

one independent variable, for example:
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Linear Regression Equation

\nY= a-L bi(^nX,) + Y = AX\^Xp, where y4 = e"

Here bi
= percentage change in Y associated with a 1% change in X^,

ceteris paribus;

bz = percentage change in Y associated with a 1% change in Zg,

ceteris paribus; and

bi + b2 = percentage change in Y associated with a 1% change in

both Xi and Zg.

One minor qualification concerns the fitting of curves in which the

dependent variable has been transformed. For example, to fit the curve

Y = AX’‘ we regress (In Y) on (In X). The resulting coefficients give

a curve that minimizes the squared deviations of the actual values of

(In Y) from the predicted values. This curve will typically ditfer slightly

from the one that minimizes the squared deviations of Y from the pre-

dicted values. However, the difference is usually small and is generally

disregarded.

In certain instances linear regression methods may be used to

analyze influences expressed only with ordinal measures. For example,

the analyst may feel that IBM computers cost more than others of

comparable performance. Such a relationship may be accommodated

by defining a binary variable:

^ _ fO if computer i is not made by IBM, and
' (I if computer / is made by IBM,

and then regressing an equation such as

C = a-LbtT-Y b,Z

This implies that

^ _ (a, + bfT for IBM computers, and

la -1- bfT for non-IBM computers,

where ai = a + b^.

Further examples could be given, but the point has been made—
clever use of linear regression methods allows the fitting of relation-

ships of considerable complexity.
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C. SELECTING THE TYPE OF CURVE

Even though reasonably simple procedures are available to provide the

“best” curve of any given kind, the best type of curve must still be

chosen. If the criterion were solely the extent to which the curve fits

the sample data, one would merely select one of the functions giving a

perfect (or nearly perfect) fit, for example, an {N — l)th-degree poly-

nomial, since the sum of the squared deviations could then be made to

be zero. But we are usually interested in the extent to which the

selected curve will fit all points in the population, even though only a

subset is available for the analysis. Intuitively it would seem that the

more complex the curve used, the more likely the curve is to reflect

peculiarities of the sample at hand instead of the underlying relation-

ship for the full (unavailable) set of data. Ceteris paribus, the simpler

the form of the equation, the better it is.

A desirable measure of simplicity in this connection is the number

of coefficients in the equation being estimated.^ A related measure is

the difference between the number of observations and this sum:

if=-N-n,

where df = degrees of freedom.

N — number of observations, and

/;<. = number of coefficients estimated.

Other things being equal (especially the goodness of fit), the greater the

degrees of freedom, the more significant is the fit. An extreme case

arises when df = 0. We have argued that a perfect or nearly perfect fit

can be made to any set of N points (E|, A',) if an {N — l)th-degree

polynomial is used. Such a curve would fit very well, but a good fit

hardly guarantees that the true relationship for the population as a

whole has been discovered. This is immediately apparent: since N
coefficients have been estimated (including the intercept), there are no

degrees of freedom (df= 0).

The concept of degrees of freedom leads directly to the choice of the

“best” curve. For a specified type of curve, we select the one mini-

mizing the sum of the squared deviations of actual from predicted

“ Equal, in the case of multiple regression, to the total number of variables (independent

plus dependent).
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values of the dependent variable. Now we divide this sum by the num-

ber of degrees of freedom for the equation; the result is defined as the

square of the standard error of estimate:

2 (Yf - Yff
(sef = N-Hr

This is the measure used to select the best type of curve: the smaller

the standard error, the better is the curve. Its use ensures that among

curves with the same number of coefficients the one giving the smallest

sum of squared deviations will be selected. Moreover, among curves

giving the same sum of squared deviations, the one with the fewest

coefficients will be selected. Most important, the measure provides a

method for selection among curves differing in both respects. The

theoretical basis for its use will only be alluded to here; under certain

assumed conditions it represents the best estimate of the standard devi-

ation of points in the entire population around the curve in question.

D. STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE

We have suggested that the appropriate curve is the one minimizing

the standard error of estimate. But once such a curve is found, one

often would like to determine its importance. Two types of questions

arise, those having to do with the significance of the entire equation

and those dealing with the significance of particular coefficients in the

equation. Before addressing these questions, however, we must

briefly consider the meaning of statistical significance.

Central to the notion is the concept of a null hypothesis. For ex-

ample, we might assert that, if all the points in the population were

available, there would be no relationship between cost and throughput.

Typically the sample will show some relationship. But even if the null

hypothesis were true, there would be some chance that a sample show-

ing at least as great a relationship would be found. For example, there

might be 5 chances out of 100; if so, we say that the relationship found

in the sample differs from that specified by the null hypothesis at the 5%
level of significance. A greater difference might be significant at, say,

the 1% level. The analyst might (rather arbitrarily) decide to reject a

null hypothesis if the sample results differ by at least the amount
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significant at the 5% level. Or he might insist on a difference large

enough to be significant at the 19c level.' In general, the assertion that

some relationship is si$;iiijicant indicates that the sample result differs

enough from an assumed value of zero (no relationship) to be significant

at some preselected level, usually 59c or 1 9c.

Measures of significance may seem to have little practical value, for

they must be based on characteristics of the entire population, about

which little is actually known. To overcome this problem, statisticians

sometimes utilize sample results (plus a substantial set of assumptions)

to make inferences about the essential features of the population, and

hence about the significance of the sample results. Neither the basis for

such procedures nor the computations used will be considered here: a

discussion of the rationale would be far too lengthy, and the formulas

are of more interest to programmers of statistical routines than to

users.

E. THE PREDICTIVE ABILITY OF THE REGRESSION EQUATION

If the goal is to predict future values of a dependent variable, given

values for the independent variables, the relevant question is simple;

how much will the use of the equation improve predictive ability? Such

a question presumes an alternative method of prediction; this is typically

assumed to be simply a prediction that every value of Y will equal the

average value in the sample. The sum of the squared deviations around

the mean of Y provides a measure of the errors associated with this

predictive method. Hopefully the sum of squared deviations around

the fitted curv'e will be considerably smaller. It is useful to refer to the

latter as the sum of squared deviations inic.xplaincd by the curs'e. We

' .An important question concerns the altcmatisc if the null hjpothesis is rejected, what

hypothesis vs ill be selected"’ Denote the null hvpothesis as Ho and the alternative as //,

Let the selected level of significance be a A desirable statistical test

maximizes the probability of rejecting H„ (and thus selecting //,) when //, is in fact

correct.

subject to the constraint that the probability of rejecting Ho when it is in fact correct

must be less than or equal to a.

A typical null hypothesis asserts that no relationship exists between two vanables A
possible alternative is the hypothesis that there is some relationship— positive or nega-

tive. The usual test of significance is consistent with the choice of such an alternative
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have thus

Sr=j;,iY--n
1=1

*=1

Se — St~~ Sy

where Y" = the actual value of the independent variable for the /th

observation,

Y = the mean observed value of F(= XYJN),
y," = the value of F; predicted by the fitted curve,

St = the total sum of squared deviations of F, around F,

Sy = the sum of squared deviations of Y, unexplained by the

curve, and

Se = the sum of squared deviations of F, explained (implied) by

the curve.

Of the total variance, the proportion “explained” by the curve is

St

This ratio, usually called the coefficient of determination, can range

from 0 to 1, A value of 0 signifies that the curve does not fit at all; a

value of 1 indicates a perfect fit for the sample data.

For some purposes it is convenient to take the squre root of the co-

efficient of determination. This measure, the (multiple) correlation

coefficient, is typically denoted by R. Hence the coefficient of deter-

mination (proportion of variation explained) is often represented as

R^. It is important to note that a high correlation between two variables

indicates association but need not imply causality (e.g., X may affect

F, F may affect X, or both may be affected by a third factor).®

® Although related mathematically, the coefficient of determination and the correlation
coefficient rest on quite different philosophical bases Regression analysis usually as-

sumes that measurement errors are associated with the dependent vanable, but that

independent variables have been measured precisely The regression equation is thus
arranged to minimize the sum of the squared deviations of actual values of the dependent
vanable from those predicted by the equation If an analyst feels that errors of measure-
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Clearly the significance of a coefficient of determination will depend

on the degrees of freedom. Thus a value close to 1 is not necessarily an

indication of substantial predictive ability. The assumptions required

to perform a test of significance for the coefficient of determination are

sufficiently stringent to seriously limit the utility of the approach for

applications of the type discussed in this book. The coefficient of

determination should thus be regarded primarily as a measure of the ex-

tent to which a regression equation fits the sample data.

A prediction equation attempts to provide the best single estimate

(i.e., the expected value) of the dependent variable forgiven values of

the independent variables. Of course, when new data are obtained, ac-

tual values are likely to differ from those predicted by the regression

equation. But by how much? Recall that the standard error of estimate

is an estimate of the standard deviation of such differences. Now as-

sume that these differences are normally distributed in the same man-

ner all along the regression line. Under these conditions we might

assert that

Y" — (sc) g Y" g Y" -b (se) with probability of 0.68

Y‘‘ — 2(se) g Y" ^ Y‘‘ -t- 2(sc) with probability of 0.95

where Y" — actual value of Y,

Y“ — predicted value of T, given specified values of the inde-

pendent variables and using the regression equation, and

se = standard error of estimate.

Confidence intervals, constructed by using assumptions such as

these, are widely employed. However, even more sophisticated meth-

ods" should be viewed as providing, at best, rough estimates of the

likely range of outcomes. We note in passing that regressions per-

ment arc connected with the values of )' in his sample, but not with the values of A", he

should regress 1' on X. On the other htind, if he believes that there are measurement
errors in X, but not in he should regress X on Y. This will give a different regression

equation (unless the values fit the curve perfectly), but the coefficients of determination

(and hence the correlation coefficients) wilt be the same. In cases in which errors occur

in the measurement of two variables, standard (simple) regression techniques may be

completely inapplic.able, but the correlation coefficient can still be used to measure the

association of the two variables.

“ Careful analysts take into account the fact that the slope of the regression line itself

is subject to error. When predicting values distant from the mean, the likely error caused

by faulty estimation of the regression line should be added to that due to variation of

values around the line.
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formed by using the logarithm of a variable as the dependent variable

lead to confidence intervals stated in terms of the likely percentage

deviation of the actual value of the original variable from the value pre-

dicted by the equation.

F. THE IMPORTANCE OF INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES

Often one is interested not only in the predictive ability of the regres-

sion equation as a whole but also in the “importance” of individual

variables.^ For example, does throughput really influence cost, or is

only reliability important? Questions of this type can be formalized.

Assume that the true relationship for the population as a whole is

C = a -b -f jSr??

where C = cost

T = throughput

R = reliability

and a, /3(, /3r are constants.

From the sample at hand we obtain a least-squares equation:

C = u + biT -b brR

Now assume (as the null hypothesis) that throughput really does not

alfect cost; this is equivalent to assuming that = 0. Even if this were

the case, it might be possible for a regression analysis performed on a

sample to give a (spurious) relationship similar to that actually found.

But how probable is such a result? To answer this question, statisti-

cians compute a statistic from the sample data known as the standard

error of the regression coefficient. For example, a regression equation

might be reported as follows;

C = 35.6 -b20.2r-b 9.3/?

(10.1) (11.9)

Each figure in parentheses indicates the standard error of the regres-

sion coefficient above it. To estimate the extent to which such a co-

’Note, however, that, if there is only one independent variable (i.e., simple regression),

the two questions are equivalent. Thus the t test described in this section can serve as a
test of the significance of the coefficient of determination for simple regression equations.
Note also that, for multiple regression equations, if one or more independent variables is

significant, the entire equation should also be significant (a fortiori).
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efficient differs from the value assumed in the null h\’pothesis. we di-

vide the difference by the associated error to obtain a t value. For

example, taking as the null htTpothesis jS, = 0, we have

1 value = 20.2 - 0

10.1
= 2.0

The larger the t value, the less is the likelihood that the true value of

the regression coefficient (e.g.. ft) is really the hypothesized value (in

this case. zero). Under certain conditions statements concerning

statistical significance can also be made. If the f value exceeds 3.0,

the coefficient is often significant at the 192 level; if it exceeds 2.0. the

coefficient is often significant at the 592 level. The qualifications are in-

cluded partly to account for the fact that the number of degrees of

freedom influences the result. The minimum t values significant at the

592 and 1 92 levels for some alternative degrees of freedom are as fol-

lows:

Minimum Value Minimum Value

Degrees of Significant at Significant at

Freedom the 5% Level the 1% Level

10 2.23 3.17

20 2.09 2.84

30 2.04 2.75
== 1.96 2.58

Needless to say. these assertions rest, as usual, on assumptions, some

of which may not apph' in any given case.

G. REGRESSION ANALYSIS: ART OR SCIENCE?

A great deal of statistical theorx' has been developed to cope with prob-

lems invoKing regression analysis. In practical, empirical work, how-

ever. the use of this technique remmns more of an an than a science. It

is often far too easy to find an equation giving a large coefficient of

determination. For example, a regression of total cost on some meas-

ure of effectiveness is likely to vield a large coefficient, for the assumed

alternative is the hiT)othesis that effectiveness does not influence total

cost at all. On the other hand, a regression of average cost on effective-
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ness may give quite a low coefficient, for the assumed alternative is the

much more sensible hypothesis that effectiveness does not influence

average cost. Another danger is the attribution of a cause-and-effect

relationship to regression results.

In practice, investigations seldom follow the procedures of classical

statistics. The investigator is supposed to formulate a detailed hypoth-

esis before examining the data in question. This rarely happens. Usu-

ally the data are examined, hypotheses tested, new ones formed and

tested, and so on. The final (reported) results typically concern an

hypothesis formulated after extensive analyses of the data used to test

the validity of the hypothesis.

Another problem can best be described by means of an example. In

a study of core memories a regression of cost per bit on cycle time gave

a good fit (large R^) with indications that the regression coefficient was

clearly significant (large t value). However, the coefficient was positive,

suggesting that slower memories cost more per bit than faster ones.

This result was unexpected, to say the least. It arose because slow

memories tended to be older memories, and older memories typically

had higher costs (per bit) than newer ones. Thus the measure of speed

was acting partly as a surrogate for the date of first introduction. The

problem was easily solved by including the date of first introduction

as an additional independent variable. When this was done, the value

of R'^ became even larger, both regression coefficients appeared to be

significant, and (happily) they exhibited the expected signs. Having

reached such a point, an analyst is likely to assert that he has captured

the “true” cause-and-effect relationship. But how does he know that

the date of introduction, for example, is not simply acting as a surro-

gate for something else, which is the real determinant of cost? The
answer is that he does not and cannot know. Investigations typically

are concluded when results consistent with our expectations are ob-

tained; additional analysis is performed primarily when the initial

findings cause discomfort.

Although regression analysis is fraught with hazards, it does provide

a convenient method for summarizing data and attempting to focus on

key relationships. Its use in empirical work is thus virtually unavoid-

able. Many of the results in this book are based on regression analysis.

In such cases we have generally reported only the equation, the /
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values,® the coefficient of determination, and the standard error of esti-

mate, for example:

r= 1.76- 0.20A', + 0.16A'2 - O.OIA'3

(t=10.1) (/ = 3.2) (/ = 9.6)

When describing studies lacking some of this information, we some-

times indicate statistical significance (as reported in the original

study). However, such interpretations have been avoided whenever

possible; the reader may furnish them if he chooses.

® Relative to the hypothesis that the variable is insignificant, that is,

coefficient — 0
I va ue — error of coefficient

R- = 0.45

.se = 0.37
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Patents, 520, 521

Peak-load pricing, 464, 465

Personnel costs, 526-32

figure, 527-28

Poisson distribution, 460
Positive theory, 4, 5

definition, 4

Present value, 94-100, 107, 121, 123,

138-39, 141

definition, 95-96

figure, 99, 108

formula, 102-106

maximizing present value, 101

Price, 28, 42, 52-53, 58, 68, 79, I2I,

160, 164-70, 348-50

definition, 26-27

discriminatory pricing, 62-64

figure, 69-70

four-price policy, 89-92

single-price policy, 64-71, 175

three-price policy, 85-89

two-price policy, 71-76

Prices and rental charges, 380-93

figure, 382, 385-87

Pricing computer services, 442-93

pricing schemes, 465-69, 478

Principle of binary powers, 198

Probability distribution, 11 1-13, 1 16,

171-72, 367, 369

central tendency, 1 1

1

conditional, 369

figure, 371

measures of central tendency, 111-

13

measures of spread, 113

Probability distribution, spread, 1 1

1

Procedure-oriented languages, 530-

31

definition, 530

figure, 531

Processor time, 483

Production function, 171

definition, 154

production possibility curve, 163-

64

Profit, 88, 130, 191

definition, 61

figure, 174

Profit center, 442

Profit maximizing, 61-62, 69, 76, 89-

90

figure, 65-66

model, 12

three-part policy, 89

two-price policy, 75

Purchase options, 226-33

figures, 229-32

Purchase prices, 268-70

figure, 269

Purchase/rent ratio, 270-77

Purchase terms, 233-36

performance period, definition, 234

Purchase versus rental, 97-98

Pure rent, 255, 257, 268

figure, 256

Quantity discounts, 79-81, 242-45

definition, 79

figure, 244

The Rand Corporation, 285, 288,

309, 351

Random access, 366-72, 397-98,

401,411,441

definition, 367

figure, 435

Random walk, 367

Rate of output, 144-45
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Rate of output, definition, 138

figure, 145

Rate of return, 106-109, 116, 130,

132, 134-35, 173

definition, 107-108

figure, 119

Raytheon, 189-90

RCA, 192,273-74,282,417-18

Regression analysis, 76-77, 541-56

curve fitting, 541-45

curve selection, 545-49

definition, 76

predictive ability, 550-53

statistical significance, 549-50

variables, 553-54

Relationships among investments,

116-20, 121

figure, 118

Remedial maintenance, 223-25

Remington Rand Corporation (now

Sperry Rand), 186, 203

Rent, definition, 354-55

formula, 356

Rental charges, 81-92, 98, 268

cost components, 255

figure, 83-84, 86, 88-89, 91, 269

four-part policy, 82, 89-92

three-part policy, 82, 85-89

two-part policy, 82-86

Rental income, 122

Rental terms, contractual period,

21'2-15

extra-use charges, 217-23

maintenance costs, 223-26

operational use time, 215-17

purchase options, 226-33

Requirements analysis, 8-11

definition, 8-9

figure, 10

Restraint of trade, 247
Revenue, definition, 61

maximization, 162

Risk, 134-36, 174, 184
definition, 134-35

Risk aversion, 109-16, 118, 121, 123,

134-36,498

definition, 94

discounting for risk, 115-16

figure, 119

Rotating devices, 393-423

fixed-head units, 393-403

magnetic-strip units, 416-23
magnetic tape drives, 422-38

movable-head units, 403-16
Running time, 30

cost, 30-31

Scale effect, 158-60

definition, 157

figure, 159

Scientific Data Systems, 214, 224,

228, 235, 243, 274

figure, 225, 230, 245

Scoring systems, 284-92

definition, 284

figure, 287, 291

Second generation equipment, 264,

267, 352

Sequential access, 372-73

definition, 373,401,409,418
figures, 423, 436, 437

Service bureaus, 505-509

definition, 183

Shadow price, 35, 472, 474

Shortage, 44-46

Short-job-first-rule, 480

Simulation methods, 292-94

SCERT, 292

Single-price policy, 64-71

definition, 64

figure, 72

Software, 517-25

definition, 517

development, 5 1

9

pricing, 523-25

Software firm, 1 84

Sperry Rand, 1 88; see also Univac

Standford Crisis, 449-53
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Statistical significance of regression

analysis, 549-56

coefficient of determination, 551,

556

confidence intervals, 552

null hypothesis, 549, 554

standard error of regression coef-

ficient, 553

Straight-line method, definition, 127

figure, 128

Subjective probability estimate, 109-

14

central tendency, 1 1

1

cumulative probability distribu-

tion, 1 1

1

definition, 110

figure, 1 10. 112

spread, 1 1

1

Substitution effect, 44, 158-60

definition, 157

figure, 158-59

Sum-of-the-years’-digits method,

definition, 127

figure, 128

Supply, 48, 68

curve, 160

Surplus, 44-46

Systems Development Corporation,

293

Technological progress, 322-33,341,

415,432
figure, 323-24, 326-32

functions, 346-47, 356

nature of, 344-48

Technologically efficient, 152-53

Technologically feasible, 151-52

Terms and conditions in sale and

rental of computers, 211-45

educational discounts, 238-42

maintenance contracts, 236-37

purchase terms, 233-36

quantity discounts, 242-45

Terms and conditions in sale and

rental of computers, rental terms,

212-33

Third-generation equipment, 261-

62, 264

Time preference, 94-109

Time sharing, 483, 509-17

charges, 512-17

definition, 183, 481

Time slice, 509-11

definition, 509

Total cost, 60, 138-39, 141, 143,279,

290

curve, 53, 57, 65

figure, 18, 25, 54, 62

Tot.al revenue, 66, 84, 138

curve, 65, 71, 171

versus total value, 61

Total value, 31-32, 34, 46, 60, 82,

135,279

all or none restriction, 37-39

curve, 36-37, 40-41, 53, 71

figure, 25, 35, 54, 62, 83

versus total revenue, 61-62

Turnaround time, 459-65

definition, 460

figure, 461, 466

U.S. Government, Air Force, 282

antitrust legislation, 81-82, 89,

246-47

digital computers, figure, 194

influence of, 193

policy regarding cost recovery,

492-93

tax considerations, 496

Univac, 192, 223-25, 227-28, 234-

35, 239, 274, 434

figure, 231

see also Sperry Rand

Value, 61-62, 68, 1 15, 196

figure, 69, 197
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Value, of computer manufactures ,
1 3 6

Value-based allocation, 469-80

definition, 469

figure, 470

Value per unit of service, 32

Variable cost, 53

Volume, 139-45

Volume, definition, 138

figure, 141, 146

Waiting time, 460-63

figure, 461-62

Weighting schemes, 286, 289


